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Track 1

I just actually put it on. This interview with Ralph Hooper.
Woodlands – born in Woodlands Avenue, Hornchurch, Essex in 1926, 30th of January
1926. Lived there up to the age of seven I think, when the family moved up to Hull
because my father was a civil servant and he got promotion if he made that move.
Situation was a little unusual in that my maternal grandparents lived next door, in fact
the plot that our house was built on had been theirs and my parents, who both married
quite late, took the opportunity of employing a architect who lived across the road
and, hmm, so there we were Winton [house name], Woodlands Avenue, still there
today or it was the last time I went past that way.

[01.14]

What’s actually your earliest memory?

Sorry?

What’s actually your earliest memory?

My earliest memory?

Yeah.

I’ve got one or two quite early memories. Two very early ones, first I remember I
was in a pram, I didn’t know it was a pram at the time, and I realised that I was being
pushed round by my mother to Woodend, which was my maternal grandparents’
house, and I was left outside the front door, I didn’t know what a front door was at the
time either but you – I don’t know what children are thinking, they have no language
so what are they thinking, what do they remember in? I just remember I was left
there, my mother bent over me and sort of tucked me in I suppose, and then she went
in to do something with her – her sister or her parents and I did what all good children
do, after a short while I howled whereupon another shadowy figure came out, who I
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now believe is my grandmother, and made soothing noises so I stopped howling for a
bit. And about ready to howl again I think when my mother came out and I was duly
wheeled back next door. So that’s one. The other which might have been about the
same time, I don’t know, I was sleeping in a cot besides my parents bed and I
suddenly found myself threatened by a caterpillar, I didn’t know what caterpillars
were either but this was one of the sort of caterpillar which arches up and its back and
moves its back legs along and then straightens out and this thing was coming straight
for the side of my head so I – I howled at that as well till somebody came, my mother
came and duly tipped it out of the window. So those are early memories, there may
be others but – hmmm, no other particularly occurs to me at the moment.

Both sound quite vivid in your mind, though it’s …

Yeah, those two may have stuck oddly. Of course at that time Hornchurch was quite
a small village and it had all the things that semi-country villages would have like a
local blacksmith, so I can remember going and standing in the entrance to the
blacksmiths shop and watching horses being shod and that sort of thing. Hmmm …

[03.46]

Hmmm. What did your parents actually do?

Pardon?

What did your father do?

Oh he was in the Board of Trade which is not a very highly thought of part of the civil
service I suspect, nothing like the Foreign Office, and he was then working at Tilbury
so he used to go off in the morning and catch the train down to Tilbury which was
then docking quite large ships from round the empire, you know, and … apart from
that fact that he – he left the house in the morning and occasionally my sister and I
would go up to the end of the road and – and dance around a lamppost or something
while we waited for him to appear, I don’t think we were allowed to go beyond the
end of the road, and see him home in the evening.
© The British Library Board
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Hmmm. Did he work long hours or …?

I think they were just regular civil service hours, I – I don’t have any recollection of
him having to work long into the evening or anything like that.

What sort of things interested him outside work?

Gardening, gardening, gardening roughly. He had played football, he’d been
secretary of a local football club in his youth but certainly by the time I knew him it
was the gardening all the time, and he tried to interest me in gardening by setting
aside a small bit of his garden and planting things round that and this became known
as my garden. And so I sort of walked around it for a while and decided that watching
plants grow was about as interesting as watching paint dry [laughs] so I’m afraid he
failed totally to interest me in – in gardening. And probably in my teens I got around
doing the heavy digging for him and we got together over that. But as life turned out
my sister turned to be the one – turned out to be the one who took an interest in all
things vegetable and she spent most of her life, working life, at Kew, in the herbarium
at Kew.

What did your father think of you not being any good at gardening, was he
disappointed or [laughs] –

Well I supp – I suppose he was disap – disappointed or disgusted or something or
other but, yeah, I’m afraid all my interest turned towards practical things.

[06.27]

Very first construction kit I had was called Cliptico, which I don’t suppose anyone
remembers now but it was sort of – sort of an early child’s version of Meccano which
all the bits clipped together instead of having little nuts and bolts. And I can
remember sprawling on the floor and playing with these things, occasionally having to
call for adult support to bring it all together. But that gave way to Meccano, fairly
early, I can’t now put a date to it. As I said my father had played football as a lad and
© The British Library Board
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one of the people in the club with him was one Joe Reed who lived the next – next
road to us, and he did rather well in life, he became the managing director of Bryant &
May’s who used to be the matchmaking company. In those days they used to import
timber from the Baltic and went – did everything from thereon whereas I not – I
notice now that if you go and try and buy some matches they’re made in Sweden and
we just import the finished product. Anyway, he was a little more wealthy than most
of the people in our road I think and he took to giving me the next set of Meccano in
successive Christmases, so I did quite well out of that.

[Laughs]. What sort of things did you build?

… Can’t remember really. I made things out of their instruction book for a while and
then decided it was more fun to make things of your own, and … Meccano really
continued to be useful throughout life, certainly till I left home finally when my mum
– mother took it over and she made a thing for picking apples which you couldn’t
reach and things like that and – out of a broomstick and some bits of Meccano and an
old stocking, and she made a thing for winding wool, she did a lot of knitting.

So actually having sort of real –

So the Meccano has survived and I’ve still got it somewhere in the roof space to this
day.

So you weren’t just building toys with it but actual things you could use?

I … [laughs] I don’t remember things were actually useful except one, I made a
device for making the alarm clock not only ring its bell but switch on the light as well.
Which was useful in my early apprenticeship because I managed to sleep through the
alarm clock when it went off by itself. But I doubt I made anything useful really.

Hmmm. What was the attraction of building things with Meccano?

Well you can make things that move and certainly I did a share of that, I had a
clockwork motor, I never advanced I’m afraid to an electric motor which – which
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would have stunted my life ever since. But you could make things that run along the
floor and cranes that lifted things up and all that stuff.

[09.54]

There were also of course Hornby trains, my grandfather had worked on the railways
all of his life, he ended up as the chief draughtsman at the LNER works at Stratford in
London, and in fact my mother was born at Forest Gate which was not very far away
from where he – I don’t know if it’s where he was born but it was certainly where he
lived before my – my mother kept – for –

Do you mind if I take – sorry, just a short pause for a second while I just adjust your
mike slightly, it’s your head if that makes sense. Sorry.

Okay. I’ve forgotten where I was, I was rambling.

Not at all.

[10.34]

I was wondering, what were your parents’ names?

My father was Herbert Ralph Hooper, thus having the initials HRH which I don’t
know [laughs] ever able to make any – take any advantage from that. And my mother
was Marjorie, Marjorie Spenser in fact. I am Ralph Spenser and the Spenser name
has stuck because my maternal grandfather was the ninth direct descendent of the
poet, Edmund Spenser who wrote extremely tedious stuff like The Faerie Queene,
things like that.

[11.11]

What sort of person was your father, you’ve mentioned some of his interests and
gardening and the civil service, what sort of person was he, what was he like?
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… I would say he tended to be dour but the only time he relaxed I think is when we
went on holidays, whether he found work a bit of a strain I don’t know. Smoked a
pipe, I didn’t smoke cigarettes, neither parent smoked cigarettes so I never took up
smoking which I’m glad of. My father would occasionally smoke a cigar but I don’t
think he ever bought cigars for himself, if he was given some at Christmastime or his
birthday we’d have cigar smoke around which smelt rather nice I thought. They used
to drink cider – cider at lunchtime, I don’t think either of them drunk anything really
apart from that. And I certainly didn’t develop a drinking habit or anything nasty like
that.

[Laughs] No.

Hmmm.

Do you have any particularly strong memories of him that stick in your mind?

My parents?

Yes.

Well my mother was the practical one, she – she got that from her grandfather [her
father] and duly passed it onto me, so if anything went wrong around the house she
was like – be the one putting it right rather than my father. That’s not an inflexible
rule but it’s certainly a general one. When I look back really at my parents’
generation and indeed the generation before that I’m astonished at the amount of work
they got through compared with life today, I mean in general there weren’t vacuum
cleaners so – so you’re looking at the vacuum cleaner [laughs], there weren’t washing
machines, you had a mangle and a whole day was spent as washing day, every
Monday if I remember. And so much was made which most people don’t make now,
my mother regularly made bread for the family once a week … there was lemonade,
homemade lemonade, various other fruit drinks homemade, and my grandfather had
quite a large garden and it adjoined a wood and he kept chickens, he had a large saw
dog, I used to go and watch my father and my grandfather sawing up logs of wood
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which they’d brought in from the wood which was – I don’t know who owned it, it’s
disappeared now I noticed, having looked at the map recently.

Is this your home in Essex or the one in Hull?

Pardon?

Was this your home in Essex or the one in Hull?

This is, yes, still in Hornchurch. I’m happy to move onto Hull if you like.

No no no, I’m just sort of clarifying it’s –

Well yes, I was just saying that they got through so much work and my grandfather
kept chickens and he kept bees. The garden was nearly two acres I believe and it had
two ponds, one was entirely an artificial pond which he had built, circular and a brick
wall all the way around, and the other was natural, there was a bit of a spring in the
corner of the garden and by suitable digging and adjusting the outlet the natural
spring, sort of water garden, at one corner. He had a tennis court and a croquet court
… and … the last time I looked there the – half the garden had been split off and there
was another building on it as – as happens these days.

Sounds quite a big sort of estate, would that be the right word or –

Well it’s too small for that I suppose, but we had the run of both gardens, our garden
was much smaller, and of the wood and nobody thought that there was any risk in
children running riot in the local wood. And the wood had the stream running
through it, so we had great fun falling in the stream at intervals and swinging on a
rope across it and that sort of thing. So I think we were lucky in our upbringing, we
had quite a lot of freedom.

[15.46]

Could you describe your family home to me when you were in Essex?
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Sorry?

Could you describe your family home to me when you were in Essex?

It was made of bricks, does that help? [both laugh] Well there were three bedrooms …
a coal cellar which most houses don’t have any more but otherwise I guess it had the
usual offices [ph]. I don’t think it was remarkable in any way or anything. They’d
built a garage by the time I came along although we didn’t have a car, but bicycles
and that, and my father had built a lean-to, a small workshop and a lean-to for keeping
gardening stuff in.

[16.35]

Then … ah I certainly started to get interested in flying before we left Hornchurch. I
think the earliest memory I have there is simply that, you know, there were birds
around all the time in the woods there and after a while you look at the birds and
think, well why can’t I do that and that’s a pretty neat way of getting around. And I
remember eventually getting a scooter, and there was a hill down to this stream in the
road where it run under the road and getting on the scooter and sliding down there, I
thought, well this is half way to flying anyway [both laugh]. And in the ‘30s there
were no less than three aerodromes clustered around Hornchurch, one was the RAF
station which played a prominent part in the Battle of Britain and one was the – I
think it was the Romford Municipal Airport I think it called itself, Romford is a
slightly bigger town just to the west1. And Mr Hillman who later went on to build
cars which long since ceased to exist, at that time was running charabanc services
around the countryside and he evidently thought that perhaps flying was the coming
thing and he started a small airline, so he had his own field for that. Hmmm …

Did you visit the airfields at all when you were growing up?

1

Interviewee amendment: There were in fact only two airfields/aerodromes. ‘Hillman’s airfield’, later
became Romford Municipal Airfield. Neither exists today (nor the RAF airfield)
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Yes, well I was taken there as a small child and there’s another memory there. The
first I got near an aeroplane, and I can’t say which of these airfields, well it wasn’t the
RAF airfield obviously, they were flying Gloster Gauntlets at that time so it was one
of the other two, and there was what I would now think was a de Havilland Moth type
aeroplane standing there. It had been raining and my grandfather had an old Citroen
car and we drove past this airfield and there was the aeroplane quite close to the edge
so we got out and went and had a look at it, and I was lifted up by my father so I could
look down into the rear cockpit. The rear cockpit had a canvas draped over it to –
‘cause it obviously was parked outside, and the – the canvas had – had sagged and
filled with water so there was a small pool of water and in the bottom was what
looked like a chicken’s egg and I was very puzzled with this but I hadn’t got the
words to say, ‘Why is there an egg there, is it perhaps a duck’s egg, do ducks lay their
eggs underwater?’ I wasn’t able to ask all of these questions so I – I was lifted down
again very puzzled. So that’s the first time I think I ever got near to an aeroplane and
there was nearby a breakers yard, aeroplanes got crunched up quite often in those days
I suppose, and we walked past that going into Hornchurch or something like that and
they had a whole lot of – of propellers there and I formed the impression that one of
the things we needed to Winton Woodlands Avenue was an aeroplane propeller
‘cause it was a nice shape wasn’t it, and I worked on my parents for a while and failed
dismally I’m afraid [both laugh].

Do you remember what colour the aeroplane was at the airfield?

Don’t remember. Hmmm, no, I would guess silver but I’m not sure.

Did you see them flying round at all as well?

Yes. The RAF held exercises once a year and they were centred on attacking or
defending London depending what – so all these lumbering old biplanes tottering
around and Gloster Gauntlets going up to intercept them and that sort of thing. And
one thing which was notable in – it would have been 19 – was it 1933 or 1931 that the
– the R100 Zeppelin which was going to try and fly to India crashed in France and
burnt, and that thing was doing cruises round the countryside in preparation to see
what the fuel consumption was at various speeds, that sort of thing. And that flew
© The British Library Board
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over – I was dragged out of doors to see the Zeppelin – sorry not Zeppelin, airship fly
over, and er, I had no idea what it was except it seemed to move extremely slowly,
since you judge speed by the time it takes to travel its length, you know, bound to
look very slow. And it had a big Union Jack at the back, well I did know what a
Union Jack was so [laughs] it’s mainly the Union Jack that created an impression.

Did you read about aeroplanes as well?

Hmmm, not much before … not much I think before we went up to Hull. There was a
Meccano magazine which occasionally had articles in it on – on aeroplanes. I had an
uncle, my father’s younger brother who had been in the RFC in the – in the First
World War and so he came and talked about aeroplanes occasionally, usually giving
quite the wrong explanation for various things that I discovered in later years but that
didn’t matter. He didn’t talk a lot about it as – as military men tend not to, they don’t
talk to people who haven’t been involved because they know they won’t be
understood, or it won’t be understood. But he was a cheerful chap in something –
contrast to my father I would say, had a great sense of humour.

[23.00]

I think, looking back, my paternal grandfather was probably an awkward old so and
so, perhaps that’s unkind. By the time I knew him he – he had gone blind, he went
blind, cataracts during the First World War and they – either ‘cause the hospitals were
too busy or they didn’t get to it early enough or something, and he lived with us for a
while in the early ‘30s. But because there were only three bedrooms and eventually
my sister and I wanted separate rooms I guess, he went into a home. In fact I think he
was – he was getting incontinent by then and it was too much for my mother to cope
with.

What sort of background was your grandfather from, your paternal grandfather that
is?

Paternal grandfather. All I know is that on my father’s birth certificate he was – he
was down – his father was down as a haberdasher’s manager, I presume that means
© The British Library Board
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that he was managing a shop which he didn’t own. There is a story there that goes
back quite a long way, because his ancestors, and I don’t know whether it’s one or
two or three generations back, had apparently driven what I take to be a stagecoach
between Oxford and London and on one occasion early morning departure from
Oxford when it was still dark, perhaps that means it was the winter, and they came
across the house which they observed to be on fire, there was smoking coming from
the roof. And no sign that anyone was doing anything about it so he stopped the
coach and went in and knocked up the family and thereafter stayed to help put out the
fire and that sort of thing, and in return the owner of the house asked to – the
stagecoach driver what he could do for him and it ended up that the chap in the house
that was on fire was a wool merchant and so he gave the stagecoach driver’s son a
position in the – into the textile industry and – or wool industry, and perhaps that’s
how we got to the haberdasher, I – I don’t know, that’s somewhat putting two and two
together and making six.

Do you remember who told you that story?

Pardon?

Do you – how do you know that story, who told it to you?

Well the haberdasher’s manager is on paper, so we know that bit. I think my father
must have told me the story … and I think only once, I don’t think it ever came up in
conversation again. Hmmm …

[26.10]

What else, it’s about time we left – oh my mother’s – for having gone back on my
father’s side, my mother’s family … her … her grandfather was a rural canon in the
Church of England, and so her generation got highly … imbued with Christianity and
this was duly passed on by mother – my mother to my sister and I, so I’m afraid by
the time I was about 12 I’d grown a very large question mark and, possibly a
disappointment to her, as time went by I really become agnostic. But my father had
been of the same mind himself and I do remember an occasion when I thought going
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to church every Sunday was pretty boring and having noted that my father didn’t go to
church I asked my mother how this was and she said, ‘Well his family is chapel and
we’re church,’ and I was just trying to formulate a question, ‘How do I – well how do
I join the chapel?’ [laughs] and she saw this coming and changed the subject very
quickly, or stuffed a biscuit in my mouth or something like that [laughs]. So there we
are.

Was your mother a very keen churchgoer then?

Oh yes, to the end of her life. And … my sister too I suppose you could say, except
she’s now become a Quaker for reasons which I’m not entirely [laughs] understand
but she finds it suits her better I think.

What’s your sister’s name?

Pardon?

What’s your sister’s name?

Sheila.

Younger or older?

Sheila Spenser so we all have a Spenser in there somewhere.

Younger or older?

She’s my big sister by all of eleven and a half months, so I think my father would
have been very happy to have stopped with only one child but [both laugh] when the
second one came along with such a rapidity he put down his foot and used the fact
that the … the general strike was in 1926, a few months later than I was born, and he
used that and the subsequent great Depression as a reason for no more children.
Whereas my mother used to say she would have loved to have had a dozen children,
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which I suspect in the event she wouldn’t have thought such a good idea but there we
go.

[29.00]

[Laughs] Your mother sounds a very interesting character, you know, the sort of
practical element of it as well, it’s – what sort of things interested her apart from
household activities?

Well she had worked – first of all she was brought up with very little education, she
was … I think it was in the times when girls weren’t expected to be in education, they
went off and got married. She worked during the First World War however, she
worked in an insurance company in Leadenhall Street in London which duly got
bombed by a Zeppelin, though fortunately she wasn’t there at the time. She continued
working there after the war as well I believe, until she got married. And during the
war she spent all the weekends working as a – a nurse, not a fully trained nurse, I
think an auxiliary nurse or nursing auxiliary or something like that. She got extremely
good at bandaging things and whenever you fell over and cut yourself she knew just
how to put the bandage to make it stay there and that sort of thing.

How did she meet your father?

Pardon?

How did she meet your father?

Well his family also lived in Hornchurch. He had a sister and I think my mother was
friendly with his sister and so she occasionally went round there, and in those days a
young lady couldn’t be allowed to walk the streets unaccompanied so my father used
to walk her home from time to time which may have been … organised, I don’t know,
but anyway. Also he got bad flu in the 1918-1919 flu epidemic and I think as she’d
been nursing she saw him through that as somebody – she taught him to knit which is
perhaps a remarkable thing. During that period he was in bed for a long time and he
could – he could knit stockings provided my mother did the bit of getting around the
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heel, you know, so he could do that bit of the tube and that bit of the tube, she had to
get around the corner. So occasionally – he also used to like playing cards, but in a
winter evening if he hadn’t got something to read and no-one was wanting to play
cards with him or he had played solo until he was fed up or something, he would
resort to knitting occasionally.

Hmmm. Was your father – sorry, when were your parents actually born, when
abouts?

My father was 1880 and my mother 1891 and they both as I said married late, she was
33 and he was 44 when they married. So part of my feeling that he was dour is
perhaps because by the time I came along and got to the age when you expect to kick
a ball about – ball about with your father, he was really past the age of wanting to do
that very much. So I mustn’t be unfair to him.

[32.30]

What – was he in the First World War at all or –

Sorry?

Was he in the First World War or …?

Oh well he was a civil servant through the First World War, but because he was, what
34 the beginning of the war I can’t remember which year they started having
compulsory call up, I think it was halfway through the war or something like that so
he’d have been 36, so he was a bit past normal military age you could say. Whereas
his younger brother had been in some sort of cavalry organisation I believe before the
war and transferred to the RFC.

[33.09]

Did you see much your uncle when you were growing up? Or did you see much of
your uncle who had been in the RFC when you were growing up?
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Sorry I missed the first bit of that.

Oh did you see much of your uncle who’d been in the RFC when you were growing
up?

He lived on the other side of London in somewhere near Hayes I think so travelling in
those days being less easy we didn’t see all that much of him but he came over
occasionally, and he had one daughter, Beryl, who was a jolly person like her father,
yeah, we used to see her occasionally. Hmmm … and there were bits of families
scattered around the country, in Lancashire you’ll be glad to hear, and elsewhere.
Uncle Stan who was the RFC man, he had a couple of mishaps during the war, he
landed an R.E.7 aeroplane on an airfield which turned out to have a largish hole in it
and he was unfortunate enough to run across this hole and that took off the
undercarriage, but he was all right apart from the occasional cut and bruise. And he
fell into the channel in ferrying an aeroplane across to France and they were within a
mile or something off the coast and the currents I suppose were in the right direction
and he was able to help his passenger, he got to shore all right. I don’t know anything
else really except he was obviously doing … army cooperation flying, spotting for the
guns, that sort of thing.

[35.00]

Hmmm, and were there any other relatives who were significant when you were
growing up?

I’m sorry?

Were there any other relatives you had who you saw a lot of when you were growing
up in Essex?

… No, there were no others that I remember up to the age of eight. Oh well there was
a bunch of aunts who lived at Warley in Essex. They were my mother’s aunts in fact,
although we always called them aunties. Four of them, all unmarried … I wouldn’t
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guess their ages now but one of them was my godmother and she had got the family
sense of humour, or a sense of humour anyway, and she was also practical and I got
on very well with her. And she used to describe their house as the aunt heap [laughs]
which stuck in mind.

Ah.

That’s about the lot.

[36.00]

We went to school in – in Hornchurch, walking distance even when we were small,
scooting distance when we weren’t quite so small.

What sort of school was it, can you describe it to me?

Well it was Miss Williamson’s, that’s how it was known, it was purely for children up
to the age of about eight I should think, two sisters in fact I think. I quite enjoyed
that, except the maths, long division, I had a great tussle with long division. But
mostly it was enjoyable stuff.

Oh that’s curious … were there any subjects you enjoyed or disliked particularly
apart from long division?

… I wasn’t very good at spelling, I remember sitting there absolutely transfixed when
my sister had reached a stage of being able to say; b-a-t bat, c-a-t cat, m-a-t mat and I
thought, how can she do it, you know [laughs]. So I was a slow reader I think and a
slow speller.

[37.15]

How much older was your sister than you?

How much what?
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How much older was your sister than you?

Eleven and a half months.

Oh yes, sorry [laughs].

I did mention it.

How did you get on when you were growing up, that’s quite a, you know, short age
gap between you.

Well for the first two or three years of course she was bigger than I was so I had to do
what she said and then I got bigger than she was and I thought that meant she ought to
do what I said, but I – she developed a nasty habit of running to the nearest adult and
complaining [laughs]. So normal.

Was there much rivalry between you at all?

Sorry?

Was there much sibling rivalry between you?

I don’t think so, our interests were really different. I can’t remember – and there were
– was a family across the road with three daughters and so we used to have five
people altogether we played with, regularly. I think I’ve just run out of Hornchurch.

[38.23]

I’m just wondering what sort of neighbourhood it is?

… I wouldn’t know how to characterise it. My grandfather’s house was built I think
in about 1912 and it was probably one of the few houses in the road at that time, that’s
how he came to have a big garden. Most of the houses were more the size of my
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parents’ house. There was one of the big ones which belonged to an architect, and
they owned the other half of the wood on the other side of the road, that was quite a
big place.

Sounds quite a rural area.

Pardon?

Sounds quite a rural sort of area.

Yeah, to the back – out of the back of my grandfather’s garden you saw over fields
which were no longer being cultivated, I don’t know whether they had been, but in the
distance you could see a haystack and on one occasion my sister and or I, I think we
were both running around together, and we noticed smoke coming from this haystack
so – and we must have been very young then because we ran back and couldn’t
adequately explain so we were sort of tugging at people’s skirts and saying, ‘Come
look at this,’ and they’d say, ‘Shut up, we’ve just had our lunch, we want to relax,’
and – eventually anyway we did get them to come and look and by then there was a
fire going, quite clearly the haystack had caught fire and there was concern that it
might spread to the grass in the fields and therefore to the back of my grandfather’s
place, so my father and my grandfather went off to try and help and we were sent
indoors I think where there was no risk and that’s all I can remember about it. But
they had adders in the wood, you know, snakes and adders, and we were taught very
early that if it had a zigzag pattern down its back you didn’t go near it and we duly
found one and carefully looked at it and said, ‘Yes, that’s got a,’ and it looked at us
and we looked at it, it was sunning itself, getting warm, and we did the sensible thing
and walked round it in a circle and – and went back and told our parents. Anyway we
didn’t get bitten.

[40.58]

Did you have a very outdoorsy sort of childhood in Essex?
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Out of doors, yes, a lot, I mean we were very lucky in the amount of space we had, the
people across the road had got a sizeable garden as well so we were lucky in that
respect.

As someone who’s grown up in a town I have to ask, what do you do with that space
other than walk around it?

Well you run around and pick up sticks and poke at things and find birds’ nests and –
there was a pond and my sister managed to fall into that once, that was all good fun.
And there were fir cones and so you collected fir cones and chased butterflies and
whatever. We had a cat – next – my grandparents also had a cat so we had cats to
play with as well. Long suffering cat … this is all getting pretty trivial isn’t it?

Oh not at all, not at all, it’s sort of building up a space around you really, it’s –

[42.08]

I was wondering, do you have a close relationship with your sister when you were
growing up? Sort of seems to feature in a couple of your adventures so far.

Well we – when we moved to Hull – I described Hornchurch I think, when we got to
Hull she went to Newlands High School, I went to Hymers College … as I say, I think
I was seven when we went up there, so she would have been eight. So we didn’t see
each other during – she stayed at school for lunch, I was near enough to get home so
we only saw each other in the evenings when we had homework to do, and you even
had homework to do over the weekend which we felt was a bit unkind but there we
are. I don’t know that we were particularly close, normal I think. If you asked me
what – she used to paint a bit. If you asked me what her interests were then really …
I’m not sure.

You mentioned –

I think I felt she was a bit of a swot really but –
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[Laughs].

[43.27]

You talked a little bit about being bad at spelling and long division, how did you do at
school before you moved, generally?

Well I used to do – once – I can’t remember what the school marks or reports were
when we were at – at Hornchurch, when we got up to Hull I don’t know if any of my
school reports still exist, my sister has got most of the family stuff and she’s now
away somewhere between Leningrad, St Petersburg I should call it now shouldn’t I,
and Moscow and I can’t go and get that from her at the moment [pause]. I really can’t
remember what she used to do, what she used to play with. What do girls play with
anyway apart from dolls; I don’t remember many dolls really.

[Laughs] I’m just curious ‘cause, you know, a moment ago you mentioned that, you
know, her interests were different to yours and –

Yes. I think that was the case.

[44.36]

What were your interests, we’ve talked a little bit about, you know, building things
and Meccano but what else did you do for fun?

Well played – first two years at Hull I played football, like when you were ten you
were moved onto playing rugger, so I played rugger quite happily. I didn’t like
playing cricket, for two good reasons, first of all I suffered from hay fever, I had my
tonsils out when I was two or three I think and a physical shock can set off hay fever
and it did, so I suffered from hay fever quite badly from then on which gradually
faded away, it was still bad through most of my teens, and I also had eczema which
came always on my hands, and the two are in some way related, as is asthma and my
mother’s father suffered from asthma all his life. So a combination of having your
hands covered in nasty little pustules and your eyes puffed and sneezing and watering,
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one way or another I eventually managed to get out of playing cricket [laughs], to the
great disgust of the school, and so I could go off and play with model aeroplanes
instead [both laugh], much more fun. Yes, I got into model aeroplanes I think about
nine or something like that. Probably – might have been eight even, there were things
called Skybirds in those days which were construction models, made out of solid
wood, quite hard wood, and my mother always helped me with those. I made, ooh,
half a dozen of those perhaps as they came up, successive birthday presents, that sort
of thing. And the first flying model … I think Joe Reed, who is my godfather, I
mentioned he was the Bryant & May’s man, he gave me a Frog model which was a –
a well-known series of flying model aeroplanes in those days, and the first model I
made myself was a Miles Magister, taken from drawings and a aviation magazine at
the time, and that’s the only model I made that – apart from the – the Frog model, I
think it was the only model that I didn’t make from scratch myself. And that flew
after a fashion.

Are these powered models or gliders?

Powered models. I did, now come to think of it, having … got this Miles Magister
completed and got rather bored with it thereafter, it then occurred to me that since you
wanted the air to go downwards, be deflected downwards by the wing, why wasn’t it a
good idea to have a scoop on top of the wing and a slot underneath the wing so the air
would come over the top and disappear down. So I modified this model and I
thought, well I’ll modify one wing only and then if it always rolls one way I’ll know
whether it’s better or worse. To my great disgust it made absolutely no difference
whatsoever [laughs]. That was my first aeronautical invention which proved to be
completely dud.

How does one actually build a model plane from scratch, I’ve built Airfix kits, I can’t
imagine what it’s like sort of starting off from scratch and building something like
that.

Well … I started off from the fact that model aeroplanes are made of balsa wood so
the first thing was to acquire some balsa wood, and I think pocket money in those
days ran to six old pennies a week, so you saved up a few pennies and went and
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bought some strips of balsa wood and a tube of glue and then set about it and taught
yourself how to do it. So it was a … no great problem really, I – I took to it like a
duck to water and I made a series of own design models then which terminated with
one which was going to be quarter full scale of an aeroplane I was going to build and
fly myself, but that was – was made during the war when it was difficult to get balsa
wood anymore because the balsa wood was going to make De Havilland Mosquitoes
which were sandwich construction with loads of ply filled with balsa. If you live next
door to a factory making Mosquitoes you could still get balsa wood but not otherwise.
And the best wood you could get was stuff called obeche which was an African wood
and you could still get that, I really don’t know why, but it turned out the wretched
stuff splits and cracks like anything, so as soon as it hit the ground it shattered
[laughs], so that didn’t last very long. So I went on making models up until I was
about twenty I think.

What do you actually power them with?

Twisted rubber, splendid stuff. Unless you were better off than sixpence a week
pocket money in which case you could go and buy a small model petrol engine, but
nobody I knew got to that stage.

When you’re building something like that from scratch, how much sort of planning do
you have to do first, you know, do you draw up plans or do you just sit down and
build the thing?

I think the first ones which I would regard as own design were made up as I went
along very largely, probably did draw out a side view and made two side panels and
tied them together top and bottom and end up with a square fuselage or a rectangular
fuselage. Anyone who’s – I have made a model boat now I come to think of it, earlier
on. So anyone who’s reasonably good with their hands I think could have managed
quite well.

Hmmm.
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There were three boys in our class at school who took to making model aeroplanes
and we used to go out and fly them together in these grounds of what is now Hull
University, which in those days it was University College Hull and they had quite a
large area which during the war was partially covered by allotments, but part of it was
still just running wild and we used to go and fly our models there.

How far do they go?

Usually into the next tree. Yeah, you tried to arrange them so that when the elastic
was fully wound they would climb and when the twisted elastic ran out they would
then be trimmed so they flew in a circle. They might find a thermal in which case
they might have rising air, might extend the flight quite a long time, but usually they
flew around till they found a tree to [laughs] and you then had the trouble of getting
up the tree.

Could you actually describe what one of these things actually look like to me?

Well they were always model planes, high wing model planes, the easiest ones were
as I said rectangular fuselages. The ones which got more – that were difficult to make
were known as streamliners, in which case you got a nice oval shaped fuselage with
lots of stringers and frames cut out to the appropriate shape and they were more
satisfying in a way, probably had slightly better performance. And the one which was
supposed to be quarter scale – I had a friend who had – his father had a lathe and so
he was quite good at machining things and we got to this point that we had to have an
engine for this model and so he said, ‘Well I’ll make an engine,’ which he duly did
which we never really got it to work [laughs] I regret to say.

[53.31]

How much did you act – you mentioned a little while ago that you’d modified one of
these aeroplanes with an air scoop over the top.

Yes.
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How much did you actually know about how aeroplanes worked?

Enough to know that the air flow over a wing accelerates the flow over the top and
slows it underneath and therefore two thirds of the lift comes from the top surface of
the wing and one third from the bottom, rule of thumb.

How did you find out things –

Didn’t know very much about stability and control, you just fiddled with the position
and angle of the tailplane and that sort of thing till you got that right and got the wing
position right with the centre of gravity. You’d be surprised how easy it is really.

I’m just sort of thinking – you know, I’ve built things that have flown out of kits and
things, but never had any idea about how they’ve actually worked [laughs], where do
you go about acquiring that knowledge, did you learn it from a magazine, a book or
from where?

There was the Aeromodeller was a magazine and I think I bought that for a while.
And I started as an apprentice at the Blackburn Aircraft Company when I was fifteen,
so from then on it was night school and all sorts of horrors and you learnt from that.

Hmmm.

My father I think always thought that I would go into an office somewhere as he had
done … and when we – before we left Hornchurch, or rather before my grandfather
died which was in 1937, we used to go back there occasionally for a holiday and at
that time Short Brothers Aircraft Company on – on the Medway, the other side of the
river really, not too far away, and I had sort of conceived the idea I might one day be
an apprentice there. And then when we moved up to Hull the Blackburn Aircraft
Company was ten miles away, up river from Hull and … by the time I was fifteen and
the war had been going on for … two years and all the younger masters had gone
away to join the war and they’d brought back retired masters and stopped masters
who should have retired from retiring, and it didn’t exactly improve the quality of
education. And so I started a campaign that I’d be doing something rather more
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useful for the war effort – war effort if I became an apprentice and then, persuading I
think from my mother, and my father agreed to this and he was good at doing
administrative things and so he got me in as an apprentice.

You mentioned that you wanted to be an apprentice earlier on though, before you’d
left Essex, you wanted to work for Short’s?

Yeah, I thought because they were geographically conveniently near but I mean when
we moved up to Hull all …

When did it sort of start becoming clear that you wanted a career in aircraft?

Well clear to me or clear to everyone else [laughs]?

[Laughs] Clear to you firstly?

Yeah, oh clear to me I don’t know … I didn’t know what else I would do I think was
the position really. I knew that I was a bit better at sticking these models together
than some of my classmates and … with the idea of preparing myself for being an
apprentice I – I had no conception on how you could squash metal up to make rivets
work and so I went round to the local hardware shop and bought some aluminium and
some copper rivets which were intended for repairing saucepans, whoever repairs a
saucepan these days I wonder, and I duly bashed these up into tolerable closed rivets
and I thought, well that works. So you get to find what you can do with metal which
you – is a trial that you wouldn’t really have found out except making things out of tin
cans, which did happen. So I was very glad to leave school really and at the age of
fifteen – in fact I was nearly sixteen, only a month – month – well – well I was
delayed from starting my apprenticeship because I had got school cert and you had a
sort of superior version of school certificate which was called a matriculation and for
that you had to have a credit in various subjects one of which was French, and I failed
to get a credit in French. My father made me stay on an extra term, which was a
concession during the war because education was disturbed quite a lot, and so I’ve
regretted ever since that I missed part of my apprenticeship from learning some quite
useless French.
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[59.02]

I’d like to move on and ask you a lot – quite detailed questions about the
apprenticeship, but I was wondering if I could ask you a few more things about the
move to Hull first if that’s okay?

The move to Hull?

Yeah, yeah, I was just wondering how had your life changed at first?

How did my life change? Well, hmmm …

We can break that down a little bit maybe, what was your home like in Hull?

Well it was a bigger house and a smaller garden, and we rented the house, it had
belonged – it belonged to a lady who I think had been the wife of a – a trawler captain
or something like that, and Hull was full of trawlers. Trawlers and trade with the
Baltic was really what made Hull quite an important port in those days. I suppose
going from a – a small children’s school to a sort of big boys’ school with boys of all
ages up to eighteen, you know, was quite a shock and of course I went up there with a
southern accent and they all spoke – spoke in East Yorkshire. And so I got teased a
lot over pronunciation and that sort of thing. Hmmm …

What sort of school was it?

It was a very minor public school in fact. Mr Hymer, I sense he was probably a
Jewish gentleman, he’d given a lot of money to the council and there had been
botanical gardens on the site that this place was built and … there was still the
remnants of woods and – and various unexpected plants growing around the edges,
which was out of bounds. And it had the distinction of getting bombed in both world
wars which was a bit unusual. A Zeppelin had unloaded its bombs I think, either to
climb away from interception or something like that, and they had fallen remote from
the school but in the school grounds, and in the Second World War we had – the first
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excitement was having a balloon, barrage balloon sited in the school grounds and that
got struck by lightning and we saw this thing come down in flames, which was great
fun. And the Germans then dropped a few random bombs and made a mess of a
cricket pitch so we spent a long time going around picking up bomb splinters so that
they wouldn’t damage the mowers.

I suppose it’s another way of getting out of cricket as well, having the Germans bomb
the pitch [laughs].

I didn’t really care about the pitch at all, no.

[Laughs]. How big a school was it? I wasn’t sure when you said minor public school
was in small sized or some other way?

Well there was a thing called the Headmasters Convention or something or other and
if you were – if you got onto this then you were a public school, I think if there was
anything – anything else for the definition I don’t know it. Headmaster was an exOxford man and my memory of him was that he was quite – quite well-built chap and
he used to go round swatting small boys to either side like this [laughs]. You were
allowed to do that in those days. I never actually got caned but plenty of other people
did.

What was the name of the headmaster?

What was sorry?

What was the name of the headmaster, do you remember?

He was Mr Cavell, in fact I’ve got a school photograph upstairs which was taken in
1934 and I was then in the lowest – lowest class.

Hmmm, what was the school actually called?

The school?
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What was the school called?

Hymers College.

Oh …

Actually after – after we went up to Hull I – I put on weight and I was Fatty Hooper
for a while I remember, which I think lasted for three years or so until the – all the …
yeah, hmmm …

I think you’re getting the wish about the rain –

What’s the word I want, until the [pause] what are the glands that cause – what do
they produce, hormones, got it at last, till the hormones got stuck in and I then shot up
and ceased being Fatty Hooper altogether after that.

Fatty Hooper and being teased for having a southern accent, did you get bullied at
school or …?

Nothing serious, there was occasionally cliques of boys who used to go after other
cliques of boys but you could either keep out of the way and not get involved or …
granted they weren’t bigger than you were it wasn’t a problem, you know. [laughs]

And did you have a clique of boys of your own or –

I think only … no, I think the cliques tended to be with the boys who travelled in from
outside Hull and stayed for lunch and they then formed cliques at lunchtime and I was
near enough to walk into school. School lunches were widely criticised and I
remember one thing that happened there, the chocolate steamed pudding and it was
found that if you squeezed this up in your hands it made quite a [laughs] – a heavy
sticky ball that you could throw at people [laughs], I suppose school meals haven’t
changed very much since [laughs] – since then.
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Did you have any close friends at school?

Well there were the three blokes I referred to I think who made model aeroplanes
together and a chap up the road who I used to walk to and fro to school with.

Who were the three blokes you made model planes with, do you remember their
names?

I remember their names, yes, Brian Hought, Gordon Holman … Gordon Holman was
the chap whose father had a lathe so he was quite useful to know. [pause] Got stuck
really. I did well at chemistry and physics, we did woodwork, that was quite useful
too, I liked that.

How –

Geography was all right, history was sort of all right, except when it was just about
kings and queens which was a bit boring. English literature was all right, so I didn’t
like the foreign languages and I didn’t like English grammar. No, the rest could be
tolerated. Oh I had – I said that I didn’t think I was a natural mathematician and I – I
began to realise that there’s a thing called applied maths and once you got into applied
maths you could actually do something with the maths, and this started off with a sort
of thing like if a kipper and a half costs a penny and a half what’s the cost of twelve
kippers, you know, things like that. And gradually you realised that all this pure
maths actually enabled to – you to know things of your own discovery that you
couldn’t have known otherwise, and my progress through maths was a series of
getting very depressed because I simply couldn’t get hold of the next thing and then
suddenly it all fell into place and there was a great bound and I enjoyed my maths
[inaud]. And I went through a series of sort of steps like that … so it was – my maths
has been good enough but not more than that I would say.

Were there any teachers who were particularly good or bad towards you?

… Well I’d said that it was really in junior school, when would I have moved to the
senior school? … 1933, hmmm, ’37 or ’38 I suppose I moved to the senior school
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and there were then three classes in each level, there was class three A B and C, A
class being the top lot, and in successive years of being promoted through the classes I
tended to oscillate between being in the top class and in the middle class. I mentioned
languages, we started off French I think in the last year of the junior school and then
did French throughout, and god help us we did Latin, and you eventually could
choose between Latin and German so I dropped Latin and – and did German, and that
wasn’t any use to me either, so – you could occasionally scribble drawings of model
aeroplanes and things like that instead.
Probably I missed them, who was the third person you played model aeroplanes with?

Who was what?

Who was the third person out of the three you played with model aeroplanes with, I
think you mentioned two of them but not the third?

Well I was the third.

Oh sorry, right.

[Laughs].

I thought you meant you plus three others, right [laughs] okay.

Okay.

What happened to the other two, did they go on to have careers in the aircraft
industry as well or did they find other things?

Gordon Holman did, he went to the – an apprentice to Blackburn’s and … I think he
left Blackburn’s and taught at Hull Technical College. What happened to Brian
Hought – Hought I do not know.

Hmmm.
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[01.10.04]

So I effectively left Hull full-time in 1944, ’45. Well first of all the apprenticeship
was two years in the works and then you either stayed on another two years at – at the
factory in the offices or you did two years at University College Hull and then you did
a final year in the offices, and that’s what I did. I thoroughly enjoyed my time in the
works and I even got to the point in thinking, well I really wouldn’t mind going on
doing this as a way of life, staying on the manufacturing side. But anyway I went to
University College Hull as it then was and got the diploma in aeronautics, went back
and did a year in the stress office at Brough, and … another one of the apprentices
who’d also been at University College Hull conceived the idea that this newly formed
– well newly forming College of Aeronautics at Cranfield, he got the idea that he
would like to go there and he eventually enthused me and I managed to sell the idea to
my father, god bless him, and he managed to get some money from the City Fathers
of Hull, the scholarship and he got the College of Aeronautics to reduce certain of
their charges. And I also went in for an SBAC scholarship, came down to London,
first time by myself I suppose, and was interviewed and I didn’t get the scholarship,
there were only two or three of them I think. And anyway, I’d earned enough money
and saved enough money, in spite of girlfriends and things like that, while I was in the
works – I didn’t say we started in the works at eight shillings and five pence a week,
that was a forty-seven hour week, so I reckoned it – provided you’re reasonably good
with your hands, the company did very well out of that.

I – I think we should take a break in a moment and I’d like to pick up actually talking
about life in the works, it sounds like a really interesting period in your life by what
you’ve said so far. But could I just ask one or two quick follow-up questions which
have floated past my mind along the way and I haven’t had a chance to ask yet?

Yes.

[01.12.49]

You talked about your father being – being a civil servant, I’m wondering, did he have
any political outlook?
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Oh I think he would have been Conservative but politics wasn’t discussed at home as
far as I remember, at all.

[01.13.08]

What sort of things were discussed at home?

Were discussed at home?

Yes, what sort of things would be topics of family conversation?

I haven’t got that sort of memory really [laughs] … I’ll have to think about it, I can’t –
can’t bring anything to mind really at the moment that stood out.

[01.13.33]

He … quite liked music, played the piano a bit himself but – we had an old upright
piano which I think had probably been my grandparents’ and he used to strum on that
occasionally, but it always was going out of tune and I wasn’t clever enough then to
tune pianos so that wasn’t very good.

Are you musical at all yourself when you were growing up?

No. I was actually invited to be a member of the school choir at – at school, we all
had to stand up and sing la la la all the way and to my astonishment I was asked to
join the choir, and I declined to join the choir. I think I was about the only person
who’d ever refused to join the school choir. No, not in – a musician at all.

Was it a boys only school or mixed?

Boys only. I believe now it’s mixed. And I haven’t been back to that part of Hull
since … thirty years ago.
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[01.14.42]

Hmmm, and did you have any girlfriends at all in this time or –

During my tail end of my works apprenticeship and while I was at University College
of Hull, yes …

Anyone in particular?

Well she was particular, yes. And come to think of it it’s a bit unfortunate, my father
was in charge of the, as I said, of the Board of Trade, offices in Hull and his office
was quite near to the docks in fact, the centre of trade, but he had to deal from time to
time with the civil service clerical association and would you believe the chap he had
to deal with was the father of my girlfriend [laughs]. It’s most unfortunate. Yeah.

What was her name?

Her name was Elizabeth – no, Margaret Elizabeth Fox. They lived on the outskirts of
Hull but within easy cycling distance, and for the first term I was at University
College I lived at home but I realised I was missing out enormously because all the
other chaps were having fun living in the hall of residence, which was in Cottingham
which was a big village just outside Hull, I imagine now it’s completely built in as
part of Hull. And I managed on the grounds that it would be such an advantage to me
if I could discuss work with the other chaps, compare notes and doing homework and
so on, so I moved in there on the second term. And they had, was it, weekly or
fortnightly hops and that sort of thing, so was quite a good social life. And the work
was done either at Hull University College itself or in the Kingston Municipal
Technical College and the theoretical work was mostly done at the university, and the
practical stuff was done at the technical college and they had, oh, big testing
machines, they even had a wind tunnel which was an old Blackburn wind tunnel that
they’d dis – discarded. So I thought it was a very good course really, thoroughly
enjoyed it. You know, we played rugger, it was good. We used to play rugger against
the local RAF stations and occasionally if the navy brought a frigate or a destroyer
into the docks we gave them a game. And … during this time I think I’d seen round
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the inside of a warship, oh apart from aircraft carriers later on, I was appalled at how
thin the steel was round the hull really and they said, ‘Well when the ship turns hard
all these – all these panels flex inwards,’ so cured me of wanting to go to sea I
suppose. The RAF was sometimes interesting because you would arrive there, have
your game of rugger in the afternoon and if in the meantime they’d got orders that
they were going off to bomb that night then you were prevented from leaving airfield
until aircraft, I don’t know, were either off or it was considered too late to – for the
Germans to profit from any of us who might rush out and phone them up and say,
‘Hey, there’s a raid coming,’ so you tended to end up in the sergeants’ mess or
something like that eating spam sandwiches [laughs]. If you’d just had a game of
rugger they tasted all right.

Shall we take a short break?

Pardon?

Why don’t we take a short break, I think we’ve set the scene nicely for some more
detailed stuff in a moment but –

[End of Track 1]
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Track 2

We were evacuated from school at the beginning of the war to Pocklington in
Yorkshire which is not very far from York and … we were sent off with specified
clothes and enough food for one day I think and then we were put into a sort of
collection area and then we were allocated around the town, I don’t know what
pressure had to be put on people to take evacuees but three of us – four of us ended up
in an old mill, old farmhouse-come-mill and that was quite disastrous because if you
got any water out of the taps it had little wriggly things in the water [both laugh].
Anyway after the first term or term and a half I think Hull wasn’t at that time getting
bombed and I started – and the school continued to operate in Hull to about half
strength, for those who didn’t want to be that committed it wasn’t compulsory, and I
stated to my parents that the war would go just as well if I came back and so I was
only evacuated for one and a half terms, and we shared time with Pocklington
Grammar School. They did learning – book learning in the morning and played sports
in the afternoon and we did sports in the morning and went in and occupied their
classrooms in the afternoon, but it wasn’t a terribly good way of learning really. Oh
we also had the use of the village hall and we had some lessons there too.

What sort of place is Pocklington?

It was a large village, had its own cinema so … I couldn’t guess the number of the
population. Also the army did a lot of training on – in the Yorkshire Moors and they
used to come down into Pocklington … don’t really know for what reason but used to
see quite a lot of them about and they had Bren Gun Carriers and things like that
which are terribly exciting in those days. And of course we all had to pretend to be
soldiers as well, there was an officer’s training corps at school which I never joined
because I wanted to join the ATC, and they wouldn’t let me join the ATC on the
grounds that I ought to be joining the OTC instead, so I didn’t join either. But …
after – yes, that’s right, after … two years, less than two years I think they started
building a big bomber station just outside Pock – Pocklington and I think gradually
the numbers of people who were evacuated dwindled and the bomber station duly got
thoroughly bombed so [laughs] probably got out of there just in time.
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Were you actually billeted with a family in the mill or –

Sorry?

Were you actually billeted with a family in the old mill in Pocklington or …?

There was as far as I remember two chaps only, I don’t remember any women about
the place, we didn’t last there very long. And you kept on finding that because people
were going away for their holidays and things like that that you had to move on so I
stayed in three or four places during the short time I was there.

Was this the first substantial period of time you’d spent away from home?

Yes, I suppose it was, apart from holidays in Hornchurch when my parents might
have stayed up in Hull, yes, I think it was probably was.

[04.10]

Did you have many holidays as a child?

Did we have holidays …?

Did you have many holidays away as a child at all?

Only those I think that – well holidays away with the parents, yes, we spent time in
Cumberland I remember, we went to a number of the places round the coast, Kent,
stayed in a farm in Kent, Maidstone, which was quite a small place in those days, or
just outside Maidstone. And once we were in Hull then you’d got the Pennines and
the Yorkshire Moors and all sorts of nice places to go to not too far away. And there
were things before the war called Camping Coaches where the railways put old
coaches modified and shoved them up to the end of sidings where they were not going
to be in anyone’s way and you lived without any electricity, which made it more fun,
don’t know whether it’s fun for my mother really because she didn’t get a rest from
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doing the cooking which had to be done over an oil stove. But we thought it was
great fun anyway.

[05.26]

Brings me back to something you mentioned a little while ago which was the amount
of –

About what?

Just recall – something you mentioned a little while ago has just occurred to me about
the amount of housework that happened, I was just wondering what sort of
technologies were there in your home?

Well my mother finally persuaded my father to get a vacuum cleaner, but what date
would that have been, I think that was after the war in fact, certainly didn’t have a
fridge until after my father had retired and the parents moved down to Somerset. My
mother got a television after my father died, in the short period she stayed on in
Somerset …

Did you have a radio?

Certainly no washing machine, radio yes.

Did it get listened to much or –

Sorry?

Did it get listened to much?

The news was listened to regularly at six o’clock I remember and I think if there was a
concert on or something like that my father probably listened. If you asked me what
percentage of time it was on I can’t answer it.
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Hmmm.

[06.58]

One question that did occur to me when you were talking about evacuation was where
were you when the Second World War actually broke out, do you remember?

We were on holiday in fact. My father was called back – yes, that’s right, we lost a
week’s holiday, I never forgave Hitler for that because my father was called back,
because the first thing he had to do connected with war was to organise all the Hull
fishing fleet and turn them into mine clearance vessels … I think we – yes we had to
come back, that’s right, my mother wouldn’t let him look after himself for a week.

[Laughs].

[07.49]

And how did your parents actually get on together, they sound like quite different
people from what you’ve told me so far?

Yeah, well as far as I can tell they were all right. I certainly don’t remember them
having rows, okay, occasional shouts at – nothing very much, so I think they got on
together all right.

[08.20]

What did they actually want for you when you were growing up as a – did they have
any sort of particular future in mind, you mentioned your father wanted some form of
desk job but …

No specific what it might be, he did suggest when I was clearly on the aviation route
that there was the civil service scientific branch which I could have joined and gone to
work at RAE Farnborough. In fact when I was at Cranfield I did spend one long vac
working at Farnborough and that convinced me that the civil service was made out of
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ten percent heroes and the rest, really. Certainly didn’t make me want to go and work
for the civil service.

[09.15]

So when did you actually – how did you actually come to get the apprenticeship at
Blackburn?

Well as I said I didn’t think it was worth staying on at school any longer and – and
reached the age when it was possible … what discussions there were between my
mother and father I don’t know, but my mother was quite well disposed to the idea
and possibly my father had given up by then ‘cause I hadn’t – still wasn’t showing
any sign of interest in gardening [laughs]. But no he – he looked after the situation
very well, he came along to Brough when I was interviewed there and that sort of
thing. So I – I really can’t complain.

What sort of things actually happened in an interview at that stage?

I can’t remember much about it really, I was sort of totally overawed by everything
around and about and we were interviewed by the apprentice supervisor who was a
chap who had worked at de Havilland’s, and he had dropped a bit of a brick, he was in
charge of the stress office at de Havilland’s and he had dropped a bit of a brick on the
Albatross, which was one of their aeroplanes, and I think had to look for work
elsewhere, Mr Adams. In fact he wrote a book on – on stressing aeroplanes which
I’ve got somewhere, which was quite a well respected book at that time but it’s
mostly about wooden aeroplanes in fact.

What was the site at Brough like?

Sorry?

What was the Blackburn site at Brough like? Having never seen an aircraft factory
before, I’m wondering what’s there, what does it look like?
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I’m sure I’ve got aerial photographs of it somewhere. They had started building
aeroplanes before the First World War, Robert Blackburn himself had then done the
design work. In fact they produced some quite nice aeroplanes until he moved from
doing the design work himself to being the boss of the whole outfit as it grew, and
they then had the design in the hands of other people and there was this series of
disasters as far as one can tell [laughs], you know, they really didn’t produce anything
very successful till they got to the Buccaneer and that was when they had a complete
change of the top management. So they were – Blackburn’s father ran a …
machinery business in Leeds and I think they were making agricultural machinery and
things like that, they may have been making steam engines even, things of – that sort
of thing … and Robert Blackburn got interested in flying and he went over to France,
and I think he may have done a degree at a French university, I’m not sure if that’s
right. But anyway he studied aviation in some way in France and he originally – his
first aeroplane to have flown off the sands at Filey on the coast, he had a slip road
built down the – I don’t know if you know the cliffs of that part of Yorkshire but it’s
all made of mud, boulder clay it’s called, and so he had – he bought a little patch on
top of the cliffs and presumably got permission to cut a ramp all the way down onto
the beach and his first aeroplane, the first one I think didn’t fly but the second one did
and was flown off the beach there. They clearly couldn’t have gone operating there if
they were going to get into business in any big way, so they started looking for – oh
they had the idea that they – they might go into seaplanes and so they were interested
in somewhere where they could have a factory at the edge of a river or a lake or
something. And he had another chap called Swallow, Mr Swallow was sent out to
find somewhere suitable and it’s said he quite liked a glass of beer himself and so he
acquainted himself with all the [laughs] pubs in Yorkshire along the banks of the
Humber [laughs], eventually settled on this patch at Brough which was where the,
Yorkshire Wolds had fallen down and – into the river, flat patch at the end. And it
was also where the river is wide and shallow and there’s an island on the other side,
which I think was called Holme Island and that was where the Norwegian invaders
spent their winters when they were raiding in Northern England, if you go back far
enough. And the island by the – by the time I was there it was still used for farming,
they put sheep on the island and only came over and looked after them every month or
so. And also in Roman times you could actually, at low tide you could actually cross
the Humber, certainly by horseback, I’m not quite sure how you did it when – when
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you were on flat feet. It was very muddy and the – the currents were changing all the
time so it was deemed to be a – a troublesome river in some ways. Anyway, they – so
they built a factory in the First World War and then gradually grew it and it grew, it
extended – later extensions in the build up to the Second World War. And B-shed as
it was known I think was one of the biggest covered areas in the country at the time it
was built. Anyway, it had grown up somewhat higgledy-piggledy and the first shop I
went to was the fitters shop, and it was certainly quite a blow having gone from being
a schoolboy to finding oneself amongst sort of, yes [laughs], fairly forthright
Yorkshire men you could say in – in the works. And I learnt words I’d never learnt
before at school and things like that. But again I found I was quite good at what I was
doing and I enjoyed it.

[15.51]

What does a fitter actually do, with regards to aircraft?

… Hard to explain it exactly. The two main shops that make the bits that go together
eventually to make an aeroplane were the fitters shop and what used to be called a
tinners shop, a tinners shop was dating from the days when the cave people used
solder and tin for making things, but it’s really the sheet metal workers shop and they,
as the word suggests, they make anything that’s out of – made out of sheet metal that
requires double curvature, and so that’s quite a cool job and they – they thought of
themselves as the elite of the skills. And the fitters did anything which was making
brackets, you – they did anything that was bending but wasn’t three dimensional you
could say, wasn’t double curvatured, things that bolted together or welded together
and all that sort of thing, so they made small subcomponents and these then went off
an assembly area and was built into larger subcomponents and you eventually ended
up with an aeroplane. You – we tended to do about three months in each shop and so
I went into the fitters shop for three months, then into the tinners for three months and
then into … K-shed I think which was one of the buildings where they were doing
erection of … first of all it was engine mountings for the Firebrand and then it was
assembly of the central fuselage on the Firebrand and then I did time in B-shed which
was still making Blackburn Bothas, later on they made – Botha was another
Blackburn disaster I would say, they then went on to make a Fairey Barracudas,
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which was nearly as bad. I did time in the welding shop, I think it was called the
welding research shop and that was – that was great fun, I learnt to weld, welding
aluminium is very difficult, in case you don’t know it, the reason aluminium doesn’t
rust is because it forms an oxide layer in the surface, you must have heard all that
stuff.

No.

Well all metals that don’t rust, that fireplace has got a screen in front of it which is
titanium, titanium doesn’t rust, stainless steel doesn’t rust because it forms an oxide
layer on the surface which is only a molecule or three thick, very thin, and once that’s
there moisture [oxygen] can’t penetrate any further and so it doesn’t rust. And
aluminium has quite – a relatively thick layer amongst these metals, on the surface
and so if you’re welding you – with steel it’s quite progressive, you can see it getting
hotter and seeing – beginning to get a little spongy and then you can find a liquid and
you can run more metal into the gap. But with aluminium it sits there with everything
inside that you can’t see already molten [laughs] and supported by this oxide layer
which has a much higher melting point. So you’re putting on a bit more heat and
suddenly you blow a bloody great hole in it. So you then have to spend your time
filling up the hole again, however, you – you get to know the look of the surface after
a while, just that – where its oxide shell supporting liquid metal looks slightly
different, very slight but you get to be able to recognise it and so the really skilled
chaps very seldom blow a hole in it, but when you’re learning you do it all the time. I
made myself a set of camping, cooking equipment out of aluminium, that was the
peak of my achievement there. And I didn’t … I said I’d been in B-shed and done the
Barracudas. And cross the airfield the RAF shared their field with number four
elementary flying training school and they were training in Tiger Moths and so it was
quite a busy airfield. It’s a long narrow airfield and so you would get them landing
towards the river, or away from the river, across the short distance which a Tiger
Moth could cope with, and there would be three or four of them, three or four rows of
them going on like, you know, pot boilers all the time. And anyway they – they
overhauled the Tiger Moths and their engines, that was run by Blackburn’s and so I
worked on airframes, Tiger Moths, and of … reassembling engines, great fun. Major
triumph on the engines was that if one stayed – if you assembled the crankshaft into
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the crankcase and then an inspector had to come along and you turned it over and you
would get squirts of oil from the appropriate points as you turned it over and an
inspector had to come along and satisfy himself that it did this and so you pumped up
a – a capacity first of all so that when it turned over it would squirt out nicely. Well I
being young and enthusiastic and not knowing better [laughs] turned this thing on,
turned on this pressure. So the inspector came along, and the inspectors are a bit like
doctors, they’re superior to everyone else, you know, he came and stood there in his
lovely white overalls and looked down at the crankshaft and told me to turn it round
whereupon two bloody great squirts of oil came out [laughs] and they ran all over his
overalls and he gave me one dirty look [laughs] and stormed off to change his
overalls. I was rather proud of that. And safety at work, a week or ten days before I
went over to work on the engines there a chap had been killed, a lad had been killed,
because we had bowls of petrol standing on the – on the desk, on the benches, and you
washed things in the petrol and these bowls were pressed out in one so there was
never going to be any leaks, so they had a flange round the edge and then a rounded
corner there, that sort of cross-section.

Could you describe that for – sorry [laughs].

Flat edge, rounded bottom, flat edge, all pressed out in one, the same cross-section
this way and this lad was making himself a – a cigarette lighter, cigarette lighters were
hard to come by in the war and they were quite easy things for apprentices to make
and he was an apprentice, he wasn’t an engineering apprentice, he was a works
apprentice, and so he had made this thing and he was standing there by his bench and
he flicked the … cigarette lighter and missed it. It went into the petrol and he then –
he tried to make a grab to grab and caught one of these edges and the thing rotated
about its nicely rounded corner and tipped all the petrol over him so he ran down the –
the department in flames trying to jump out of a window and they managed to collar
him and smother the flames with other people’s clothes, but he died anyway. So that
sort of thing – oh after that they welded onto the bottom of all these things a great
sheet of metal so that they were not going to get knocked over again so easily. But I
don’t know what the safety at work would think of that today.

[Laughs]. Could I do a quick mic adjustment on you a sec sorry?
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Oh right.

[Inaud] things. Sorry …

[24.28]

Sounds like a very well rounded aeronautical education really, you seem to be doing
a lot of different things.

Yeah, the only thing I didn’t do was to go into one of the machine shops which I’ve
already – I’ve always regretted and that’s really the price I paid for doing an extra
term at French.

Yeah.

So I never had any experience of turning except with this friend who occasionally had
a go on his lathe.

Were you an engineering apprentice or a works apprentice?

Pardon?

Were you an engineering apprentice or a works –

Yes, an engineering apprentice.

What’s the difference between the two?

Well one you were end – going to end up on – in the works side and if you turned out
to be good you might end up in works management or you might end up being a
tradesman for the rest of your life. If you were on the engineering side you were
going to go into one of the technical offices or possibly the commercial offices, there
wasn’t much emphasis on that.
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[25.27]

Oh I’ve remembered another safety at work thing, oh I – I did three months in the
experimental department as well, that was – that was great fun because we were
working on new models of the Firebrand. And … we were in the middle of a nice hot
summer and the Firebrand was due to go out and test its guns, they wanted to prolong
firing of the guns to see that the mountings and everything else stood up to it, and it
had four twenty millimetre canons in the wings, and they had got permission from the
Humber – Humber Conservators or whatever they called the people who looked after
the river, there was a – there was a bank along the side of the airfield to stop the
airfield getting flooded and so the Firebrand was – was put on trestles in a horizontal
position and it was going to fire into the bank. And I and a couple of other chaps,
lads, went out making up strings of ammunition, boxes of the stuff flying – standing
all over the place and the pilot got into the cockpit and fired off one lot of ammunition
and waited while, next lot the armourers got in, and then the next lot. Well this
worked fine, very noisy when the guns were firing, but eventually of course the
riverbank started to get full of shells, they weren’t explosive shells of course, they
were dummies, and they started ricocheting off each other. So we were sitting there
[whoosh noises] [laughs] going on all around you and nobody turned a hair. What
safety at work would think of that today I can’t imagine, but nobody got hurt.

[27.24]

Which of these different departments did you enjoy working in most?

Sorry, what?

Which of these departments did you enjoy working in the most?

Possibly experimental, probably experimental, it was – they were chaps with superior
skills and the guys I worked with, Eric Missen was – was a super bloke. Yeah, I think
that was probably the most interesting. And I had one small triumph over the then
drawing office because … what was the situation, they were fiddling around with …
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oh air brakes I think, they introduced air brakes onto the leading edge of the wing and
this was a – a hydro mechanical arrangement, and I can’t really remember the details
now, but anyway I was standing in the – in the wheel bay one day and looking at this
through the circuit and I suddenly realised that this couldn’t work, that something was
going to foul something else, so I thought, well I must be wrong, you know, these are
done to, done by the chaps in the drawing office, it can’t possibly be wrong. So I
went through it again, fair enough it bloody well could not work. And there’s a chap
called Jack Springham who was the section leader in the drawing office who I got to
know later on in my – here in the offices, and he came down at about this time and so
I said, ‘Mr Springham, this can’t work,’ and he looked at me and thought, stupid boy,
you know, and proceeded to explain to me how it was going to work and he gradually
slowed down and then he said, ‘Oh my god,’ and turned round and rushed off back to
the drawing office [both laugh]. Oh well.

[29.29]

[Laughs] Did you have any – you’ve mentioned a few sort of people in passing and I
was just wondering who did you work with, are there any other colleagues who stick
in your mind?

Well yes, our year of apprentices of course met up in night school in the evenings,
three nights a week from seven o’clock to ten-thirty or ten o’clock, something like
that, during the winter months, they didn’t run during the summer, and of course you
used to get bombed fairly regularly in Hull and so you sometimes spent the time you
should have been studying in the – in the air raid shelters instead. So you started
work at seven-thirty in the morning and as I said it was a thir – forty-seven hour week
didn’t I we worked, seven-thirty in the morning till five-thirty Monday to Thursday, I
can’t remember if it was an hour or three quarters of an hour off for lunch in the
middle of it. And then on Friday we got out half an hour earlier, and on Saturday we
packed up at twelve o’clock so I think that works out at a forty-seven hour week. I’ve
forgotten now what I – what was your question?

Actually you’ve brought me onto another one, actually, I was just wondering what –
possible what sort of –
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I’m sure I was leading up to something and I’ve forgotten what it was.

Originally we were talking about the other people you worked with.

Oh yes, that’s right. So I was just saying that our year would meet up in the evenings
at the – the technical college so you get to know each other and you’d meet up in the
canteen at lunchtime and if you got terribly bored you would wander off to see one of
your mates in another department and see what he was doing. So yeah, we – you got
to know also some of the people in the year above you and below you as well, so it
was quite convivial. More of the spam sandwiches of course.

Are there are any of your –

Many of the chaps – I was one of the – my – not more than fifty percent I should think
were living at home in the area, and the rest had travelled in from elsewhere, or they
lived in the digs in – in Brough. And the ones who decided to go through – you
know, off to the college course became quite close to each other and they were in
some of those photographs that I showed you. Including the chap who persuaded me
to go to Cranfield later.

Did you have any particularly close friends in that year?

… No, I would think just the batch of us that went through – I can think of one who
was less popular than the others but that’s putting it the other way around. But in
general there were all those who went onto the university college.

Why was he less popular than the others?

It’s bound to happen isn’t it, in a group of people and – nothing wrong with him, he
did very well in his subsequent career so nothing to, er, holding [hold against him] it
in that respect.

[32.58]
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How did the Blackburn permanent staff treat you when you first arrived?

Blackburn what?

The actual people who were working at Blackburn, the Blackburn staff, how did they
treat you when you first arrived as a –

Oh I was very lucky, an old chap who worked in the bench opposite me, there were
two benches for four people for … for, oh dear my memory has stopped working
again, four vices thank you very much [laughs] and the chap immediately opposite me
was an older chap, very experienced, and the other two were youngsters, one was
waiting to get his call up to go into the RAF and the other really was a bit bored with
the whole thing and I think he went into the RAF as a – as a tradesman eventually.
But the chap opposite me gave me every assistance, he really was a great help and if I
ever got stuck I would go to him before I went to the charge hand.

What was his name?

Jim … Jim, can’t remember his surname.

And this is in – when you first started in the fitters shop?

I never had any trouble with the people and nor did I see trouble between any of the
people, except in one occasion when I was doing the – the Tiger Moth bit in the – on
the airframe side and we – part of our job was to wheel aeroplanes out in the morning
and the more senior people were allowed to swing the propellers and that sort of
thing, but anyway, an argument sprang up between two of the chaps and one of them
got one of the, you know, shock absorbers, the vibration absorbers from the engine,
the engine mounting, it’s a – a rubber thing about that diameter and very hard rubber.

About two inches across?
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A bit more than that, and he threw it with all his force at the other chap and it hit him
on the head, and it didn’t quite knock him out but anyway they had a good scuffle on
the floor, that was really the only unpleasantness that I came across, that I can
remember.

[Laughs] Hmmm.

[35.21]

You mentioned spam sandwiches, who do you have lunch with?

Well during the summer my mother packed up a tin of lunch and I used to go out and
sit on top of the – some of the … it’s back of the tinners shop, I can’t quite think, it
was the heat treatment area, that’s what I was trying to think of, there was a thing – a
ceiling – a roof you could climb up onto and I used to go and sit there and gaze out
over the Humber, during lunchtime, and that was – that was solo. During the winter
in general it was a bit chillier and we tended to go into the canteen then. But I would
think probably the majority of people took their lunches with them, people who were
living in digs perhaps couldn’t do that.

Hmmm.

[36.30]

You mentioned that the experimental department was the one you probably enjoyed
the most, what actually happened in an experimental department at somewhere like
Blackburn?

Well they were building prototypes, they were – Firebrand wasn’t by then a new
prototype but it was being developed and it changed its engine from time to time
[laughs], and it was – it started off thinking it was going to be a Naval fighter and it
was quite inadequate for doing that and it was then modified to become a torpedo
carrier, and it really wasn’t good at that either because it had a great long nose in front
of it and there was a – at the front of the cockpit and … [interference on microphone]
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the – there was a maximum speed for dropping the torpedo and at that speed the
aeroplane was sitting at that sort of an angle so you fired your – your torpedo, not
being able to see the target, ‘cause the nose had got in the way, so that wasn’t good –
didn’t make it a great torpedo bomber I would say. But they – they worked on the
damn thing throughout the war and they had just got a squadron into service at the end
of the war but it never saw any action, and they were withdrawn from service by 1951
or 1952 I think. So it was a considerable waste of the country’s effort.

What did you actually do in the experimental department, when you were on your
apprentice …?

Well I worked with a chap whose name I remembered the other day but I’ve forgotten
it again now. And again he was a salt of the earth sort of chap and he also owned a
motorbike and used to drive back into Hull on the motorbike so occasionally I got a
lift on his pillion and … well I … certainly got above seventy, I don’t know whether it
got any faster than that but that was fairly fast in those days. What did I do, I –
anything I was given to do really. Can’t remember one thing in particular …

[38.43]

I can remember a couple of nasty aircraft accidents when I was there if you want the
gory side of things. There was a Firebrand being delivered to the navy test centre I
think, or something like that, and the chap came up to collect it and he had just got –
either just got married or just got engaged, I’m not sure which, but anyway he took off
and in – either he didn’t know the Firebrand very well or – or he was a bit exuberant,
but anyway he pulled the nose up too far and it stalled and went straight into the side
of the airfield and burnt out and that was the end of him. So I went and looked at the
wreckage and there were great steel tubes which were burnt right through, don’t really
want to be in a petrol fire if you can avoid it. And then there was the Botha and the
Botha was – Botha's a South African bird incidentally, it should be pronounced Botha
[pronounces Bota] but it was always called Botha in this country, why it got the name
I don’t know, but it was underpowered and one day one of these took off and just
didn’t clear the factory roof so it smote the top of the fitters shop with one
undercarriage leg and then struggled on hitting the roof again another time and turned
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over and went into the river and stuck its nose in the mud in the bottom of the river.
And they had a slipway from the days when they used to build flying boats and they
had a rescue boat, but would you believe it, when this accident happened they
couldn’t find the key for the gate onto the riverbank to launch the rescue boat. So …
they couldn’t have been rescued anyway, they were all killed. So you – well you got
used to this sort of thing happening occasionally. Would you like some more of this
stuff or are you –

… I’ll have a wee bit more actually.

I don’t want to encourage your – your problem but … help yourself.

[Laughs]. [Pouring drinks]. Would you like a top up as well?

Lovely.

Thanks.

[41.09]

Well when did you actually start at Blackburn, what year was it again sorry?
I started on the 2nd of January 1942 … I said that Hull hadn’t been bombed at the time
I came back from being evacuated, it had got severely plastered in 19 – started in
1941 but through 1942 in particular and it faded away again after about … as the war
began to turn against Hitler. But in terms of damage per square foot it was as badly
plastered as London and of course it was a much smaller area. And as I said they
managed to bomb the school in the process. And the nearest that came to us was an
incendiary bomb which fell on the house whose garden backed onto ours. The end of
the road got a very nice bomb hole in it which stopped all the trolley buses from
running for a while. And it certainly made you thoughtful, you would hear the whistle
of bombs coming down and each one would be a bit louder than the last one and you
thought, well how many bombs did this bastard have onboard, you know [laughs].
But fortunately we were not – we probably had a few cracked tiles from shell
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splinters, antiaircraft shell splinters. Well that was a thing, at the beginning of the war
kids at school used to collect shell splinters, you know, you’d got a shell splinter,
[mumbles for effect], you know, it was a shell splinter, and eventually one chap come
in and the shell had clearly split in a – where it wasn’t split as it was supposed to and
he’d got the whole length of the shell from nose to tail. And then to cap that, one of
the chaps, they had messenger boys with bicycles, they were supposed to go around
between the air raid wardens carrying messages of what happened – I think it was the
idea if the communications broke down in a big way, and this lad at school got a shell
splinter that entered his thigh so he had – he limped, and I’m sure he put it on,
probably thought, this is a very – very commendable that he had got – got himself
injured.

[43.34]

[Laughs] Sounds like the Second World War was very much happening around you.
Was there much urgency in the work you were doing at Blackburn?

Yes, I think so, anyone who’s at all responsible I think felt that you had to do your
best. There was a lot of dilution of labour of course, there were a lot of women
brought in, hmmm, the paint shop was almost entirely female in fact. Apprentices
didn’t often go into the [laughs] paint shop. There is a story that if the girls there got
a lad that they thought was a bit uppity they’d get his trousers down and spray his
bottom [laughs]. They – they stopped putting apprentices in there after that … I can’t
really comment on how the – the diluted labour compared with a – when – given the
school jobs obviously. Whereas apprentices could be if they’d shown themselves
capable.

[44.46]

Was there much secrecy involved in what you were doing?

Much what?
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Secrecy, could you talk to your parents about what you’d done in the day’s work for
instance?

Well I could have done but … I don’t think – I don’t remember – I used to bring bits
and pieces that I’d made home occasionally for approbation but [laughs] the principle
was that you were given enough material if you’d got – if the works order said make
thirty of these then you would get enough raw material to make thirty-three or thirtyfour or something on the assumption that some would get scrapped along the way. So
I occasionally made one up that wasn’t scrapped and took it home. And in fact one or
two bits have gone into the Naval Museum at Yeovilton, where they were – they’ve
got a wreckage of a Firebrand and I had a few bits which they've added, er, to the
wrecked Firebrand. Hmmm … what else?

[45.47]

How much did you actually get paid as an apprentice?

Well when I started it was eight shillings and five pence a week. It went up to – well
it went up each year … I can’t remember the individual steps after that, when I was –
when you reached twenty-one it was five pounds fourteen a week and I was amongst
the youngest of those who went to the University College Hull. That’s right, I was on
three pounds ten at twenty years old and all the other guys in the office at the time,
who had been at Hull, were above twenty-one, so they were getting five pounds
fourteen and I was only getting three pounds ten. So I went and complained about
this [laughs] to the office manager and, god bless him, he got me five pounds
fourteen, and so in total my time in the works I got – I saved enough money to get me
through pocket money while I was at University College Hull and then the year I
spent in the offices, in the stress office, got me the pocket money to get through
Cranfield. And I was absolutely flat broke at the end of it [laughs], I do remember
that.

[47.13]
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How much control over what you’re actually doing is there when you’re an
apprentice, are you sort of just given a job to do and then observed or left to get on
with it?

Yes, you were allowed to get on with it on the assumption that you would ask
someone else if you were stuck, you should go to your charge hand and – occasionally
the charge hand – if you wanted to get a special tool out or something the charge hand
would have to sign a chit, a – take a reamer for example which is a slightly expensive
thing, you know, but if you – if you broke a drill you could go to the stores and
produce the broken drill and you’d be given a replacement, so anyone who worked
there had all the drills they needed, I’ve still got some of them out the back. Yeah,
before the war there’d all been this business of making life difficult for apprentices
and you go for the long stand, have you heard of the long stand? Where you’re told
by someone you work for to go to the stores and ask for a long stand, and the
storekeeper immediately knows what this is all about and, you know, produces one
problem where there’s a delay or another, and so you end up standing there for about
an hour, hour and a half, hence the long stand. And there were various other tricks of
this sort. But I think they’d – for the reason you’ve said that the war, this was wasting
time. The – there certainly was occasionally cases where people got their mug – in
the middle of a morning you had a damn great mug and you had Bovril or you might
have tea or … and occasionally people would drill through the – the side of the mug
towards you [laughs] so you’d be drinking it and end up with it all over your front.
Never happened to me I’m pleased to say but that was occasionally done. And
otherwise I think it was reasonably well behaved. Oh I also went in the inspection
shop and that was quite interesting, again they all felt themselves slightly superior to
the people doing the actual work.

What happens in an inspection shop?

Well they did samplings of everything I think that was made. There was some special
things, they had a machine for testing strength of cables because in those days they
had handmade … spliced – the end of a cable, quite a skilled job, very unpopular one
incidentally amongst the apprentices who went into the splicing shop because it was
quite difficult and you ended up with your fingers all pricked by the separate wires of
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the cable. So they had a machine for testing splices and they had a machine for test –
testing plugs … plug has to fire under pressure of course when it’s in the real engine
so you’ve got all these plugs and put one after another and pumped it up to the
appropriate pressure and had to see that it was still sparking. And they had small
testing machines, they didn’t have very heavy ones. If they wanted very heavy – you
know, any very heavy work done it was done by Kingston Tech which had a big
strength testing machine, tension testing machine, pulling things apart. So they – that
was in the inspection shop as it was called, but of course they had inspectors
throughout the whole organisation so they would be looking at the work as it came
out. Hmmm … don’t think I ever had any work turned down I’m pleased to say. Oh,
and at the end of my apprenticeship – I’ve looked for some of the papers but I haven’t
been able to find – I found one but I think that was from when I was at college not –
not in the shops, but I do remember at the end of the two years apprenticeship your
papers and reports from all the shops you’d been in were passed up to the production
director and he wrote a suitable good word at the end and he wrote, ‘Very good all
round boy,’ [laughs] so I thought I’d got round being Fatty Hooper by then but – in
history it’s a very good all round boy.

[52.02]

[Laughs]. What would you actually see of the managers in this, people who were
actually sort of running the Blackburn works or were you too low as an apprentice to
get any sight of them?

… Forgive me, my hearing is not at all good.

I was wondering what – do you see anything of the actual managers in your work at
Blackburn, as an apprentice?

Yes, occasionally you’d see them wandering around. I do remember one story in
connection with that. You had charge hands, foremen, some – some shops if they
were big enough had a supervisor as well, and the other people you saw quite a lot of
were the works progressing people and the – the rate fixers, because much of the work
was on the … incentive bonus and there were always arguments between the more
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militant minded tradesman and that they weren’t being given enough time on this job
and that job. And indeed there was a complicated way of cheating which I was
horrified to find I’d been inveigled into at one point, in which you – you got one job
which you clocked onto and then for some reason that was held so it was on waiting
time and you then get – got in another job, and what did you do, you do the job on the
very minimum time to absolutely maximise it’s – the maximum bonus you could
possibly get, and the other poor old job stuck on waiting, something like that. But I
never indulged in that again once I’d discovered that this was sometimes done. And
there was always a queue at the end of the week standing outside the foreman’s office
and people complaining they hadn’t been paid the right bonus. What was the other
thing I was going to say? I’ve forgotten it ... oh yes you asked about did you see
anything of the senior management. Robert Blackburn himself occasionally strolled
through works, in particular when we had suffered bomb damage because they were
bombed at least twice. Once it came through the roof of the fitters shop but not while
I was there … it was in the middle of the night and I think when they were off in the
canteen having – and they had time off in the middle of the night shift obviously and
so I’m not sure that – whether anyone was killed or not. And another one which
damaged the tinners shop, and left a couple of craters around and it was subsequently
discovered that one bomb had penetrated right in the corner of the B-shed, the biggest
shed I have mentioned, and that was very close to the Humber bank and the whole
thing is made of mud and that bomb – as far – I don’t know if they’ve ever taken it
out, but certainly when we became part of the Kingston Brough division later on in
1970s that bomb was still believed to be about twenty feet down, thirty-five feet
down, and they thought it was better left alone up to that point. But whether it’s been
dealt with since I don’t know. Yeah, when the … when the tinners shop, on that raid,
Robert Blackburn came round in the morning, still wearing his dressing gown to have
a look at the damage, so that seemed to be showing quite a lot of interest. He had two
brothers, Charles and Norman, one of them had the reputation of being a bit of a
drunkard and the other one did commercial things, we didn’t see anything of him.

[56.07]
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We also used to have Workers’ Playtime in the canteen, and heaven help us, which
was the BBC sending round a party of not quite top class entertainers [both laugh] and
this was supposed to cheer up the morale of the workers. Er ….

Were there any you remember in particular from C grade celebrity lists? [laughs]

No, I – I think I preferred the whole time of my lunch on my own rather than the
[laughs] – going to the canteen, unless it was very cold weather.

You mentioned –

[56.47]

Oh and also of course there was some splendid scrap bins and I’ve mentioned that you
could get drills by just going up with your broken drill and saying, ‘Replacement
please,’ well if you found where the scrap bins were there were endless numbers of
broken drills, so you could get handfuls of these [laughs], so we were all well
equipped with twist drills. And also there were other useful bits of metal and things.
And I made at one stage a large container to fit on the back of the saddle of my bike
and it had a light alloy, aluminium alloy, bottom and it was canvas and things which
my mother did and I won’t go into the details but I had this large chunk of aluminium,
Dural, about this size by about that size –

How – how big’s that sorry.

And I had to cycle past the police on the gate on the way out. So I had this thing
underneath my overalls and I quickly found that I couldn’t turn the pedals without
doing this [both laugh] each time you came round the pedal.

Could you just describe – describe the movement for the tape.

So I had to freewheel through the – freewheel through the gates. Hmmm …
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Could you do that again but just explain what – what movement was for the tape if
that’s okay?

Well I had this sheet of metal which was inside my overalls and it came up and –
close to my shoulders and my neck at the top and when you got on the bike and had
the pedal at the top then it cut into my thighs at the bottom. So if I cycled I was
tending to nod my head to make things less uncom – less uncomfortable, but I
managed to freewheel through the gates and then remove it afterwards. I may say that
was a very small bit of pilfering, there was a story that a chap had been pinching bits
of Cirrus engines ‘cause Blackburn’s made their own engines called Cirrus engines
and he had – he had been build – gradually building an engine of his own at home
with the bits he had swiped and he was eventually caught with the engine casing or
something which was really just a bit too big to get out without being noticed. There
was another chap who swiped a Blackburn Shark float, I think it was, or – or the bits
of it, and he was making himself some sorts of speedboat, which is a bit of a problem,
if you have a lot of people who are good making things with their hands and there is a
tendency for some things – I’ve mentioned the – the cigarette lighters of course, that
was – and anything you did in that line was known as a govy job, meaning it was a
government job which of course it wasn’t a government job, so it’s known as the
‘Guvvy’ activity.

How was it actually seen amongst your colleagues, was it just, you know, part of
normal day to day activity or was it frowned on?

What?

Govy jobs, were they –

Oh yes, it was absolutely frowned on, obviously. But you can’t watch all the people
all the time, especially in the small thing like a cigarette lighter. I made myself a
small press for knocking holes in paper for putting in files, which I’ve still got
somewhere, somewhere I think … but by and large I was only a small malefactor.
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[Laughs] These sort of extra building activities on top of what you’re doing normally,
is – is there an educational element to this as well do you think?

What making things that –

Hmmm.

Making things illegally do you mean?

Yeah.

Oh yes, obviously anything you make you learn from it.

Hmmm.

[01.01.06]

Talking about the educational element there on, you mentioned you went to night
school as well as part of this apprenticeship?

Yes, during the time in the works I did three nights a week at Hull Municipal
Technical College and you learnt engineering drawing and strength of materials and
mechanics, machine design … well there’s – I can’t remember if we did maths, I
suppose we did. And there was an ordinary ONC and a HNC which is a Higher
National Certificate and those who were going onto university generally got their
HNCs before they went – but anyway, I got to university at seventeen and a half years
old I suppose.

So that’s a natural progression from the apprenticeship or was there any interview
process involved for this stage as well?

No, it was all an integrated part of the – of the apprenticeship and if Blackburn’s
thought you were fit to do it and you wanted to do it, and your parents could afford it,
then that was that.
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So your parents actually had to pay for the university element of it?

Yes. But the … the document I’ve got somewhere is the … can’t remember if I
looked it out or not. [Looking through papers] The amount that was charged was
really very small, oh there’s an achievement [looking through papers] …

Swimming certificate …

Oh can’t find it now … this is called the life – life – life saving certificate or
something, generally, so called. Yes, the amount was charged at Hull … that was one
apprentice report that I did find, but it’s not the final one.

[Reading] K department, ability VG, inspection, very keen student … no remarks on
flying school I see.

No what?

No – no remarks from flying school or is that …?

That’s because I was still there, I hadn’t come to the end of the time in the flying
school. No exams, not quite sure what that means, oh it’s 1st of January so there
wouldn’t have been any exams just then would there?
1st of January 1943, hmmm.

Oh yes, yes, works number 1598, I think I’ve still got my badge somewhere.

And this – just so this is clear in my mind, this is from when you were still doing the
apprentice part of it at Blackburn?

We’re still in the works, yes.

Right.
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Yeah, in fact it was the end of my first year in the works.

Hmmm. Do you get many of these little reports along the way about how you’re
doing?

Yeah, not sure how many have survived. I have still got the one about the all – the all
round boy, but I don’t know about the other ones.

Hmmm.

Well I think we’ve done with the works haven’t we?

Hmmm, I think we’re starting to move onto university. Would you like to take a short
break, we’ve done about an hour, it’s a –

Hmmm … no, if you just –

Entirely up to you.

Want me to waffle on.

[Laughs] No, I think you’re doing pretty well actually, it’s [laughs] –

[01.05.47]

Can you actually describe what Hull – Hull University or Hull Technical College
sorry, what was it at this point?

They ran the course between the two of them.

Right.
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Theoretical work at University College Hull which meant mathematics, aerodynamics
and physics, and so they had got a physics laboratory there, and anything to do with
engineering, heat engines, strength of materials, stuff like that was done at technical
college. And the theory of elasticity which is a mathematical end of materials –
materials, excuse me, was done at university. Wind tunnel I’ve already said was done
at the University College Hull, ex-Blackburn wind tunnel. Hmmm …

Hmmm. So what subjects were you taught altogether?

Well all those I’ve mentioned I guess.

Right.

Pure and applied maths, aerodynamics, physics, heat engines, strength of materials,
structures … I suppose that’s about the lot. There were very few students there in fact
during the war, and the only male students were those who were doing physics,
mathematics, or in our case aviation, plus anyone who was not fit to go into the
services, they could go into the arts. So there were quite a lot of women, a larger
proportion than you would normally have found in the universities in peace time
about that time, because they – to make up numbers they – they could take in any
number of women …

Hmmm, did you have many female friends as a result of this?

Sorry?

Did you have many female friends or …?

No, I’d got this one steady girlfriend that I was – made all the rest look like blue
stockings to use the phrase.

[Laughs] Well where did you meet her?
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… At a … a little dancing class. Yes, three of us, that’s right, decided that we would
improve our social lives if we improved our ballroom dancing and the other two
quickly dropped out but I stayed long enough to meet up with this love and so she
became my regular while I was at the college. I’ve talked about playing rugger, I
suppose there was a cricket team but I was as disinterested in cricket then as I had
been beforehand and for the same reasons. Hmmm –

Are there any –

I think two members played hockey rather than rugger, we thought they were a bit
odd but there we are. What else did we do? There was a tennis club I’m sure; I used
to play with some friends outside the college who were at the YMCA tennis club and,
well, didn’t really persist with tennis.

Sounds like a – quite a sporty time at university?

Oh normal I think, you’ve got to work off your energy somehow haven’t you? The
aeronauts tended to spend more energy than most of them because of this business of
circulating between Cottingham and the university and the technical college.

[01.10.03]

Was the workload particularly heavy?

Sorry?

Was the workload particularly heavy?

I think so, yes, we – we formed quite a competitive clique I think with the Blackburn
students who were there. There are only two of us still survive, Ken Newby was one
and he was – he was one of the people who came out first, two of them, Ken Newby
and Alec Atkin used to come first equal and I used to come third, which I thought was
unfair since I got the second highest marks but it was no use, they wouldn’t accept
that argument. Ken Newby still survives, Alec Atkin died earlier this year.
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Hmmm.

One of them emigrated to America … none of us went back to Blackburn’s. Whilst I
think the training they gave us was very good the fact is they were turning out rubbish
aeroplanes and … didn’t encourage one to stay.

[01.11.17]

Was this something you thought about at the time?

Pardon?

Was this something you thought about at the time, the quality of the end product as it
were?

Yes, I think everybody knew that the – well the – the Botha hadn’t got a good
reputation for itself. It was used for a short while for reconnaissance, antisubmarine
reconnaissance over the North Sea, but it was very quickly relegated to training and
its handling wasn’t the best and it killed quite a lot of people in the course of training.
So they were out of service nearly – certainly before the war ended, well before the
war ended.

How much sort of feedback about what your products from the Blackburn works are
doing in the real world do you get?

Not very much during the war, no. I mean you – you got to hear things from the
pilots, you did talk to the operational pilots, indeed operational pilots are circulated
through so that you always had the latest military experience to feed back. But I think
we … knew that the Firebrand wasn’t going to compete with the Hawker Typhoon,
which wasn’t the greatest of Hawker’s aeroplanes either. And the sooner they got rid
of the Skua and the Botha the better. Skua had been in service before the war so that
suffered because it had no armour plating, it had no fire protection around the fuel
tanks and things like that, which were lessons which were learnt very quickly at the
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beginning of the war. It had quite a good range and it – it flew sorties against
Norway, quite a long way, sea crossing, but never distinguished itself. We used to get
visiting – other – other aeroplanes coming in for a refuel or whatever it might be the
reason so as an apprentice you always piled in and went and had a look at any other
aeroplane that came around. And so we’d got to college hadn’t we?

[01.13.34]

Before we go any further I was just actually going to ask another question based on
something you’ve just said, which was you mentioned that RAF pilots would come
along and give you feedback, how did that happen?

Well certainly not to me personally, no, they were merely put in to fly our products
and to keep our test pilots up to date with what they needed to look out for and that
sort of thing, what the latest problems were they were finding on other types and so on
so that they became more useful interpreting services needs to the – the design
management I suppose you would say.

Hmmm.

[01.14.12]

While we were at University College Hull we used to have – take – had to take turns
doing fire watching, the male students that is, and a couple of students and usually one
member of staff would – would stay there overnight. And you could either decide to
sleep in the – the little sitting room and you could either hunker down in an armchair
or a settee, or you could go – there were beds in a corridor high up in the building and
you could go and sleep there. And the good feature was that you got a meal in the
evening and you could go out to the refectory and – and cook a meal for yourself and
… I think you – did rather well on food as a result, so that was the popular bit of fire
watching. It was also discovered that there was a little lift, a rope pulled lift that went
up into the library and you could get a student suitably folded up into this lift up into
the library waiting to read all the dirty books that weren’t normally allowed to the
students [laughs]. But the other thing, I – occasionally I tried the beds up in the – the
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top of the building and it was actually in the physiology department I think, and they
had cases, display cases all the way along the corridor with various ghastly bits of
various animals and foetuses and things like that, and there were some roof lights
above which hadn’t been blacked out at that stage of the war, I expect they were later
on. And there was also a place downstairs where the police used to check in at
intervals and so you would hear the doors swinging through and through as they went
in and out, and I remember one night when I was the only person that went up there
and there was a rather spooky moonlight shining through these roof lights and it shone
on one on these foetuses and things in the display case, and every now and then a door
would bang and the automatic loos would spray water and things like that [laughs]
and I decided after that it was much nicer to sleep down in company [laughs].
Hmmm, can’t remember any great excitements, hmmm …

[01.17.02]

But what does social life consist of when you’re at university?

Well it was all around you wasn’t it, if you were living – if you were living in as it
were. You were at – together and all the aeronautical apprentices managed to get
their – their bedrooms together in the same floor, which was considered by the arts
students to be the uncouth area [laughs]. And … there was one time when they were
doing some work on the roof and they had got scaffolding up all over the place and
we managed to climb up onto the roof and there was a roof like slope with a tiny flat
bit at the top so you could walk on the whole top of the roof of the building. The
aeronauts worked longer terms by a week or so at either end, for what reason I don’t
know except that we were subsidised to some degree by Blackburn’s I’m sure, and so
we had the place to ourselves for the beginning and end of each term, or certainly the
end of each term, perhaps it wasn’t the beginning and the end. So that was quite a fun
time. We all learned to drink beer but not in large quantities, hmmm …

Not in large quantities?

Hmmm?
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Why not in large quantities?

Didn’t have the money. I think in fact we only – we only drank beer when we were
all absolutely chocked with swotting for exams, we all finally agreed, decided that it
was no use swotting any longer, we must sort of go and be happy instead. I used to do
quite a lot of cycling around Yorkshire, whilst I was still at school in fact and I’d – I
had taken to cider, a sort of refreshing drink far from home, but absolutely nothing in
excess because money was prohibited anyway.

[01.19.11]

Did you tend to work on your own or with the other people who were doing the same
course as you?

Yes, you – you worked amongst a group, I think we split up into pairs for doing
experiments in the physics lab and things like that. But normally you were just sitting
and being lectured at, or having things demonstrated to you, wind tunnel things and
heat engines and so on. In the evenings I think we – we didn’t compare notes with
each other, I don’t think – I think it was competitive rather than helping each other,
but we used to boast – boasted with each other at meals that we’d managed to find the
solution to whatever problem we’d been solved – sent to solve. I think really Ken
Newby particularly set a very high standard and the rest of us had to try and be
competitive. He did go into the scientific civil service, waste of a good man but there
we are.

[01.20.32]

[Laughs] Can you describe Ken Newby to me?

Well he was about that size by about that size and had two legs, you know.

[Laughs] Well what sort of person was he, I should put it another way.
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Well he had had the advantage perhaps that he had done a higher schools before
starting his apprenticeship so he was older than the rest of us, I think he was probably
the oldest of the students. So his maths started off by being better than the rest of us I
think. Alec Atkin was remarkable in that he – his father was the foreman in the
tinners shop and Alec had originally started as a trade apprentice and then converted
to an engineering apprentice and he – he had tremendous self confidence and he was
absolutely sure he was superior to everybody else at everything. He had been a – a
very good swimmer and he had had medals for that and so on. He had never played
rugger before, he had played football but he very quickly got himself into playing
rugger and was very useful – he was a heavy chap, he was very useful. Oh he – he
did take advantage of the one and only female aeronaut, she wasn’t a Blackburn
apprentice and she had had higher schools, Nora Derby and she coached him in
mathematics, so they used to disappear into the common room together and we were
thought to believe they were studying mathematics, and I’m sure some of the time
they were. In fact he married her eventually. Hmmm …

You mentioned that he had a lot of self confidence in what he was doing and did – did
you at this point?

Yeah, I knew I was above average, I never thought I was more than adequate in maths
as I think I’ve said … no, I think I was always interested in finding other ways of
looking at a problem or another way perhaps of solving a problem. I mean I think that
persisted from what I said about Meccano at – it got boring to work to the rules and it
was sometimes more interesting to see why it wasn’t done another way. Well I don’t
know whether that had any real influence.

Could you give me an example from your university days?

… No, I don’t think I can really … in the practical stuff like designing bits of
aeroplanes which we had to do and … yes, I can think of one thing, in fact I’ve got the
drawings upstairs … I think –

Shall I just unplug you a second. I’ll pop this on pause – would be good as well.
[Pause in recording].
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Okay?

Yes, right.

Yeah, we had to design bits of a little aeroplane, which [moving papers] I’ve not got
here but never mind, in this little – yes, that’s it. This was really a monoplane version
of a biplane that Blackburn’s had done a few years ago and that Mr Barnard, who was
teaching us aircraft design, knew about therefore and so we – we had to design this
monoplane version of this rather ancient looking aeroplane. And one of the things, I
don’t know whether we had to do it or I chose to do it but – was to produce a flying
control system for it and instead of going for a perfectly ordinary stick, which I’m
sure everybody else did, I did this rather fancy arrangement, you know, push pull and
so on round here. Now that was done for no other reason that it was more interesting
to – I don’t think it makes any sense, the engineer who did would – without a good
reason would be thought a bit odd, but I did it and also the rudder pedal adjustment in
a way that was not normally done because it’s more interesting. That’s a very long
way of saying that if you cast about a bit you can sometimes find more interesting
ways of doing things, or even if it isn’t better it’s – it’s more interesting.

[01.25.29]

While we’re – got the drawings out this is I believe a last railway locomotive for
which my grandfather was – was responsible. That’s a super bit of draughtsmanship.
It’s – was a fairly modest locomotive I believe for – called a shunting engine I think
and whilst his name isn’t on it [moving papers] he was in charge of the office which
would have done this work. One thing which I’ll tell you ‘cause you won’t be able to
see it, but it’s absolutely stuffed with asbestos, and I mean why railwaymen managed
to survive at all I don’t know. There we go.

[Pause]. Would you mind if I get – pop that on pause for a second. [Pause in
recording].

[01.26.36]
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How would you go about making a drawing like this?

Well it’s done first of all in pencil and then we – we’d go over it afterwards in ink.
And there may have been some parts of it that were done directly in ink, I’m not sure,
but I think it was done in pencil first very lightly and then … certainly can’t see any
pencil can you? Well that’s my memory anyway.

And did you draw these yourself or was there a drawing office involved?

No no, it’s all my own work. So the 03-10-44.

Did you actually get to build this device or –

No no. No no no.

Purely for design purposes?

No no, aeroplanes were expensive even then. At Cranfield we did work and the
authorities at Cranfield had the idea that –

Actually just –

Design work we did might over a cycle of several generations of students result in a –
a complete aeroplane design but in fact it never happened, and I think cost of such
ventures ran away with it.

Do you mind holding a corner while I just pop that on …

[01.28.00]

You mentioned that there was a competitive element to drawing diagrams like this as
well.
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… Well I’ve said that –

You didn’t actually say that part on tape, sorry it’s a [laughs] –

Oh didn’t I?

I thought I’d catch it [laughs].

Right, well we had two outstanding students and the rest of us had to play catch-up all
the time so there was something of a competitive … element there. I think our
instructors thought that we were amongst the best of the yearly outputs they’d had.
Mr Barnard at the technical college in fact actually said that so I believe that’s
genuine. The – the system was incidentally that if you – if you failed your
examinations you were promptly called up, so I suppose that was a – an incentive to
not fail. In fact one chap failed at the end of the first year and he promptly
disappeared and one chap failed in the second year and he promptly disappeared.

Good incentive to work hard then?

Yeah, that’s right. In fact I reached eighteen, which is the call up age and … in the
second year I suppose at the Hull University College, so you were exempt as long as
you were in your apprenticeship, provided you didn’t fail the exams on the way. So
we were all interviewed as we reached eighteen and asked which service you’d like to
go into and so I said, ‘Number one the air force ,number two the navy, fleet air arm
and heaven preserve me from the army,’ [laughs] and in fact at the end of the course
at Univer – University College Hull we were then interviewed again and you were
given a – it was getting towards the end of the war, it was 1944, summer of 1944 and
you could see the war wasn’t going to go on hopefully very much longer, so they
didn’t want anyone in the air force, the air force had got people pouring out of their
training schemes in Canada and South Africa and they – and aircrew who were
halfway through their training were being turned down in – just in khaki and sent off
to be the army. But they were still offering you a position in the fleet air arm because
they expected that there was still a war to be won in the Pacific … and I think – I
think it got down to if I went into the fleet air arm, would I be in – would I get
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demobbed as soon as the war ended or would I be in for a fixed short period, you
know, or could I make my career there, and they either couldn’t give an answer or
they could only say – well I think they couldn’t give an answer really. So I finally –
and you were given the opportunity of going back into Blackburn’s and so I think I
decided that as things were uncertain in the fleet air arm I would go back to
Blackburn’s and I went back into the stress office. Ken Newby and Alec Atkin,
because they had both got distinctions, they … they had prior – the government had
priority jobs they wanted people into, one was getting people into the scientific civil
service which is what Ken di,d and the other was they were building up the English
Electric outfit at Preston and Alec Atkin washed up in that. He did very well, he
ended up in fact by being a managing director and – before the end of his career.

Yeah.

[01.32.30]

Could we talk a little bit more – before we move on back to Blackburn I was just
wondering about the – sounds like you had a lot of different sorts of courses to do
when you were at university.

Different sorts of what?

Different sorts of courses so, you know, some theoretical, some practical.

Yeah.

Which did you actually enjoy the most?

[Pause] I don’t know really, you were sucking in information as far as you could in all
of them. I suppose the – the pure maths and particularly the … theory of elasticity I
thought was, well a bit too theoretical for sort of hard wire engineers. I … was able to
make use of it for a while while I was in the stress office but I’m sure I would have
benefited if I’d have had a firmer grasp on it. But I don’t know about a favourite …
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Are there any that were surprising to you?

I think to some extent it varied on the – on the person doing the lecturing, you know
…

Are there any particularly good or bad lecturers that stick in your mind?

… None particularly bad … the physics lecturer was good. I – I wouldn’t
differentiate really, they were all fit for purpose.

What were the teaching methods actually like, you mentioned lectures, was that the
typical …?

Well for the theoretical subjects there were – most of the work, apart from physics,
practical physics, did a theory class and a practical class. Apart from that all the work
at the university was just being lectured at and you got your hands dirty at Hull Tech.

Hmmm. Did the two parts of the course match together well, the abstract and the
practical?

Yes, they were knitted together. Yes, I think it was quite a well – well organised
course really, I don’t know anyone who regretted doing it.

How did you do overall?

Hmmm?

How did you do overall?

… I’m not sure that I’ve got the – well I – I passed, I mean I got the diploma, Ken and
Alec were the only ones who got distinctions, so I came after them. I never thought of
nobbling them but it seems like a good idea now looking back.

[01.35.38]
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Had you had any thoughts about where in the aircraft industry you wanted to actually
work in by this point?

Well I went back to do my year at Blackburn’s so there’s no question about that. And
then Peter Wroe, who was one of the other students that I’ve told you, he got the idea
of – that he would consider going to this new college at Cranfield. We both I think
had the idea that it was advertised that they were going to teach the students to fly and
in fact we were learning to fly Tiger Moths at ten shillings an hour, which was just
affordable.

Hmmm. Shall we take a little break, I think we’ve –

Hmmm?

Shall we take a break as we’ve covered quite a lot of ground, it’s a –

Sorry my hearing really is not good.

Shall we take a break as we’ve covered quite a bit of ground, it’s a –

Right, I think we might regard the whole thing as done.

I think for the day that seems a sensible plan actually [laughs].

Okay, I meant the whole thing done in total.

I’m afraid not, there’s a lot more to come, it’s a [laughs] –

[End of Track 2]
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Track 3

Interview with Ralph Hooper, 18th of August 2010. Ralph I was wondering if you
could tell me a bit more about how aircraft featured in your childhood?

… Yeah, well I’ve forgotten what we’ve said so far but in the pre-war days, certainly
in the mid ‘30s the RAF held empire air days and I think the first one I went to was in
1936 with my sister and parents, and the RAF had only a limited number of stations
open to the public and they brought in a variety of aeroplanes from other stations and
I remember the Westland Lysander, Handley Page Harrow, Hawker Fury and other
types. Hmmm … Hawker Fury was notable in that a demonstration was given to the
public of firing the guns which were synchronised to fire through the air screw so the
engine has to be running for the guns to fire and so it was mounted with its tail lifted
to represent – to get the aeroplane in the horizontal position and it fired away merrily
into the sand in the pits, the engine roaring away, and people were allowed to stand
round it more or less where they liked. Anyone sensible would keep out of the
propeller wash but otherwise you were free to do it. And the risk of ricochets from
the bullets firing into the sand butts didn’t seem to be a problem in those days, but I
think the health and safety people wouldn’t welcome it today. I also got close enough
to a Handley Page Harrow to be able to be able to prod the tip of its tailplane. I had
expected aeroplanes to be absolutely rigid, but to my surprise it was possible to push
the tailplane up and down through several inches, and in fact by doing this it was
apparent that there was a resonant frequency which gave you an even bigger
amplitude and I quite thought I’d broken the Queen’s [King’s] aeroplane and so I
hastily vacated myself. But we had a good day and I don’t remember – I remember
that one, I don’t remember ’37 or ’38. ’38 it may have been stopped because by then
war preparations were going on, so there might have been another one in ’37 but I
don’t really remember it.

Were there any aircraft that you were particularly fond of?

… Well anything that was a monoplane of course was very new then so that was
good. The Westland Lysander’s, the strutted monoplane and quite an interesting
shape and it – they would fly very slowly, intended for army cooperation but its main
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use during the war was for air sea rescue of downed airmen and where it would drop a
– a … pause to think of the word.

Dinghy?

Dinghy, to the chap in the water and they were also used very successfully for taking
spies to and fro to occupied France, so they would land at midnight at some obscure
field with only the aid of a torch and somebody saying, ‘Okay, this is the right place,’
so both their navigation and their ability to land and then to take off again from what –
what often proved to be a very muddy airfield [field], they were brave chaps.

What about monoplanes did you like?

The Fairey Battle was one of the early ones, the Hawker Hurricane followed a year or
two later by the Spitfire. The Fairey Battle really proved a failure in France, it was
not fast enough, not powerful enough and the Germans made fairly easy meat of it,
and they were relegated to training thereafter during the war. The Hurricane of course
was the aeroplane we had in numbers by the time the Battle of Britain came along and
while it is true that it shot down more enemy aircraft than all the other defences put
together, it’s also true that it lost more aircraft than at least the other aircraft, the
Spitfire for example. So Hurricane is to a considerable degree the victor of the Battle
of Britain, but again it was then getting a bit dated and it was quickly relegated to
carrying bombs and dropping them around the coast of Europe. Continued as a first
line fighter in North Africa for a bit longer, but eventually it was also withdrawn for
being mainly a trainer towards the end of the war, whereas the Spitfire of course
continued in production right through the war.

What about monoplanes actually appealed to you, compared to biplanes?

Oh well biplanes were sort of out of date weren’t they, you know, you could say that
the first jets appealed in the same way, that they were the new wave. But when one
looks back, in many ways – in the same way that railway engines were more
interesting when steam came out of the top and lots of machinery clanked around on
either side of it, not the same at all when it’s just a diesel which just makes the smell.
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So aeroplanes in a way were more interesting when they had propellers that you could
see going round and lots of struts on the wings and things and in improbable places.
So that’s it, you have to – with one leg you have to advance and the other one you can
see what went on behind you I guess.

[06.20]

You were talking about steam locomotives then, I’ve just remembered about your
paternal [maternal] grandfather you mentioned was a railway engineer.

Yes, that’s right. I have intended to go to my sister and dig out some of the stuff
relating to our earlier relations, but she’s only just got back from Russia and I’ve not
been able to do it yet. Yes, he was born around 1850 I think, I haven’t got the figures,
took up an apprenticeship with the – what became the London and North Eastern
Railway, I can’t remember what it was called at the end, I think it was called the
North Eastern. And he finished up as the chief draughtsman of rolling stock, based at
Stratford in London and he retired in 19 – I think the same year that I was born,
towards the end of 1926. But I always found him interesting, he had a little car and he
did interesting things with the car and he had a little workshop and he did interesting
things in the workshop.

What sort of interesting things?

Oh he made things and repaired things and so on.

Any things you remember in particular?

I remember he had a … old fashioned type grindstone which you turned a handle and
the grindstone whizzed round and he used to demonstrate to my sister [and me] with
different sorts of iron or steel, you could get different patterns of sparks and we
thought that was nearly as good as 5th of November.

Did you see much of him?
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Did I …?

Did you see much of him?

Well yes, my maternal grandparents lived next door to us when we were at
Hornchurch, in fact I think probably my grandfather probably owned the land that our
house was built on, I – I’m not certain of that, it may just have been a vacant plot. But
anyway, my parents married, they took the opportunity and moved in. I suppose not
all men would wish to have their mother-in-law next door but it seemed to work all
right. They [the grandparents] had a big garden, nearly two acres and a large wood
adjacent to it, so we had a lot of freedom to go and play there.

[08.50]

Talking last time we reached the point in your career where you’d finished university
and had returned to the stress office at Blackburn, what does a stress office actually
do?

Just one thing, before I get to that, I remember I looked at a –

Let me pop this on pause. [Pause in recording].

[09.09]

Could you describe your paternal grand – or your maternal grandfather to me
please?

Can I describe him; he was the same sort of build as I am.

How would you describe that build?

Well, tall, he suffered from asthma all his life so one remembers him going around
with a thing that he had to sit down from time to time and spray it into his mouth.
Eventually died of cancer which my mother always thought was due to this stuff, this
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anti asthma stuff or whatever it was. Died in 1937. He finished his career with the –
on the railways as chief draughtsman of rolling stock of the LNER, London and North
Eastern Railway in Stratford in North London. He had a small car, an Austin 7 and he
used to do all the maintenance on that. He also had a workshop and I used to spend
more time with him I think when we were at Hornchurch than I did with my father
probably, whose main interest was gardening. He also had an absolutely frightening
lawnmower which had been given to him as a – as a retirement present I think by his
colleagues, and this was a real old bomber, it – it made an enormous noise [laughs],
thundered across the lawn. I’m always very impressed with the amount of work that
people seem to be doing in those days. He had two acres of garden, two ponds, one of
which was entirely artificial and he had built himself, circular and brick lined. And
the other was a natural spring at the end of the garden, and then there was the water
garden. It also had an orchard, a tennis court, a croquet lawn, he kept bees, he kept
chickens, he had a little help from a chap who had been in the First World War by the
name of Sargent, my and sister and I used to think it was very funny he was therefore
Sergeant Sargent because that had been his rank. And he suffered – he had been
gassed and he really couldn’t do much if the weather was – I think it was cold weather
that got to him. And yet the two of them, my grandfather passed retirement age of
course by the time I first got to know him, managed to handle all this lot.

What did your grandfather used to talk to you about?

He wasn’t a – wasn’t a talkative man, I would say he was quiet. Can’t remember
anything in particular. I was really only getting seriously interested in engineering by
about the time that he died of course. So it was more fun than anything. I remember
he used to store all the apples around shelves in the garage and if my sister and I went
round at the right time, about the middle of the morning, we were given an apple each
and this was called ‘beavers’, I’ve only once come across the word beavers meaning
mid morning break or meal or drink. It was once discussed on the BBC I remember
and they tried to trace the origin of the word and there were various suggested origins.
Anyway, that doesn’t matter. Oh, and of course the bees were marvellous, they were
good news because occasionally you would be given a whole – what do you call a
block of honey in its natural state, when it’s in the honeycomb, you begin with a lump
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of a honeycomb and you can chew it, honeycombs that honey dripped all over the
place, super.

[Laughs] What did you know about the work he’d done on the railway?

I didn’t know very much about it at the time, no, my mother used to tell occasional
stories about him and the people he had worked with and for. But the LNER has quite
a lot of information and there are photographs of him and odd references to him, and
there’s an LNER society I believe and a friend of mine who was a member of that did
dig some stuff out and showed him when he was sort of a very young man. During
the First World War of course a lot of work that the – it’s in that other book, a lot of
work that the LNER did was … ammunition manufacture, guns, gun trolleys and you
got this book which is full of photographs on how to make a furs fuse [interviewee
meant Graze fuse] if you happen to know what a furs fuse is, well I don’t either
except for their pictures of it. That was obviously a very busy time and I have got a
drawing of what I believe to have been the last engine that he was – he was concerned
with. I can’t think otherwise why that drawing has survived amongst all the other
work he must have done.

Do you think your grandfather was any particular influence on you when you were
growing up?

Well yes I think, because I think I had a natural instinct to be interested in the same
sorts of things that he was probably. Did he have influence? I think … we went up to
Hull in 1934 … he died in ’37, so by 1934 I was just turned eight I guess, and I was
certainly interested in the railways by then, I had Hornby trains to play with and he
was able to tell me what sort of lights they had on the end of the guard’s van at the
back and what the signals did and when and things like that. And when we travelled
by train, he travelled by train and – and for free for the rest of his life. And his next of
kin travelled for fifty percent or some very much reduced rate, which was my aunt
and because he died before she died, naturally, it didn’t descend to my mother so that
was hard luck. But anyway whenever we travelled by rail, when the train put on its
brakes he would have his stopwatch out and look at the time it took for the train to
stop and he used to make tut tut noises because they had gone for the – I forget what it
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was, the Westinghouse Braking System or something and he thought they should have
gone for the competitor. So I always remember that.

Was he a precise man?

Pardon?

Was he a precise man?

Precise? Well my mother always said that anything he did was done very nicely, in
contrast to his brother, my Uncle Phil, who was known within the family but not to
his face as Uncle Bodger because everything he did ended [laughs] as a disaster. So
my mother said that if my grandfather was given a problem he would go off quietly
and go round whistling to himself quietly and you always knew he was trying to think
of how to solve whatever problem he’d been faced with. He also had a marvellous
boat about three or four feet long which he had made, as a teenager I think. It was
called the hummingbird and it was entirely hacked out of a chunk of wood, carved out
of a chunk of wood and fitted with his own design of steam engine with a – I don’t
know what they called it, an oscillating cylinder which operated the valve gear as it
moved, as the crank went round the – the cylinder oscillated like that. And that was
handed on to me and it was got working again, had its own little pump for any water
that ingressed through the propeller shaft was duly pumped overboard again, and I
had that until we moved from Hull in – my parents moved from Hull in 1948 or ‘9
and regrettably they were moving into a small cottage and there was nowhere to put it,
and as then I was living in digs I had nowhere to put it at all so I’m afraid it went. I
hope it went to a happy home but I don’t know.

Where did you used to sail it?

Maybe, maybe. And he had – he had four sisters who lived not all that far away in
Great Warley and one of those four aunts was also a practical person and she clearly
in a later generation could well have been an engineer, as my mother could have done
also ‘cause she did all the odd jobs about the house. But the foresaid aunt also had a
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great sense of humour and she referred to the – their house in Great Warley as the
aunt heap, there being four of them.

[Laughs] Did you visit the aunt heap much?

Yes, my grandfather used to go round, I don’t know whether it was once a fortnight or
once a month or something like that, and one of the aunts made absolutely super rock
cakes which is what I mainly – mainly remember of her.

Are you particularly fond of any aunt in particular in the aunt heap or just …?

Hmmm?

Were you particularly fond of any particular aunt in the aunt heap?

Well I think Auntie Nora for the reason that she was the engineering side of the
family if you like. She was also my godmother which I suppose meant that I got
better presents from her than the rest [laughs].

What sort of presents did you get?

Pardon?

What sort of presents did you get?

… Can’t remember … more boring ones as you grew up a bit, tended to be a cheque
for five shillings or something like that, but –

I was wondering what sort of Auntie Nora’s presents would be as well?

Don’t really remember, bits of the Hornby train, set additions to that I guess. I also
had a godfather who had known my father since they were both boys and they had
played in the same football club and he went on to become the managing director of
Bryant & May’s, the match company. Did you get all this last time or –
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I think we discussed him a little bit last time but I wasn’t sure how much you saw of
him?

Well said godfather anyway, he was – he was a bit better off than any of our other
relatives and I got one of my Meccano kits from him, each Christmas produced the
next kit up and the last one – and that did survive. My mother kept it and she used to
make things out of Meccano occasionally for odd household duties. And so that did
survive and I’ve got it in the loft space to this day and I also occasionally go and use
bits of it.

Had your mother had any practical training?

No. No, she … she worked during the First World War in an insurance office during
the week and trained as an auxiliary nurse and went and nursed wounded soldiers
during the weekends. So that was a fairly full-time job, and the office she worked in
in Leadenhall Street was also damaged by Zeppelins, though of course she wasn’t
there during the night so that was all right.

[22.46]

Right, I think I’ve got a good sense of you and your parents and your other family, but
I think we should sort of pick up the narrative at this point where we finished off last
time which was basically you’d just finished university and gone back to work at the
stress office.

Yes, incidentally I did find the rest of the documents from my apprenticeship, all the
rest of the documents that have survived. I showed you one document and you had
asked me what the shops were that I moved through and I could remember a few of
them but … [looking through papers] it’s here somewhere … oh here we are, getting
warm … so there should have been one more of those I think which I haven’t got but
anyway that’s – oh wait a minute, here it is. No, it’s not, that’s … that’s when I got
into the DO so that comes right on the end … and that’s the certificate they gave you
at the end of it all … and that was Hull Technical College …
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Oh so you had … 227½ marks out of an actual achievable 227½ marks, that’s …

No, that’s – that’s attendance, so that’s hours.

Ah right, okay.

Hours of attendance. Where there is a difference in those numbers as they are I don’t
know now what the reason for that was. Don’t remember.

… When did you actually receive these – when did you actually receive these
certificates?

I think they said somewhere – there was an original agreement which seems to have
got lost unless my sister’s got it, which tells you all about becoming an apprentice and
whether you’ll be required to work nightshifts and all sorts of things like that. And I
think I remember in that that it said the actual certificate of apprenticeship wouldn’t
be issued until six months after you had completed, not sure why that was, unless they
thought you might go over the top as soon as you’d got out of your apprenticeship.

Would you mind – well for the benefit of the tape really, just sort of summarising
some of these documents quickly for me, just reading some of the remarks and putting
them in context?

Well we could shorten it a bit more, I noticed that in another document I have I appear
to have claimed to have been the top apprentice, and that I think means the works
apprentice during the two years in the works, but I’d – I haven’t any independent
document confirming that but presumably I thought it was right at the time anyway.
Yeah, I thoroughly enjoyed my time in the works, I did vaguely think at one time that
I might go on or stay with the works side of the business rather than move into the
offices, but after a year in the stress office that sorted me out I think on my thinking.
That was followed by the two years of course at Cranfield.
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Would – would you mind just – just for the tape really just – just reading off some of
the remarks on these reports, because they seem very much of their time and it would
be good to get them recorded with this.

1942, 6 42, 6 7 42 and 11 42. Right, well we have here listed the various departments
that the apprentices moved through, we are told how long was spent in each shop. We
were given attendance at night school, number of hours spent at night school, we got a
foreman’s report on work and timekeeping and I’m pleased to say that I fooled them
all, I’ve got very goods and excellents and first class, the lowest I seem to get is
second class at machine drawing. And overall remarks I found I was a ‘very good all
round boy, shows great interest and promise with work, very good type’. So – and
we’ve got ‘ability very good, very keen student, very good all round, should do well
as he gains experience. Exceptionally good reports of this year’, there we are. Fooled
them all.

[Laughs] Were your parents happy with your reports?

I think they were, they – there’s one letter from my mother to my sister I think which
says that ‘he seems to be doing very well’ or something like that but they – they didn’t
smother me with praise, I can assure you.

[Laughs] Oh, why did you decide against becoming a – a works apprentice?

I don’t think I was ever going to be a works apprentice.

Sorry.

I was definitely on the side which in – was expected to take you up into the offices.
But I said – I just enjoyed making things and it was an apprenticeship I found a very
… very enjoyable two years. I mean occasionally you got a boring job but okay you
just had to buckle down and perhaps the next job would be a more interesting one so
you have to learn these things.

Well what’s a boring job, can you give me an example of a boring job please?
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Well one that you didn’t have to think about much which was simple and repetitive
and something like that. But by and large the apprentices which were reasonably
good with their hands, their reputation was sort of known by the foreman of the
department they went into and you were usually put with a – a better tradesman. In
fact the – the better tradesmen competed for the better apprentices because they could
earn more bonus if they had a good apprentice working with them, so I think that
helped.

[29.55]

What – what sort of relationship do you have with the foreman who’s assigned to you,
are you sort of assigned to him personally or are you doing other jobs as well for
other people?

No, you would be handed – there would usually be a foreman and then a couple of
charge hands or maybe three in a bigger department, so you would be handed down to
one of the charge hands and he would take you out and say, ‘Okay, this is your bench
and this is so and so and you’re going to work with him,’ so you have – had to get on
with so and so. They were all the salt of the earth I have to say, super people …

Any you remember in particular?

… Well the first one I worked with in the fitters department which was the first
department I went into was by the name of Jim, I’ve forgotten his surname but he was
extremely helpful and he gave me advice when I was a bit stuck and didn’t want to go
back to the foreman and ask for advice, so he gave me a lot of help. Eric Missen I
remember in the experimental department, where new prototype aeroplanes were
made and again he was a – a very good man to work for. He also had a motorbike and
he used to occasionally give me lifts back into Hull. And the last I heard of him, after
– after the war, quite a long time after the war in fact, he had given up manufacturing
and had his – running his own market gardening business, somewhere near Beverley
in East Yorkshire.
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What made him a good person to work for?

Well he was good at the job himself and he therefore – I think once he decided that
you knew which way was up, you know, he – he gave you a lot of latitude to get on
with it. And if you were stuck then he gave you help in sorting it, couldn’t ask for
more than that really.

Hmmm.

[32.18]

So after your time in the works side of it you went to University College Hull for a
couple of years and then back to work in the stress office, yes?

That’s right.

What does a stress office do?

It stops the aeroplanes falling about in the sky. Stress and strain of course are – go
together, all materials are elastic and … the structure of an aeroplane is – is fairly
complex because it’s not only got to hold the aeroplane together but it’s got to stop
the engine taking off on its own [laughs] and leaving the airframe behind and the
undercarriage takes a good thumping. There are all sorts of stuff mounted internally
so you have to deal with not only the external aerodynamic loads but all loads created
by internal systems and so on. Hmmm … I got involved towards the end of my year
in the stress office with doing predictions of the load that naval aeroplane they were
working on with a – their first tricycle undercarriage in fact, so tricycle undercarriages
were a bit of a mystery and if you come down onto a carrier you come down fairly
deliberately with a pretty good thump, stuff the nose down hard and hope you pick up
the cables. So the thing was to try and deal with the aerodynamic predictions of how
the aeroplane would behave on the approach onto the deck and then the various
speeds and attitudes of its arrival onto the deck, what would be the loads on the
undercarriage and particularly the nose wheel when that slammed down onto the deck,
so it’s a dynamic situation and you have to [inaud] all of them. I’m sure they would
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have a computer programme these days and you just press the switch but you had to
do the calculation from the given – such a starting conditions and then do a step by
step calculation. It was very time consuming, it’s all done with a slide rule so that
took up a considerable time out of my [laughs] – but there are other jobs as well. And
I concluded then that I also wanted to do some drawing board work, I wanted to do
some design. Because if you’re stressing you’re merely taking other people’s
proposed design and finding out whether it would be strong enough or what needs to
be done to it to make it strong enough. But the real design of course is done by the
chaps on the drawing boards. So I conceded [concluded] that that’s what I would
want to do and in fact I did go on to do that after I had spent two years at Cranfield.

Can I pause you for one second. [Pause in recording]. Could you actually describe
what a stress office looks like to me please?

… Hmmm, there is a photograph somewhere of the drawing office, I don’t think I’ve
got a photograph of the stress office but it’s merely a bunch of chaps sitting on – at
benches, or tables rather, with papers and books spread around and slide rule in
evidence and sheets of paper, and they’ll be scribbling away and scratching at their
heads and talking to the chap next door and dealing with the draughtsman who
produced the thing that they were working on, and every now and then the chief
designer would come round and – once a fortnight or something like that just to show
that he was vaguely interested in what was going on [laughs]. Worked for a chap
called Crawshaw [ph], I can’t remember his Christian name, but he advised me that I
ought to go into the nuclear business ‘cause that was the coming thing. Well I'm quite
glad I didn’t in the event, but he was also a very good boss to work for and he
emphasised that lesson that you do have to put up with the boring jobs sometimes.
One job I was given was to do a – design what is called the Whiffletree for loading an
aeroplane, testing it to destruction, and it consists of a series of beams of load applied
in the middle and two loads applied down to the air frame and by having patterns of
lots of these things it’s called the Whiffletree ‘cause it work – works up eventually to
a single load which by this means through all these levers it’s spread onto the airframe
in the way the aerodynacists predict the load. And so designing all these steel beams
so that they don’t buckle first you have to go through the whole thing, and that was
extremely boring I thought and I said so, I said, ‘I am supposed to be an aeronautical
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training engineer and this is hardware of a type that isn’t going to go into an
aeroplane,’ so he read me a little lecture and said, ‘Well, you know, if you buckle
down to it and we’ll have something more interesting afterwards,’ and god bless him
he did it, he took me off it as soon as he could and I had more interesting jobs
thereafter.

A Whiffle frame, I’ve never heard – never heard of a Whiffle frame before.

Whiffletree.

Whiffletree, sorry.

Well that’s just the slang term for it, it is the loading system to take a single or one or
two very big loads applied by generally hydraulics or it may be by weight on the end
of a very long lever and you have to distribute this one load or two loads into a
multitude of distributed loads around the airframe and [clock chiming] that is done by
a series of –

One second while the clock’s finished doing its thing [laughs].

Oh yes … the fact it says twelve o’clock doesn’t mean a thing, it could stop at one,
I’ve counted it up to twenty-two which is the best it’s done yet. Oh good.

Sorry, we were talking about Whiffle frames [laughs], Whiffletrees.

Yeah, I think I better stop doing so, yeah, you need to do a drawing, it’s so much
easier.

I’m just – is this some - something you’d do sort of using – to test individual
components or are you doing this on a full sized plane?

Well often it would be on a full sized plane but you might be testing the wing
independently of the rest of it, sometimes separate components may be tested, but
ultimately you – you test the aeroplane to destruction. It doesn’t have to be the
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complete aeroplane with every bit and piece inside it but it has to be – have all the
structure there and the main internal weights represented. I don’t think in those days
that we were doing fatigue testing but now – nowadays you would have a – a test to
destruction and you would have a fatigue test which can run on for, oh a year, more,
18 months, two years. But that wasn’t – wasn’t done in those days.

What sort of other methods do you use to stress aeroplanes?

… Stress equals P over A, there’s a limiting stress that a given material can go to. P is
the load you’re applying and A is the area of the cross-section to which that load is
being applied. Now that’s just a simple – I mean if I pull that it stretches and you get
stress equals P over A and – in the middle of it. But once you introduce bending and
distributed loads it gets rather more complicated and when you have bending then you
have to have the moment of inertia of that section … so it gets as complicated as – as
is required. I’m sure all stress men wish that draughtsmen would draw things with an
eye to the ease of stressing but they don’t.

How much of your work is theoretical and how much of it is doing stuff with, you
know, a Whiffletree for instance, the practical side of it?

Well while you’re in the stress office it’s all working on paper and, you know, if you
call that theoretical, yes.

Hmmm. You mentioned using a slide rule a moment ago, what’s a slide rule?

… Well I’ve got one upstairs so when you’re done I’ll show it to you, if you describe
it it is a thing about the length of the twelve – twelve inch ruler, in those days
generally made of wood with a celluloid or something like that surface on it, and a
section in the middle slides up and down relative to the rest of it and both the fixed
and the moving section are graduated in logarithmic scales, so instead of being at a
linear scale it’s logarithmic. And as you well know, and I don’t have to tell you, if
you’re working in logarithms if you add them up that multiplies, so in effect as you
move the slide up and down you take one of the figures you’ve got, a logarithm of it,
you set up the logarithm of the other number on the sliding section and at the end of
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that you’ve got the answer reading back onto the – the fixed sliding end. And … well
they were … the only mechanised way of calculation I would say before – well there
must have been some mechanical calculators I suppose before the war but you didn’t
see them and they would have been large. By … post-war certainly they were
mechanical calculating machines which were the size of a typewriter, a big typewriter
and they were electric – elec – electrically driven so you merely pressed in the
numbers and pressed in the other number and the rest of the thing, say multiply or
divide or whatever. That was quicker … but not everyone had them and they
certainly didn’t have them in, while I was in the stress office.

How many calculations are there involved in stressing let’s say a wing for instance?

Well if you go down to the individual calculations there are certainly hundreds if not
thousands, you know, there’s lots of bits in an aeroplane … [moving papers] and
every bloody bit has to be stressed, it’s not like many aspects of engineering, many
aspects of civil engineering were, you know from past experience if we do it like this
it’ll be all right, the loading on every aeroplane is different from every other one and
every bit has to be stressed.

So you have to start from scratch each time?

Hmmm, sorry?

So you have to start from scratch with each new aeroplane design?

Yes, I mean the methods, the overall methods will advance gradually over the years
but, yeah.

How do you work out where the stresses are actually going to come from on the
aeroplane?

Well you have to do estimates of the aerodynamic loading on the – primarily on the
wings, the tailplane and fin but the fuselage itself of course has some aerodynamic
loading. And there you are into the hands of the aerodynamicists and they’re not –
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any aerodynamicists I’ve met would claim that it’s always precise but you work also
from past experience. You will eventually have wind tunnel tests as the project
proceeds and you can get some idea of the loading distribution from them … but the
air being rather fluid stuff, and again today of course it’s all done by computer and
computer fluid dynamics where a computer does extremely detailed calculations, step
by step calculations, millions and millions of them, you know all about that, and I’m
sure it’s easier today but in those days it was fairly rough and ready.

Hmmm.

You did the best you could.

Where in the process of actually designing an aeroplane does the stress office come
into this?

Well as soon as the draughtsmen start to produce schemes, it’s usual that the
draughtsman will produce a – a scheme of – say a frame or whatever it is he’s been
given to do and then goes to the stress office and you say, ‘Well it’ll need bigger
rivets than this,’ or, ‘this gauge of material will have to be increased,’ hmmm …
people write books on these subjects you know.

[Laughs] I mean do – you probably just summarised something that would, you know,
take a whole book to read and you know [laughs] that – that is a –

Well I can’t, maybe the cleverer people could but –

No no, I get it, it’s – did you enjoy your time working at the stress office?

Yes. I think I was – I enjoyed my time later on in the – in the drawing office at
Hawkers more because then, as I say, you weren’t working on other people’s ideas,
you were producing your own.

Who did you actually work with in the stress office?
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Who did I work with? The chap next to me was called Dearing [Stan Dearing] … and
the chap who was sat as you’re sitting relative to me now was called Bill Wenham …
the boss I’ve said was called Crahshaw [ph] and another chap I worked with, what
was his name, can’t remember it … oh and there was Albert White … hmmm.

How did you all get on?

Yeah, okay, okay. There was one chap in the department who was a little bit odd but
he was someway away from me so I didn’t see very much of him.

A little bit odd?

Oh they were good chap – well he was of a nervous disposition I think you could say.
I believe a very good mathematician but … a bit twitchy. As I say I didn’t have any
direct contact with him.

[48.24]

You talked before, when you were talking about your – your class at college it
sounded like, you know, there was a little clique of you there, was that the same case
in the drawing – in the stress office, are you sort of a little group of people who keep
themselves to themselves or do you communicate with other groups?

We’re jumping onto the drawing office now.

Sorry the stress office I meant.

The stress office?

Yeah.

… Sorry the question is – are you saying what size is the stress office in total or …?

No, I was just wondering if you sort of stuck together as a group?
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Yeah, it is a group, we had a long drawing office and then down one side of it was the
stress office and the aerodynamicists and I think the library and odds and ends, so the
stress office was much smaller than the drawing office. I can’t remember now how
many people there would have been in it, if I made a guess it might have been twenty
or something like that at Blackburn’s, but that is a guess. Whereas the number of
draughtsmen would be – must have been 100 and might have been more, might have
been more.

Hmmm. How do you get on with the other groups in other departments there?

Other offices do you mean –

Yeah.

Or other works departments, offices?

Other offices?

Well the aerodynamicists were the most obvious ones and occasionally you went
along and said, ‘Hey, I’ve got to stress this, tell me the load of it – load on it,’ and
they would give you a superior look down their noses and say, ‘Assume two pounds
per square inch,’ or something like that, so if you were doing a smallish thing like an
undercarriage door or something like that you could get away with a fairly rough
guess at what the loading might be. The overall load distribution on the wing, it’s
usual to start with the assumption of a – something like an elliptical span-wise loading
on the wing, that’s certainly good enough to start things going, you may want to refine
it later on.

Why an elliptical shape?

If you have a wing … which is elliptical in plan form, half wing, and it is untwisted
then you will get the minimum induced drag. What is induced drag I hear you cry,
induced drag is the drag due to creating lift, if you’re flying the wing at a zero lift
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angle there’s no induced drag, so you increase the angle of the wing, the induced drag
gets higher and higher so it is often what limits the turning performance in an
aeroplane because it’s pulling hard and eventually the induced drag gets very high
indeed. So the reason the Spitfire had an elliptical wing, it is said, though I don’t
believe it’s true, because this wouldn’t reduced the induced drag, but because it
requires you not to have the wing twisted, and that is undesirable from a stalling point,
when the wing stalls you don’t want it stalling at the tip first because you lose the
element of control which would – you needed to recover … is that enough on induced
drag? As he’s trying to think of something else to say.

[Laughs].

[52.23]

You talked – when you were talking about working in the works part of Blackburn you
sort of described this pecking order with, you know, between the tinners who thought
they were above the fitters and others groups who thought they were above each
other. Where does the stress office fit into the pecking order?

Pecking order in the offices? Well you can’t do without it, I suppose the draughtsmen
think they do the real work and the stress office is just a nuisance. In the stress office
I’m sure they think that – that they are the only people who stop the drawing office
from doing ridiculous things. The other office, the aerodynamicists probably think
they’re top of the heap. And I guess everyone else does, the people who deal with
flutter, aero elastics, structural dynamics is the term used, they’re pretty high in the
pecking order. And of course these days the electronics people are very important.
Almost the most important since they can – by twiddling the electronics you can make
up all sorts of shortcomings in the behaviour of the aeroplane otherwise. So the
answer is I suppose everyone maintains their morale by thinking they’re top dog. But
it’s only – it’s never serious and maybe some rivalry from time to time but nothing
more than that.

[53.59]
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How does the office side of this relate to the works side that we discussed before?

[Pause] Well the relation – they absolutely depend on each other obviously …
intellectually you would have to say that it’s more of a climb to get into the offices
than to remain on the shop floor, but you don’t need to get stuck up above that. The –
the chaps on the shop floor as I said, they are – they are marvellous. There was one
chap we had, Frank Green, in the experimental shop making prototype aeroplanes,
this is at Hawkers, and he had the saying that ‘anything you so and so’s can draw we
can make’, so if you – if you went to him saying, ‘Hey, we’re thinking of doing this
but it looks a bit difficult,’ he’d always have a way of getting around it. And I
remember one very simple example on the Hunter, to get the engine out you had to
take off the entire rear fuselage, complete with tail surfaces and wheel it to one side,
and I got the job of designing the breakdown joint, and I think the stress office wanted
every alternate stringer, which was a fore and aft member, to be connected, to give a
reasonable continuity of the load distribution from the back to the middle of the
aeroplane, and my idea at the end of it was rather than having a little door to get each
– at each of these connections, let’s put a strap round the whole lot and just have a
tensioner at the bottom and you’d only have one thing to remove instead of thirteen in
order to get at joints. And so I drew this and everyone agreed this would be a good
idea, and then I thought the fuselage taper had – and the taper had varied all the way
around the fuselage and I suddenly thought, how in hell do you develop the shape of
this damn strap? And I scratched my head and I wasn’t all that experienced a
draughtsman at the time, I dare say a more experienced one would have thought of a
way but I couldn’t, so Frank Green came up and I explained to him that I didn’t know
how in hell I was going to draw it and he said, ‘Oh well that doesn’t matter,’ and I
said, ‘Well you won’t be able to make it if I can’t draw it,’ and he said, ‘Oh no, no
problem there at all,’ I said, ‘Well what are you to do?’ and – and he said, ‘Oh we’ll
just wrap brown paper all the way around the joint and tape it down well and then do
a rubbing around the edges of the sheet metal fore and aft and spread it out and that’ll
be the shape,’ and that’s what they did and absolutely no problem. Whether it was
finally formally drawn I don’t know but it wasn’t done by me anyway. So there was
plenty of room for ingenuity on the shop floor.

[57.16]
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Was your time in the stress office going to be the one year you did there or was it
originally intended to be a continuing job leading somewhere within Blackburn?

No, after that you decided what you wanted to do. I could have stayed on at
Blackburn’s and gone in and got some drawing office experience there but in the
event I didn’t go back after going to Cranfield. I don’t think I – I think I would have
gone into the drawing office for a year or three, what I would have done after that at
Blackburn’s I don’t know … probably much the same as I did at Hawkers I suppose.
I’ve forgotten what the question was, if there was a question.

[58.13]

Oh I was just leading up to when you did decide what you wanted to do next?

Well in leaving – in leaving Cranfield I wrote to all light aeroplane companies as I’d
learnt to glide and to fly at Cranfield, which is another story. There were – before the
war and during the war companies making light aeroplanes for trainers and things like
that and I wrote to all likely ones, Percival’s, Miles, Air Speed, Austers oh and
Chilton, most of them don’t exist anymore, in fact none of them exist anymore, they
have been taken over or gone out of business. And my idea was that if I went to a
light aeroplane company I – I would have a reasonable chance of being able to fly in
the company’s products, whereas I thought if I went to one of the big aeroplane
companies that was very much less likely. So I wrote to all these people, but labour
was still controlled after the war and it transpired that either through financial
limitations or because the ministry only wanted people into companies where they had
contracts, which meant military contracts at the time, so all the light aeroplane
companies wrote back and said, ‘Thanks for your interest in our company, but at the
present time we’re unable to offer employment, however should this change we’d
very much like to hear from you again,’ that sort of answer. So willy-nilly I had to
look at the military aeroplane companies, having learnt to glide I thought the best
gliding club in the country at the time was the Surrey Gliding Club at Redhill and the
two aircraft companies that one might cycle to and fro from were at Vickers at – at
Brooklands, and Hawkers at Kingston. So I ended up being interviewed by those two
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and Vickers did big aeroplanes and they wanted me to go into the stress office and
Hawkers did little aeroplanes, or fighter aeroplanes, and offered me a job in the
experimental drawing office which suited me better, and they also offered me five
shillings a week more than the people at Vickers so I ended up at Hawkers and not at
Vickers.

What were the interviews like?

Well the interview at Hawkers was by Sir Sydney Camm and his number two man
Roy Chaplin and Sir Sydney was a very odd character indeed and so it was a very odd
interview. It ended up with him spreading out three new drawings of some of their
latest ideas and saying, ‘What do you think of that?’ And in the middle of it all – I
was sitting in an easy chair which had I guess the springs had gone a bit and you
either sat right forward on the edge of the chair or if you sat back you practically
disappeared from sight behind your knees, and so that – I was virtually on the edge of
the chair and trying to look alert and all that good stuff. And then the secretary came
in and produced gingerbread biscuits and a cup of coffee, so I’m sitting perched on
the edge of the chair with a cup of coffee and a couple of gingerbread biscuits and a
saucer trying to answer questions, and you’ve got a mouthful of gingerbread biscuit
[laughs], fairly explosive, it wasn’t a good mixture. However, we survived all that
and I remember towards the end I, to think of something to say I asked if it would be
easy getting digs in the area, and Sir Syd of course didn’t know and neither did Mr
Chaplin, you know, a long time since they had lived in digs I’m sure, so come – he
got his secretary to get so and so in, I don’t know who so and so was, and anyway
four chaps came in eventually and they all stood there looking thoroughly uneasy
thinking, what is it this time [laughs], you know, and he asked them how easy it was
to get dig – digs in the area [laughs]. Well one of them came up with an answer
which got my – I subsequently came to recognise who they were and they were two of
the office heads and two other fairly senior chaps, so why Sir Syd dealt with it that
way I don’t know.

What was it like – did you know who Sydney Camm was beforehand?

Sorry?
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Did you know who Sydney Camm was beforehand?

Yeah, he had a reputation. The Hurricane was a Hawker aeroplane of course. His
reputation was really built on the – the Hawker Hart and its biplane derivatives which
were really world class aeroplanes in the late 1920s, early ‘30s. And there was a time
when it was said that eighty-five percent of the aircraft in the Royal Air Force were
Hawker types, so that really built his … his reputation. The Hurricane was … trying
to convert a biplane into a monoplane in effect but its wing was much too thick, not
that that was Sir Sydney’s fault since the advice from the NPL, National Physical
Laboratory at that time, they had wind tunnels and they claimed that provided wings
weren’t thicker than twenty per cent you’d be all right. Well the Spitfire you –
Supermarines knew better and the Spitfire has a wing that was only thirteen percent
thick, and it was that very much more than the plan shape of the Spitfire’s wing which
made it superior. And it also was a completely stressed skin construction whereas the
Hurricane was trying to stick to the old biplane methods of construction. So the
Hurricane was bigger and heavier and – I mean it handled very nicely, it was a – it
was a pussycat to fly, people said that if you couldn’t fly the Hurricane you shouldn’t
be in the air at all, you know. Didn’t do so well during the war, the Typhoon was –
designed and started before the war and umm, it repeated the very thick wing over
again. In fact if you – if you plot all the pre-war British designed aeroplanes and all
those whose design was started during the war, you’d find that all the pre-war ones,
with the honourable exception of the Spitfire, had wings in the eighteen, nineteen
percent region, i.e., just keeping below the NPL’s limit. Whereas those started during
the war came down in thickness with a bump, they were – I think the next thickest one
was sixteen percent thick. Nobody quite came down to the thirteen percent of the
Spitfire. These are root cord thicknesses incidentally, they’re probably thinner out to
tip anyway.

What’s this a percentage of?

Oh T over C, thickness over chord. Thickness over the wing, thickness of the wing
compared with the chord of the wing.
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Chord of the wing being the –

Distance from the leading to the trailing edge.

What’s the advantage of the thinner wing?

The thinner wing?

Hmmm hmm.

You could … if you were going very fast the wing is flying at a low incidence,
induced drag is not a big part of the problem. The skin friction drag of course stays
the same and if you have a thick wing then the air has to accelerate more in passing
over it, it has to get out of the way and just as a boulder in a stream accelerates the
water as it goes round it, so you get faster airflow over the – over the wing and you
therefore get a higher skin friction drag. Because however you wouldn’t believe it,
it’s sticky, and so you have friction as it flows over the surface, so the thinner wing
has lower super velocities and therefore a lower friction drag, so the aeroplane can be
expected to go faster, other things being equal.

Are there any advantages of the thicker wing?

Sorry?

Are there any advantages of the thicker wing?

Well there’s structural ones obviously.

Hmmm.

[01.07.29]
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You talked about wanting to work initially for the smaller light aircraft manufacturers
and then sort of going over to the military side of it, did you have any qualms about
making military aircraft at all?

Not really, after the war … no, I – I think I became quite glad we were working on
fighters rather than bombers I think, after the destruction of Germany during the war.
I mean you – you can’t complain about the gallantry of the chaps who were involved
in it but bombings to whole populations never appealed to me very much. And of
course fighters at first didn’t do very much in the way of ground attack, or if they did
it was only with machine guns attacking the chaps – bad guys in the trenches, you
know, but progressively of course, even fighter like aeroplanes have carried more and
more rubbish outside to drop on whatever lies below. But for the time I was … drew
on the Hunter and the Hawk of course, they weren’t doing too much damage to the
people down below [laughs]. The Harrier did ultimately of course, that got covered
with rubbish. For rubbish we need external stores for which we’d either – fuel tanks,
drop all the fuel tanks or more armament. But immediately after the war, no, there
were no qualms whatsoever and …

Hmmm.

[01.09.06]

What was the interview at Vickers like, do you remember that one?

The what?

What was the interview at Vickers like compared to the Hawker one?

Well I was interviewed by the chap who was the military – he called himself the chief
structural engineer or the chief stress man, and so he was merely wanting to recruit
me into his department in effect. Perfectly pleasant and I … I don’t remember very
much of it because I don’t suppose I ever met the chap again [laughs]. But I didn’t go
back to Blackburn’s, A) because the reputation of Blackburn’s was fairly poor and …
I – actually I was interviewed at Cranfield by one or two other people, the English
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Electric Company which would effectively – only got into designing aeroplanes after
the war, it had been bought in, it was a – the English Electric Company as the name
suggests was doing mainly electrical generators and things like that. But during the
war, because it was in North West England and therefore rather further away from the
German bombers it was brought into aircraft manufacture and it built Handley Page,
Hampdens, subsequently I think de Havilland Vampires. And they eventually
produced the Canberra which really was a winner, they introduced a chief designer
from Westland’s and they had some very good people. They got into design in effect
because a chap in charge of English Electric’s – the ministry wanted him to carry on
aircraft production after the war, that’s right, and he said, ‘Well I’m only going to –
I’m not going to do that unless I can design my own aeroplanes,’ and so the – the
design team was set up from scratch and they brought in good people from around the
place and the Canberra was a world beater in its time.

Did you seriously consider working for English Electric?

Pardon?

Did you seriously consider working for English Electric?

Hmmm, no. Can’t remember why and I can’t – I don’t really have any memory of the
interview that I did have there but I think perhaps because I’d done a stint up north I
thought I would do a stint down south and see how it compared. But it was merely – I
think the location of the Surrey Gliding Club which was probably the strongest
reason.

[01.12.01]

How did you get to Cranfield?

Do you mean physically or [laughs] –

The thought process first I was thinking [laughs].
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Oh well a friend of mine, Peter Wroe who discovered that this new college was being
set up and he was working in the wind tunnel at Blackburn’s and he got the idea that
he would like to go, and we used to meet up quite often and chat and he sold me the
idea, or I picked it up from him, I don’t know that he was positively trying to sell it,
so we both went to Cranfield together. Sadly he died about a year ago. He was a very
– a valiant sort of chap, very cheerful, great character. But he ended up leaving the
aircraft industry, or more or less leaving it and going into … management consultancy
and funny things like that. So we ended up at Cranfield in 1946.

What had you hoped to gain by going there?

Pardon?

What did you hope to gain by going there?

Well I think my year in the stress office had convinced me that I hadn’t got all this
knowledge yet and there was more to be gleaned. In particular of course I had done
stressing, I wanted to do some draughts – drawing work, design work and Cranfield
promised to take aerodynamics a good step further than I had at University College
Hull. You had the choice of whether you wanted to specialise in the second year on
aerodynamics or propulsion or design, I stayed with design. Aerodynamics perhaps
needed rather more mathematics, whereas my mathematics were adequate, they were
never brilliant.

What was the teaching like?

Sorry?

What sort of teaching did you get?

Well it was generally good. They certainly kept the pressure up, you were given notes
on all sorts of subjects and the spoken lectures were really to flesh out the – the
written notes and … one spent most of the week working till about one o’clock in the
morning, and took time off at the weekend to play rugger and when we got the gliding
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club going spent Sundays gliding. Gave all the other people who were working seven
days a week advantage [both laugh].

Was Cranfield newly set up when you arrived then, were you part of the first intake?

Was it set up for –

When was it set up?

Well I think at the end of the war the government decided that aviation had proved to
be a rather important area to keep ahead in and jet engine was coming in, god knows
that had suffered enough from government non action during the 1930s, but it was
transforming – transforming the possibilities in the future, the possibilities of
transonic flight, that sort of thing. And … Sir Stafford Cripps I think was one of the
people in the government, I think he was minister of aviation or something. He was a
lawyer so he knew absolutely – well nothing about what he [laughs] – he was talking
about but never mind. He had the job and of course he became infamous for having
presented the Nene engine to the – jet engine to the Russians, bloody fool [both
laugh]. Not – not different from other politicians of course [laughs]. Anyway I
believe he had a – a hand in setting up the college and they brought in people from
other universities and – E F Relf who was the first principal had been in charge of
aerodynamics at the NPL. One of the staff who had been at University College Hull
came joined in so Peter and I both got some maths coaching from him.

Who was that?

‘Cause we knew him. His name was … behind his back he was known as Tisket but
that wasn’t his proper name.

Tisket?

… I’ll think of it later, I can’t think of it now.

Why Tisket?
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Oh well there was a silly song around at the time, ‘A tisket, a tasket, I’ve lost my
yellow basket,’ which you probably won’t have heard, it was American, and so he
was considered to be a little basket and so that was changed into tisket [laughs], it was
less obvious as a source.

[Laughs].

But he did primarily applied maths and he did a lot of … statistics at – in fact he came
to specialise somewhat in statistics at Cranfield so he got the nickname there as
Figuring Sid, that’s right, he was Sidney Kirkby, that’s got it.

So were you part of the first year at Cranfield or close to?

Yes, we were the opening year. So everything was … the RAF still had their – they
were still there, so we moved into the sergeants’ mess and the RAF was starting to
move out and they were moving out progressively and I think they’d probably all
gone by the end of the first year. But it was all still very much a – an RAF base when
we got there so we were pressed for space. The students’ bedrooms to begin with,
there was no desk so we were used to finding a bit of wood from somewhere and
either propping it on the washbasin or on the bed and working on that to begin with.
So things were kind of a bit rudimentary in the early stages but it – it got steadily
better during the year.

What sort of hopes did they have for you as the first group? Were there any sort of
things expected of you?

Well I suppose they did. I think it was – I think the term used in the brochure that
they were aiming to train ‘the leaders of industry’, how about that? Well it was
obviously expected that the majority would – would go back into aviation. And there
were a number of serving officers, both from the navy, the RAF … in fact the navy
contingent, four very good chaps who had done engineering at Manadon College in
Cornwall, I think it was the navy training college. The RAF had one chap who was in
his thirties so they weren’t all – the great majority were in their early twenties, and I
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think there was one chap who was … I was not quite twenty-two in fact, I – so I
missed the last of three months I suppose for my apprenticeship so I was – still only
done nine months in the stress office, not the full year. There was one bloke who was
only twenty-one, apart from myself – no there were two, so there were three of us
who were twenty-one when we got there but the majority – I would think the majority
age was twenty-three or twenty-four, something like that. All sorts.

How many of there actually were you altogether, as a rough number?

Fifty as a rough number. I’ve got a photograph so we could count them if you – if
you want to. I think the intake the first year was fifty. And then there would be
another fifty of course coming one year on afterwards, so we then moved into what
had been the officers’ mess which was rather more luxurious and we certainly didn’t
have the hardships of the – oh we had a terrible winter of course in 1947, it’s the
worst winter I’ve ever lived through and it was very tough on the country because the
– just everything happened when everybody was living on – very much on rations still
and it was cold for a prolonged period. There was flooding, there was snows, the
heaviest snows I’ve ever seen, and Cranfield itself is on top of a little plateau and
there were snow drifts all over the place. People making themselves igloos by carving
out holes in snow, and we were cut off from anywhere else and the food just about
kept us going, the buses ceased to serve Cranfield or any of the villages around, they
couldn’t get through. So anywhere we wanted to get really you had to walk. So that
made the first year – first year, yes, quite interesting.

Where actually is Cranfield, is it –

Sorry?

Where actually is Cranfield, what sort of area?

It’s about ten or twelve miles to the west of Bedford.

What sort of area is it in?
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Well it’s slightly rolling countryside I should say. This plateau had a nice flat top and
hence the airfield. The valley between Bedford and – and Cranfield, the – was
famous for its brickworks and if the wind was in the right direction you got a strong
smell of cooking bricks [laughs]. The reason for that interestingly was that the clay in
those parts apparently contained a proportion of petroleum, oil, and so you got some
of your cooking of the bricks free of charge as this was driven off by the heat and then
added to the combustion of course. I think – I think the brickworks in that area have
pretty well gone by now. But there was pretty country as well, there was – to the
south of Cranfield there was a ridge which was – which was an old sand – sand hills I
guess from an ancient sea or something like that. And there was a – a sandpit there
which was full of water and we all used to go and swim there and that was good too.
Again, nowadays there would be a notice saying, ‘Danger no swimming,’ I’m quite
sure but they hadn’t thought of that.

[01.24.09]

What other sorts of things did you do for fun there?

For fun?

Hmmm.

Well apart from rugger and – there were occasional entertainments put on by the
students, we had occasional hops, I don’t know, once a month or something like that
and the nurses in the local hospital and the girls from the local training college in
Bedford used to put in an appearance. Played rugger and did gliding, there were
people who played hockey of course. Not sure if there was a cricket team or not, I
was certainly not playing cricket, I spent all my – any spare time gliding.

Was the intake entirely male or were there women as well?

No – no women. There was one female student at University College Hull who – who
eventually married one of the male students, she was exceptional. There were
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certainly no females in the second year [in either year] at Cranfield, I’m not sure when
they first crept in but not for the first few years I would guess.

Did you think that was strange at the time?

No. There was an enormous amount of female labour during the war of course on the
shop floor doing generally less skilled job. Paint shops were entirely female for
example and the fabric covering was always female and always had been I think.
When I got to Hawkers I think the only women were the mathematicians because …
to try and cut the logjam of – of trained engineers pushing around slide rules, if you
got a complex sum or something that needed iterations, then you could hand it over to
these good ladies who were likely, or more likely to have an electric calculator
available to them and so it took some of the drudgery out of the mathematics. There
were girls – there were secretaries obviously and there were girls in the print room.
We had a female librarian. There was one, now I think of it, one female draughtsman
in the production DO I think that was just about the lot. Oh no, the tracers, drawings
were traced in ink or some of them were on – on – on linen and the tracers were all
female. And I think that’s the lot.

How many had there been at Blackburn’s, was it just the paint shop and the fabric
you mentioned before or others too?

In the office itself I don’t remember any females … just secretaries I think. There
might have been the odd admin job of – of dealing with the issuing of drawings and
things like that which was quite possibly done by … females. Can’t think of anything
else, that’s just the way it was, you know, females hadn’t really been invented.

[01.27.57]

[Laughs] Did you have any girlfriends of your own in this period?

Yeah, at University College Hull, I don’t think I did when I was in the works.

What about at Cranfield?
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Well I was still hoping to get back in – into … a close relationship with a girl in Hull,
but yeah I chummed up with one of the girls at the training college but nothing
seriously, and towards the end of my time in Cranfield a girl who had lived opposite
us when we lived in Hornchurch, she was one of three and then four daughters, she
ended up in the WAAFs during the war and got posted to a place just north of
Cranfield where she was involved in weather forecasting I think, and I … my mother
had kept in touch with – I think she kept in touch with the – directly with the people
across the road but she may have done but anyway she got wind that I was at
Cranfield and – and came up and got her daughter in and so I went out with this girl,
Vivian for some while, but that ended when I left Cranfield and she was demobbed
anyway. They moved her – to demob her they had to move her from … just north of
Bedford to, was it Squires Gate in Lancashire, does that ring a bell? I think it was an
airfield in … called Squires Gate and they all had to traipse up there in order to be
demobbed to come back south again so there you are [laughs]. That family in fact
eventually migrated to Australia so lost all touch with them.

What does going out with someone actually involve in the 1950s, you know, is it dates,
is it other social activities?

Well mostly hops at the – the hall of residence … go to the flicks. The – the public
baths in Hull, Beverley Road Baths, swimming pool, during the winter covered over
the pool and put a sprung floor over it and that was used for dances, so if there wasn’t
a dance at the weekend at college of residence and there wasn’t a film or something at
the local theatre then you went to the Bev – Beverley Road Baths. During the
summer we were only about seventeen miles from the nearest point on the coast so
there were – you would hope to spend a day on the beach, having cycled there, or you
could get a bus if the weather was not quite as good and – but usually cycled there and
back.

Were you expected to behave – how were you both expected to behave around each
other?
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Yeah, it was quite proper I’m pleased to say, didn’t get her into trouble. Hmmm …
full stop I think. It – it came to grief really after I went off to Cranfield and I’m sure
she felt she’d been deserted. I felt I was going to better myself and that once I’d got a
job with a bit of money then I had in mind marriage, but I’m afraid that didn’t happen.
I did get together again with her some years later ‘cause she came down to Holloway
College as a student there and I’m afraid things were never quite the same again so I –
she married a Norwegian eventually and went – he was in the oil business, or the
transportation of oil I think and ended up somewhere in West Africa, is it Guinea that
they have oil, and she had done botany and so she wrote a book on the botany of that
bit of West Africa, which I gather was the – the only book on the subject probably but
was the required reading on that subject for a while. Whether they came back – well
they did come back to Europe but whether they settled in this country or in Norway
I’m not sure. We also crossed the Humber in – on the ferry and went and looked at
various things in Northern Lincolnshire and Lincolnshire, just for a change. Cycled
around Yorkshire for a bit. End of story.

I’m just wondering, what does proper behaviour actually involve ‘cause you know I’m
a – I’m thirty years later, you know, it’s – I have no idea what is the etiquette, it’s –

Well I think no touching below the waist would probably say that.

Things like curfews and –

There was a curfew at the hall of residence, but there were well known – known ways
of climbing over the walls so that didn’t count to – wasn’t too difficult … I think the –
the local hops probably finished at half past ten or something like that … I don’t
remember how late we may have been on occasions, but her mother always left out
some tea and biscuits or something or other. I didn’t get into trouble there.

Hmmm. I think the clock’s about to go again.

Pardon?
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I think the clock is about to go bing again which seems like quite a good time to stop
for lunch I’d say.

What time is it in fact, my wristwatch having packed up. Oh one o’clock, good
gracious.

[End of Track 3]
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Track 4

Okay. Did you have to go on any outside visits to anywhere else when you were at
Cranfield?

Yes. I mentioned over lunch that we visited … Chadderton and also said Handley
Page and Bristol and de Havilland and so several of the aircraft companies, and we
also visited Frank Whittle’s little outfit at Lutterworth where he was still doing early
work on jet engines. I’m sure there’s some others I can’t remember.

As a student what do you gain out of visits like that?

Well see how other people do it I suppose. Hatfield were doing I think a … they were
still making Vampires probably which had wooden fuselages but the rest of it was
metal by then, so there was some woodwork and they were getting into metal
adhesion, using new synthetic adhesive and they were ahead of the world at one time
in that. Visit to Bristol of course they had the dreaded Brabazon [inaud], so you
walked round that and they were beginning I think to – not sure if – anything on the
shop floor yet of the Britannia but they were certainly working on what became the
Britannia.

What was your impression of the Brabazon?

… Well I think it was impressive and one had to hope they were right, which they
clearly weren’t, it was – the Americans had the huge advantage that during the war
they went on making civil airliners, we stopped, everything became military for the
duration of the war, so they’d built airliners which had also got into supplying the
military with transport aircraft so they had a very big line of civil business going, and
on this side of the water no-one had produced this sort of airliner since about 1938 or
something like that. And they did a number of things wrong I think in the Brabazon, I
don’t know if they thought that huge was good in its own right. Again I think it had a
thicker wing than was probably sensible and the Americans had got the Douglas DC8
[DC4] and the Constellation which we were quite capable of getting across the
Atlantic thank you, with half the number of engines that the Brabazon had and
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carrying more passengers in the process. So it was utterly not competitive and to
compound it of course they did the equivalent aeroplane in the Saunders-Roe
Princess, which is the flying boat, at a time when the world really was realising it
didn’t want flying boats, it was cheaper to put down concrete and make long – long
runways. We were obsessed in this country with the idea that the empire routes as
they were called in the 1930s would continue to be served by flying boats. They used
to fly down Africa, landing in the odd lake and river here and there on the way and,
er, so these aeroplanes to a degree had features which were aimed at – an empire
which we rapidly weren’t going to have anymore. Hmmm …

Is this something you’re – is this something you actually think of as someone going
into the aircraft industry that, you know, we have lost out to the Americans here, the
empire and the reason for our flying boats is declining, is this something – this sort of
thing on your mind?

Not really because I mean at about the same time the Vickers – Vickers came out with
the Viscount which was the first gas turbine propeller aeroplane in the world and that
was bought by the Americans and everybody else so that did very well. But they then
had the decision – they had wanted to do a big jet powered airline which was the
Vickers 1000 I think and for reasons which I don’t understand that was cancelled, so
they wasted a lot of time and money on that. And they then had to decide to do a
follow on to the Viscount which that in the event they did, the Vanguard. Or whether
to put their money into other purely jet powered airliners. The VC10 sold only in
small numbers and because the DC8 and the … Constellation [Boeing 707] were
around in huge numbers so their production costs were way below introducing a new
aeroplane. So they decided to do a second generation to follow the Viscount which
was the Vanguard, and that was okay, it sold a few, or even quite a few, but the
propeller turbines were going out by then in favour of the pure jets. So they put their
money on the wrong horse there. The VC10 airliner, I said it couldn’t really compete
with the DC8, it was a – everybody liked it, it was a very comfortable aeroplane to fly
in, but its production numbers were so small compared with the Americans that it
couldn’t compete and they went on to do the BAC-111 which was successful. But it
also came up against heavy competition and they sold some hundreds of them. And
then they wanted to do a big jet airliner of their own and … I think it was called the
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311. But they were then in competition with what de Havilland’s wanted to do, they
wanted to do much the same thing and de Havilland’s were prepared to go in with
Europe, which in fact was the foundation of Airbus to which de Havilland’s did the
wings. The French at that time – before the Germans came into it, did the fuselages
and so Vickers lost out entirely on that and by the early ‘70s they were in quite a bad
way financially and they were saved in fact by nationalisation. However, that’s
getting off the story a bit.

[07.15]

No it brings me onto a question though, with that sort of background there and, you
know, with all that to come in the future, at this point sort of around 1948, 1950 sort
of period, were you optimistic about the future of the British aircraft industry?

There was no reason not to be, our jet engines were better than anyone else’s jet
engines. As I said earlier, a free gift had been made of the jet engine to Russia, but
the French were buying our engines … they bought a number of British aircraft after
the war, they bought Meteors and Vampires I think. They had a Frenchified version
of the Vampire called the Aquilon and … the Rolls Royce jet engines were licensed to
American companies and went into a lot of American fighters throughout the ‘60s –
throughout the ‘50s and into the ‘60s, not throughout the ‘60s.

[08.21]

You mentioned you had a trip to Frank Whittle as well, is that when he was still at
Powerjet?

Sorry?

You may have mentioned a trip to Whittle, was that Powerjet?

Oh yes that was Powerjet.

What was your impression of Powerjet?
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What was sorry?

What was your impression of Powerjet on the visit?

Well he was still having a ball on his own, more or less on his own with a small and
enthusiastic group of chaps around him but the production by then had been licensed
to … first of all to Rover and they sold onto Rolls Royce, so it came into the hands of
Rolls Royce operating at Barnoldswick, away from the main site at Derby and Stanley
Hooker was the chap in charge and he had become a friend of Whittle, and so the
early Rolls Royce jet engines were centrifugals, but they then got onto the Avon
which powered the Hunter which was a real nightmare, the compressor had all sorts of
problems and eventually they licensed the compressor from Armstrong Siddeley who
were there competitors, and the government put pressure on Armstrong Siddeley and
that really made the second stage of the Avon into a successful engine in the later
Hunters.

[09.51]

It occurs to me that you’re – you’re sort of having your aeronautical education right
at the very start of the jet age.

Yes.

How quickly did it start a sort of leak into the education aspect of the – or was it still
too cutting edge?

Well it was – we had two chaps who lectured on propulsion, one had worked for
Powerjets I believe at one time and the other I think was an academic. But yeah, I
mean the jet engine again in those days must have been an absolute nightmare to
design because you had to work your way – make initial assumptions at one end of
the engine and work your way through what the result would be through all those
stages on the – on the best evidence you had. And then when that didn’t deliver what
you wanted at that end you had to go back and start again and tweak the blades a bit
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more this way or tweak them that way or double up the number of stators or whatever
it might be. And this again was all done by – by rather slow means, much of it –
Gordon Lewis can tell you much better than I can of course.

How much – how much did sort of jet stuff actually get into your educational syllabus,
when you were at Cranfield?

I would think it’s about half and half, piston engine and – and jet at that time. I’ve
still got all my old papers upstairs but I certainly wasn’t interested in going into the
propulsion side of the business. Don’t think I can give a better answer than that.

Are you still considering sort of propeller power as a viable means for the future or
…?

Oh yes I think everybody saw it [the jet] would come for … fighter type aeroplanes, I
think there was still a split of opinion whether it was suitable for commercial
passenger aircraft. They wouldn’t have gone supersonic of course at that stage and …
things like Concorde were another fifteen years ahead, beginnings of Concorde.

Did you see much future in the piston engine?

Oh I think it was thought that it would continue for small aeroplanes and for small
civil aeroplanes, small to medium sized civil aeroplanes. The design exercise we did
running through the second year was the design of a twin engine – piston engine
aeroplane with Alvis Leonides engines if that helps, about 500 or 600 horsepower.
And this was a light – light to medium passenger aeroplane, I forget how many it
held, eighteen or something like that. So that was still looking only at piston engines.

Hmmm.

[13.00]

What did you get out of your education at Cranfield that you hadn’t already had as
part of your apprenticeship and the UCL, sorry, University College Hull course?
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I got a diploma in aeronautics back at Cranfield how to – ‘cause it wasn’t a full
university at the time so they couldn’t confer MScs but they transmuted them into
MScs in later years when they did become a full university. Well there was a lot more
practical work I think and it took everything one stage further, I mean from BSc level
to MSc level if you like … and the practical stuff, actually learning to fly, and we had
a row of Ansons and we used to be stuffed into the back of that and you sat and read
instruments and went away and did calculations and decided what the drag of the
aircraft must be and what its rate of climb was and all the rest of the stuff, and you
have to make corrections for gradual change in weight of the aeroplane as it burns off
fuel, and the for the fact that the atmosphere outside is probably non-standard so you
have to correct for that, all good fun, in a tedious sort of way.

[14.20]

When did you actually start to learn to fly?

Well not until the second year, in the first year as I said everything was fairly chaotic
and we finally started flying Tiger Moths I think only in the last term I think of the
second year, and gliding a bit earlier than that. We had some old German gliders that
had been brought back as war reparations after the war. They’d been brought back
incidentally in a landing craft and they got a bit battered on the way so I spent quite a
lot of time doing repair work on the first of these.

How quickly did you learn to fly?

Oh I went solo in four hours twenty minutes which is – I'm sure it’s not a record but
it’s quite good. And I was absolutely full of confidence, if I’d gone on I’m sure it
would have broken my neck, but fortunately I ran out of money so that was the end of
that. Although we were only charged ten – ten shillings an hour and it cost about
three pounds ten an hour at that time in a – in a flying club.

Do you think there’s any benefit an aeronautical engineer in actually knowing how to
fly a plane, actually having that flight experience?
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Yeah, I think it helps, even – even if it’s only fairly rudimentary stuff it helps. You
get used to the idea of what it feels like to pull hard turn or to fly inverted or roll or
loop or whatever and just gives you a feel for the whole thing. But it could only be a
first step of course and I was lucky enough – or many of us were lucky enough to fly
in the company’s products, I have flown in the Hunter and the Harrier and the Hawk
and … shear delight, I mean you’ve got a professional in the front cockpit I hasten to
add, in each case. But … compared with gliding it’s noisy and I mean you’re
strapped in, you’re strapped in like a chicken … you really don’t move very much
relative to the seat, in case you have to use the bang seat. But apart from that … it’s
light, I mean the controls are light, it’s not like using manual controls and it does
whatever you want, and as one of the marines once said in respect of the Harrier, ‘It
goes where you point it and the engine keeps running, who could ask for anything
more,’ [both laugh].

Did you enjoy flying yourself?

Hmmm?

Did you enjoy flying yourself?

Yeah, yeah. That and skiing were the two most enjoyable things. By way of threedimensional sports you might say. I think skiing comes out on top, on the day when
you get an absolutely perfect day and the snow is perfect and the sun’s out and there
are reasonable shadows on the ground so you can see what the shape the ground is
you’re going to run over and you have days when you feel absolutely on top of the
world and you can’t do anything wrong, you never fall over and you come out at the
end of a day like that thinking, hard to beat, you know. Compare that with days when
– like this, there’s uniform dullness so there’s no shadows, you can’t see what you’re
going to run over and you can’t do anything right, so it’s like I think with all physical
sports, you have good days and – and bad days.

When did you take up skiing?
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Sorry?

When did you take up skiing?

Not until my … must have been twenty-eight twenty-nine. One of the chaps – well
several people at the gliding club had gone skiing from – one or two of them from
before the war when it was really very much a minority sport … and I went skiing
every year after that. We stopped for a while I think by the pressure of work but I
went on to my – to my mid fifties when I found I fell rather more heavily than I used
to. And since – I’ve regretted since that I didn’t keep it up another year or two but
there we go.

Hmmm.

[19.05]

Did you actually get to fly solo in the Hawker product or was that just back seat?

Oh no, no no no, that would have been all together too much training and insurance
and god knows what. Well we were insured of course but, no, we would not be
trusted to do that.

[19.22]

How well do you think your time at Cranfield equipped you for your future career?

Well it filled in a few gaps, I mean I can’t say that life wouldn’t have gone on if I
hadn’t gone there but certainly glad I did … at the end of it – or rather in the – in the
long vacs in the middle of the course I went and worked at the RAE at Farnborough
which finally convinced me I didn’t want to work for the civil service, and there were
some good people there but … there seemed to be a number of passengers as well.
But that was very interesting work because they were doing real research instead of
pretend research, which is what students do.
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What did you actually do at Farnborough?

Hmmm?

What did you actually do at Farnborough?

Well I was in the structural and mechanical engineering department, one of the – I
think the first job I was given was they were going to put strain gauges on the
tailplane of a Meteor and they had decided, or perhaps it was decided for them,
perhaps there was no alternative but I was told where the strain gauges were going to
go anyway and told to go away and write the equations which would turn their
readings into the bending moment and shear and torsion and so on and – in the
tailplane, nearer to the tailplane. We had it on tests so as to compare the theoretical
and practical results but it wasn’t finished by the time I left and they certainly hadn’t
flown it. It did go on and fly but I never heard how satisfactory the – the theory and
practice was.

What’s a strain gauge exactly?

Sorry?

What’s a strain gauge?

Strain gauge, you really ought to get some education and I wouldn’t have to explain
these things … strain gauge is in effect a little bit of very fine wire, sandwiched in
those days between a bit of paper which was impregnated with something to make it
waterproof and a protective layer of something on the surface and if you stretch it it
changes the resistance ever so slightly, so you have that balanced with another similar
strain gauge which would be exposed to the same temperature and everything else,
and you have a bridge circuit so that you can measure the very small difference in the
resistance and you can convert that into stress. So my thesis was on … the diffusion
of stress into a panel, by which I mean we had a large straight flat panel which was
loaded at the two bottom corners and uniformly loaded across the top, and the load
gradually transferred itself from the edge members across the rest of the panel and the
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theory of that is quite difficult so I was using a simplified theory, but finally
demonstrating that this could be done using resistance strain gauges, and it was
successful in that at any rate And I – I never did quite finish it because it was all this
very cumbersome step by step calculations again and I went home – stayed on a few
days over the end of the term to do a bit more work on it and then ran out of money
completely, so if I stayed any longer I’d have had to walk home and that was 200
miles away or 150 or something. And so I continued to try and work on this at home,
purely with a slide rule, I had had an electric calculator at Cranfield and frankly it was
too much so I had to give it up.

Hmmm.

[23.43]

Are there any other bits of work you remember in particular from Cranfield?

… Well I’ve mentioned the practical design of a – an aeroplane, there was a lot of
drawing work on that of course. No, I think your thesis and just keeping up with the
coursework filled all the hours available really. I mean once again you were working
to one o’clock in the morning, hoping to have a bit of relaxation by rugger and gliding
at the weekends. I don’t know that I can think of anything else that stands out. We
did a bit of radio which I’d never done elsewhere, but of course they were all – old
thermionic valves in those days, so I know how a thermionic valve works but that
ain’t much use today. And at least you can see what the electricity was supposed to
be doing and where it was supposed to be going in those days. Now if you look at a
bit of electronics it’s – presumably the chap who made it loved it and knows what it’s
doing but no use to me.

[24.55]

What were your favourite parts of the course at Cranfield?

… I don’t know really. Some of it was a bit harder than I – I was still – had to pay
attention to my mathematics to keep up … apart from that I don’t know, everything
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was more or less interesting at any rate … I don’t think I could differentiate between
the various subjects otherwise.

[25.43]

You mentioned that your time at the RAE had convinced you that you didn’t want to
be a scientific civil servant, how did it do that?

… Well I concluded that there were ten percent of them were doing all the work and
the rest were having a relatively easy time. Certainly compared with what I’d been
used to one way or another. That’s probably unfair but I think there was a – perhaps
an air of relaxation in the years after the war, I’m sure they were all working very
much harder during the war as was everybody … and some of the work being done
looked as though it was being done for the fun of the individual rather than with
somebody really needed it, again that may be unfair but that was I think the
impression I got. They were doing structural work on the stressing of the Brabazon
wing I remember. Aero-elastic work actually looking at the flutter modes of this wing
which was bigger than anyone had done before. And there was a splendid chap, and
he was a Welshman too, now what was his name, he was one of the mathematical
whiz kids – well he wasn’t a kid, he was – he was past middle age, but anyway he was
having long wooden strips made, about this long [demonstrates], with various taper
ratios, some of them still square and tapered and some of them oblong and tapered
and then you fed in a vibration at one end and looked at the modes all the way along
this tapered thing and then compared it with this theory. And he was going – having
great fun doing that. And they were just beginning to get into fatigue work which was
still relatively unknown … had got a Lockeed Hudson tailplane I remember which
was sitting in its resonance vibration and they had got it set up with a certain
amplitude and they were measuring stresses here and there in it, and waiting to see
how long it took to crack up, and I annoyed the chap who was in charge of this a
couple of times by putting my finger on this thing which is vibrating, and you only
need very little damping and it stops dead, so he said [adopts annoyed voice], ‘Oh no,
no,’ [laughs] and started it going again and I couldn’t believe it and I did it again so
[both laugh] – so that was that. One humorous thing did happen, they were testing the
– a full scale – the Handley Page Hastings fuselage which was a big pressurised cabin
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and in those days they were still doing it by blowing air into the cabin, which was
bloody dangerous, if that lot went bang you’d really know about it. But that didn’t
happen, they in fact – they had their equivalent of a Whiffletree applying loads to it
and one of the members in the Whiffletree broke, and so all these girders were
jumping around the – the – the workshop with civil servants running in all directions
burying their head [laughs]. I was far enough away to be amused by this, I mean
sitting in my corner working on the Meteor tailplane sticking on strain gauges. So I
remember that as a lighter moment. No, I also learned about the dishonesty of people
clocking onto work in the morning because you had to sign in and put down the time,
and as I say you got people who – eager beavers who came in early so you had sort of
eight twenty, eight twenty-one, eight twenty-one, eight twenty-four, eight twenty-five,
eight twenty-five, eight twenty-five, eight twenty-seven and, you know, twenty-nine.
Eight thirty, eight thirty, eight thirty, eight thirty, eight thirty, eight thirty, eight thirty
[laughs]. And then eventually somebody realised they couldn’t get away with any
longer and you got eight forty-five or something like that [laughs].

[Laughs] Did you notice any big differences from working there to working in a
commercial environment?

… We didn’t have to sign ourselves in in the – in design offices. But occasionally Sir
Sydney came and stood at the top of the stairs and spotted everybody who came in
late. I guess that did the same job with a lot less clerking.

[30.35]

When you were at Cran – well over your sort of time working at the RAE, working at
these little – working at these other factories around and spending time at Cranfield
studying, had you had much thought about exactly what you wanted to do in the
aeroplane world yet?

When I was still at Cranfield?

Yeah.
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Well I think I had – I had intended from the time I was in the stress office in Brough
to get experience in the design office and that I did. King – Hawker’s were organised
with a – a experimental drawing office and a production drawing office, experimental
drawing office did new prototypes and the production drawing office – and because
they were for prototypes where you anticipated that there would be a lot of changes
along the way, there was no point in making superb drawings of every detail so you
cut corners wherever you could, you could instruct a whole complex frame for
example on just one drawing, putting in little notes like ‘so and so to be fitted to
match some other part number’ and things like that and you had very skilled people in
the experimental department who could work from that sort of drawing, people like
Frank Green that I mentioned earlier … where was I getting to? I’ve got lost. Oh yes,
whereas the production drawing office, poor devils, they had to take it all – when the
aeroplane was cleared then they got it all piled on them and they had to go through it
all and every little detail had to have their own separate drawing instead of all being
instructed just on one drawing so it was fit for production, in other words to be made
by idiots instead of by fairly select people in the experimental department.

Which department did you end up in?

Hmmm?

Which drawing office did you end up in?

Oh I went into the experimental … the first job I did was on the P1052 which was the
immediate forerunner of the Sea Hawk which you’ve already met. Which was put in
– it had on either side of it a couple of blow in doors on the side of the engine bay
because the intake being designed for forward flight is very inefficient, if you run the
engine at full rpm statically, so it’s sucking harder than it likes so you could raise the
pressure in the bay and thus the thrust of the engine by having different blow in doors,
which when you’re going for a flight then blow shut. They had a pair of these on
either side of the engine and Rolls Royce had suggested that it would be worth having
a third door on either side so I did the third door on either side. And subsequently that
was adopted for the Sea Hawk, having been found successful on the 1052. So that
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was my first job. I did one or two other jobs for Derrick Campbell who was my
section leader but I really can’t remember what they were now.

[33.50]

Do you remember what your first day was like?

What what?

Do you remember what your first day was like?

Hmmm, a bit of – a bit of a fuzz I think, no not really. You’re taking in all sorts of
things in a strange environment … one got through it. But Derrick Campbell was
very helpful. Anyway I was with him only for a short while and he was finishing off
the last bits and bobs on the 1052 I guess and I was moved into another section under
‘Digger’ Fairey, Stanley Fairey, who was doing the initial work on the F.3/48 which
became the P1067 which is better known as the Hunter, and it originally had a nose
intake a high tailplane on top of the fin and it had it – all its guns … mounted on the
sides of the cockpit I think. But it got more and more difficult and they wanted to get
rid of some of the guns out of the way of the cockpit ‘cause the intake had to branch
around the cockpit, and so they moved two of the guns into the wing roots and I was
given the job of looking at how they might be mounted. And eventually it all ground
to a halt, it got more and more difficult and it was concluded that we really weren’t
going to get anywhere with this nose intake arrangement and Harold Tuffen who was
then the deputy head of the department eventually came up with a layout which is
now much like the present Hunter. I think the tailplane stayed on top of the fin for a
bit longer but that was eventually moved down and when you start on – start to get
beyond the scheming stage, overall scheming stage and start to get down to drawings
that might be suited to the experimental shop, really the only end of the fuselage you
can work on with confidence is the nose, because at that stage nobody knows what the
tailplane loads are going to be or what any other damn load is going to be on the
aeroplane really and all the loads, that’s the external loads that the aeroplane has are
just local aerodynamic loads, which don’t amount to a lot. So you can work with fair
confidence at the front and you gradually work your way down the fuselage till
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eventually everybody has decided what the tailplane loads are and things like that
which really matters down the back end. So that’s roughly what we did and I ended
up doing the mainframe which holds the Hunters wings on, which was one of my two
main contributions I think. I also did the rear spar frame as well and I also did the
bent booms in the wing root which attached to the main spar frame. Although there
was a separate section doing the wings and there was some argument which section
should do this bit on the root end of the wing. But it was then treated as an integral
part really of the frame in the fuselage, and so I did that. And it was a lot lighter than
previous schemes so I got some brownie points for that. And I went on to do the
tailplane … when we’d worked out way down to – I mentioned the transport joint
didn’t I, transport engine removal joint I should call it. Was also a transport joint.

Do you mind if I adjust your mic a moment? It’s a –

Hmmm?

Do you mind if I just adjust your mic a –

No, tailplane –

Hang on one sec. [Pause].

[38.01]

If we just like pick on one of these jobs, which one are you particularly fond of, or any
you regard as a good piece of work in particular?

Well because it was structurally the most crucial bit I suppose, the main spar frame
and its root spar attachments on the wing.

What’s a main spar frame?

Well without it the wings wouldn’t stay with the aeroplane. The – the bifurcated
intake in the wing roots and so you had air entering the sides of the fuselage just about
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where you wanted to have the joint – the main spar on the wing onto the fuselage. So
the spar – the end of the wing had to be opened out like that and you then get very
high sheer stresses indeed where it changes direction, boom changes direction. I
expect you to understand all this, in fact don’t come back here again until you’ve
studied it.

[Laughs] The thing is I have, I understand some of this, but I have – for the tape
purposes I have to come up with [laughs].

I understand, I shall be rude to the tape in future instead of you [laughs].

Could you explain that shape you’ve got there, the –

If you have a member in compression and you put a change of direction in it then it is
going to need to be supported to stop it doing [makes snapping sound], that. So we
have very high shear stresses in the web of the spar to take these loads. And anyway,
this had to open up widely enough to go above and below the intake, half intake duct
on either side, then into compression and tension members across the frame. This is
as bad as doing the bloody job originally I may tell you, I’m getting bored.

[Laughs] Well what –

The tailplane I was going to go on with, because I produced a cock up there which
was amusing, it amused me anyway. There was still – whilst a tailplane load had
been agreed there was still considerable doubt if that was really going to be the
answer and the stress office were terribly busy, they were overloaded in fact with all
the other drawings beginning to flood and because I had done some stressing before I
was asked to go into the stress for a while and do the – at least the preliminary
stressing of the tailplane which I was then going to go back and design. And the root
of the swept surface has a redundant structure, there are two ways in which the load
can be carried, and there’s a principle called Principle of Least Work which appeals to
engineers which says that the load will split itself between these two possible load
paths so that the total strain energy involved in the structure is a minimum so you can
work – work your way back from that and say, ‘Although I have these two paths, I
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know now how much is going to go down each way,’ so I spent quite a lot of time
sorting that out. And again, because an awful lot of numerical calculation, the chance
of getting through it all without [laughs] having a few bricks dropped was not good.
Anyway I did do the spell in the stress office and to my satisfaction had got a –
thought I understood the root structure all right and I went back and started drawing it.
And then it came to the question of the skin thickness on the tailplane, with this doubt
I've mentioned of the load on the tailplane, and it was thought we could get away with
a skin – a fourteen gauge skin thickness, you do know what fourteen gauge is don’t
you, .08 of an inch. We thought we might get away with that, but then Sir Sydney got
terribly cold feet and decided that we should put fourteen gauge on the tailplane
strength test specimen, we would instruct twelve gauge, which as you well know is
.104 inches, for the production aeroplane, that’s a halfway cold feet. And – oh sorry
the other way around, yes, that’s right, for the production aeroplane, but on the first
few prototypes we would go to a ten gauge skin, which as you well know is .128
inches. And what happened of course was that time caught up with us and to do this
business where you were going to wait for the mechanical strength test before you
finally instructed production was swept away and every bloody Hunter that’s flown
since has been flying around with a .128 inch thick tailplane skin when it’s quite
possible that a .08 skin would have done. So … there we go, it’s a heavier aeroplane
that it need have been. But that wasn’t the cock up. The previous swept tailplane
aeroplane we’d had was the 1081, which was a further development of the Sea Hawk
in fact, with a straight through jet pipe at the back, and a tailplane in a rather position
– similar position to the Hunter. So if you’ve got a swept tailplane, a swept elevator
hinges, we’ve got something in the middle which is instructing the elevators then you
– not difficult to work out you have to go through a couple of universal joints, and
that’s what they had, they had a Hook’s joint on this side and a Hook’s joint on that
side and they had, one two three four hinge ribs to support them. Fine that worked
okay until this bright bugger came along and thought, well we could maybe be clever
on that, we can get away with a single Hook’s joint provided we’re prepared to take
end load on the pivots and that way we’ll have only two hinges with this thing
hanging in – with a lever hanging in the middle just hanging off the two halves of the
joints. So I worked out the – the theory of a Hook’s joint from scratch and I
subsequently found it’s in every damn engineering textbook you’d like to turn to, but
never mind, and worked out the angle to set these two joints to give a relieving
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bending moment on the tailplane halves. At that point I was quite satisfied, the works
had done a sample of how they were going to make it, we – we were only going to use
needle bearings, but they said they reckoned they could do a good enough job with a
plain bearing so we eventually went for a plain bearing although it meant that you
were going to have to use a grease gun on it from time to time. But what I hadn’t
anticipated was that if you are giving your relieving moment to the two halves of the
elevator, if the elevators are then shaken, as they will be in flight, by the pilot perhaps
putting a sudden load on the stick and banging the stick or flying through a gust, then
the bending which will – will result in the elevators is going to be transmitted back
through the Hook’s joints and to the pilot. So Neville Duke after a while started
complaining that at a certain speed or something he was getting the stick doing this,
and this was all a bit puzzling to begin with, we weren’t very good at swept surface
aerodynamics in those days anyway. But they put some accelerometers onto it
eventually on bits and pieces and realised what was happening and the solution was
just to turn these joints round so they no longer gave a relieving bending moment, but
neither did they pick up movement back – fed back to the pilot. So that was that.
Nobody blamed me I may say so … none of people who perhaps should have noticed
it did so it went through and had to be corrected. Didn’t kill anybody so that’s the
main thing.

[Laughs] When you’re designing something like a tail, where do you start off?

Well we had the planned shape provided and the thickness provided, T over C
provided, it was a symmetrical aero foil section since the tailplane will sometimes be
lifting up and sometimes down … I think you had to start really from the attachments
to the fin since it was a fin mounted tailplane and, you know, that gave restrictions on
where the hinge bearings could be, that fixed where the rear spar was going to be and
the front spar with the tailplane incidence was electrically trimmable so you knew
where – pretty well where the front spar was going to have to be to suit the frames in
the fuselage and the fin spars. You have to toss a coin in the air and decide what the
rib pitch is going to be and that sort of thing. You want to make things so that you
can take the elevators off fairly easily without having anything sticking out into the
airflow. Does it all for you really. And the first time I had somebody working for me,
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they brought in a draughtsman from the production DO and he did all the tedious
drawings while I did the scheming so that was – that was quite fun.

So scheming happens first then drawing afterwards?

Yeah, that’s right. I mean a scheme can start on the back of an envelope and the – and
you eventually get something a bit more elaborate. And in those days you eventually
did a thing called the sketch, which wasn’t just on the back of an envelope, it was in
fact a drawing saying, it might be like this, and you might only draw one view of it,
you didn’t need to draw the other to see what it was and that would be registered as a
– a scheme. It had a sketch number and that might – you would have to pass that
round to other people who might be doing work adjacent to it, to understand what was
going on, but otherwise you then went straight to a drawing suitable for the
experimental number drawing. Right, that’s enough of the Hunter.

[Laughs].

[49.03]

When you first started where did you actually fit into the organisation in the drawing
office?

Well you were all on a weekly staff, than which there’s nothing lower. At Canbury
Park Road we shared the works canteen in fact, so it was suet pudding and things like
that for lunch [laughs]. The Digger Faireys section had one two three four five six,
eight people in it I think. One chap was doing engine installation primarily, one was
doing flying control installation primarily … Digger Fairey actually occasionally did a
drawing himself though … spent quite a lot of time smoking his pipe and instructing
his – his … his section with the philosophy of life and things like that [laughs].

What was he like as a section leader?

Oh he was very good. I can’t remember what specialities – oh I think Jack Simmonds
was doing mainly the cockpit … and there was one chap who was doing the
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forerunner of drawings like that one we had of the [moving paper] Harrier, which is
now buried no doubt …

Cut away drawings of all the pieces inside you mean?

Yeah, a cut away drawing, that’s right, so he was doing – first of all just a side view,
plain side view with everything so you could see where all the bits of equipment were
being hung and things like that. And …

Is your section the only one that’s working on the Hunter?

The only one working on the Hunter fuselage. A separate section doing the wing,
there was another section that did hydraulics, another one did electrics … there was
one did air systems, the cabin pressurisation, cooling and that sort of thing. So there
were really two sections doing mainly structural work, fuselage and wings. And we –
we then went on to do a version of the Hunter with a bigger engine which was going
to have thinner and more swept wings … which was the 10 – 1083. It was going to
have re-heat, that’s right, as well, more powerful version of the Avon plus reheat,
thinner and more swept wings but otherwise recognisably a Hunter. And we did the
engine installation of that, the centre section of the fuselage was extensively changed
to get the new engine in and I did work on that, and it was then intimated to me that
… I might be given responsibility for the new wing. Now that was a bit of a shock
because I wasn’t all that experienced as a draughtsman, I was quite happy I could do
the structural aspects of it but just the aspects of a professional draughtsman’s ability
to have awkward angles this way and that way and the other and think of a way that
you had to look at it from view on A, view on B and that sort of thing, to get it onto a
– a comprehendible drawing, I had my doubts about that. Anyway it was intimated
twice to me that this might come my way, but in the event the thing was cancelled in
favour of a sort of equivalent development from Supermarines and the experimental
drawing office to its chagrin suddenly found that far from doing this new version we
were going to have to go back and do the production drawings for the new engine,
which was saved as the new engine but without the reheat went on to become the
Hunter Mark4, hmmm, Mark6. And I really – having been all the way through the
Hunter fuselage doing experimental standard drawings didn’t fancy going through it
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all again and doing production standard drawings, which the experimental D.O.
[Drawing Office] thought was a bit beneath its dignity … but anyway. Hmmm … and
about that time the Hunter flew at the first SBAC show which would have been 1951 I
suppose.

SBAC?

Hmmm?

SBAC?

Society of British Aircraft Constructors. Hmmm … yeah, it flew for the first time in
July ’51 so it must have been ’52 it flew at the SBAC show and our pilots were then
dropping transonic bangs with great glee. And they were dropping the bangs
deliberately on the crowd as they hoped, but they found that the bangs often
considerably overshot the crowd and they were puzzled at this, they were absolutely
sure that they had got their gun sights on the crowd more or less [laughs] and there
were sometimes – I don’t know what height they went through the speed of sound but
it might have been ten or 15,000 feet and the sound was then hitting the ground two or
three miles beyond the aiming point. At that stage people weren’t upset about sonic
bangs because there were so few of them. And so this was a puzzle and I, having
been in the gilding business and knowing a bit about the sort of lapse rate you get in
the atmosphere and things like that, temperature lapse rate, suddenly had the idea,
well the speed of sound varies with temperature and therefore if the sound sets off a
pressured wave which produces the sound, sets off … normal to the aeroplane at a
dive angle which is what the pilots assumed it would then go down in a straight line,
doesn’t of course, the lower end of – end of the wave travels faster than the higher
because it’s warmer. So the wave travels – or the front travels in a curve, and once
again my mathematics wasn’t good enough to work out the exact theory but I did a
simplified theory which seemed to tie up quite nicely with the reported over shoots.
So I used this as an excuse and went in and talked to the … to Roy Chaplin, the
assistant chief designer, and I had been – it had been suggested to me I ought to go
into the project office by one of the people who was always there, already there and so
Roy Chaplin having looked at this bit of theory and having decided it was beyond his
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mathematics as well, passed it onto the maths people and they agreed with it in
principle, I – I don’t know if they did the exact maths or not. But anyway, having
done that I then took my courage in my hands and suggested to Roy Chaplin that
perhaps I could move into the project office, and that was indeed arranged. So I – I
left the drawing office at that stage but with every intention of going back into it come
the next aeroplane, whatever it might be. Well the next aeroplane proved to be the
1121 and I wasn’t too enamoured of the 1121, it seemed to me to it had just grown
like topsy rather than being designed [laughs] but that’s being – that’s being a bit too
unkind.

What was the 1121?

The 1121 … 1121, I’ve got a model of it somewhere. It was just the next fighter
aeroplane, it was very much bigger than the Hunter, much more powerful engine and
it was being done PV, private venture, and there – jumping ahead a bit there then
came the Sandys’ white paper of 1956 which said no more fighters, which let the
English Electric Lightning through but stopped everything else. And the firm for a
while continued saying, ‘No no, we’ve got this far, we’re going to go on and at least
build a prototype,’ but then they gradually recognised that they really couldn’t do that
and it was that sort of vacuum which made way for the original work on the U27 so I
– I didn’t leave the project office.

Hmmm. What’s –

[Yawns] I’m getting exceptionally bored and rather sleepy, what about you?

I’m actually just wondering what a project office does in relation to everything else
[laughs]?

Well a project office, I – I suppose I went in there in about 1954 would it have been, I
think. And the chap in charge of the office … was a bit passé really, he had been a
chum – his father had been a friend of the Camm’s and this guy remembered being on
Sir Sydney Camm’s lap as a small child, you know. And so the families had
remained friends and so junior, who eventually got a job with Hawker’s without as far
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as anyone could tell having any engineering training at all, but he proved to be quite a
good draughtsman and have quite a good eye for a line, as the term was which means
you could draw a pretty aeroplane. So he had been in the project office since early
‘30s I think and he must have done good work along the way I’m sure, but the fact
that he had not got on top of the technology meant that he was coming to recognise
himself that he wasn’t – the next stage was really going to be a bit too much. Now he
didn’t say that to us at the time, he just said he was sorry to be leaving us but he was
going to go and work for Rolls Royce cars. Now he’d always been interested in cars,
you could say he was perhaps more interested in cars than aeroplanes, I don’t know.
But he had rebuilt a 1904 De Dion Bouton, that’s an old French car, and he had taken
part in the Brighton Race one year. And he had a gorgeous supercharged Italian open
sports car, in a day when supercharging cars was pretty uncommon. I mean they’re
fairly common today but not then. So he was a good practical engineer but with not
the technology to go with it. And he was persuaded by one of Rolls Royce test pilots
who he used to chat cars to from time to time, to go and get this job at Rolls and so
that’s what happened. So he left us in 1956. And he was replaced by another chap
who had absolutely no knowledge of future projects work but he happened to be the
next most senior chap sitting in the office, and he was in charge of coordinating flight
test work, he had been a flight test man all his life, all his working life, first working
for – worked at Boscombe Down for the ministry and after the war they waved him
goodbye, they had to get rid of a lot of people obviously, he got a job with Fairey’s
and then with Hawker’s when we were – our airfield was then at Langley to the north
east of here – north west [north east] of here … where he was … the only chap,
literally the flight test bloke I think, there were two others but they’d both left shortly
after the war, the run down after the war, who chose greener fields to go to, and he
was the only chap apart from the pilots in the pilots’ mess, and the pilots’ mess was
monthly staff status and so he became monthly staff status. And then when we had to
leave Langley we then moved our flight testing to Farnborough for a while before we
moved it to Dunsfold, and there was also flying – test flying going on under the – with
two different Hawker types at Boscombe Down so he was appointed the flight test
coordinating man really for all these sites. And they had to put him somewhere in
Kingston then so they dropped him in the project office ‘cause they didn’t know
where else to put him. And because he was the next most senior man in the office,
although he’d never done any project work or whatever [laughs] he became head of
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the office, and Sir Sydney had the two most senior chaps in the office. We
incidentally lost an enormous number of the real engineering talent at Hawker’s after
the war, a whole generation of people who had had to stay putting up with Sir Sydney
[laughs] throughout the war because labour was controlled, who got up and went after
the war. So the office – and then again in the late ‘50s, about the time I’m talking
about another generation of people got up and went to north America, Canada, many
of them ending up in America. So we were down to a fairly miserable manning
position.

Who was the section leader? Ah, so the project officer –

There weren’t really section leaders. Occasionally if an apprentice came into the
office he was put to work with somebody but in – essentially it was just a series of
individuals. Anyway Sir Sydney got two of us in who were regarded I think as the
two seniors, [closed between 01:04:30 - 01:04:31], and said – he was determined to
hold Royce’s – Rolls-Royce’s feet to the fire, that he knew they were all dead scared
of what is reaction was going to be for having poached his head of project work so he
wasn’t going to turn a hair as far as they were concerned. So [closed between
01:04:51 – 01:04:52] was put in there but we didn’t worry about that ‘cause he [Sir
Sydney] was going to go on dealing with us just as we’d all done in the past, so that’s
the way things get done.
[closed between 01:04:58 – 01:05:11]
I’ve forgotten what I was trying to get to. Oh yes, I think in – in the time of the first
year or three I was in this project – project office, I’ve said I wasn’t all that impressed,
we seemed to knock off pretty three views drawings which frankly a schoolboy could
have done. That’s an exaggeration obviously but it didn’t seem to me it was … done
on a strict enough basis really.

At what stage in the process of designing an aeroplane does the project office come
in, is it there at the start?

Well it would either be that the ministry issue a new requirement and you have to start
off by investigating that, see what the implications might be. Might be that
someone’s come up with a magic new engine and you then start from saying, ‘Well
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how could we take advantage of this?’ or it might be somebody who has a blinding
flash of something and thinks they ought to commit it to paper. But … I thought it
was not all that well directed really much of the way, and when the 1121 looked as
though it was going to be the thing going ahead, then work was split up within the
office and I found myself being asked to do a flying controll test rig which is
something Hawker’s had never done before. I also was given the job of doing a
spinning model which is a sort of six foot span model made of glass – reinforced
plastic and the idea was you took this thing up on a tethered balloon and you dropped
it over the side and it had a very simple mechanism such that the controls would go
from pro spin to anti spin, after so – after spinning for so long, it was set up so that it
must go into a spin and then you saw whether the spin was corrected or not. And it
had a parachute in the back and if it didn’t come out of its spin after so long then the
parachute deployed, well it would anyway at – after so many seconds. So you were
doing that which was quite fun, I mean terribly simple, I mean it’s just a bit of
clockwork timer really inside it, that’s all there was and released a number of springs
which flipped the controls round the other way. And I was – and Sir Sydney was
being heavily criticised in the 1121 period that the company didn’t have sufficient
‘weapon system’ capability; now ‘weapons system’ was a new American term which
meant that the whole aeroplane and the military systems in it would all be regarded
and designed as one. Whereas the traditional method of being – which you produced
a nice airframe and then tried to see if you could fit all the bits into it afterwards, quite
often because the bits weren’t available in time anyway you didn’t have much choice.
But it goes back to before the war when you produced the aeroplane without guns,
without an engine, without radio, and this was all government furnished equipment
which was put into the aeroplane at the last moment, and that sort of had hung on. So
the ministry didn’t think we had the ability to do a properly integrated job of getting it
all, ‘right,’ [requested inverted commas] from the beginning and Sir Syd was under
pressure and he thought it was all a load of rubbish and so he came to me one and day
and he said … I think there was a bit more behind this, sorry, I was sent down to the
RAE on one occasion to see what future air to air missiles there were coming up and
there I found in charge of the department one of the chaps had been a student at
Cranfield when I was there so I got on rather well on that and wrote a report which
was – had a quite a lot of new stuff as far as Hawker’s had known it, so I think I got
good marks for that. Purely good luck in fact. And they – and Sir Sydney therefore
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said, ‘We’d like you to do this weapons system stuff,’ when in fact the weapons
system is supposed to pervade the entire aeroplane if you did – if you knew what you
were doing but he really meant go away and do the electronics stuff. Well electronics
was one thing that I did not know about and elec – and I think the – the transistor had
just about been invented. So he eventually wrote a letter to the ministry saying, ‘We
have now set up,’ well one of the sentences said, ‘We have now set up a weapons
system cell,’ c-e-l-l. And he came into the office one day in one of his cheerful
moods and he said, ‘Look at this letter,’ he said holding this thumbs to the bit I was
due to read and it said, ‘We have now set up a weapons system cell,’ he said, ‘Ho ho
ho, that’s you,’ [both laugh]. So I was a bit alarmed at this and eventually they gave
me a chap who’d got a physics degree to be an assistant and he was probably a bit
better at it than I was but he still – he wasn’t – wasn’t a big shot at it because he knew
a bit more about electronics than I did but not much about aeroplanes.

Hmmm.

And anyway, he eventually left and went to work with his father’s business which was
insurance I think, so we lost him. And this was all the lead in to starting work on the
1127, I was trying to escape from being the weapons systems chap and eventually the
1127 and saved me, so that’s an end of a story and a good place to stop.

I think so.

What time’s your train?

[End of Track 4]
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Track 5

Day it is. Right. Interview with Ralph Hooper, 15th of September 2010.

Right, two early childhood memories which perhaps begin to touch on an element of
engineering. One when I was still a very small child, I crawled through the – a hole in
the hedge at the end of our garden into the wood and there I came across a very large
weed, plant, I think it may have been cow parsley, but it was certainly taller than I
was and for some reason I took a liking to this vegetable, and so I knew what you had
to do if you wanted something, you picked it up and walked away with it to wherever
your lair or den was at the time and so with the intention of crawling back with this
thing through the hole in the hedge I took hold of it and proceeded to walk in the
appropriate direction and to my surprise found that the more I tried to walk the more I
was leaning over backwards. In short it didn’t want to come with me. So I thought,
well clearly I haven’t taken hold of it strongly enough so I now applied two hands to it
and tried again with the same result. And I clearly didn’t know that plants had roots
and I remember coming away with the equivalent thought of there’s something that
needs to be explained here. Anyway I went off and I amused myself in some other
way and forgot all about it at the time, but it – it did make its mark and it has stuck in
memory. The other was just playing with … balloons after a children’s party or
something like that and discovering that with the – the sausage shaped balloon, if it
was slightly deflated and grown a little tassel at one end you could stick your finger
into that and launch the balloon across the room and I quickly discovered that there
was a best angle above zero to launch it to get the maximum range out of the balloon.
So that was a bit of engineering research at an early stage.

I’m wondering what it is about these memories that have come back to you since
we’ve actually talked last time is –

They just float back, no understanding it, I can’t think – remember things that I did
thirty seconds ago [laughs], that’s the way the brain deteriorates … so that covers both
of those doesn’t it?

You’re right.
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[02.44]

When we picked up – after we finished last time I think we reached the point where
you’d been directed by Sydney Camm to start working on weapons systems, I was
wondering if you could tell me a little bit more about what did the systematic
approach to aircraft design, how did it differ from previous practice?

Well both pre-war, during the war and post-war up until this time … the aeroplanes
were built merely as a fairly bare flying machine and the ministry, the government,
then fitted the guns and the radios and other bits and bobs like that. So they were
known as government furnished equipment. And the Americans I think, who before
we in this country realised that this was getting more and more difficult as the
electrical systems permeated more and more through the aeroplane. The – the guns
and the radio and radar and everything else should be anticipated right at the
beginning of the design and made a integral part of a process of design throughout and
not just added as a – more or less an afterthought by the government, in which case
obviously the manufacturer blamed the government if it didn’t work and the
government blamed the manufacturer. So the idea was the whole thing should be
conceived as a – a – more of a system, this became known as systems engineering.
And Sir Sydney, who by this time should have been thinking of retirement – well he
went on till he died at seventy-two … he – he wasn’t having this new thing, he had
some difficulty in keeping up with events and so he wanted to make the minimum
possible change to satisfy the ministry and he came in one day with a letter and
explained that he had written to the ministry on this subject and he said, ‘I’ve told
them that we’re setting up a weapons system cell,’ c-e-l-l, and he showed me the bit
of letter and he said, ‘That’s you,’ [laughs] so I spent some time complaining that I
hadn’t got the appropriate knowledge of electrical engineering and radar and things
like that, and they gave me another lad they’d discovered got a physics degree, was
working in the production drawing office and so he was put to work with me. But in
fact quite shortly he went off to join his father who had an insurance company and
paid much more than he would have got with us. So I was doing my best to escape
from being the weapons systems chap. I also had responsibility for doing a flying
control test rig which would have been the first time we’d have done that on a new
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aeroplane, for the 1121, P1121. And I was also doing a free flight spinning model of
the P1121 which was a bit more fun, it was made of glass cloth and … have I covered
this before on –

I think you’ve mentioned it. Before we go any further can I just make one small
adjustment actually?

Yeah, right.

Anyway, the 1121.

Okay, so those were the – the free flights, spinning model was a bit more interesting
because the idea was it was going to be taken up on a – on a balloon, a couple of
bewers [ph] in the basket and they were going to toss it over the side with the controls
set to make it spin. And then after several seconds they were going to reverse the
controls, just a very simple spring arrangement, timing arrangement in the model, and
it then either stopped spinning, being filmed of course while this was happening, and
then released a parachute and should be reusable after it hit the ground. And in fact it
was never finished. The 1121 … was unsuccessful and, er, really I moved into the –
what became the 1127 as a means of escaping from being the weapons systems chap,
I had to do ‘weapons systems work’ [requested inverted commas] until January of
1958 and then I – I escaped for good from being the weapons systems chap and was
continuously on the P1127 after that. But the first work on the – what became the
1127 was in July 1957 and that’s when we – I was – it was known that I could manage
full-time on it from then that I had to take time off, either from the weapons systems
or these two jobs on the 1121, from time to time.

[08.26]

And here we plunge into the story of how the 1127 came about. It’s been covered in
at least twenty books and probably more in this country with various degrees of
accuracy. And of course … the history of the aircraft has gone on for fifty years after
that, so trying to compress fifty years into five minutes of me waffling on is – is not
easy.
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Why don’t we start with, you know, your own memory of involvement with it and work
out from there?

Well in essence, in this country there had been two essays if you like towards vertical
take off aircraft, one was called the Jet Deflection Meteor, the Meteor was a twin
engined aircraft with the engines out on the wings. And they fitted them with jet
pipes with a diverter in it so that you could blow downwards instead of blowing
backwards and the idea of this would allow you to come in much more slowly. It
wasn’t actually vectorable, it either blew that way or that way, but clearly it was not
too far away from somebody saying, ‘Hey, why don’t we make this infinitely
variable,’ they didn’t get around to that. So that was the first thing that had already
happened in this country. And the other was the short SC1 which was if you like the
official approach to trying to produce the – the vertical take off aeroplane. And this
was the end result of Rolls Royce having come up with the observation that you could
make very small engines with a much better thrust to ratio, thrust to weight ratio than
you could a big engine because a small engine weight comes down as the cube of the
linear dimensions, the amount of air that goes in the front varies as the square of the
linear dimension. And therefore it follows that a small engine should have a better
thrust weight ratio than a large one. As Rolls Royce would say, it rather overlooked
the fact that engines have gearboxes and all sorts of things on the outside of them that
they have to drive and they don’t scale them the same way, but okay, in principle you
could get much higher thrust to weight ratios that way. So the idea was you had
multiple engines blowing downwards and some sort of an engine blowing backwards
and for convenience on the short SC1 the engine that blew backwards was virtually
the same as the engines that blew downwards. It was a complicated route as a result.
It had some advantages compared with what we finally came up with. But … they
also convinced themselves – the chaps at the RAE convinced themselves that it would
be utterly impossible for a pilot unaided to control these things and that you’d have to
have three-axis auto stabilisation and furthermore you’d have to triplicate the systems
so that if one packed up the other two could overpower it. And so an enormous
amount of work and effort and time and money, taxpayers’ money went into all this
activity, and they made the thing work but no-one in this country I think wanted to
follow it up. Well Shorts themselves I’m sure did but nobody else. But it was taken
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seriously also on the continent by the French and the Germans, which we might come
to. But anyway, so the idea that the – that vertical take off was going to be the
coming thing was around and the Americans had done various things, Ryans and
Lockheeds and Convair had produced prototypes. And so there was a feeling that if
the 1121 didn’t succeed then we’d got to look around at various other possibilities.
So to that extent the ground you could say was fertile, on the other hand we had Sir
Sydney who was very conservative and really didn’t want [laughs] to do anything too
different from the last aeroplane. So Sir Sydney would have known very well that
Armstrong Siddeley, which was part of the Hawker Siddeley group, had sold one of
their engines, or in fact two – two of their engines to Bell Aircraft in the States and
they did a thing called the X14 which in effect was vectored thrust. I won’t go into
the details but the term vectored thrust hadn’t been invented at that stage but that’s
what it was and it could claim therefore to be earlier than the reinvention of it in
Europe which came from a Frenchman by the name of Wibault, the – germ of the
idea. Hmmm … so Sir Sydney would have known that as I said that Armstrong
Siddeley had provided engines for this thing in America, he would know what was
going on in Rolls Royce ‘cause he kept fairly close to them. And in … May or June
of 1957 he sent two of the other chaps in the project office up to Derby to do two
things, to see if they had any engine upcoming which might be suitable for the 1121
‘cause the – there was a question mark over the engine that the 1121 was fitted with.
And while they were up there to keep their ear to the ground on developments on the
lift engines that Rolls Royce were doing. And that left him with Napier’s and
Bristol’s are the other two engine companies, oh de Havilland’s I suppose … no we
would have known if de Havilland’s had been doing anything on it because of our
connection with the engine for the 1121, so we knew de Havilland’s weren’t involved
so that left Napiers and Bristols. Whether Sir Sydney wrote to Napiers I don’t know
but he wrote to Bristol’s and to Stanley Hooker, Dr – Dr Hooker, and asked him what
his views were on the possibility of vertical take off aircraft and engines for such.
And there are several stories concerning how the reply came back, most of them
apocryphal. In fact what seemed to have happened was that Hooker knew that they
were producing a brochure on their proposals but … it was not available at the time he
got Camm’s letter and he was just off to the United States on a visit on I know not
what. So he passed Camm’s query down to the head of his project office, a chap by
the name of Neville Quinn who in turn passed it onto Gordon Hudson – Gordon
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Lewis who was one of his bright young men. And then we have to jump back to
Wibault and his ideas in the States, in – in France. It appears that he had thought the
origins of his ideas, that there must be an optimum angle for the jet to squirt out of the
back of a jet aeroplane, wasn’t necessarily horizontal or parallel to the datum of the
fuselage, but perhaps it was somewhere a bit below that. And he tried to interest
various people in – in that and the idea we discovered many years later had come
through to our office and one of our chaps, Chris Hansford, had done some sums on
this and concluded the sort of aeroplanes that we were doing and likely to do, because
the angle of the aeroplane changes with the speed, it turned out that very nearly it was
going to be the optimum angle anyway, near enough, I mean a degree or so. So we
took no further notice – notice than that but it’s the first time the name Wibault had –
had made much impact. And he eventually had got nowhere with that idea but it was
the beginning of an idea that perhaps you could have the jets pointing in other
directions, and he got stuck into centrifugal compressors and various arrangements by
which the centrifugal compressor driven by a … a turbine engine could cause the jet
to flow at any angle. He tried this on the French government and they told him not to
be silly, to go away. And he tried it on the American government because he had
been – he had gone to America during the war and worked on aircraft at … with one
of the American companies that doesn’t exist anymore, I’ve forgotten its name
[Republic Aviation], and really got nowhere with either of these approaches. He had
got good contacts though with Bristol and with the French military and eventually …
oh that’s right, he had picked the Bristol … Bristol Orion which was then the most
powerful propeller turbine engine around which was a Bristol engine and he had
wrapped one of his ideas to use this instead of driving the fan at the front, it would
drive through bevelled gearboxes a number of centrifugal compressors which could
therefore be rotated. And because Bristols were then selling their Orpheus engine to
NATO for what became the Fiat G91, that powered the Fiat G91, because he [Sir
Stanley] therefore had his hands in the NATO till, as you might say, he wanted to
keep in good terms with them, and he therefore told his chaps to take this Wibault
idea seriously and it reached Gordon Lewis who looked at it with some disdain for a
while [laughs] and then eventually had the idea, well, instead of having these ghastly
centrifugal compressors which were essentially of a lower efficiency than a – an axial
fan, let’s get rid of those and we could have a twiddling nozzle arrangement. So that
was – that was the Bristol input and that happened in 1956 sometime, ’56 early ’57.
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And so by July they’d got around to doing a brochure on this which was number
PS17. They had however done – they had done earlier work with sort of less formal
outputs, ‘cause it had actually reached Hawker Siddeley headquarters in London and
it had therefore apparently been mentioned to Sir Sydney earlier than this letter he
sent to Bristol, so it may have been that which led to the original letter to Bristol.
Hmmm … and … there is a story that Sir Sydney merely sent a … you know, an
enraged tele – telephone call to Hooker saying, ‘Why haven’t you replied to my letter
of,’ whatever it was and Hooker realised that having come back from America he was
still waiting for this brochure and so he promised to rush up to Kingston as soon as he
could and in fact came with the first copy of PS17 to Kingston. And I was called into
the meeting which [where] this was presented and now I’m – I’m missing something
here because we didn’t get our first copy of PS17 from Hooker, I mean that did
happen but we got an earlier copy ‘cause Sir Sydney had been in – at the Le Bourget
air show I think on the 1st of July 1957, and he had been with one member of our
French agency … and they had seen the flying Atar which was another thing the
French had tried which was literally an Atar engine in a tube, a pilot sitting on top, so
it’s rather like the Rolls Royce flying bedstead but it was a single engine device, and
this thing hovered on the 1st of July [ph] so Sir Sydney saw it hovering and Gerry
Morel who was the agent of our – who was a member of our French agency asked Sir
Sydney if he was aware of the work that Stanley Hooker was doing and Sir Sydney
said no he wasn’t. So the first copy of PS17 actually reached us from our French
agents, they had copies from Bristol and they sent one back to us. So we actually did
know about PS17 before Hooker visited and I had scribbled the earliest drawings
around this arrangement. Very quickly concluding that you couldn’t – with the
thrusts offered at the time you couldn’t do anything vertical, it would have to be short
take off and since there was no suggestion of how the hot exhaust might be vectored
as well as the fan exhaust, I kept that straight, or rather down at a – this is a fairly
exaggerated angle by having a very tall undercarriage so that the aeroplane sat up and
then you had to turn the front nozzles past the vertical to counterbalance the
horizontal forces. But it was clear this thing wasn’t going to be able to hover and …
so at the meeting with Hooker we investigated if more thrust might become available
with time and Hooker’s a very enthusiastic chap and he spread confidence.
Nevertheless the meeting was at least two thirds about the prospects of putting an
Olympus engine into the 1121 and not about the – what became the 1127.
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Incidentally it hadn’t got the number 1127 at that stage, I didn’t – I didn’t give it a
project number until we got to producing a first brochure.

So the idea to make the plane was basically because the engine had to be there and it
comes from that route then?

Yes, that’s right. Hmmm …

Is that normal practice or – or starting with the engine and then designing an
aeroplane around it or –

Well they have to come together. If you’re lucky you’ll find there are several engines,
in which case you can keep the pressure on the engine people ‘cause if you don’t buy
his you can have his instead. If there’s only one of course you don’t have that
advantage … and there clearly wasn’t anyone else in this country that was going to
take it up. Bristols had tried the thing on Shorts before they came to us and Shorts
had been well lukewarm at the best and if you’ve read that then you will find there’s
the story about Hooker being rather fed up with Shorts and giving them a cheapo
lunch instead of a posh one that he had intended for [laughs] his chaps as well as
them. Hmmm …

Have we – just – I was just wondering though I mean –

If I wasn’t tied into this damn thing I’d go and get another book or is it there?
[Looking for book]. Oh yes it is I think. Yeah, okay the RAF Harrier story which
was done by the RAF Historical Society and it runs through all these things that I’ve
been talking about so you’d do far better to read this than to listen to me.

[Laughs].

Coplin talking about what they were doing at Rolls Royce Derby … and then Gordon
Lewis talking about where they’d got to in – before we came into the act and indeed
following us getting into the act. And there’s yours truly talking about … what we
did and they were the – that was the first thing drawn and you have to start from
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somewhere and it’s clear that there wasn’t enough thrust to do anything very serious
with the aeroplane and – and the idea was that it might be a three seater for rapid
transport, much faster than the helicopter could go for a liaison around the battlefield
or whatever it might be. A couple of generals sitting in the back and a pilot sitting in
the front.

So the idea at this stage is almost, you know, just to make an aeroplane?

You’ve got to start from somewhere.

Yeah.

Right, well that wasn’t going to work so quickly reduced it to two seats, still the same
idea, never – no deflection at the back so it had to sit up at this high angle and so you
got a proportion of the thrust from the back end, but that was still no good and Sir
Sydney looked at this and he said, well it’s – if it’s going to have any support from
him it’ll have to have a proper military capability, that was his term so we then did an
extremely minimal aeroplane with a ‘proper military capability’ [requested inverted
commas] which is just beginning now to look at the – look like the 1127 and it has
now got vectoring back end which is an idea that occurred to yours truly, and I was
then sent over to Bristol to get their blessing for the vectored back end.

[28.37]

Now you will find that the story as told from Bristol’s end of course is that they had
taken out patents six months before this, or more, and their patent man had – had
spread his net as widely as he could and, I don’t know how much you know about
patents? Well it started off by a bright idea by, was it the James I, one of the kings
who decided that this would be a damn good way of bringing some more money into
the coffers and [laughs] – and it – it quickly fell into the hands of the lawyers and
people like that and they still write in funny language and silly drawings, but never
mind, it has to go on. And so they had – oh you – you could take out a preliminary
idea, for example if I’d invented the brown paper bag I could patent the brown paper
bag and then that buys me the right, before I could put in a preliminary patent on – on
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the brown paper bag, and before I put in the final version of the patent I can say, ‘And
by the way it doesn’t have to be brown, it could be green or any other colour you like,
and incidentally it might even be plastic one day, so you can put all this stuff in and
you may or may not take it up’. Well that’s just what happened at Bristol. And so
you will find that they claim that they invented the bifurcated back end because they
had it in their patent and in fact they showed it right in the tail of an aeroplane and it
was going to be actuated electrically in – and Gordon Lewis has told me that in fact
the engineers didn’t realise they’d got it in the early brochure [patent]. Patents to
engineers are just a pain in the arse and they take up time, and we certainly didn’t care
working between ourselves and the engineers at Bristol who was going to profit from
it. And this [referring to Dow’s book] is written by a commercial chap, he’s a very
good bloke I may say, he’s done an excellent job in getting that together, but he goes
back to the patent and it’s all there I doubt. However, there were other ideas, one was
– another was water injection and the idea of water injection came – was lifted by me
off the Vickers Viscount, the Dart engines in the Viscount used water injection to give
more thrust at take off so I said to Bristol, ‘Hey, what about water injection?’ and they
said, ‘Ah, hmmm, yeah, well it really depends whether the company, which is busy
enough already trying to make this engine work, whether they want to put effort into
water injection.’ Nevertheless it was agreed that we could assume … wild guess, that
we might be able to get another 2,000 pounds of thrust out of the engine, water
injection, if sufficient work was done to make it come true. So water injection was a
second thing. And the third thing was counter rotation. Now anyone on the aircraft
side was going to think of counter rotating the engine very quickly and I was no
exception to that. You’ve got this engine with two spools and all engines up to that
time, both spools rotated the same way, and obviously we were going to have
difficulty controlling this thing during transition, we didn’t know how much difficulty
we were going to have but part of the business of trying to evolve in – involve autostabilisation and so on … would be greatlly helped if you didn’t have huge gyroscopic
moments … if the pilot wanted it to move that way and it promptly went off that way
that was going to be rather trying wasn’t it. So why the hell couldn’t we make the two
spools in the engine rotate in opposite directions, so we tried this on Bristol and they
said, ‘Well we’ll look at it,’ but they were quite worried about the intershaft bearings
because you’ve got one shaft going around at 7,000 rpm that way and the shaft inside
it going round at 15,000 rpm the other way, that’s one hell of a difference and the
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poor little balls are spinning around like hell. And furthermore there’s going to be
some speed of the two shafts in which the ball is sitting there stationary, it’s not
orbiting around, it’s just widdling around like hell. And what happens then, normally
the ball rotates on the outer race because of centrifugal – centrifugal forces on the
ball. So there was that question which in fact Rolls Royce [Bristol Siddeley]
overcame and it wasn’t a problem. But we didn’t know that to begin with so we had
the three ideas, vector the rear – the rear – rear of the engine … water injection and
counter rotation. Now in fact if you want to know where counter – counter rotation
goes back a long way, we eventually discovered that the Germans had been working
on a counter rotating jet engine in 1939 would you believe, but the company that was
doing it was taken over by another German engine company, BMW, and they threw
the idea away so nobody had actually done it by the time Bristol’s did, but it wasn’t
by any way a new idea.

Just so I’ve got this right in my head about the counter rotation, so you’ve sort of two
sets of turbine blades, one on each side and one going one way, the other going the
other, rather than in harmony?

[Looking through papers]. Yeah, you’ve got the fan, the fan, and it has a shaft going
through to the lower pressure turbines at the back, so there’s one spool which is a fan,
a shaft and the low pressure turbines, and then inside [outside] that you’ve got a high
pressure compressor and a high pressure turbine so that they are – they are operating
freely and separately and they will adjust the speeds relative to each other depending
on throttle opening and all sorts of things, altitudes, speed and the whole lot of it. So
there’s – there is no physical reason why they shouldn’t be counter rotated, if that
answers your question?

I think so.

[35.04]

The vectoring of – the vectoring of the back end thrust thing interests me, was – was
the whole sort of Bristol tie up then just down to their patent people just casting the
net that widely to begin with then?
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Hmmm hmm.

So it’s all back to the patent agents [laughs]?

Yeah, I don’t know if they show it in here, [looking through papers], no they don’t. It
must be in here … or perhaps it isn’t, I wonder [pause – looking through papers].
Well that’s where they started off of course, this is Gordon Lewis’ original suggestion
that we could do that instead of having Wibault’s there.

So with nozzles instead of –

Instead of his centrifugal compressors [looking through papers]. Well that was
Wibault himself then took up the Bristol engine and you see he is assuming a – nozzle
at the back by turning vanes, and PS17 says … I’ve got a copy of PS17 somewhere
upstairs … it says that it is too early to recommend how the exhaust should be dealt
with but it was thought that a system of – of turning vanes might be used – and I
believe this is based on a Rolls Royce patent which Bristol had come across, and so it
was something like Wibault’s here. So we get to that stage. That’s Pierre Young, he
was a super chap. Ralph Denning is still with us so – and Darrell Williams I think is
still with us …

We should probably explain you’re currently flicking through Andrew Dow’s book on
Pegagus [both talking at once] –

Oh here you are, that’s the – that’s the patent, so he’s got there by the same route that
I did really except that I said why don’t we do it – if we can do it with the fan why
can’t we do it with the hot exhaust here, and this chap, the patent engineer has done
the same thing, well if the engineers are proposing something like that at the front
then perhaps we can do something similar at the back.

[38.04]
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Where did the idea first come to you, and how did it first come to you, before
vectoring the back end?

You can’t say really because ideas are not yet in words until your brain has an idea
before it has words to describe it. So you’re sitting there one day, you’re gazing at
your Naval and … ideas – somewhere in here … Andrew Dow who wrote the book
… asked Gordon Lewis what was the biggest contribution he had made to the whole
thing throughout, expecting him to say, ‘Well the original idea of going to rotating
nozzles instead of centrifugal compressors,’ and he said he thought it was the day he
had spent with … I’ve forgotten his blasted name now, Sir Arnold Hall who was then
the boss at Bristol, spent a day persuading him that he ought to pay for the next stage
of the development of the Pegasus engine and he said – and so Andrew Dow said his
first astonishment that he had – had suggested this day with Sir Arnold was more
important than this seminal idea and Gordon Lewis said, ‘Not a bit, ideas are easy but
working with Sir Arnold Hall is like – was really hard work,’ [laughs]. Well there’s
truth in that, ideas come from nothing, you know. There are clearly – in the band of
human minds there are – there is an area or type which is more likely to come up with
ideas than either extreme. One extreme they’ll come up with stupid ideas, artistic
rubbish, you know, at one end and at the other end there are people with fairly rigid
minds who can grind through the mathematics, provided they can put it into
mathematics then they’re unstoppable. But they’re not going to produce new ideas in
general. I’m sure it’s more complicated than that but if you just imagine that line then
the people who produce the ideas are little to the left of centre I would say, a little to
the artistic side of centre, and the centre has to be your average engineer I suppose.
And I’ve no doubt there’s a separation this way [indicating diagram] you could show
as well if you wanted to get more complicated. But the people who are ideas
producers will recognise each other.

Where would you put yourself on that scale?

Yeah, I’m – I … to the extent that it’s always more interesting to look at another way
of doing something than the way it was done last time. Even if you are driven back to
the fact that you can’t improve on what was done last time. I think, yeah, so you – so
you – you feel around, you know. Hmmm …
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[41.18]

Was there any particular problem you were grappling with when you were looking at
the vectoring, the back end?

… Well I mean there was nothing there that the laws of nature couldn’t – wouldn’t
allow you to solve. You expect to have engineering problems where there’s a lot of
heat and violent motion and things going on. For a while in fact – when we proposed
to put – could we put the hot nozzles on the back Hooker had said, ‘Well okay, you
had better design and make everything after the turbines,’ and for a while we said,
‘Okay, if that’s the price of it we’ll do that.’ Now it – that wasn’t going to last, we
didn’t have the metallurgy or the experience of the manufacturing, high temperature
resistant steels that the engine company obviously had and furthermore it would mean
there was a horrible point where they were responsible up to here and what happened
to it after there they would be blaming us and putting back pressures on the turbine
that they didn’t like, or was non-uniform, and we’d be blaming them for whatever the
other way. So after a while common sense took over and – and they would do the
whole lot. In fact the – the cold nozzles are air frame mounted, they’re not mounted
onto the engine, but the nozzles at the back are mounted directly onto the engine. I’ve
lost my way now, you asked about having ideas and I said, it’s easy once you’ve got
them, you can sit there days waiting for an idea to come but –

When you – when you came up with the idea though was it because you were dealing
with the question of getting extra thrust?

Yes.

That was at the route of the it –

Yeah.

Okay.
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We – if we were going to have Sir Sydney – as even the minimal proper military
capability we were going to have to do something radical.

[43.14]

How were Bristol to work with?

Sorry?

How did you – you mentioned that things like water injection and the counter rotating
spools, the vectoring in the back end, you communicated with Bristol and I’m just
wondering how – how does that communication work, who were you talking to –

Well in those it would all be by telephone and – and certainly Gordon Lewis was the
initial contact man. I did say that I’d gone down to Bristol to get their – their initial
blessing on the back end and somewhere I’ve got the list of notes, quoted in here as
well, but I’ve got the notes and really Gordon was entirely receptive and he said,
‘Well we’re going to do some pressure loss measurements through the front nozzles
so while we’re doing it we can do at least cold testing through similar nozzles at the
back,’ he thought that there might be some need for a mixing length downstream of
the turbines before you could bifurcate it. But in fact they had made it into a sort of
plenum chamber at the back and kept it very short which is what we – what we
needed. So Gordon was entirely receptive and … we had very good relations with all
the people at Bristol really and I scarcely remember a cross word. As I say, if we
didn’t work closely together we were going to get – make anything of it, so we’d
better get along.

[44.49]

How was – the other question that occurs to me is – well Sydney Camm who appears
in the background of this story on several occasions, I was wondering what was he
actually like?
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Hmmm, extremely difficult man to describe. In fact I’ve – I’ve just lent it to Chris
Farara, there’s a – a letter from one of my colleagues, wasn’t in fact to me but I’ve
got a copy of it, in which I think he gives a bris – a brilliant description of Sir Sydney,
which really is he was utterly variable between totally impossible and good
humoured. And I’ve always said you could meet him twice on the same day and not
know it was the same man … he had – he had – he had been a woodworker, he had
been interested in model aeroplanes before First World War and had been … part of
the set up of the – of the Windsor Model Aeroplane Club before the war. They
eventually got to the point of building a glider, the full scale glider which as far as we
know never flew, and anyway he continued working in the aircraft industry during the
First World War, he had the ambition to become a – a draughtsman, he was clearly a
cut above the average chap on the shop floor. He used to travel around wherever he
could look at other people’s aeroplanes and report back to the – the club at Windsor
what he – what he had seen. He came from very humble beginnings … large family,
there were seven [twelve] children I think of which he was the eldest … so difficult to
describe. I mean he – because of the way he had grown up by looking at people’s
aeroplanes and saying, ‘Well we could do this a bit better or that a bit better,’ he was
absolutely au-fait with wooden construction throughout the First World War. When it
came to the ministry saying, ‘No more wooden aeroplanes thank you, they don’t do
very well in the tropics,’ he did the nearest he could do to translate wooden
construction into metal construction. He was – he had no formal engineering training
as far as I know. There is a suggestion of night school but it can’t have got very far,
so elementary education, hmmm …

What was he –

When he turned – when he turned on the hard side of his character obviously he was a
very difficult man to deal with and there is the story that all the section leaders in the
1920s when he had become the boss at Hawker’s, all sections – section leaders got
together and went and complained to Sir [Thomas] Sopwith about having to work for
this impossible person, and Sopwith himself said that Camm was a genius but utterly
impossible to work for or something like that. But I’ll get this other because it gives a
very good description, choice of words of the graduation between the pleasant chap to
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one end to the absolute bastard at the other end. He would have been … would he –
’52 [59] when I’d first joined Hawker’s and let’s say he was therefore in his mid
fifties [early sixties] by the time I’d come to form a view of him in the drawing office
and … I concluded that I could design things better than he could. He never put
pencil to paper … I don’t want to blacken the chap entirely, he was just a very
complicated character and he could get by – or had been able to dominate the team by
bluster if you like. It’s said that at the time they complained about him and that some
time in the late ‘20s or – that … people did stay with him because they couldn’t get
jobs elsewhere … so he – really all change was delayed because it was more
comfortable for him to stay with what he knew from experience, so he was cautious, a
little late in getting from the biplane to the monoplane, very late in coming up with the
jet engine, he was number four in this country. Much happier if the next aeroplane
was a bit like the last aeroplane only perhaps ten percent bigger all round and got a
later engine. But he did hold, you have to say, this team together for forty years, it
would have been better if he had retired at the proper age of retirement of directors at
that stage which was sixty-five but he – Sopwith wasn’t going to get rid of him so he
stayed on although with a different title for – till he dropped dead at seventy-two.

How was he as a manager?

Pardon?

How was he as a manager?

… Again I think he didn’t want to change the set up of the design department any
more than he wanted to change the aeroplanes really [laughs]. So when it came to
promotion it was always the next bloke in line who got promoted, more or less
regardless of his adequacy for the job I think. With the result that there were one or
two office heads who were not up to the job. And the same thing had happened in
1956 when Stanbury left us and went to Rolls Royce, and he merely chose the next
senior chap to head the office, which wasn’t all that successful either.

As a manager was he one of those people who was always, you know, observing what
you were doing or did he let you get on with it?
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Yeah, he used to spend a lot of time tramping around the offices. His secretary at one
stage, that I used to go out with, I remember remarking that he used to spend a lot of
time going through salaries and that he would go home and sleep on it having got
through his – all this decisions he had to make and he would come back the next day
and where he’d made change – changes they were always upwards. So maybe there
was a heart there somewhere [laughs]. On the other side he used to reduce his
secretaries to tears from time to time and Roy Chaplin who was his number two used
to come in and cheer them up again [both laugh]. But on the good side you have to
say again that he held his team together and they had always worked on the same sort
of aeroplane, smallish fighter, light bomber, trainers once. So I think as show makers
they became very good at their last, if that’s the right quote.

How did he hold this team together?

Well apart from the fact that people want jobs, there was a big loss of people at the
end of the war when control of labour was – began to be slackened a lot of the senior
people, the real engineering brains of the organisation got up and left. I think having
put up with Sir Sydney throughout the war and everybody was under a lot of pressure
obviously, a lot of them had had enough and they went off to other companies … I
feel I haven’t said enough good about him really to – to get a balance but it – he’s a
very difficult man to judge. I mean odd little things, he … he was shy in a way
amongst all the other strange attributes and he didn’t like going up to a bar and buying
drinks for example, he’d always try and get somebody else to go and get the drinks
and that sort of thing. He had a keen interest in lightweight bicycles apart from
aeroplanes and his great relaxation was playing golf, at which he got quite good.

Did you enjoy working for him?

Did he enjoy –

Did you enjoy working for him?
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… Well when I was in the experimental DO I mean he would normally come in and
talk to the section leaders, I mean his office was almost immediately across the
corridor from the door into where my section was, so he would normally talk to
Digger Fairey, but if he knew there was something interesting going on in the section
he would come and look at the drawing board. Really he knew what he didn’t like
and if he had made it clear that he didn’t like something then the people involved
knew that they had to try hard to come up with something better. If eventually they
couldn’t come up with something better then he would accept it, but he certainly …
he cared about detailed design, he’d really come up on detailed design and so you
knew at least that the man at the top did care about what was going out on the
drawings and that he wasn’t just sitting there and … taking the advantages of the
senior position and not doing his share of the worrying, I think he was doing that all
right. I once went through all the references I could find about Sir Sydney Camm in
all the books I had read and I put them all down and I put down the favourable
comments and the unfavourable comments and there were sixty-five of one and sixtythree of the other and if you look at them you had the exact balancing attribute [both
laugh] for every one of them, so that didn’t get me very far. The shortest and briefest
and best was one by a man at the ministry who Sir Sydney had crossed swords with
many times, he had been a head of the engine branch at the ministry for many years
and he said, having given all sorts of examples of the impossibility of dealing with
him when he was in that mood and the fact that he could be pleasant to deal with
otherwise and had a sense of humour and that sort of thing, he ended at the end and
said, ‘He was so … he was so utterly and consistently different,’ [laughs] so that’s the
shortest description I can give you of Sir Sydney Camm.

That seems [laughs] – it seems interesting talking about – I mean slightly
conservative approach to aircraft design and yet end up working in vertical take off at
the time when it’s, well taking off I suppose.

Well he wouldn’t have worked on it had he been able to launch the 1121, absolutely
certain, absolutely certain. The … we didn’t know for certain that the – we hadn’t
skated [ph] with the 1121 until – in fact it was the 1129 by then, until the end of 1959
[1958], the last day or maybe it was the first day of 1960 [1959], he was told that the
job was going to Vickers and English Electric and it was really only from that date
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that everyone was pulled onto working on the 1127. The section that I’d worked with
while I was in the experimental drawing office were put onto the 1127 from about
October 1957 because the rate of working on the 1121 was then cut by – I’m not sure
if it was cut by twenty-five percent or seventy-five percent but a substantial cut, and
Frank Cross who was the chief experimental draughtsman came into the office and he
said to me, ‘As a result of these cuts on the 1127 [1121] I’m going to have a lot of
chaps with nothing to do, I’m going to put a few of them onto this thing of yours.’
Well now whether he was doing that off his own bat or whether he had got prior
agreement with Sir Sydney I don’t know, but that is what had happened. So the
section that I had worked with and I therefore knew them all very well were put onto
the 1127 so that worked – that worked very well, they were – they were helpful.

Hmmm.

Lost my way again.

[59.32]

I was wondering – just a question I was going to lead up to was how did you feel
about working on a vertical take off aircraft as opposed to the conventional ones?

Oh well it was all good fun, there were lots of new problems to occupy one’s time
with, in fact more than enough you could say. Once I – once I finally cleared myself
of the ‘weapons systems chap’ in January 1958 I was able to occupy myself very fully
and very happily. If you go back to 1957, a result of getting the blessing of the hot
end from Gordon Lewis, we then launched our first brochure which went to Colonel
Chapman in Paris who was the fellow in charge of the mutual weapons development
fund which was a – a splendid American idea for buying European ideas with
American money and no doubt running off with the profits that followed. But he and
his staff were receptive and helpful and encouraging.

What does one actually put in a brochure at this early stage?

Sorry?
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What does one actually put in a brochure at this early stage?

Well if you unbutton me I’ll go and find the brochure and [interference on
microphone].

[End of Track 5]
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Track 6

We were discussing the 1127 brochure.

[Laughs] A cunning idea has occurred to me, I will read the introduction to you.
[reads aloud] ‘This brochure briefly describes the proposals for high subsonic military
aircraft designed to exploit the potentialities of the Bristol BE33 lift thrust engine.
Using water methanol injection, vertical take off is achieved at weights up to 10,250
pounds and the all up weight can be increased to over – by over 3,400 pounds over the
[when a] 200 yard ground run, if a 200 yard ground run is available. Many uses can
be envisaged for an aircraft which combines a high subsonic top speed with the
vertical or short take off capabilities of the helicopter. With these duties, tactical
strike and reconnaissance and naval operations are among the most important. Since
the aircraft covers a new range in the performance spectrum it is anticipated that many
new applications will be found for it in service use. It is not expected that this class –
class of aircraft will replace the helicopter since it is relatively uneconomical as a
hovering vehicle, but it will take over in speed and range where the helicopter leaves
off. The description of the development and performance of the BE33 engine is given
in Bristol project study PS17 dated June 1957.’

Who actually produces a document like that, is it you or are they marketing people
involved somewhere?

It’s me, in fact issue one has my initials all over it. But we had a situation then if the
– the first brochure was only circulated internally, once it went outside then you
weren’t supposed to have your names in. Absolute opposite to what the Americans
did, they made sure that anyone who wrote a brochure had their name tied to it so if
there was a balls up they got the blame. And in fact we went over to that system later
on but not – not here.

Could you describe one or two of the things that are in this, it’s …

Well it goes on to talk about the development of 1127 design, [reads aloud] ‘Latest of
a number of studies, present version is the development of that described in the
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Hawker brochure dated 19th of August,’ so that would have been issue one. ‘The two
are generally similar but for increased wing span and internal fuel and the addition of
water methanol injection,’ so that had come on since the first version. ‘Essentially a
ducted fan driven by the free turbine stage of a stage conv – conventional gas turbine
engine. Fan air is collected into two ducts,’ blah blah blah. Hmmm …

There are a few interesting phrases that you’ve mentioned when you were going
through the introduction there which were tactical strike and naval operations. Were
you already thinking in those terms of what it was going to do?

Yeah, well we put in a thoughtful list or a cheerful list of the things it might do, we’ve
got tactical strike, photographic recon – photographic reconnaissance, naval
operations, radio countermeasures, supply dropping, special service missions and
rescue operations. So that’s tactical strike and photographic reconnaissance is fairly
normal.

Why are those specific sorts of jobs? Why not, you know, high performance fighter or
something –

Well it was going to be subsonic clearly so it couldn’t compete with the …

I’m wondering do – do you design the aeroplane to do those jobs or do you design the
aeroplane and then decide it can do those jobs? Which comes first, the job or the
plane, it’s a –

No, the plane came first clearly and you then had to see what jobs it could do.

Right.

Hmmm … naval operations … special services … ha ha … ‘As an alterative to the
two seat version of the aircraft it is proposed to extend the usefulness of the standard
version by the provision of an under fuselage pannier, designed to carry a person in
the prone position. Is to be entered from the front where the idling eflux from the fan
nozzles and intake suction should be – not constitute a hazard. The VTO capability
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would be unaffected by the weight increase.’ Now that’s a cheerful one. The
Americans tried to take that up later on, the marine corps, they tried to see if they
were going to be able to use a – a hovering Harrier to pick up a chap from a life raft
on the surface of the sea and of course as soon as the Harrier tried to float a – to
approach it then the life raft would go scooting off across the water [laughs] in that
direction and then chase after it again and it’d dash off in this direction [laughs],
absolutely useless [both laugh]. Oh I suppose it might conceivably have been done
over land but nobody did so. They talked about it in Vietnam but … no-one did it.

Replace the helicopter as well was another phrase that jumped out at me.

Sorry?

Replace the helicopter, that was another phrase that jumped out at me, I –

Well it said it would take over where the helicopter left off. In other words it would
take the speed from helicopter speeds up to mark one or thereabouts. We used to have
tremendous trouble with this business that it wasn’t supersonic of course and we
eventually used to have a little spiel which said, ‘Well to the best of my knowledge
the … the infantry don’t travel at more than five miles an hour and the army trucks
don’t travel more than about thirty-five miles an hour and the helicopter doesn’t travel
more than about 150 miles an hour, so what’s this wrong – what’s so wrong with an
aeroplane that can travel at 600 miles an hour?’ Okay it can’t do Mach two at altitude
but …

But when did you start getting people complaining about the fact it wasn’t
supersonic?

Well because everything at the time that was being required was to have been
supersonic as the next generation, I guess it was natural, it was a backward step in
thinking. But there was this huge gap and of course as time went by the Americans
produced the A10 which is the twin-engined thoroughly subsonic straight winged
aeroplane that just carried a lot of load and dropped it on the heads of the bad guys
you hoped. Right, well that’s dealt with that, can we go home now?
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[Laughs] Would you like to take a short break or …?

Well we might just think what we want to talk about next.

I’m trying to remember how we got onto the brochure in the first place, it was – that
was it, you sent the brochure to NATO, was it NATO?

Yes, in fact a few brochures further on … [looking for brochure] … issue number
four, I think that was the one.

Secret brochure, seems a curious way of advertising [laughs].

We’ve got secret in those days. I think that was the one, we sent a whole stack of
those brochures across to the United States, I think they had twenty copies through
Colonel Chapman and –

A much more polished looking –

Yeah, that’s right, the brochures get more expensive as you go along.

[Laughs] Again was this something you contributed to yourself or was it just a
development of that by somebody else, the older version I mean?

I think up to – I think I did most of the writing in that one, as well as – the
performance calculations by then were being done by other people.

But –

In fact some of the performance calculations, this was done by a chap called … what
are his initials? WN, Bill Napthine who was the only other chap who contributed in
June 1957 but he left us at the end of the year.
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But when you were producing a brochure like this, what sort of – what’s your target
audience if you like?

Well it’s entirely for the military of course, or the civilians supporting the military in
the case of the Ministry of Aviation or whatever they were calling themselves at the
time.

How does one go about impressing the military, are there any sort of strategies when
you’re writing something like this, any points you’re trying to emphasise or …?

You tell them it’s extraordinarily cheap and they can have it tomorrow and it’s got
infinite performance, that’s all you need to tell them really.

[Laughs] Is that all there is to it or is there …?

No, you have to as – as the thing develops you get into more and more detail and you
won’t find anything there on estimated maintenance hours and things like that which
you’ll get into eventually. Really the aeroplane we were looking at there in reality
was to – the 1127 was purely a proof of engineering … engineering feasibility. The
Kestrel was proof of military usefulness and the Harrier was the production aeroplane.
So the three stages of proving that the thing would do what we said it could do and
then that the military would find it useful and actually get a performance – a
production aeroplane.

Interesting how, you know, sort of possibilities in this, it’s you know … it’s like you
say, you know, sort of finding – trying to sell them something that’ll do everything
almost, it’s [laughs] –

Well I was exaggerating of course, you have to be realistic.

Hmmm.

[11.26]
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So, these brochures go off to the NATO people, what happens next?

They went off to NATO and we had I think one two three visits to Paris which I was
involved and there was a fourth one in which only the – two of the directors went, so
that was about money. And we could get no financial support through NATO …
there was a – another project, there was a Vickers project called the Swallow which
was a variable sweep wing and they had got support through NATO for it. Hmmm …
this was another – another reason why they … they had a budget for each country,
each of the European countries I think, and they had spent for that year all – they’d
already allocated all the British money for that year so we couldn’t get support for the
aeroplane, for the airframe that is. And they suggested that we ought to talk to
perhaps a French or a German company and we tried that but it really didn’t lead
anywhere.

In what sense talk to a French or German company?

I’m not sure we did talk to Germans at that stage, you certainly talked to the French,
to Breguet and one other company. And they in effect said, ‘Well we know all about
that already and no we’re not interested,’ so that didn’t lead anywhere. The engine
company of course did get money, they had already got money for the Orpheus and –
which was in production for NATO and Stanley Hooker charmed them into offering
money for the engine and this book will tell you of course that they took the wrong
papers with them. Have you read it?

No [laughs], still waiting for Manchester Libraries to –

Well Gordon Lewis will tell you the – spread the story that they set off with they
thought the appropriate paperwork for this visit they were going to have up in the
ministry over here with the Americans, and to their horror they realised [coughing]
that they had bought the wrong set of papers and it referred to a different engine so
with a few subtle changes they were able to make the paperwork apply and they
carried the day with this thing down saying BE52, that’s right, I suppose they got it
retyped, I don’t know. But anyway, it referred to the financial figures that had been in
the original proposal which was only about three quarters of what it was going to cost
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to build the Pegasus. So Bristol in fact did themselves, you could say, a certain
amount of good in that having put twenty percent – twenty-five percent of their own
money into the engine, Hook – Hooker had to go back and sell it to his boss at Bristol,
which he did, and Bristol therefore were able to hold onto their rights rather more …
cleverer than Hawker’s were. This was after this input of their own. In fact Hawker’s
had been prepared to do the first two prototypes as a private venture but in the event
the ministry stepped in, literally weeks before the first aeroplane was to do its first
hovers and paid initially for the first two and then extended it to the first six, or the
only six of the 1127.

[15.44]

Ah, you mentioned that you had something to do with the trips to France as well?

Well the first one was in December I think of 1957 and it would have been number
three brochure I imagine, although I’m not sure – this is number ten I think. Issue ten,
so somewhere between … that’s May ’58 so that wasn’t available. So there must
have been another brochure after that one I think we took to Paris and … we’ve got at
Brooklands, the so called Sir Sydney Camm diaries, they weren’t in fact diaries by Sir
Sydney Camm, they were done by the – the then head of the project office, but that
gives all the dates and roughly the outcomes of meetings and things like that. But we
got general encouragement certainly from the first meeting in December, went over
with … I’ve forgotten his name, Hooker was going to come with us but he had to
cancel at the last minute, and … I’ve used his name once this afternoon but it’s totally
and utterly –

Bristol chap? Quinn?

Not Gordon Lewis, his boss?

Quinn?

Quinn, that’s right, Neville Quinn. Neville Quinn came with us. I mean he had a – he
had a Sydney Camm story now I think of it. Early in the morning we were all staying
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in the same hotel, that’s right, and we’d – we’d – literally had done – did the
proofreading if you like of the brochure, the – the – like the evening in the hotel …
anyway, the next morning Sir Sydney trotted out down the street and he saw Neville
Quinn looking in a shop window which was a sort of window full of all sort of things
you might buy your wife to tell her that you’d been to Paris, you know, and Sir
Sydney came by and said, ‘What a lot of rubbish, rubbish, rubbish.’ All this went on
for a bit, and anyway, Neville Quinn went on his way and some while back he just
thought, I wonder, and he looked back just in time to see Sir Sydney disappearing into
the shop [both laugh]. The second meeting which was in April or so, May of 1958 –
no the second one sorry was in January ’58 and we really weren’t very much further
forward, we just had a slightly posher brochure which didn’t … [looking for
brochure] issue three April ’58 [looking for brochure] … yeah, we hadn’t got this
brochure yet but we had virtually the drawings and things that went in – into it. And I
don’t know that it really takes the aeroplane very much further forward. [Looking
through brochure] oh it did one thing, we got to the – the oblique nozzles and vane
nozzles by that stage, which again had been a – our proposal at Kingston and then of
course all the work was subsequently done by Bristol. And the reason for proposing it
originally was that the ordinary bent pipe nozzle, when it’s hanging down in the
airstream then you’ve got to try and calculate the torque it’s going to apply to the
nozzle control mechanism and we didn’t know how the hell to do that, it was sticking
out in a funny place on an airframe and the front one was influencing the back one
and this idea occurred as a way of – of cutting down … the interference with the
surrounding airstream and thus making the torque that we had to provide more easily
calculable. But it was still essentially the same engine, although this is dated April
that’s what we presented in January, and we then went out a third time in the middle
of the year, by which time Bristol had modified the engine so that the – you only had
one – you had a bigger fan, had the Olympus fan [had a new fan] and you stopped
having these two separate intakes, made a very much tight – tidier job of the whole
engine, like thus. And … it ought to come up somewhere with a picture of the …
aeroplane to go with it, going through everybody else’s aeroplanes first.

Who did you actually meet with in Paris?

That’s Sir Arnold Hall. Pardon?
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Who did you actually meet with in Paris?

Well … Colonel – Colonel thing, I’ve now forgotten his name … [looking through
brochure], I’m not going to come up with a picture of the aeroplane for a long time
are we so let’s forget it.

[Laughs].

… Yeah, we go straight onto the actual aeroplane. [Looking through brochure].
Colonel damn him, I’ve forgotten his name, you’ve had it once already. Bill
Chapman, Colonel Bill Chapman and he had a couple of majors working for him, if I
get hold of the … Camm diaries I’ll remember their names as well but I can’t at the
moment.

What were their reactions to your proposals?

Oh they were enthusiastic. And the – the – the mid ’58 visit … introduced the large
anhedral on the wing and it … introduced the bicycle undercarriage, and in fact I’d
drawn up the aeroplane over the weekend in anticipation of this visit by having only
just got the confirmation of the change to the engine with the Olympus [new] fan. So
it was a weekend’s work and Sir Sydney was tied up on Monday so he didn’t – it was
on the Tuesday we had the visit to Paris. And Sir Sydney didn’t actually see the
drawing until we were in Colonel Chapman’s office and it led to the rather amusing
situation that there’s Colonel Chapman trying to unroll one end of the drawing and Sir
Sydney trying to roll out the other [laughs] end of the drawing, but anyway we got it
flattened out eventually and – and Colonel Chapman was enthusiastic and so we knew
– I knew that the out rigger undercarriage was going to be unpopular with Sir Sydney
and indeed it was, we hadn’t done anything like that before so we couldn’t do it now
could we? And he would go around saying, ‘They’re going to snap off like carrots,’
that was his expression.

But when you say bicycle undercarriage, could – could you just describe the positions
of the wheels for the – on the – for the tape for me please?
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Well you’d got a – a very big engine and a very small airframe and so there isn’t
much room for the undercarriage. You could of course retract it into the fuselage
somehow, a way can always be found, but if you had a fuselage retracting
undercarriage then when you put the undercarriage down it would be in the wake of
the exhaust and god knows what that would do to the pitching error – pitching
moments on the aeroplane but it clearly was going to be a problem. So getting it out
of the fuselage made the fuselage design very much more – very much tidier and we
were able to use the air brake, which was incorporated with the main undercarriage at
the back, and the nose wheel door and the nose leg itself as barriers to the escape of
gas from underneath the fuselage and you got a reflection of gas up underneath the
body. And this was augmented by the two units of the undercarriage and by a couple
of strakes along the bottom of the belly. So by the middle of 1958 I had began to
think we might really have got something which might go but it remained in question
up until the end of the year as I said when we finally learnt that the 1121 was – or the
1129 as it then was, wasn’t going to go ahead and that it was all – all hands to the
pump, or most hands to the pump because we still had a lot of work on the Hunter,
developments of a – versions of the Hunter for export and that sort of thing. At least
we had the whole of the experimental drawing office then working on the 1127. And
the final visit by Sir Sydney and Neville Spriggs, who was the managing director at
the time, went over purely on financial matters in January 1960, ’58 – ’59 sorry, ’59,
not ’60. So I wasn’t on that one ‘cause it wasn’t a – wasn’t a technical visit. So there
you are, that’s all there is, we’ve told the story of the 1127 so we can go home now
[both laugh].

I’ve got a couple of quick follow-up questions actually which –

[26.57]

I was wondering was there any sort of particular characteristics in designing a
vertical take off aircraft compared to a normal one, shall we say?

No, it was just an interesting batch of new problems to solve and … the conventional
aerodynamics, when it’s in conventional flight of course, is very much the same as –
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for any other aeroplane, except that you’ve now got two pipes squirting hot fluid and
very hot fluid down the fuselage, so getting the tailplane right in – in relation to the –
yes, come to think of it, they’ve got – this is totally wrong, it’s got an anhedral
tailplane and it’s supposed to be [inaud][refers to book], well that’s 984, it’s the last of
the prototypes and that’s the first of the prototypes. Yeah, to get the aerodynamics
right in – in – in relation to these unexpected exhausts was a trick. Introduction of a
reaction control system for when you’re hovering, and the aerodynamic controls of
course contribute nothing. And in fact the intake – momentum drag of the intake will
turn your tail to the wind all the time if you’re hovering, which was a problem we
didn’t really properly anticipate in advance. Though as soon as we saw it happen in
the sky, Bill Bedford was hovering giving a demonstration and he suddenly did what
seemed to be a very turn – very daring quick turn and I knew that he hadn’t intended
to do that and we were there – there with the deputy managing director of Hawker
Siddeley at that time, Bob Lickley, and there was some sort of guest watching this and
I said to Lickley … that I was sure Bill hadn’t intended to do that and I thought it
might be due to integ – momentum drag, and he glared at me and he said very loudly
so that the – the visitor could hear, ‘that this demonstrated the confidence of the pilot’
[laughs], Bill came down afterwards and had a quiet – quiet word saying ‘I don’t quite
know what happened there’ [both laugh], so that was a problem we had to learn to live
with.

So when does it actually first fly?

Sorry?

When does it actually first fly, the 1127?
The first hover was in the 19th was it or the 17th of October 1960. We didn’t do – and
we – we were tethered for some time, we were doing tethered hovering which we
gradually allowed more and more free flying on the hovers. And the hovers lifted
weight off of the pit, built so that we wouldn’t get hot gas recirculation, we wanted to
keep clear of that problem while we found out if we’d got more thrust than weight for
a start. And … so by the time we – we disconnected the tethers and hovered freely it
was a great relief to the pilot, as they realised the hovers sort of snatching first at one
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corner and – and another was – had been part of the problem rather than part of the
solution. And the hot gas recirculation whilst it … became a problem only after you
moved away from this pit in the ground … wasn’t as bad a problem as we might have
feared.

[31.05]

You talked a little bit about the, sort of you know, you as part of a team, both off and
on tape, but I was just wondering could you situation yourself and describe, you
know, where are you in the team that is designing – develop – developing this thing?

Well the team was fairly miniscule, apart from the chaps in the drawing office and
this was a problem really from, as I said, October 1957 they had people spare in the
drawing office whereas we hadn’t people spare in the project office or – or the stress
office or anywhere else. Though a lot of work in the project was still putting various
external stores onto Hunters and things like that, so all this work still has to go on
somewhere. So we had very few people in the project office who could be said were
working full-time on the 1127 through most of 1958.

You’re still in the project office yourself at this point?

Pardon?

You’re still in the project office yourself at this point?

I’m sorry, my hearing is not good.

You’re still in the project office yourself at this point?

Oh yes, yes yes. The project office, there was no separate aerodynamics office so the
project office was aerodynamics and in fact anything else that any other office wasn’t
already known to undertake. I’m just trying to think who else did work on it in ’57.
Robin Balmer was the stability and control man and certainly we turned to him for
advice on occasions and he must have had some help during the year though I can’t
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remember who it was. We had Trevor Jordan doing performance work from time to
time. I’m not sure that there was anyone else but – but myself who was full-time
during most of 1958 anyway. Once you got into ’59 of course that changed and from
April 1959 I think we had the first contract from the ministry which was 25,000
pounds a month, first of all for one month and then put up to 75,000 pounds for three
months and then after that the contract got itself properly organised for the first two
and then the first – and then six aeroplanes.

And your own work there, that’s – is that still on top of the systems engineering stuff
or has that gone by the by by this point?

Sorry, the?

The – this systems work?

Oh I’d lost that from –

’57 onwards?

I think I told you.

Yeah.

From January onwards.

Yeah, okay.

Hmmm, I really think there was an awful lot of guesswork to get – to get – just to get
things going. You had to stick a pin in the board somewhere and say, ‘Well we’re
going to work on that until we find that won’t do and we’ve got to change it.’ Hmmm
… I can’t remember really in 1959 when it became general – the general job of the
office. People did continue to draw other engineering possibilities … we’ve got the
so called wallpaper book at Brooklands which has got all the funny three views that
got sort of drawn. Hmmm …
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And the work that you yourself were doing, is that mainly the drawing aspect of this,
drawing out schemes of how the aircraft is going to function aerodynamically?

Well just trying to keep up with all the problems that the drawing office were
unearthing as they went along, and so I had my hands very full of trying to produce
answers to keep the work going ahead. For example on the reaction control systems
that I mentioned we started off assuming that we would use the fan air … because you
could – it was originally going to be a constant bleed system so that you – you have
all the valves half open and then if you wanted it to pitch up say you would open up
the front valve and that would close down the valve at the back and you’d get …
there’s that pitching moment on the aeroplane. So the bleed was constant which was
good for the engine people, they knew just what they were dealing with. But we
found that we went along that the duct sizes that you had to get in were getting very
difficult and the bigger the duct size grew the more difficult it was winding a way
through all the other stuff that had to be in the aeroplane. So eventually we had to
say, ‘We don’t think we can live with this,’ we had the whole D-nose of the wing
made up in effect of the duct with that sort of bracing inside it, span wise bracing. We
eventually had to say to the engine company, ‘We don’t think we can go on living
with this, we really want to go to a high pressure system,’ and that wasn’t good news
from their point of view at all of course ‘cause it pushed up the temperatures for the
turbines, the high pressure turbines. There was going to be less air flowing through
the engine, getting burnt going through the turbines so you had to raise the
temperature in compensation. So we were – we went to a – well we initially flew
with a constant bleed high pressure system and it continued to be a thorn in the flesh
of the engine people of course. And so we eventually got around to contemplating a
variable bleed system, or a demand system, two names it was known by, in which all
valves would be shut except required when they would open at one end and they
would over close at the other end, was the arrangement we came to to keep it simple.
But there of course you vary the – the engine people have to have their controls
system to compensate, either to tolerate or to compensate quickly enough for what
was happening to the controls and you aren’t going to know what’s going to happen to
the controls until you’ve got the system working. So it’s a sort of situation you can’t
start from here. So we started eventually from what became known as the part
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variable system in which we just took the old constant bleed system and so [instead
of] having all the valves fully [half] open we had the valves – I forget what it was …
well let’s say we said, ‘Let’s close them halfway [two thirds],’ so they would all be
closed halfway [two thirds], at neutral and now you would open at one end and close
back at the other end. But you didn’t have the full flow so it was a part variable bleed
system, they – they would be not less than the flow through the valves half closed,
say. And you then began to see what the pilot – what use the pilot was making of the
bleed system and that became quite an industry, I spent a long time going through
wiggly curves like that of – of pressure measurements at the nozzles which you could
convert into the flow going through the nozzles and looking at the percentage time
spent at various nozzle openings. So we felt our way if you like into a – a fully
variable bleed system and that knocked down the – bleed demand on the engine quite
considerably and we’ve lived with that ever since.

Hmmm.

[End of Track 6]
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Track 7

From the sort of early part of this work in terms of planning an aeroplane, when does
the actual aeroplane itself start to take shape?

Well I can’t remember the date at which the first drawings were issued to the
experimental department, they must have had drawings for planning purposes before
they actually got down to the construction. I’m sure we can find in one of these merry
books the dates at which the aeroplane began to take shape on the shop floor. But
there are some things that we recognised were going to be problems, for example we
had got integral wing fuel tanks for the first time and we’d discussed various ways
that that might be done and we tried spot welding the tank skins to the wing skins
onto the tank area, clearly you wouldn’t get leaks with a spot weld which you might
through a rivet and that led to questions about the fatigue life we’d expect of a spot
welded major structure. We’d only used spot welding at Hawker’s in minor structures
but having come from Blackburn’s they had done quite major work in spot welding. I
guess it was Sir Sydney’s conservatism that we hadn’t got the spot welding at
Kingston. But anyway they – we made tank specimens and the structural test people
rigged them up and left them running for hours and hours, you know, with the
pressure being cycled up and down to represent flight and landing and flight and
landing and refuelling and external loads applied, and the – the spot welding showed
an – an inadequate fatigue life, so we had to come off spot welding. We … I’m just
trying to remember, I think the prototypes continued with spot welded wings, I’d have
to look this up, I don’t remember now, I think they – I think they did because I don’t
think we got onto machining the wings until we got to the swept wing which went for
the first time onto 984 and then onto the Kestrel, but anyway that is – that was the
final answer, the wings had to be machined, the wing skins had to be machined.

Hmmm. How does the work you’re actually doing in the project office go onto
actually get made into something?

Well it goes through the drawing office and comes out in – in drawings of course, in
all sizes and varieties. Ideas are often produced in sketch form first of all and you can
have sort of minor and major sketches, the major sketches which might need to be
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passed around from one section to another would be recorded, the minor ones perhaps
just passed around within one’s section, probably don’t get recorded. And some of
these may – may have been passed to the experimental department for – for comment,
certainly you would get the chaps coming up to drawing office to look at what was
proposed. And in general you would be worried that you were proposing something
very difficult to make and they would come up and say, ‘Oh that’s no problem, we
can do that, we can do this and do the other and …’ I think I’ve quoted before the
statement that, ‘Anything you so and so’s can draw we can make.’ Hmmm … if you
are dealing with a new aeroplane knowing that you are going into production as you
did with the – the Hawk, then you have to have very much more formal arrangement
from the early stages with going through the production planning phase, strictly it’s
the drawing office and then from them to the works and they have to set up supplies
and appropriate tooling and everything else along the way. But for a … a – initially
two prototypes like this, as much as possible would have been done by hand in the –
in the department. Some stuff of course you’d buy out. I don’t remember that
structurally there was very much bought out on the 1127 but a lot of equipment of
course is bought out so you have various other companies working with you in the
early stages, saying, ‘Well this is the problem, we’ve got to get your goddamn box
into this space and how much electricity do you want?’ and all this sort of stuff. So
that’s going on with various outside companies, Dowty’s traditionally did our
undercarriages, Dunlop’s traditionally did our tyres and brakes, wheels tyres and
brakes, Plessey’s did – well they did the ram air emergency turbine and some of the
hydraulic equipments in the 1127. Who else did we go to? Oh well there were
specialist steel companies, Firth Vickers did some of the alloy steels that we used.
And the various specialist radio – radar people, Ferranti’s for example. Plessey’s I
mentioned, in a way there would be scores of outside companies working on the thing
and you would look at the loading as the job went ahead and if you found in spite of
your best intentions you were coming overloaded in some particular area then you
would try and subcontract stuff out to try to keep to the programme, that sort of thing.
All quite straightforward really.

[Laughs] It’s straightforward to you but, you know, having never built an aeroplane
myself I’m not quite sure about it [laughs].
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Well there you are. I’ve got a quote over there, I’m going to show it you, I’m – I’m
wired for sound at the moment so we’ll leave it till later.

[Laughs].

[06.52]

You mentioned the – the relationship between you in the project office and the people
in the – where was the aeroplane being built, which department, experimental shop?

The experimental department or experimental shop is doing the prototype
manufacture, yes.

How much interaction do you have with them along with the way whilst the plane’s
taking shape?

Well furious conversations over the telephone from time to time, or their chaps
coming up to the drawing office, section – the foreman in the – the three main
foremen, one doing sheet metalwork, one doing machining and one doing assembly,
so they were the three men and there was the one boss above them. And there was a
production director above him as well so depending on the seriousness of the problem
that would migrate upwards. I think relations were good by and large. And they were
always complaining that they hadn’t got the drawings they needed, or the drawings
didn’t come out in the order they needed to have them for manufacture, and there’s a
clash there inevitably that they want the big units, big machining items for example,
early so they can get to grips with any problems that may come out and of course the
last – the last problems that you’re going to have certainty about on the design side
because you are getting measurements from the wind tunnel which may show that the
aerodynamic loading is not what you expected and this then shuffles through the
whole thing and ends up with this particularly complex bit of steel that the works are
shouting for. So the drawing office want to issue all the easy bits early on and the
shops want all the difficult bits issued early on, so there’s that difficulty.

So essentially you’re still designing it as you’re building it really?
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Oh sure, sure. Yeah.

[08.53]

We talked – when we were talking about your time at Blackburn’s I was quite
interested in this sort of, you know, scale of drawing offices so you sort of had – was it
the – you know, you designed it in that little outline first and it got passed down for
the more detailed work to the other drawing offices … is that the same sort of chain
here then, you’re sketching something out that gets passed down to the drawing
offices and then from the drawing offices it goes to the workshops?

Well the sketches that I referred to earlier are done in the drawing office. The project
office in essence would like to draw a three view and say, ‘There you are, get on with
it,’ but it’s not quite as simple as that and all the offices continue to interact
throughout the business, people doing work on fatigue and – well stressing fatigue,
aeroelastics which is a very big and obtuse area where the mathematicians really come
into their – trying to predict whether a structure is going to have resonant frequencies
which might tie in with the control surfaces. I mean they can either flutter the – the
aeroplane can flutter in interaction between the aerodynamic loading and the
distortion of the surface and that’ll have your aeroplane in bits and in no time flat. So
there’s a lot of specialist work goes in there and you eventually get an aeroplane and
you set it on airbags or something like that and you – you excite it and you run
through the complete cycle of – of frequencies and then you measure the response of
the structure and particularly the flying controls all over the place, and you have to
have the actual aeroplane to – to wrap that up finally so you depend on people’s
predictions throughout much of it. All too difficult for me.

Is it something you’d pop down and visit and see how it’s developing?

Yeah, you start off with a mock up usually, made of wood and covered in brown
paper, and you look at the aeroplane and think, looks quite nice really or what a
bloody awful thing as the case may be …
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[11.22]

We – we haven’t talked about the intake which we have to do at some stage because
that continued a problem throughout the life of development really as the engine went
up in thrust by each time, by and large only three things you can do with the engine,
you put up the engine speed which sucks more air in or you put up the temperature.
And each time therefore the engine went up in – in normal these go up in step with
each other so each time the engine came up with more thrust we rejoiced about more
thrust until we found out what it did to the intake, and whereas a conventional
aeroplane doesn’t have to worry about this static efficiency of the intake too much
because it’s going to run along a runway and by the time it’s doing 100 knots or
something the air is flowing in quite nicely from the front, thank you, but we wanted
our maximum efficiency of the intake when it’s static in the air and then the air is
approaching from all angles and you are going to have sharp lips round here you
hope, a supersonic, or high subsonic performance and you want a bell mouth on the
intake really for static running. Indeed the engines, all the engine testing is done with
a big bell mouth on it, so there are virtually no intake losses. And because we had a –
a split intake you’ve got wall losses on the inside, boundary layer losses.

Split with the pilot in the middle then?

And so there’s more problems than enough with the intake. And we tried to solve this
originally by inflatable intake lips and these resolved the problems very nicely but we
never overcame the, dressmaking problems I used to call them, of getting these damn
rubber bags to suck down uniformly and although we only – we had great difficulty
providing enough suction to hold them down at the highest speeds, so they were very
unpopular with the pilots and we had to drop them eventually and the 1127 flew
around with metal models of the inflated lips for quite a while just to get the low end
of low speed range end dealt with.

How do you inflate them?

Well they were inflated by tapping fan air and they were sucked down by a venturi
system, also using fan air. So we ended up – and in fact the intake to this day is still a
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compromise of course, but the blow in doors were the final answer, though they didn’t
come in until we got to the Harrier. The problem was still just about handled on the
Kestrel, come the Harrier, we went to a row of – well first of all they were discreet
blow in doors round the intake and even those weren’t good enough and we
eventually went to what was called the continuous slot intake in which there was a
continuous open slot on the inside of the duct and eight big doors feeding in from the
outside and they open and close with the incidence of the aeroplane and the – whether
the throttle to open and shut and that sort of thing. And they – they worked well
enough.

Was it a problematic aircraft to design at all or – compared to your previous
experience.

Yeah, well part of the fun bit is finding problems and overcoming them so no
complaints really.

Are there any you remember in particular, you talked a bit about, you know, the inlets
but –

Well I talk about the reaction control system and the inlets, though I suppose they
were about the biggest problem. Oh getting the pitch control right, the tailplane
design in relation to the exhaust, and the original wing which was really drawn not
designed, I mean it was – we hadn’t got the people to do – get the thorough set of
wind tunnel testing and all the rest of it so the original wing was just a stab, you could
argue that it – it provided the aeroplane would fly conventionally it didn’t really
matter, as I said it was a proof of engineering concept to begin with, so we had to
throw away the original wing of the 1127 and go to the swept leading and trailing
edge wing which appeared here on the last of the prototypes and on the Kestrel and
Harrier.

Hmmm.

And even though the wing is dressed up with a few vortex generators and the odd
kink in the leading edge and things like that to get good handling at high incidence.
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[16.20]

Was it a particularly busy period of work for you?

Well it was a busy period over several years. But … we went from one stage and
straight into the next really. So you were still solving problems on the 1127 when we
were getting the Kestrel together and still solving problems on the Kestrel when we
started to get the – the Harrier together.

[16.56]

I was wondering, you mentioned the mathematical department, what sort of – do you
have computers to help you with work by this point or is that too early?

We got our first computer in 1958, it was a Ferranti Pegasus computer by chance.
And it was the … nearly the size of this room, not quite as long perhaps. And it was
done by … batch processing I think they called it, and they got a stack of work
together and then fed it through the computer, only the mathematicians were allowed
to the – allowed to use the computer and at that time the head of the – the maths –
there was a small maths section [ph], I forget how many there were in there but he
was dead scared of this damn computer and he got into a great tizzy every time he had
to go in and use it. His number two was a much calmer chap and [laughs] he made
best use of it. And of course you had to have an air conditioned room for this
computer to work in and so if people came up with problems then they were normally
handed to the maths people to put them into a – a programmed state. Though it did
spread around a bit and I actually did one computer program, in all my life, and that
was Fortran and I can’t remember the year but that was in connection with trying to
produce statistical work on the reaction control bleed flow. And it was very little
more than putting down the algebra in a – in an organised fashion I seem to
remember. And after that I got more senior and there was always somebody else to
do it so to this day I haven’t got a computer, ha ha [both laugh].
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And did it actually make any difference, you know, to actually designing an aircraft to
be able to do the calculations faster?

It certainly did by the early ‘70s. The … the Hawk started off with … well the
mainframe computer as it came to be called was eventually taken off the design
department and moved to the commercial department because eventually they got into
doing some sort of computations so we then had batch – remote batch processing if
you like and that went on when we got to the Hawk. But the timescale and everything
we were trying to hit was going to be pretty demanding and we – with great argument
from Lickley who didn’t want to do it because he was in charge of all these
mainframe computers throughout Hawker Siddeley, we had a series of little booths
down the side of the design department but I can’t remember what the name of the
computers were … hmmm, we’ll have to – have to ask somebody about that, I’ve
forgotten their name. But anyway there was – the people then could book time and go
and work on these little – little booths. So that was one stage forward and then, I
don’t know, into the early ‘70s at last people started getting little computers about this
size and they still had to be charged up every evening and left on charge overnight
and … well that began to change the world really.

Scientific calculators then and things like that?

Yeah, well not just calculators, but … well yes I suppose they were, the first ones that
everyone had that I described, they were just calculators, that’s right and they got
smaller and smaller of course and eventually – had a battery which lasted forever
more or less. I can’t remember what stages there were – eventually we got computing
back into the design department and we had a section – we’re into the second half of
the ‘70s I suppose, we had – we got all our computing back into the design
department, we got a separate computing hut down at Dunsfold for the flight test
people and later still they built a new building onto the side of the hangar and all the
electronics laboratory work was done in that. So we got there eventually but Sir
Sydney had died in 1966 and by then I think we still only had the Ferranti computer.

Did – how did Sir Sydney take to the Pegasus [laughs] on the basis of what you’ve
told me already?
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Oh we wouldn’t have had it at all if it had been his decision. We had two things that
were ‘wished on us’ [requests inverted commas] by the main Hawker Siddeley group
board. They decreed that each of the main design sites should have a Ferranti Pegasus
computer, and they also at the same time said, ‘And you will all have an Avro five
axis analogue computer which was useful for aerodynamics, stability and control
work,’ and that was a thing the size of this table, sloping front on it and you could
make all sorts of lovely wiggly lines come up on it. So that was used from the earliest
days of the 1127, or from the early days of the 1127. And the early work on trying to
look at transition was done on that. The chap who did it was an ex-draughtsman, he’d
been doing electrical work in the drawing office and he came to the project office and
Robin Balmer, who I mentioned before, had been doing all the stability control work,
he really hadn’t got time to fart about with this new bit of [laughs] electronics and so
this chap who came in from the drawing office with a reputation of knowing about
electricity was told, ‘Go and use that thing,’ and so he gradually found out what it was
capable of doing and incidentally he thought of counter rotation of the engine quite
independently as a result of his work of doing that. But he – he left us and went to
Canada at the end of the year.

What does one actually do with an analogue computer?

Sorry?

What – how – what does one actually do with an analogue computer in aircraft
design, can you give me an example of a typical job you did on say the 1127 or …?

Well the thing I was most concerned with of course was transition as I said, which
was outside the range of conventional aerodynamics … but I guess all the stability
control work in principle could be done on it. It gave you frequencies and things … I
would think ultimately all the stability control work – the reason I paused was I can’t
remember how long the thing was kept, but eventually it disappeared of course in
favour of a purely digital calculation. I think it had the advantage that it made the
motions of the aeroplane visible and the cathode – or one of – I think there were three
cathode ray tubes and you could bring up various features of the aeroplane. So I think
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it was useful for its time but it was eclipsed probably by the mid – mid ‘60s I would
think.

[24.58]

Did you have any other – well put the question another way, what other facilities were
there available to you in terms of design instruments?

Nothing but the slide rule really in the earlier stages. Until the small calculators came
along. Hmmm …

I was interested in … how you described doing all – all the stressing calculations in
your time in the stress office and all these different parts of an aeroplane, I was just
wondering was that still something that was done by hand in about 1960 or were you
using the computer for that sort of work?

… I’m sure a lot of it was still being done by hand. I wasn’t really concerning myself
with the bad time the stress office were having [laughs], I’d got plenty of problems of
my own so I – I can’t give you a very good answer. If – if I made a guess I would
think two thirds of it was still being done by hand, that might turn out to be wrong,
perhaps you could find somebody who’d give a better answer.

Hmmm.

[28.15]

How did you feel – as the prototype’s sort of taking shape and you mentioned that
there’s this interaction process between you and the people who are actually building
the plane, are you – in this case being in the project office and your team – I was just
wondering, you know, if there’s a little change that needs making, what sort of knockon effect does that have?

Well at the worst it can scrap quite a lot of work that’s been done on the shop floor of
course. You try to minimise that. In the case of prototype aeroplanes you may be
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able to just put up with things that you say, ‘Well that’s quite unsatisfactory and we
know all about it, it’s actually not going to kill test pilots and we don’t need to solve it
for the purposes of these prototypes,’ but as you get to the more demanding stages
that are represented by the Kestrel and the Harrier of course you can’t eventually have
anything of that sort left behind.

So when does it actually first take flight?

Well in the case of the 1127 of course we decided that it was going to be hovering
first and if that failed then you could say that it had all failed.

What sort of preparations did you need to do before that, was it just a case of, you
know, the aeroplane’s complete, we’ll see what it does, or were there sort of
procedures to go through first?

Well the procedures you went through first was to build this rather strange
arrangement. There was the existing soundproof pen, or sound reducing pen, I don’t
know, it certainly wasn’t proof. We had to collect the exhaust by some means and it
was channelled away under the floor through an external de-tuner which cut down the
amount of noise, liberated to the countryside. It also incidentally scorched the side of
the fuselage so it had its own problems. So we got out of there as – as soon as
possible.

So this is a giant tube basically for the exhaust?

Hmmm?

So this is basically just a giant tube for –

Yes.

Taking away the –
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It’s a big metal box really on each side of the fuselage. The exhaust is somewhere off
the edge of that photograph at the outside pen. For the initial hovering then we built
the damn great hole in the ground and with a grid above it so that in the early
hovering test you would not have the problems of hot gas recirculation. And the
aeroplane was tied down, tethered with a series of weights so it didn’t come up
suddenly against the limit, it lifted up one weight after another, would eventually of
course come up to limit. And these initially I think only allowed one foot or
something like that. And the pilot’s quite happy to begin with ‘cause you came up
against all the tethers together and the aeroplane sat there like a rock hovering away,
but that was a bit of self deception. We had initial – initial trouble with the outriggers
that the aeroplane would try to lift up, it’s undercarriage would stretch to leaving the
weight on one outrigger and we had to eventually put spring loaded – oh we found out
first of all that the platform wasn’t quite horizontal so it was all – always tended to
lean one way and so they put ramp things underneath the outriggers so that the main
wheels were off the ground before they – that’s right, we put these strange devices
with bungee cords so that the main legs came off the ground, main and nose legs came
off the ground before the outriggers lost contact. And so that was just a temporary fix
to allow the hovering to go on. Eventually we improved the controls to the point that
it was dealt with. It was dealt with satisfactorily on the 1127 and Kestrel, when we
got to the Harrier much higher weights and it had the longest spring on the
undercarriage and we were back in trouble again, because then the – the main units
would still be in contact with the outriggers off the ground and we eventually came up
with the idea of what was originally known as the dead leg, which was another idea
that I produced in which the leg would behave absolutely normally when it was
absorbing – absorbing load as you landed, but when it – when it came away from
ground it would only apply load of a couple of hundred pounds as you lifted the thing
off and that got round the problem. Incidentally there was another interesting case of
– of patents, because we came up with the idea thinking that it was going to be
essential for the Kestrel and I talked to the – the visiting chap from Dowty’s that we
always dealt with, and we knew him very well, he was a nice chap and said, ‘What
about this idea, we could do thus and so and thus,’ and he said, ‘Hmmm, seems all
right, we could go away and think about that,’ and so he went away and thought about
it and shortly after that we found that the problem wasn’t going to be severe on the
Kestrel, the characteristics of the outriggers and everything else at the time was such
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that you could live without it. And so I rang them up and said, ‘Look, you could stop
work on this, we aren’t going to use it,’ and so that was that and forgot all about it
until some time later I got a notification from the ministry of planes which said,
‘Please note that this patent of which I think you – which you may have knowledge or
may concern your work,’ or something, ‘is being classified secret and please treat it as
thus,’ so that’s the first we heard that Dowty’s had gone away and patented it.

[Laughs] So did you get named on the patent yourself or was it just [laughs] –

Oh no, no no [laughs]. But it was used on the Harrier though, I think by then it had
got a – another name, I forget what they called it … but they – they’d tried to do
without it on the Harrier, they worked for some time trying to do without it and finally
had to accept it. And it works very well.

Hmmm.

[33.10]

Did you actually view the first flights yourself?

Did I do the first flight?

Did you view the first flight? [laughs]

View it, no I didn’t, no no no. No, the aeroplane had had to be stripped down,
everything possible was taken out to reduce the weight and I think the people at
Dunsfold didn’t really want a crowd of people standing around getting in the way and
not really helping with affairs, and the aeroplane came up available for first hover late
in the afternoon anyway, so by the time people who would have got down from
Kingston they’d have been kept waiting and they didn’t want to do that. So no, I
didn’t see the first, I didn’t see the second but I think Sir Thomas Sopwith and Sir –
hmmm, Neville Spriggs’ brother, can’t remember his Christian name, who was the
managing director of Hawker Siddeley at that time came down and watched it on
second attempt to hover … and they can’t have gone away very impressed ‘cause the
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thing was lurching from one contact point to another, coming up against the stops and
that sort of thing, but it did actually show daylight under the wheels so perhaps they
were satisfied with that. And I think I got down onto the third time it hovered but I’m
not even absolutely certain of that. But it was still – looked pretty uncertain at that
stage and I was very relieved when he put it down on the ground again.

[34.48]

I think that probably seems a good point to stop for today, but I have one – one final
question actually, just sort of contextual one, which was thinking about the
environment that you’re actually working in, I suppose you’re designing this in 1958,
1959 ish, immediately after the 1957 Sandys’ white paper on cancellation of aircraft,
well manned and fighter aircraft, I’m just wondering how it actually felt to be
working in the aviation industry when the government takes against it in that sort of
way?

… Well, it wasn’t encouraging that’s for certain. There was a lot of scepticism as you
can imagine from what I’ve said about Sir Sydney, he certainly didn’t believe that
anything was going to be done by missiles, that an aeroplane couldn’t do better. So
there were quite a lot of people who left, I mentioned that Ken Causer and – and the
other guy, Bill Napthine, they had both left at the end of 1957 and there was several
other people left at around about that time as well, mostly going to Canada or I think
United States. But the hope that the 1127 could be salvaged in some form continued
through ’58. And okay after that everyone plunged into the 1127 so at least for the
short term they – they had a future ahead of them and it then looked quite bright when
we came up with the 1154 and that was going to be – that was going to be the future
in parallel with the work on the Kestrel. There was then gloom again in 1965 and this
time people were actually fired whether they wanted to go or not, which was frankly
unnecessary, it was a demonstration to show the government what nasty people they
were and no doubt completely failed in that. And we got rid of … ten percent, five
percent, I forget what. Unfortunately the firm … produced a sort of – not a golden
farewell but at least a tin farewell and once that got around the office, instead of us
being able to get rid of the weaker brethren, of course all sorts of people came in and
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volunteered to leave in order to pick up the – the tin farewell. So it was a selfdefeating exercise I think. That wasn’t until 1965. Right, have we done?

I want to have a quick – just occurred to me this second question which was systems,
you mentioned that this change to sort of designing an aircraft as a system, is – the
1127 a system as well, is it –

Well the prototypes weren’t, there was – there was virtually nothing but a radio in
them. The Kestrel got as far as having a camera in the nose, but it was still very little
in the way of electronics in it, was purely seeing whether the machine really could do
things which would make military useful. So the Harrier was the first aeroplane in
which it – you could say it was properly done as a system. And in fact it picked up a
lot of its electronics from the cancelled TSR2 and it thus became the last of the
analogue aeroplanes, whereas the Jaguar, which came that bit later was the first of the
digital aeroplanes, in fact it still had some analogues in it but was mostly digital. So
the Harrier had, you know, a moving map which was all – it was actually a marvel of
mechanical and electrical bits and bobs, and the Victory here [Air Vice Marshal]…
[looking at picture].

I really am going to have to jot down the references to all these pictures, it’s [laughs]
… and that’s in the RAF’s official history of the –

Yeah, well this chap was giving a talk, [Air] Vice Marshal Pat O’Reilly, and that’s
him trying to make the moving map system work [laughs] in Germany.

That is a rather anxious gaze [both laugh].

Yes.

Good, I think we’re done for the day.

[End of Track 7]
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Track 8

… so I’ve just thought it would be good. This is interview with Ralph Hooper,
October 4th 2010. Ralph we talked in some detail about the reaction control system
on the Harrier last – on the P1127 last time, I was just wondering what exactly was
the system for?

… Well the – the hovering aeroplane clearly gets nothing from it’s aerodynamic
control surfaces so you have to have an alternative and the only source of power can –
has to come from the engine and the engine produces copious amounts of compressed
air, either hot or cold in the case of bypass engine and we chose to go for the
relatively cool bypass air which as I say it’s cool and with the engine flat out it would
be close to the temperature of boiling water. But nevertheless cool compared with the
hot jets. And this had the advantage that if you only blew downwards then you were
not really robbing the engine of any of its thrust, or very much of its thrust. And so
the arrangement was that all the valves would be half open with the controls neutral
and when you moved the controls across to maximum demand then one valve – one
extremity of the aeroplane would close completely and the other would open
completely. Well the big disadvantage with the low pressure – low temperature areas
is it’s all relatively low pressure and therefore the size of the pipes needed to – to feed
the system turned out to be an extremely difficult installation problem. In fact the
more we worked on it the more impossible it appeared to be. You can’t just have a
high – straight highway from one end of the aeroplane to the other or from one wing
tip to the other, it has to dodge round all sorts of stuff in the meantime, not least the
engine of course. And so we eventually had to ask Bristol if they would tolerate us
going to a high pressure bleed system which meant bleeding off part way down the
high pressure compressor of the engine. And this did rob the engine of thrust, or
rather it – it put up the necessary temperature of the engine to get the same thrust and
since there was an ultimate limit on the temperature of the turbines it did place a
restriction on the maximum thrust you could pull out of the – the – the total system.
Now the … system still had the half opened valve arrangement and that meant that it
was now – whereas it hadn’t been wasteful before because this air was going to be
tipped overboard through the fan exit nozzles anyway, it didn’t cost you anything,
when you took the high pressure bleed it certainly did cost you thrust and so having
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the valves always half open even when you were not demanding the control was very
wasteful and we therefore contemplated what became known as the variable bleed
system so that you would … yes, the system I should have said in the previous
arrangement with half open valves that either opened or closed at the extremities was
a – known as a constant bleed system. Now if you tried to do something clever with
the high pressure system then it became a variable bleed system because you would –
your aim would be to have all the valves closed when no demand was being made and
only to open it when the pilot made a demand, so the bleed could vary theoretically
from zero up to a maximum. In fact there was always leakage so zero was never –
never really zero. Now that’s a fine idea, except if you’re the first person in – people
in the field to do it then – awful lot of things you want to know, like what is the pilot’s
demand on the system going to be, how will you wiggle the stick, and by the way we
don’t just want it for one test pilot ‘cause there might be characteristic differences
between different pilots and so how are you going to get a statistical grip on this
problem. And so we went to it a little bit cautiously in – in two steps, in effect we had
what was called the partially variable bleed system which the valves were now only
open to say twenty-five percent instead of being fully open or fully closed at neutral
demand. And by just making guesses about what the system demand might turn out
to be and giving – the engine people of course were very concerned about this ‘cause
they now had a bleed take off from a high pressure compressor which could go up and
down and as far as they were concerned in an uncontrolled fashion and they didn’t
know what this was going to do to the – the burners fuel demand and so on, couldn’t
be switched as quickly as the pilot could waggle the controls around. So we – we had
to give them a schedule against which they could test the engine and Robin Balmer
and I put our heads together and made some sheer guesses and ended up with a sort of
step thing like this that the engine people could put onto their test bed and duly did so.
And so that got us started, and things could have been a lot better and they could have
been a lot worse as is usual, and it gave us confidence, anyway, eventually to go to a
fully variable bleed system.

So –
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But whether we had got a sensible guess put on the engine testing or not took us quite
a long time to determine. Because we were – we had pressure measurements in the
duct and that together with the opening of the valve would give you a bleed. And …

Could you describe to me what this system actually looks like, just so I’ve got a
mental picture in my head?

Yeah, hmmm, essentially the – if we deal only now with the high pressure bleed
system, it’s tapped off from the bottom of the engine, about halfway along the length
of the engine, through a – a big butterfly valve which only opens – opened when the
nozzles are depressed more than twenty degrees, switch the bleed on, it was assumed
that if the nozzles were at less than twenty degrees then the pilot would still have
aerodynamic forces from the normal controls. Now one of the concerns from the
engine side also was that if you just took a – a bleed from one point on the bottom of
the engine and occasionally there was a big upward [flow] of air going down the pipe,
then this might drag the flame out of the flame holders, as they were called, which
feed the high pressure turbines and you might start burning things inside the engine
which were not normally in trouble, so they put in effect a cummerbund all the way
around the engine with – I think it was eight holes or something like that, all
distributed round it and I don’t think it ever gave trouble anyway. And so eventually
we started getting readings back of the control openings and we could convert that
into bleed and you then got the statistical probability type curve which I’ve got – I
think I’ve got the report somewhere, almost certainly not here. We never did get to
find out if there was a characteristic difference between different pilots.

And this is to sort of model the actual use the pilot is going to be making of the engine
when he’s actually hovering then?

Yeah, well in short take off, vertical take off, ditto landing, in all the modes of flight.
Anyway what it showed was that you had a very hollow cut curve, high demand, low
demand and it – sorry, high demand this way and time spent at that opening you get a
very hollow ground curve like that and the biggest openings down there occur for
only a very small percentage of time. So the system was satisfactory, it was – did cut
down considerably the amount of high pressure we had to take from the engine.
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How are you making those sorts of measurements?

Sorry?

How do you actually make those sorts of measurements?

Well the aeroplane is stuffed with recording equipment early in development flying,
and there’s always pressure, although it was worse than it is now of course that the
things were done by relatively old fashioned methods with pipes and things carrying
pressure from here to there … now it’s all done electronically and there’s much less
pressure to reduce the number of things you can measure. But because you were
trying to learn about the aeroplane in every respect all at the same time we didn’t
always get the priority onto the flight controls that we might have liked. But
nevertheless it all turned out well in the end.

Hmmm. So you’re tapping the air from the middle of the engine, where exactly are
you taking it there, from there, where –

Well the four extremities of the aeroplane. The pitch control is done by a manually
operated control on the nose of the aeroplane, and a corresponding pitch valve at the
back end which is downstream of the tailplane, all moving tailplane so if the tailplane
moves it operates the valve and that’s going on all the time, whether you’ve got the
bleed switched on or not. In yaw the rudder is manually operated so that continued to
– just the link between – it was a four way [three way] valve in the tail of the
aeroplane up and down [interviewee mistake], left and right … and so that Yaw was
manually controlled as well. The roll valves out at the wing tips were downstream of
the power control to the ailerons, load there didn't get back to the pilot, so you had to
keep down the friction on the nose pitch valve and the two yaw valves because they
were just manually operated and clearance on the valves and that sort of thing were
determined by it. They were very simple shutter type valves. And that was that. If
we – as we had done, if we looked at what Short’s had done on the SC1, they had an
enormously complicated arrangement, it was all pilot operated [interviewee mistake]
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and we looked at it and said, ‘Thanks but no thanks, we don’t want to do anything like
that.’

Did you consider any alternatives to … I’ve forgotten what it’s called [laughs].

Well the –

Reaction control system [laughs].

There really aren’t any alternatives. You could put – there was a proposal at one stage
for putting flat fans in the wings and you would have an air driven fan. But that didn’t
appeal really because there would be – if you were going to be – you either had to
change the speed of the fan by having guide vanes leading into it … or you were
going to have the problem that – sorry you’d run the fan at constant speed with the
variable guide vanes leading into it straight into the thrust, or you were going to have
the problems of spinning up the fan each time a demand was made on it and that
would introduce the lag, which was the last thing you wanted. And it cut an ugly –
ugly hole in the wing anyway, so that – that didn’t really stand up.

[13.25]

On this – we talked before about, you know, your earlier career at Hawker’s where
you’d basically been doing bits of the Sea Hawk, bits of the Hunter, how was your
responsibility for the P1127 compared to those earlier efforts?

[13.42]

Yeah, could I just add one other thing I thought of on the – on the reaction control
system –

Yeah, sure.

Before we leave that, and that is that if – using hot air or high pressure air it is hot –
indeed hot and hence if the bad guys make holes in your aeroplane and it makes a hole
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in the reaction control ducting you’d be squirting hot gas, you know not where, within
the airframe, and that did in fact happen once during the Falklands conflict at – they
got a shell splinter through the reaction control duct going down to the back end and
this then blew hot air onto electrical cabling and so on and melted the insulation and
so they had a right old job changing a lot of the electrical cabling in the back end of
the aeroplane. And, er, it didn’t catch fire, but if he had – if he had been much longer
getting back to the ship there is a feeling that he – he might have had a fire in his
hands down the back end. So we – so far we’ve been lucky.

[14.42]

Sorry, you were saying?

Just actually brought another question to mind, pilot load.

Pilot workload?

Yeah, is that something you have to consider with this system, I mean does – does –
does the reaction control system kick in automatically or does the pilot have to do
something as well?

No no, I said if you deflect the nozzles beyond twenty degrees then it would switch on
automatically, up to twenty degrees you could assume you still had aerodynamic
controls working. But anyway you paid them so you [laughs] –

[Laughs How important are test pilots in this sort of process though, it’s –

Sorry?

How important are test pilots in the process of getting an aeroplane working?

Well they’re vital of course, they – they have to blaze the trail, all the chaps in the
RAF will expect the aeroplane to work when they get it, and not to have any nasty
tricks up its … you – you – you start with a test pilot who has proved himself in the
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course of his training, obviously have quick reactions and everything else and able to
concentrate in periods of emergency and so on. Though all the people we had were
ex-service pilots of course so they knew what the service expected of the aeroplane.
They used to – they could say that that experience got more and more out of date as
time went on but they were constantly talking to other people in the services, keeping
up to date. So you couldn’t do without them.

How much do you brief them before they get in the plane for the first time?

Well you would expect them to be many months before the aeroplane flew and
perhaps years beforehand they would have been having their opinions asked on
various aspects of the aeroplane. The – the original two pilots we had, Bill Bedford
and Hugh Merrywether, Bill Bedford did everything first in the early stages so you
could say he blazed the trail, but Hugh Merrywether was – he had engineering
qualifications and he was what I called the thinking engineer’s thinking pilot and he
used to – if there was a problem which he didn’t think he understood then he would
come up to Kingston and sit down with whoever was the most likely person to be able
to brief him on that subject. So we were lucky with the pair of them, they were very
different chaps … but I think they complemented each other well.

But you get –

But –

Sorry?

Number three that came along was Duncan Simpson, he wasn’t actually involved with
the early testing of the prototypes but he came in with the Kestrel and was responsible
for training the first nine pilots in the Kestrel Evaluation Squadron and he eventually
of course became chief test pilot in his turn when Bill [Hugh] had to stand down. And
so I think we retired our test pilots by forty-seven I think was thought to be the
desirable age for retiring them. Didn’t always agree with that of course.

What sort of qualities do you need in a test pilot?
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Well I’ve never been one so I don’t know. Ask John Farley [laughs].

I’ll put the question another way [laughs]. As an aircraft designer, what sort of
qualities did you appreciate in a test pilot?

Well you would like them to be – you would like them to be engineering qualified, at
least to a degree. You wanted them to be able to write a clear report and indeed to
give clear briefings. They need to have very quick reactions … they need to be able
to spend time acquainting themselves to the cockpit, Hugh Merrywether in particular,
he spent hours sitting in the cockpit practising all the emergency actions you would
take if any particular nasty thing should happen. And they’ve just got to have plain
guts as well, if you’re asking them to do something that hasn’t been done – ever been
done before and especially as in the early days of the 1127 there was an awful lot of
guesswork involved in the design.

What sort of feedback do you get from test pilots?

Well I haven’t got any of their reports here but Chris Ferrara has got them down at
Brooklands. Hugh did quite a lot of the report writing, although it was always signed
by Bill Bedford with Hugh countersigning it. He [Hugh] used to come in very often
on the weekend and – and do the write-up of what they’d achieved in the preceding
week. Apart from that to – you have all the stuff that comes out of the
instrumentation system which if there’s anything there that doesn’t seem to line up
with what the pilot’s saying then you have to have a debate and decide what’s an
explanation of all that sort of stuff. So to-ing and fro-ing it’s going on all the time.

Hmmm, what’s the advantage of having them with an engineering background in
particular?

Oh well they’re dealing with an engineering object aren’t they, full stop. Don’t ask
silly questions. [laughs]

Sometimes it’s my job to ask silly questions so [laughs].
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I’m sorry [laughs]. No, you – really I guess a more sensible answer is that if both
people are some sort of similar engineering background then they can talk to each
other in shorthand.

Hmmm.

[21.02]

Were there any particular problems with creating a vertical take off, well vertical and
short take off landing aircraft as opposed to the ones you’d worked on before?

Well everything happened very much more quickly really, particularly if you’re doing
a short take off the acceleration run is very short and – and it’s like no-one would
have experienced in an aeroplane before and you’re – in no time at all you hardly got
used to the shove in your back before you can start moving the nozzles back and there
you are airborne. So it all happens in a very compressed time and that little book,
little RAF book, does recount what the early pilots when the RAF came to start
training their own people, that they were all very much impressed with this
acceleration that hit them in the back. Vertical take off of course you hope to be
reasonably quick ‘cause you want to get away from the ground before there’s too
much hot air around, so if it’s taking a long time that’s probably bad news. But if you
can hop up to six, eight, nine feet, something like that, then you’re out of the worst of
the hot gas.

Hmmm.

[22.27]

I was wondering as well, we talked quite a bit about your earlier work on doing bits
of the Sea Hawk, bits of the Hunter, compared to that how has your job changed by
the time you’re working on the P1127?
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Well, any work I did that went into the Sea Hawk was entirely done in my time in the
experimental drawing office, and in fact I only did one minor job which I think we
spoke of before. The Hunter work was still going on of course, Hunter was beginning
to export so there was a lot of work going on on the Hunter still. But very little of that
came my way, it was occupying Robin Balmer a lot because they were beginning to
stuff stores onto the bottom of the aeroplane in a much bigger way than we’d ever
done before and so he was dealing with the aerodynamic of – aerodynamics of store
carriage and the bad effects that some time they might have on the handling of the
aeroplane, that sort of thing. So by the time – by mid 1957 I wasn’t really working on
any of these other aeroplanes, I have as we’ve previously recounted – trying to fend
off being the weapons systems chap [laughs], so the work was on the 1121, not on –
not any of the earlier aeroplanes.

[24.01]

You mentioned the Short SC1 in passing a little while ago and I’m aware that, you
know, there are lots of other vertical take off projects happening elsewhere in the
world, and I was wondering how much attention you actually paid to what was going
on at other places like Short’s or in America?

… Well the – the American aeroplane that was the X14, the Bell X14, which although
we didn’t know at the time was also using a form of vectored thrust, but we knew its
existence and it did its first existence and it did its first transitions I suppose a year, 18
months, maybe two years before the 1127. So it didn’t help us in the initial design in
any way but when we learnt of its existence – it had British engines on, [Armstrong]
Siddeley Viper engines, we sent our pilots over to fly it … ahead of flying the 1127.
There were – another American who invented a tail sitter we were never attracted to
that [inaud]. They did do a fan in wing, big flat fans in the wings, they tried that and
didn’t have much luck with it. So as far as this country was concerned the Short SC1
was the only serious effort going on. There had been a so called jet thrust Meteor, the
Meteor of course had twin engines out on the wings and there was an arrangement by
which you either passed the jet rearwardly or you passed it downwards, or presumably
you can do a half and half on the way. And the RAE played with that for a while, I
presume it was an RAE idea. And never got very far with it. It’s rather dangerous
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anyway, if had an engine failure on the other wing you were in deep trouble. So the
SC1 was the only one of real interest in this country I think, and they were
condescending initially about the P1127 when they first came to hear about it, quite
naturally they had contracts and so on and they were going to sweep the world
weren’t they with the aid of Rolls Royce and its little lift engines. What they did, did
– and it was done I’m sure out of concern for safety, they did show us their reaction
control valve and it was as I said earlier a very complicated arrangement and it was
power operated, they had triple auto stabilisation in the aeroplane. They did find out
later, as John Farley could tell you that, that they eventually found it’s much more
comfortable to fly the aeroplane in manual [laughs] than with all this auto
stabilisation. We went up and saw them – went up to – Hugh Merryweather, Bill
Bedford and I went up to Belfast and saw the SC1 hovering in the rig there. Sorry, we
didn’t actually see it – I didn’t actually see it hovering but it was mounted in the Rig –
the two pilots I think did go up and they each hovered it briefly. And they had – as
I’ve already said they had hovered the – the Bell aeroplane by – before they flew the
1127 as well. And bent the undercarriage incidentally in the process. So that was the
limit I think of what we could learn from what had gone before us.

Hmmm.

Which wasn’t a lot.

No. You mentioned the RAE a moment ago as well and I was just wondering is – as a
private project which it – the 1127 was originally, how much did you have to do with
the RAE?

Well because they were immersed in the SC1 I think they – all you would have got
from them, ‘Well you want to do something like the SC1 only better,’ you know, so I
don’t think they were a lot of use to us really. The chaps who had done all the work
on the auto stabilisation were convinced that you couldn’t – the pilot couldn’t do this
and – and we thought that you couldn’t prove the pilot could ride – ride a bicycle
either, but there we are, you can ride a bicycle and you can hover an aeroplane.

[28.40]
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I think we – the point at which we finished on last time was just about the first flights
of the 1127.

Hmmm hmm.

I was wondering how the story progressed from there, what – what do you gain after
those first flights and it’s gone up and it’s worked, it’s – what happens next?

… Well the first problem we met was that the main undercarriage leg and the
outrigger leg didn’t have the same spring travel on them, and so when you started to
lift off the main leg extended and the aeroplane tended to lean over onto one or other
of the outriggers and the reaction controls weren’t strong enough to – to level it. And
so we first of all tried putting platforms underneath the outriggers so that they would
still be in contact when the main leg was fully extended and then put on spring skid
arrangements on the outriggers which – which got over that problem long enough to –
the pilot to get a feel for hovering the aeroplane. We initially hovered with tethers on
the aeroplane so it had I think only nine inches ability to rise anyway and that was
increased in steps sort of eighteen inches, I can’t remember what it got up to. But
eventually the pilots were relieved to get rid of them. There was a tendency of course
to go up and then find you were on the tethers, limit of the tethers and nice and stable,
you know, but that wasn’t proving anything really. So they were eventually relieved
to get rid of the tethers and eventually drifted off the – the hole in the ground which
we were doing all these tests over, with a grid over the surface. And did their first
landings onto solid ground and once they were hovering in free air they began to
experience this tendency to turn out of wind. Doesn’t matter on a conventional
aeroplane ‘cause the fin is always there to keep you in the direction you want to go.
But if you’re depending on the reaction controls and the nose has a determined
attempt to want to turn out of the wind one way or the other then it could become the
design feature for the – your reaction controls. The first time it happened of course it
took everyone by surprise, Bill was doing a very early demonstration to some eminent
chap, I can’t remember now who it was, and I was watching from the ground whether
– Bob Lickley who was then the … assistant managing director, and Bill all of a
sudden did what looked like a – a very startling 180 degrees about and the wind was
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coming from here and he had been there and I suddenly thought, that’s the intake
momentum doing that, which we really hadn’t thought about up to that point. And I
said to Lickley that, ‘I think that may be the wind turning the thing to one side,’ and
he looked at me scornfully and said very loudly so that the eminent visitor could hear,
‘Nonsense, that shows the pilot’s confidence in the aeroplane,’ [both laugh] so we
went away and thought about momentum drag and not the pilot’s confidence in the
aeroplane.

What’s intake momentum sorry?

Sorry?

What’s intake momentum?

Intake momentum drag … difficult to say words without pictures. If you have an
aeroplane and there are its intakes [demonstrates].

On either side.

And there’s a wind blowing this way, absolutely dead on then you are all right. But as
soon – if it moves a bit to one side and it’s hovering stationary relative to the ground
then the air that’s coming in is being fed in at that angle and it is – it is stopped from
continuing to flow in that direction, when it gets inside the intake it has to flow in that
direction, so there’s a force tending – tending to turn the aeroplane out of the wind,
and it is in fact stable with its tail to the wind. Fine, well it’s not always convenient to
do things tail to the wind and –

So essentially if you’re got air coming in on one side it comes in at a funny angle and
pushes the aircraft around?

Well it doesn’t matter whether it’s from one side or – it doesn’t matter whether it’s a
bifurcated intake or a – or it’s a single nose intake, it had the same effect but the wind
is trying to do that to the … [demonstrates]
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Could you describe what that is, it’s [laughs] –

Hmmm.

‘Cause I can see it with the scissors, I’m just thinking [laughs] it’s –

Right, well the solution anyway was nothing to do with a pair of scissors, it turned out
just to be put a little thing up with a little gubbins on the end of it which would always
blow into the wind so the pilot was then acute – acutely aware of where the wind was
coming from and could deal with the problem. It’s only if it took you by surprise that
it was a bit difficult.

Hmmm.

[34.19]

Were there any other problems with the early aircraft?

Oh yes as long as you – as long as your arm I guess … most things were right enough
but not absolutely right and since you were always looking to improve things as far as
you possibly can you kept busy for a long time, I’m sure there were – well we had –
the early undercarriage had two Sea Hawk wheels and the Sea Hawk wheels were disc
brakes, early disc brakes, and disc brakes were designed originally for aeroplanes and
they had just two pads, down – literally opposite each other, and that meant that if
there was any difference between the two pads then you would get a once per
revolution or a twice per revolution input. And this led to … shimmy of the
undercarriage, which it does that. [demonstrates]

Zigzags then?

And we’d actually had that in the early conventional flying, left a lovely black rubber
mark all down the runway doing that and eventually that was – we had to throw away
the Sea Hawk wheels and go to a live axle, so both wheels were forced to rotate at the
same speed and that overcame that problem. We improved the reaction controls, the
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power of the reaction controls so that leaning over – the leaning over problem was –
was dealt with. We fitted again with the – when we were doing the development of
the Kestrel … oh we had shimmy on the outriggers as well by the way while we’re at
it, that was cured initially by making them so that they would castor – you could
castor out – castor inwards but they couldn’t caster outwards and you can’t have a
shimmy if you’ve got an asymmetrical situation. So that was the outriggers. When
we came to the Kestrel we were back in this problem of the aeroplane leaning over
onto one wing tip because the aeroplane was now heavier and was being designed for
higher vertical velocities and this led to the idea of what I called the dead leg, in
which you had a leg with would act in a normal way as a spring when you were
coming down on it, but it had only a very little desire to extend the wheels as the load
came off it. And we suggested this idea to Dowty's and they went away to develop it,
and in the meantime we got the latest standard of reaction controls onto it and
concluded that for the Kestrel we could live with the problem given the reaction
controls were now powerful enough and – and Dowty’s went off and patented the
idea, sensible chaps that they were. And we didn’t have to actually do it until we got
to the Harrier and we ran into the same problem for the same reasons, exten – further
extension of the leg and heavier vertical operation.

Hmmm.

Hmmm, what other problems did we have? Oh the wing aerodynamics were fairly
unsatisfactory, the original wing was – I think I said before, was more drawn than
designed, almost any wing would have done just to get the aeroplane so it could fly
conventionally and it had various aerodynamic problems which we tried to fix with
simple fixers which gave some improvement but not enough and so eventually the
wing was redesigned to have wing sweep on leading and trailing edges, and that went
onto the last of the 1127 prototypes and onto the Kestrels and with very minor small –
further small modification on the leading edge went onto the Harrier as well. So we
ended up with a satisfactory wing and at each stage it was good enough for the job the
aeroplane was hoping to do.

[38.47]
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Could we talk through the wing problem in a little bit of depth? When did it become
obvious that it wasn’t satisfactory?

… Well when people began to think I suppose that the aeroplane was going to work
as a bit of engineering and that therefore you got to raise your sights a bit further and
think well, what might it do, military useful, and one of the first things that you have
to do if you are going to be engaged in air to air to combat is to have very good
turning performance and this means that the wing has to go on working up to a high
angle of incidence and early breakdown of the flow over the wing is therefore a bad
feature. And you either have to improve the aerodynamics of the wing one way or
another or increase the area of the wing or something like that. So it was really to
take it from being a proof of engineering concept to a proof of military aeroplane,
military capability concept that – that led to that, that’s why it appeared on the
Kestrel.

How do you move from, you know, knowing that you – you know, you want to change
the wing design to actually having, you know, a changed wing on an aeroplane, what
are the steps in-between the two things?

Well since we were – by then we were being funded by the ministry we had to get
them to agree that it was a desirable thing to do and I don’t think that was too difficult
since the – we had the first flight by a Boscombe Down pilot … in 1961 or ‘2, so you
– you’ve then got a pilot flying it who is much more current, you might say, in the
RAF he is merely doing a tour at Boscombe Down and so I’m sure their opinions
would have counted this – this time … we also had RAE pilots who flew it and they
were interested of course in acquiring the aeroplane eventually as a – as a research
hack, which they did, the 831, the original prototype survived and when it was – its
modification standard gradually fell further and further behind and so in 1963 I think
we handed it over to – to RAE Bedford and that’s where John Farley first met the
aeroplane and he was given the job of – after a while of looking after both the SC1
and the 1127 flying and since he rather took a liking to that he applied for and when
Bill [Hugh] retired he got a job as I suppose the number three in line or something like
that to Duncan Simpson and eventually became test pilot – chief test pilot himself.
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So once – I’m just summarising in my mind now, so this – the administrative decision
has been made to change the wing to something else, what about the engineering
chain, so once they’ve decided we want a different wing, what happens then?

Well you go and talk to the chaps who design wings and say, ‘Sorry chaps, you can
throw that one away and get to start again,’ [both laugh].

But where are the chaps who design wings, are they in …?

Oh well the aerodynamics would – in those days was done in the project office, and I
mean we were extremely weak on the aerodynamic side really. And later on, about
1969, we reorganised and we then had a so called air frame engineering office which
combined the – the aerodynamicist and the structures people, they’re the two people
whose interaction has most influence on the design of the airframe, hence the name.
And what do they do? Well they go and read all the literature and they see who’s had
a bright idea on a better aerofoil section than anyone’s ever had before and so you
arrange the twist of the wing – wing is normally less incidence at the tip than the root
so that if you stall – when it stalls the wing tips and the ailerons will hang on when
the rest of the wing is beginning to distort. And you have to think of weapon carriage,
you know, as likelihood of a military use for the aeroplane grew stronger and so
you’ve got to have room for stores. And you probably want more fuel, so we had
integral tanks on the 1127 from the beginning, but I suspect the new wing got a bit
more fuel onboard. Don’t remember the figures. So it’s all perfectly easy really and
straightforward. Any fool could do it [both laugh].

I’m afraid you’re talking to a fool who’s never designed a wing before.

[Laughs].

I’m just wondering how does one actually go from having those concepts, you know,
so you’ve got an idea about the aerodynamics, you’ve read the literature, you’ve got
an idea what you want it to do, how do you go from having that knowledge to actually
designing and then making a wing?
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Well the aerodynamicists would like to have an enormous wing and no fuselage at all.
They – there was at one time a series of cartoons of what an aeroplane would look like
if it was designed by the aerodynamicist and what it would look like if it was designed
by the structures people, which I remember – if I remember was just two planks of
wood with a very large nail through between them [laughs] and what it would look
like if it was designed by the systems engineer and so on and so on, you can produce
quite a list. Now if it was designed by the test pilots, well it would just be one
magnificent cockpit with a – a coffee machine in one side, you know, and cigar lighter
on the other and that sort of thing. But they all have to interact and they all have to
compromise their desires to – to suit all the others. So perfectly simple as I said.

Hmmm. So it’s this balancing of all these different needs then, is that …?

Yeah.

Hmmm.

And the information builds up gradually, you get – the aerodynamicists start to do
wind tunnel tests and it doesn’t behave quite as they would have liked it and so they
suggested a small tweak to the leading edge shape here or something like that. And in
the meantime the structures people and the aeroelastics people, because an aeroplane
will flutter if you get a coincidence of an aerodynamic forcing force in the elastic
characteristics of the aeroplane, so you can meet surprises along the way and you have
to meet them as best you can so it ends up with a – everyone agreeing that they’ve got
the best all round compromise they can have. We never actually got around to putting
carbon fibre onto the aeroplane because the design of the – final stages design from
the Kestrel and the Harrier was done in 1965 and that was too early for us to
contemplate using carbon fibre, although it – we knew of it, people were beginning to
test it and saying, ‘This is great stuff.’ Unfortunately I think it was the invention of
the RAE originally and they kept it very much under the counter and the
government’s attitude was, ‘Oh we’ve got this great material, we must sell the – the
rights to it all over the world,’ so the Japanese started appearing with carbon fibre
tennis rackets while we still hadn’t got carbon fibre onto the aeroplanes in this
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country, which seemed all wrong to me but there we go. I suppose they made some
money out of it on the way.

[Laughs].

So it wasn’t until the Americans did yet another standard – stage of development to
the aeroplane that they did do an all carbon fibre wing. They had started to use
carbon fibre in a small way on the F18 I think and this was a big opportunity for them
to … introduce it so the tailplane, the wing and the tailplane and the cockpit area were
all done in carbon fibre but those parts of the airframe which were liable to get hot
remained at – remained in metal.

Hmmm.

[48.02]

How much do the material choices actually concern you in the early 1127 days?

Well there was absolutely no choice in the 1127, you were going to continue with
aluminium alloys. The … commonest one is Alclad which is an aluminium carbon
alloy coated with pure aluminium on both faces, so something like ten percent of its
total thickness is aluminium on the surface, which doesn’t corrode, or will need some
encouragement to corrode anyway, protecting the – the copper, which contains bits of
silicon and a few other things as well chucked in for good measure which they got the
aluminium alloys up to nearly the strength of mild steel before people started going
off them altogether [ph]. And it was, what, about the third of the weight of steel.
Titanium was a possibility, and the engine people were beginning to use titanium
because its very much better for high temperatures. But by the time we were
designing the 1127 airframe there was commercial titanium sheeting around but
nothing that was a consistent enough standard for aircraft to use. We had I think on
the 1127 a few titanium bolts here and there but again they were every expensive, it
was a very expensive material, most of it comes from Russia. So we – we had to wait
for the Harrier to get titanium in – in the Harrier most of the – what had been steel
fittings were converted into titanium and all the nuts and bolts were made of titanium.
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But I think it was said that something like fourteen percent of the structural weight of
the Harrier was titanium, that’s purely the structural weight. But the – there was a lot
of choice amongst the alloys for aluminium, for example the sort of aluminium alloy
you would use in making the undercarriage wasn’t the same as you’d use for sheet
metal work, that sort of thing.

Hmmm.

[50.28]

I had one other quick final question on wings. You mentioned sort of all these
different groups interacting, you know, your aerodynamicists, your structural people,
where are you in this mix?

[Sighs] … Well it depends – depends on the date but from 1968 when I became chief
engineer, John Stamper who was the technical director of the whole of Hawker
Siddeley as it then was, he wanted to introduce what was called the Matrix System so
you had a series of functional offices … [drawing] right along there; you had a chief
engineer sitting in the corner, he had an assistant who connected to all these good
people, needless to say this chap could override him because he was his boss wasn’t
he. And then you had a series of project people down here … [drawing].

Leading off from the chief engineer.

And this would start with research and future projects, current – new projects we’ll
call it, distinct from future, and service types. And all these splendid things interact
like that [drawing] and somewhere here we’ve got the design department which in
earlier days we’d have called the drawing office. And they would have a chap at each
of these intersections who would now be called the chief designer. Now, in days of
yore of course the diagram was [drawing] like that, this was Sydney Camm and he
didn’t much care about the organisation as long as he was in charge of it.

So everybody reporting straight to the chief designer?
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Pretty much. Well there had to be head – heads of offices and things like that of
course. Now the idea here was that say we’d got a new project and perhaps it’s the
Harrier at this point, then this chap, his main – main job in the corner here.

Sorry who’s this chap?

That’s new project.

Hmmm hmm.

So we’ll say – we’ll say it’s Harrier if you like … he’s dealing with the ministry of
planes out here, which is a large chunk of the civil service, designed purely to make
life difficult for aircraft engineers, he is the main interface between them and what
these people are to do, so he says ‘what and when’ and these chaps say ‘who and
how’.

These chaps being?

The office heads.

Right.

So we’ve got systems engineering, airframe engineering, design, we had engineering
management office which kept the tally on everything that was going on and test
engineering. So there you are, it’s quite simple.

Seems very interactive.

Yeah, it worked pretty well on the whole. You occasionally got people here trying to
do elements of these people’s jobs.

Of these people being the –
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And you had to watch for that. They were the office heads doing the who and how
job, and the – this chap who was doing the what and when job.

Hmmm. So you’ve sort of got an administrative responsibility on one side and actual
engineering responsibility on the other then, am I reading this right?

Yes, sort of. I mean in the old days the chief designer, that was the name and he was
in charge, and in fact other companies than Hawker’s, long before Sir Sydney went,
had started calling the top man chief engineer and then you had a chief designer for
whatever projects they had. This took it further and said, well these chaps really
aren’t doing the design, so these chaps are doing the design so we called these chaps
project engineers, whatever the aeroplane was, so we’d have a project engineer
Harrier, so – oh and also other people started introducing the idea of having technical
heads as distinct from engineering heads, never quite understood the difference
myself but – so you started getting a confusing period when – in say pre World War II
chief designer was the only title that anyone really recognised and then when you’ve
got to this stage, almost anyone can claim to have been chief designer [laughs], if they
wanted to make the point. But we ended up calling – as I said these people we called
them project engineers research, project engineers future projects, project engineer
current types, Harrier, and project engineer service types, looking after the Hunter’s
and we came to be responsible from that, and the Meteor and the Javelin and various
other aeroplanes as well. So this chap looked after a number of aeroplanes. But by
then you hoped that the intensity of the work was less. So now you understand that
and I haven’t had to try and explain it in words, thank goodness for that.

Actually I’ll be honest, you did a really good job of explaining it in words, I – I think
you could follow that without the diagram as well, it’s [laughs] –

Well okay.

That’s an interesting idea actually but just would you mind initialling yourself on
there, I’m guessing that’s you?

Well we have –
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In the corner as chief designer?

As at Hawker’s, I emphasise again this is from 1968 when I was made executive
director – executive director and chief engineer and as I said these chaps were called
project engineers and they were called type designers. Oh and the testing organisation
tended to in fact to be divided into two because although desirably you – we would
have had all of Dunsfold under the control of one chief test engineer, because the
ground testing was all done at Kingston and the flight testing was all done at
Dunsfold, just the thirty miles between meant that they had to be – they had to remain
fairly different people.

It’s this very structure that makes my job as a historian a very interesting one
[laughs].

Yes. Well we had a block on the diagram which said chief test engineer and then he
had chief ground test engineer and chief flight test engineer underneath him but in fact
the top job was never filled.

Hmmm.

So there’s an awful lot of confusion still, people – most people still think that there’s a
chief designer and he’s this marvellous chap like Camm or Mitchell or somebody who
did it all himself working till eleven o’clock every night and it’s all absolute rubbish.
There we go.

What was your own actual … project – your actual job title on the 1127?

Oh yes, well if you go back to the early days of the 1127 of course none of that
existed.

So we’re still in Camm at the top and –
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Yes, it wasn’t quite as – they – there were separate offices, there was the design office
had divided into two; experimental design office and production design office. The
idea was the experimental design office … if you could you’d get away with sketches
on a bit of paper but they had to be a bit more formal than that. But you would design
– you would have the whole design of a major frame say in the Hunter done on one
drawing with instructions, this part to be adjusted to fit so and so, and things like that.
And it went to the very skilled chaps in the experimental department in the works who
could handle that sort of stuff. When it became production drawing office then every
single bit had to be meticulously drawn so that if the work was put out for another
factory to manufacture the thing, or whatever, they could do it. So they had two
drawing offices, there was a stress office and there was a – an R&D office, and I think
it was called an R&D office because if you had research in there somewhere the
ministry paid you a – a grant of some sort. And in fact they did everything else that I
have mentioned, so they did aeroelasticity and they did all the ground testing and
things like that. And then there was the project office that had to do everything that
nobody else was doing and was woefully weak for the task really. So at the time of
the original 1127 I was merely a – one of the senior chaps in the project office. And I
didn’t have a formal title, I started to be called the P1127 project engineer, it was
thought that had the 1121 gone ahead someone would have been made project
engineer 1121. So I was called and it appears on paperwork here and there as P1127
project engineer but I don’t think that was made formal in writing until 1962 or ‘3,
something like that. And I remained – and then I was made … head of the project
office, or chief project engineer, I forget which, chief project engineer I think later on.
And then in 1968, to my great surprise I was made executive director and chief
engineer. It was all downhill after that.

[Laughs] Hmmm. That’s really helpful actually, just in terms of helping me
understand what’s happening inside, that’s really useful.

Yeah.

[01.01.06]

We’ve talked a lot about the 1127, how do you get from the 1127 to the Kestrel?
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… Well the – the 1127 clearly didn’t come near to the RAF’s desire, they had written
a requirement, well 346 which is a nice memorable number, operational requirement
346 which they had been persuaded to write, they didn’t I think really want to but the
– the civilians in the ministry of aviation, or whatever it was calling itself at the time,
put pressure to bear and they wrote this requirement which the 1127 clearly couldn’t
meet. So they didn’t want to write their requirement because the 1127 was only going
to be a subsonic aeroplane, whatever you did with it. And they wanted supersonics
and TSR2 was the thing they were hoping they were heading for. So they had written
this requirement almost under protest I think, I mean don’t take my word for it but I
think that’s about how it was. And we then pulled out all the plugs and produced a
proposal which we might have screwed up to meet their requirement or come very
close to it and we introduced this ‘short period rating’ for take off and things like that
‘cause they – we still had an empire and they wanted to operate in hot and high places
where you really shouldn’t operate an aeroplane at all. And then NATO got into the
act and they wrote a NATO requirement, NBMR3, NATO Basic Military
Requirement 3 which did call for supersonics … and you know the 1127 clearly
needn’t – needn’t apply except that we could point out that we’d actually done all
these tricks. And so if the 1127 wasn’t going any further I – I produced the 1150 first
of all and then the 1154, it was renumbered 1154 really. And Bristol had come up
with the idea that you might be able to burn in the cold – in the fan cold flow, it
became known as plenum chamber burning because the collector behind the fan that
ducted the air out through the two cold nozzles were called the plenum chamber and
so plenum chamber burning was a – a form of reheat you could say on the front
nozzles only. And very inconvenient of course having all this burning air coming out
at the front nozzles but – and hot gas recirculation was going to be a much worse
problem because whereas the fan air tended to – tended to screen the hot gas in the
back of the engine from the intakes on the 1127, on the 1150 it’s going to be as hot or
even hotter at the front than at the back. But we didn’t know enough about hot gas
recirculation then to let that stop us and it went from being the 1150 to being the 1154
because the 1150 was done in expectation that the RAF were going to give a thumbs
down to our 346, 34 … 334, have I got it right? No, 34 – 34 – 345 … it’s in here.

[Laughs] [coughing].
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And that’s it, we did 1150 in anticipation that the RAF were going to give it a thumbs
down anyway.

The anticipation they were going to give it a thumbs down?

In anticipation they were going to give it a thumbs down.

When you’ve got a job like that you’re expecting to be cancelled do you put the same
sort of effort into it or is it …?

Sorry?

Do you put the same sort of effort into a job that’s going to be cancelled as one that,
you know, you’re expecting to go –

Well no, you begin to lose – begin to lose faith in it. Well … TUR339 was the TSR2
requirement so yes it was 345, that’s right … right, so to meet NBMR3 we were going
to have to tweak the 1150 up another notch or two and I’m not sure if Bristol offered
or if we had to twist their wrists to put up the plenum chamber burning temperature a
bit more, and at some stage they said, ‘Well the bypass ratio of the Pegasus is really
too high for this job, we’ll need a new engine,’ so when it came to trying to meet
NBMR3 they went to the BS100 and this was an all new engine, same principles as
the Pegasus you could say, and there we got the PCB temperature up to 1,200 degrees
I think and ultimately I think it went up to 1,400 degrees. And with that we won the
NBMR3 competition. But, the French were also doing their own freestyle aeroplane,
the Mirage 3V, and eventually the Mirage 5 which was a multi-lift engine story again,
so to placate the French we were declared joint winners or something like that. And
whichever came out top would be supported. Well they’d – they’d built the Mirage
3[V] and they built the Mirage 5 and they had two crashes, killed – killed one pilot I
think and so that faded from the scene eventually. So we were left with 1154. Well
when it came to it, although NBMR3 had all been great fun and we’d won the
competition hadn’t we, they hadn’t any money which was a little problem and so … it
wasn’t until … oh that’s right, the ministry then said, ‘Oh well this 1154 thing is
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evidently rather promising or it wouldn’t have won this competition,’ and the
politicians, damn their eyes said, ‘Well yeah, fine, we’ll do a new aeroplane provided
you can get the navy to accept the same aeroplane,’ ‘cause the navy in the meantime
had written their own requirement for a V/STOL ship borne aeroplane which was
naval staff requirement something or other, 356 I think. So clearly both services want
a rather similar aeroplane so go and make it one aeroplane, you know. Well … they
sent down a posse of people from the navy including … Winkle Brown, Captain
Winkle Brown you’ve heard of?

Eric Brown?

Well he was a very prominent test pilot in his time and they came down and they said,
‘Well we’ve already screwed our requirement down to the very minimum and this is
what we want to go in and talk to the RAF about, what do you think about it?’ and so
they laid down what all their requirements were and they wanted a long range, high
attitude, long endurance, air defence aeroplane to defend the fleet. You know, they
would fly out for 200 miles or something or other so beyond visual – beyond radar
range so they could keep out – enemy aeroplane out of radar range of the fleet. And
it’s about as different – different in it’s requirement to the RAF who were then
wanting to do high subsonic, they wanted it to be supersonic as well but they were –
wanted to do very high subsonic low level attack right down in the daisies, right. So
the two accounts [requirements] are totally unalike and I wrote a paper saying, ‘Well
you can forget the navy, the number of aeroplanes they’re going to want, it simply
isn’t worth trying to do this, you’ll never make a common aeroplane out of it,’ and so
I continued to say this ain’t going to work and since you don’t give a job to the chap
who – says it isn’t going to work, even if he had done all the work leading up to it – to
that point, it went into the hands of others and they then spent two years, 1961,
certainly well through 1963 trying to make the two requirements come together and it
just oscillated, it went from one extreme, ah well, make it favour the RAF and you get
this aeroplane, well no the navy won’t have that so better favour the navy and you get
this aeroplane, and neither of them wanted that. And so this went all the way through
till 1960 … end of ’63 or early ’64 when the navy finally backed out and went away
and bought Phantoms from the United States and then – so there was then going to be
an all RAF 1154 after all. It had got hotter and bigger and heavier and everything in –
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along the way of course. And then the government changed. Governments changed
in 1964 and we had Harold Wilson god bless him, and a bunch of other bloody fools,
and they said, ‘Well we’ll cancel it,’ and they cancelled the TSR2 and they cancelled
the 1154 and anything else in sight. And so the RAF ended up back with the 1127
would you believe which was where we’d started off with in AST3 [AST345],
whatever you’ve just decided it was.

What –

So there you are, politics and aircraft design don’t mix.

[Laughs] How did you feel at the start of this process, as you mentioned that you
wrote that paper, you’re pointing out you can’t do the two things – you know, the
navy job and the air force job in the same plane, how did you feel at the start of that
when you were presented with those conflicting requirements?

Well what I actually said was that I thought it would be nearly a ninety percent
redesign, that’s what I thought and then when I wrote that in my conclusions I
thought, if I write this they’ll say, he’s exaggerating it, you know, it can’t be as bad as
that. So I lent on another argument, I wrote it down and said I thought it would be a
seventy percent redesign and that it really was not worth making the aeroplane so
different from what the RAF wanted for the sake of a navy order which was likely to
be only a few tens of aeroplanes. If you looked at the number of Buccaneers they’d
bought, the number of … Supermarine Scimitars, they had bought, the number of de
Havilland Sea Vixens they had bought they were – they were only in tens of
aeroplanes, so with this much more expensive type coming along I thought they were
only likely to buy about fifty aeroplanes, so my argument lent on the seventy percent
design change, which anyone can argue with ‘cause you can’t know for certain at that
stage, and anyway what the hell does it mean, if you just change the paint that you use
then all the drawings change so you can say it’s a different aeroplane can’t you? But
anyway it rested on my estimation as a seventy percent redesign, whatever that meant,
and the fact that they were only going to buy – be lucky if it was fifty aeroplanes. But
the lord high management of Hawker Siddeley Aviation and not to mention the
politicians were determined that this should go through, so it was the only prospect we
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had, you know, and we – there was going to be no work at Kingston if this didn’t go
on. So that went on until it was cancelled in February – final announcement was
February in 1965. We did know about it beforehand, Bill Bedford had been at a
demonstration to show off one of the Kestrels to some sort of audience at Boscombe
Down and … Jenkins was it, Hugh Jenkins was then minister of defence or something
or other, Jenkins anyway, I’m not sure of his Christian name, he was there and Bill
had done his display and he went – got Bill to come over and talk to him, he said,
‘You know we’re going to cancel the 1154 and have a few of these things’ he said
waving his hand at it and Bill came back, not being able to believe what he had heard,
and then I had – in fact I think I may have had it first, on the 1st of January of that year
I was rung up by a civil servant by the name of ‘Jock’ Cohen who had – was the first
civil servant to have worked on the 1127, and he rang up and he was asking all sorts
of questions about what extreme developments I thought there might – might be
possible on the 1127, or Kestrel, and after a bit I got very suspicious and I said,
‘Come on Jock, what’s this – what’s this all about?’ and he said, ‘I can’t tell you,’ and
so I said, ‘Well if you can’t tell me I can’t go on answering your questions,’ and so he
… quoted a biblical saying in the Old Testament which was – I shall get it wrong but
it was something like, ‘The stone which the masons’ rejected has become the
cornerstone of the foundation,’ and he put the phone down and I thought, what the
hell was that about and then I realised of course it must mean that they were going to
throw away the 1154 and go back to the 1127. So that was … January and February
of 1965.

[Laughs] How did you actually rate the 1154 as an aeroplane?

Sorry?

How did you rate, you know, the 1154 as an aeroplane?

Well we were going to have a lot of trouble with hot gas re-ingestion as we should
have had with the 11 – 1216 which was about the last of the V/STOL aeroplanes that I
worked on. We weren’t treating it seriously enough at the time, I mean we knew
about the problem well enough, it was obvious I guess we knew about it from flight
experience of the 1127 and you could do extrapolations of that and – but nevertheless
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because all the effort was going into this fiddle-faddling about trying to make a
common aeroplane out of two requirements it didn’t get the early attention it should
have had. We learnt that lesson later and eventually built a very elaborate rig which
we were able to use in the late ‘70s. Which incidentally when Kingston was closed
down the rig went up to Warton and they’ve been using it up to this day on the JSF so
it wasn’t wasted in that respect anyway. I’ve forgotten what your question was now.

[Coughing]. I actually have too.

[01.17.53]

Well just a quick clarification question, more for the tape than for me, what was the
problem with hot gas?

… Well hot gas is less dense than cold – are we talking about going into the intake are
you, hot gas recirculation into the intake?

Yeah.

Well if you blast away at the ground more or less vertically with hot gas it’s got to go
somewhere, with four nozzles they all intersect in the middle so they can’t escape in
that direction either, and the rear nozzle gas can only escape laterally and backwards
and the front nozzle’s gas can only escape laterally and forwards. Obviously there’s a
mixing area in-between them but the – the relatively cold air out of the nozzles on the
1127 therefore doesn’t do too much damage to the heat going into the intake. And if
you say, why do you mind heat going into the intake, well because it makes the air
less dense and therefore you get less weight of air going – or mass of air going
through the engine, therefore the engine produces less thrust. And it gives the engine
problems, all sorts of designers – designers all sorts of problems, the design of the
compressors, surging of the compressors and one thing and another.

Hmmm.

[01.19.21]
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My original question was actually how did you rate the P1154 as an aeroplane?

As a joint aeroplane … no marks out of ten, you know. The final aeroplane for RAF
only was a creature of only a few months, I mean the government changed in the
spring I think of 1964 and they got out their hatchets and cancelled it formally and I
think it was announced to parliament on the 5th of February 1965 actually. But it
became apparent that things were going wrong very soon after that government came
in because it – where we depended on work being done … for the ministry by the
contractors, they weren’t working directly for us, we were picking up in fact work that
had been done for the TSR2 and it became clear that the ministry were not
progressing this work, it wasn’t – we couldn’t keep to the plan unless they did and this
led to great suspicions and very angry letters from the company and that sort of thing.
But clearly they had started stopping funding going into these various aspects, so
although they didn’t cut the 1154 formally till … beginning of 1965 so the thing ran
as a joint – as a single RAF aeroplane only for a – for a fairly short time. So … the
only problem that should have given us really – real pain that I know of was the –
would have been the hot gas recirculation problem. And perhaps we could have
solved it. We’d certainly have ameliorated it I’ve no doubt. But you could say it was
perhaps getting a bit out of date, we’d been fiddle and faddling about with it since
1962, ’61 in fact I think when the OR345 was cancelled. But it was possibly
beginning – going to be a little bit dated by the time it got into service, ‘cause the
original requirement for the RAF, for the new type, would have been in service in
1966 and you certainly weren’t going to see the 1154 by 1966.

[01.21.56]

[Laughs] How does it feel working in an industry that the government takes against in
that way?

[Makes thinking noise]… Well I mean the technical people in the ministry were quite
sensible, they – they knew the problems, it’s simply when you got to the politicians
and they could always say, ‘Well we ain’t got the money in our budget so you can’t
do it and so don’t do that, do this.’ We ended up by not – not doing the next new
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generation of V/STOL aeroplanes because the ministers simply said, ‘It’s got to be a
European collaborative, we can’t afford to do it by ourselves, it’s got to be European
collaborative,’ and so the air staff chaps went over and had discussions with the
French and the Germans and the Italians and the Spaniards, and … trying to sell them
V/STOL in fact, and it was argued and the official argument was that V/STOL would
have been too expensive, but the real reason was that – that all these foreign chappies
recognised that if it was a V/STOL aeroplane the UK would be in far too strong a
position [laughs] and so – so instead of getting a V/STOL aeroplane you got the
Eurofighter. Here endeth history.

[Laughs].

[01.23.19]

You talked about the NATO competition for the 11 – NATO Basic Requirement 3
competition, is competition what it sounds like in this case, so you’re competing with
other companies for a contract or what – in what sense is it a competition?

Yeah, I mean anyone who felt themselves competent to have a go at it presumably
was allowed to. Dassault had gone in with their aeroplane, I’m not sure if there were
any other French contractors who went in but Dassault, because they were prepared to
spend their own money I think to get the ball rolling, certainly came out as the only
serious French contender. The Germans subsequently went off to do their own
subsonic V/STOL aeroplane, the VAK191 … which was ground attack, vertical
ground – VFK, [speaking German] or something or other like that, I can’t remember
what it stood for. But that was – tried to have the best of both worlds by combining a
Pegasus like engine with a couple of Rolls Royce lift engines. And they actually built
the bloody thing and they made it work, but it had fourteen reaction control valves
because they decided in their German way that it should be proof against the failure of
any one of the three engines, so you had to have very powerful reaction controls and
one thing and another. So it was a terribly complicated aeroplane with an enormously
high wing loading ‘cause the only requirement was bolting along at low level and …
it was said that it took the whole width of a German state to get through transition
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[laughs]. That’s probably unkind. They did actually make it work anyway but it
never went into production.

Hmmm.

[01.25.23]

So while you’ve been scheming up the 1154, are you still continuing work on the 1127
as well?

Oh yes certainly. As I said the 1154 was taken out of my hands and so that carried on.
I really think I had the better of it in the long run because I had all the fun of doing the
flight development and seeing the aeroplane improving and turning into the Kestrel
and then doing successful tripartite trials, which was really much more fun than trying
to get the civil servants and the navy and the RAF all to point in the same direction at
the same time [laughs]. So pity but there we go.

[01.26.05]

How do you get from the 1127 to the Kestrel?

… Well not too big a step ultimately because the last of the 1127 prototypes had
already got this new wing I’ve described and so it was aerodynamically but not
structurally up to the standard of the Kestrel. The Kestrel was a bit like the OR345
aeroplane might have been but with much less engine thrust. OR345 had assumed I
think an 18,000 pound thrust engine and the Kestrel ended up with only 15,500 –
15,200 pounds of thrust. And Gordon Lewis, god bless his memory, could have taken
you through that in detail because he had this whole day of trying to persuade Sir
Arnold Hall that the – what to do in the next step in development. So the – the
Kestrel arose because the government had been trying to get international interest in it
and finally the tripartite trials which were going to involve the Americans and the
Germans was going to happen and so we had to have an aeroplane which would be at
least minimally – minimally useful as a proof of military concept aeroplane, so it was
designed to carry external stores, it wasn’t designed to carry guns but it would have
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carried four under wing stores and a centre fuselage in the wing store [in the centre
line store]. Though in the event to save money that was all cut down and all it did
carry externally was a couple of drop tanks on the inboard wing pylons. Hmmm … so
from being an aeroplane close to OR345 which is what we had suggested, became …
the least – the cheapest aeroplane really that we could come up with which would do
the proof of military concept job and it was adequate to do that indeed, people were
quite pleased with it. I’ve forgotten what the question was now but –

Just wondering how you moved from the 1127 to the Kestrel?

Yeah.

Hmmm, so really just –

Incidentally it was only named Kestrel because the marketing people, which consisted
of one man at that time, thought that if we changed its name then that would
disassociate it from people’s idea of the 1127, purely a research aeroplane, and
therefore he would be able to sell it around the world which didn’t quite happen
[laughs] as easily as that.

[Laughs] Right, shall we stop for the day?

Sorry?

Shall we stop for the day or do you want to carry on for a bit more?

Okay, hmmm.

[End of Track 8]
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Track 9

This is an interview with Ralph Hooper, 26th of October 2010. Ralph, I think the first
thing I’d actually like to ask you, as this seems quite a timely moment to do so is
about last weeks decision to retire the Harrier from service. When you first designed
it did you have any idea it would still be there fifty years later [laughs]?

Indeed no. Probably wouldn’t have started if we’d known that. No, it’s had a very
long run for its money and it’s a pity that … they can’t support the air force and the
navy adequately so something has to go, but there we are. And so they’re doing their
best in a difficult situation. Seems odd that we’ve got rid of the aeroplane when the
Americans and the Spaniards and the Italians [and the Indians] are still flying it, but
there you go. Shouldn’t have democracy, it’s fatal. [both laugh]

Why do you think they’re got rid of the aeroplane, it’s –

What?

Why have they got rid of the aeroplane, what’s your take on it?

… Well it’s all tied up with these two new carriers which are very expensive and they
got rid of the fighter version of the Sea Harrier, the FA2, a while ago, that was a first
development of the original Sea Harrier to improve its radar and other avionic
capabilities, as a result that it was quite a lot heavier and it still had the same engine,
as a result that when they got it out to the Gulf they found quite a lot of the time it was
too hot and they couldn’t operate it. So one could understand why that went. They
then formed Joint Force Harrier, so called, in which the navy and the air force are
supposed to get together with the remaining RAF Harriers … I don’t really know how
well that’s worked but obviously it was just taking the … capability – independent
capability away from the navy … and the intention was that the new ships would be
free of catapult wires and arrester gear – arrester gear and – and catapult gear, which
should make the ship cheaper, but along the way obviously the shadow of doubt was
cast over the whole thing and they then made the ship, I don’t know what it was, fifty
yards longer or something or other, so they might have the possibility of operating
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conventional aeroplanes. So some of the price went back into that. And now I would
assume, though I don’t know that they are going to fit it with arrester gear and
catapults after all, just cover themselves against all possibilities in the future. So the
navy have got the ships and no aeroplanes, until the JSF comes along and that’s been
very much delayed of course. Whether they can make a ship operated version of the
Eurofighter I’m not sure, it was looked at quite a long time ago and turned down.
Watch this space really.

How did you think – how long did you actually perceive the Harrier being in service
when you first – when it first went into service?

… Well if you look back at the historical – historical record aeroplanes were seldom
in use for ten years really and … one thinks of the Hurricane, Sea Fury, Sea Hawk.
Sea Hawk might have gone a little over ten years. The Hunter in its original fighter
form … was dated by about 1960, so within five years really of entering service,
though it soldiered on for quite a lot longer as a ground attack aeroplane. I’m not sure
when the last Hunter went out of service … well they carried on in odd jobs training
until the Hawk came along and they did work for the navy operated by a civilian
organisation putting up aeroplanes, not just targets for the navy, and that continued up
– I would think until the ‘90s. Then they were replaced in that job by Hawks. So the
fifty years, it’s less than fifty years of course, it went into service ’68, it’s over forty
years in service which is exceptional. Certainly in the RAF now there are exceptions,
the Lockheed Hercules for example in its various stages, the B52 quite remarkable,
still in service though it’s limited since … about the mid ‘50s I think that went into
service, so it’s not quite unprecedented but it may be unprecedented in – in this
country.

Why do you think it’s lasted so long?

Hmmm … ‘cause it was fun to fly [laughs]. It got a boost obviously out of the
Falklands; the Americans in marine corps were very pleased with their developed
version. As I say that was bigger and heavier and carried a heavier load for a longer
distance but it was something like sixty-five miles an hour slower, so it was no longer
really a fighter, just a ground attack aeroplane. End of story really and …
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Hmmm.

If we had another war tomorrow I suppose they’d bung them back into service, hope
that won’t happen.

We’re still technically at war aren’t we in some [laughs] –

Hmmm, if we didn’t keep having these wars to please the Americans [laughs] it might
have gone out of service quite a long while ago, who knows, but it operated in Iraq, I
think they were quite pleased with it there, the marine corps, and then it replaced the
Jaguar as what did they call it, Operation something or other where they patrolled the
whole of the northern half of the country from a base in Turkey.

The no fly zones?

Yeah, it was the no fly zone and it went on doing that until … I forget when, some
time in the ‘90s anyway, well through – well through the ‘90s I think. And it also did
quite well in Afghanistan.

[08.05]

The other bit of news I was going to ask you about as well was, well, the passing of
Gordon Lewis earlier this month and as someone who worked with him for quite some
time I was wondering if you could give me a little flavour of what he was like to work
with?

Well I think he was the most enjoyable chap to work with that I came across in my
career really. He was – a super sense of humour, always helpful and direct, and a first
class engineer, both the inception and application. You sometimes get people who are
very good at the mathematical end of the business and others who are very good at the
design end of the business and I think you could say he commanded them both. So he
was a – always a pleasure to work with, one of the best.
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Hmmm. Any particular occasions you remember working with him?

… Well he came with Stanley Hooker, later Sir Stanley on the first visit to Kingston
in June 1957 and subsequently I went back to Bristol on my own to talk to him and
some of his colleagues about the possibility of bifurcating the back end of the engine,
so we were taken to lunch by Stanley Hooker and subsequently saw an Olympus
running, Olympus engine running at 21,000 pound thrust I think it was, so that was a
very memorable day. But thereafter Stanley Hooker, whenever he visited Kingston he
filled up his car with some of his mates and Gordon Lewis was usually there and he
and I corresponded and visited independently as well. So he eventually, like most of
the other chaps at Bristol were – disappeared off to work on Concorde at various
stages so he ceased to be … continuously involved I would say with the
1127/Kestrel/Harrier by the mid ‘60s at any rate. And he subsequently went off and
did the engine for the Tornado and the engine for the Eurofighter and further
developments of the Pegasus Line and the RB422 I think was a – the last one.
Though he rose right to the top of the pile and finished up as the engineering director
of the whole of Rolls Royce. So a thoroughly good egg.

What was your working relationship like?

Hmmm?

What was your working relationship like?

Never a cross word … as I say he was always helpful and I hope he found us the
same, because frankly we had a common problem, we had to get – if the airframe or
the engine let it down and then it let down the whole thing, so both sides when we
struggled with problems like the reaction control system and all the other means that
the engine – the aircraft people have of taking power away from the engine and like
generating electricity and everything else it has to do. And the development of the
intake which was a very difficult problem, and protracted problem, in which both
sides had to work … I remember there was a – a meeting at Bristol, how long ago
would it be now? Hmmm … ten, twelve years ago and in the evening, there had been
a lecture during the evening and subsequently Gordon got me into a corner and said,
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‘Come on we ought to stop this uncertainty, why don’t you and I get together and do a
– a completely new one,’ [laughs]. So an enthusiast to the – to the end I think.

[Laughs].

[13.02]

There was – I guess this sort of brings us back to almost where we kicked off from last
time, but before we go any further you mentioned this report on the reaction control
system.

Yeah, well there you are, it’s only … [looking through papers]

How does one start producing a report?

It’s only nine pages of text and about that – well that number of graphs and so if you
memorise that you’ll have the whole story. It really is a situation where you have to
start off by making guesses, you can’t go taking an indefinite quantity of high
pressure gas – air off the engine without paying for it in engine thrust and we were
looking for means of economising compared with the earlier constant bleed system.
And it’s a situation where you can’t start from here, if you don’t know what the
pattern of abstraction of air from the engine is and you can’t – you can’t test the
engine adequately and so you have to start with the best education – educated guesses
that you can and work cautiously, and we did so in two stages, part variable bleed and
then the fully variable bleed system. And concluded as a result of that analysis that
you’re looking at that it really wasn’t a matter of the bleed being dependent on the
moments of inertia of the aircraft about its three axes, but much more about the
sensitivity as experienced by the pilot, in other words the amount he – the amount he
had to use – move the stick to get the result that he wanted and that concludes very
firmly that, you know, moments of inertia weren’t the be all and end all. And we
made some predictions at the end of that on what the bleed quantity might be for the
1154, but essentially it’s a system where you have to start with guesswork and – and
gradually validate it or modify it as required as you go along. At the same time not
taking unnecessary risks with the pilots’ necks since they’re in short supply.
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How does one actually arrive at that guesswork, you know, is it pure guesswork or
are there other things guiding it?

Well it’s educated guesswork, you wouldn’t ask a man in the street to make the guess
for you, you have to have some feeling for what is – what the laws of physics are
going to allow you. Whatever scraps of past experience you can find, if other people
have worked on a similar problem sometimes. But the whole process of designing an
aeroplane is that you start with a – a proposal, simply a guess that something like this
might be made to work and gradually as you put in hundreds, then thousands and then
millions of hours of design work over the years, you hope you’ve got all the answers
by the time you get to the end of it. Then the process of learning of course doesn’t
end until the aeroplane is accepted into service, and by then the test pilots have taken
it through all the things that might be done with it, mishandling and everything else …
and of course one might have given the impression there that it’s all over when it
enters service, it isn’t, you go on learning about the thing, it’s taken to different
countries and … different services, you operate and may breathe sand and things like
this in some countries which you wouldn’t in others. So there’s engineering work
going on throughout the life of the aeroplane really.

Hmmm.

If the Harrier is stopped then there’s a bunch of people down at Farnborough who will
be looking for new jobs because they’ve been still supporting that right up to the
present time.

[17.20]

I think the point at which we finished off last time you were talking about the
cancellation of the P1154 which you said that you’d continued working on the P1127
instead. Have I got that right?

Yes. During a time … from 1961 … it wasn’t until [pause], yes, I’m not sure when
the … navy were first told to go and get in – into bed with the RAF and come out with
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a common requirement, but anyway about two or three years were wasted trying to
produce a common aeroplane and it kept on diverging into separate aeroplanes, the
two services being crammed together again politically. So that went on until the
beginning of ’64 when the new Labour government came in and said, ‘Well this has
gone on long enough,’ and cancelled the naval version and went off and bought
Phantoms from the USA, and it means that there were only eight months or so when
there was going to be an all RAF aeroplane, before it was cancelled.

What were you doing in the meantime?

Well that overlapped of course with the Kestrel programme, towards the end of it
anyway, it overlapped with the Kestrel programme and before that all the learning
process of flying the 1127 prototypes.

Hmmm.

So a lot of to-ing and fro-ing to Dunsfold and – the earlier stages I used to go down
every Saturday morning and talk to Bill Bedford and Hugh Merrywether about what
had come up during the previous week and we used to go off to The Compasses,
which was a pub just beyond the boundary of the airfield and have lunch together, and
Hugh who was the studious one tended to go back to his office and write it all up
during the afternoon.

[Laughs] What did you do in the afternoon?

Well I was probably still going back to the gliding club and I used to spend the
weekends at the gliding club, but that declined because of the pressure of work at
Kingston but certainly if I was at Dunsfold in the morning I’d have probably then
driven off to Lasham.

What did you actually do at the gliding club, was it flying every weekend or other
things as well?
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Well the weather was usually like this at the weekends, it was fine during the week
and like this at the weekends but –

Right then [laughs].

So you wanted weather with nice puffy white clouds all over the sky and then you
could fly …

Hmmm. What did you fly?

We … the club … most of the British Gliding Clubs after the war bought German
gliders, the Olympia, so called in this country it was called the Meise in Germany
which was dicky bird’s name [Tomtit], which had won the Olympic design
competition which was held just before the war and so that was a very nice handling
glider. The training tended to be done on Slingsby gliders which were made in
Yorkshire and they’d been going strong in the 1930s, continued after the war, and we
bought a glider and had a very successful one that Slingsby’s had made immediately
after the war, a Kite 2 and four of us got together and bought that with money loaned
by the … I’ve forgotten the name but by – some splendid fellow had put up a –
produced an aeronautic trust of some sort and he was lending out money to encourage
people to fly and we bought the glider I think from 300 – 300 and something pounds
and we had three years to pay this back at a ridiculously low interest rate, so makes
your eye water when you look at the competition gliders today, you’re talking about
£25,000 or more. And we did a lot of work on that glider, continued to fly it through
most of the 1960s – ‘50s and then we bought a Skylark 3 which was a Slingsbys
come-back, it had won world competitions and that sort of thing and flew that for a
little bit longer, and then I became rather busy with the aeroplanes we were talking
about and I gave up gliding, at least as a regular weekend occupation in the early
1960s. I’ve been back since and I’m still a … a life member of the club. Incidentally
we bought that glider back again in 1990 something, you know, in a very very sad
condition and spent a lot of time getting it back into good nick and continued flying
that up till about the end of the century, and it now belongs to some other people at
Lasham, so it’s spent about sixty years at Lasham now in all.
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[Laughs] What’s the attraction with gilding?

There’s no noise and vibration and no engine to stop, so … it’s peaceful … and
because you are most likely to be put there when there are nice cloudscapes around
it’s very nice scenery sometimes.

Hmmm, who were the four of you who bought the glider?

Sorry?

Who were the four of you you mentioned who bought the glider?

Well one was Frank Irving who had – he had been – well he was teaching at Imperial
College at that time but he had been a student there, I think I’m right in saying –
hmmm, now I come to think of it I don’t think he was a student there, I think he was
at Liverpool University but after the war he had worked for a while with the Empire
Test Pilots’ School at Boscombe Down and then he had moved to Imperial College
lecturing in aeronautics. He was one. And there was Laurie Hall who like me had
been to Cranfield and he was working for the Air Registration Board. He made a
serious mistake and got married and had to give up gliding as a result [laughs]. And
then there was a Ted Ashford … who had the strange characteristic that his heart,
instead of being on the left hand side of his body was on the right hand side, he’d got
all his organs muddled up left and right … but he flew for – for a few years and then
really had to give up gliding I think – I don’t know whether they sorted him out or
not, I lost contact.

What did he do, was he another aeroplane related person as well or –

No, he was a printer … and that’s about all I remember about him really [coughing].
And then of course their places were taken up by others later on and we then had a
strong line of Imperial – from – people from Imperial College because the Imperial
College Club was – worked in parallel with the Surrey Gliding Club, we moved from
Redhill in Surrey, hence the name, although we were in – then in Hampshire and
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eventually they were able to buy the airfield and so it’s now entirely owned by the
club. So it’s gone from strength to strength really.

Are you a normal member of the club or are you on any committees or anything as
well or –

No, can’t stand committees … but apart from that they wouldn’t have me I’m sure, I
spent much more time in the workshop working on the gliders.

[Laughs] Hmmm. Is there any relationship between the work you’re doing on the
gliders and the work you’re actually doing on aeroplanes as – as a job?

Well some relationship of course, air is the same stuff which you’re moving through,
it would just depend on gravity to move you through it instead of having an engine in
the front.

[Laughs] Did you do any flying of other aeroplanes?

What?

Did you do any flying of other aeroplanes in this sort of period?

Yeah, well I think I said earlier I’d – I’d gone solo in the Tiger Moths at Cranfield,
and then I couldn’t afford to keep that up, but I went back in the early 1960s I think,
you know, and – and did a – a first solo for the second time [laughs] as you might say.
You know, I used to go tour – touring with a friend, David Scallon, who was one of
those who had been training for the RAF in the Empire Training Scheme at the end of
the war and the RAF realised that they’d got masses of chaps all trained to fly in the
early stages [of training] and the war really wasn’t going to last that much longer, so
towards the end of the war a lot of them got chucked out and they were well through
their flying training, and David Scallon finally ended up in khaki instead of light blue
and doing not much in India until the war ended. But he came back and got his
license and we used to go touring around Europe, which I spent – we then had three
weeks holiday by the mid ‘60s and spent a fortnight skiing and one week air touring,
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generally down to the Mediterranean islands although we had a go at Scandinavia as
well. That was all good fun. It’s much easier to get around that way than on the roads
on the surface, and you really see a lot more of the country from the air than you do
from the earth. I mean if you’re interested in the buildings, all right, you have to be
down on the ground but if you’re interested in the geography then you can’t beat
flying over it.

Do you mind if I pause it, it’s [pause in recording] –

[29.29]

What other interest did you have apart from the flying outside work?

Flying, gliding, skiing … main ones I guess. Drank a little beer from time to time …
never played bowls, played tennis in my teens but never again afterwards. Played
rugby up until I came down to Kingston, I came with my rugger gear expecting that I
would join a local club but I took up gliding instead so that – that took the place of
rugger.

[30.12]

Where were you living by that point?

Where was I living?

Hmmm.

I moved in here in 19 – end of 1959, up till then I was living in digs here and there or
guest houses or whatever. My parents by then had moved to Somerset, retired to
Somerset … we used to go down there occasionally to see how they were getting on
…

Hmmm.
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[Yawning] Pardon me. I may fall asleep I’m getting so bored with myself [both
laugh].

[30.50]

I’m finding it interesting [laughs], it’s – I was just wondering what do you do outside
work really it’s – it’s always – how much – how much of your life is taken up by your
job, by say the mid ‘60s?

Well nearly all of it. Most evenings I would take some paperwork home with me and
… you cease to pay much attention to the bell ringing at half past five if you’d got
something interesting.

[31.22]

What sort of time do you get in in the morning?

Hmmm?

What sort of time do you get into work in the morning?

Eight-thirty. Eight-thirty which was easy, you know, if you’d done the apprenticeship
then [laughs] that had to be out by six o’clock, then you didn’t find much trouble with
getting into work at eight-thirty.

Where were you actually working by this point?

Sorry?

Where were you actually working by this point?

Well we were in Canbury Park Road in Kingston which was the original site of the
old Sopwith works, and we moved from there in 1958 I think up to the factory round
the corner. The story there is that the – the factory, the original factory in Ham here
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was I think the government number two aircraft factory during the First World War
and they were just churning out aeroplanes for all they were worth, I think they were
building Sopworth aeroplanes, I’ve got a book somewhere on the history of the
factory. And then after the war … some time in the early to mid ’20s the factory was
taken over by … was it Dennis, the lorry makers … by a firm making lorries anyway
and when the Second World War came up they started making tanks and army lorries,
and they came to the end of their … what do you call it when you have a house or
something for the next fifty years –

Lease?

A lease, came to the end of their lease and Hawker’s then bought it back if you like in
about 1950ish. And the offices only moved in there in 1958, they’d built the new
rather handsome front onto the road and that was the design department.

Can you describe what it was actually like in there? I’m aware the place isn’t there
anymore so [laughs] it’s a …

Well we were in a new building, purpose made as a design office. The old factory
was – had to be reroofed and the insurance people insisted on putting in a sprinkler
system so they did that all at once so that gave the factory a bit of a facelift, and there
was a new block – new block built onto the back which was the experimental
department where mechanical testing, structural testing of the whole aeroplane, that
sort of thing went on, as well as manufacturing of prototypes. The – we had one snag
and that was that they’d built a brand new power station in Kingston in the late ‘40s,
or were building it in the late ‘40s I imagine, it didn’t start off really until early ‘50s,
and with the wind in the right direction the power station chimneys blew grit all over
the local countryside, including us, and it was sucked into our air conditioning system
and the first thing the draughtsman had to do in the morning was to dust down their
boards and get all this grit off it. So eventually we put in a new air conditioning
system, better filters and things like that.

Hmmm. So did you have your own office or were you working in a larger shared
environment?
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I only had my own office from 1968, so up till then we were – the various offices
were partitioned to some degree with glass partitions so that you weren’t too disturbed
by the noise of too many other people. There was the so called Golden Mile along the
front of the building where the directors’ offices and the boardroom, things like that.
Sir Sydney rather unsportingly had had a door made from this Golden Mile across
into the offices so he could – when he worked himself up into a rage he could come
through a couple of doors and start laying about himself …

Hmmm. How much –

Yeah, no complaints really.

[36.32]

Looking at sort of your work at the start of the 1960s, I suppose this is still P1127
testing period isn’t it? How much work – how seriously was the work on the P1127
carried on when the P1154 was going to be the next big thing?

Well the 1154 didn’t involve a huge number of people most of the time because it was
still thrashing about producing variations. There was some manufacture, the wing
work had been put down to Hamble and they had nearly got a wing together by the
time it was cancelled. But I would say we were never short of people to work on the
1127 as required during its development. Had the 1154 moved into full scale design
might have been otherwise.

What was the purpose of carrying on 1127 work?

What was the purpose?

Hmmm.

… Well it became a question of clearing a design for the evaluation people,
subsequently the Kestrel, and so we had to clear up the various problems with the
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prototypes in time for that. Quite apart from satisfying everybody’s curiosity and not
killing the test pilot.

Curiosity regarding what?

Sorry?

Curiosity regarding what?

Well just engineering curiosity, is this damn thing turning out as we thought it might
and if it isn’t what have we got to change in our way of thinking about it?

When did the idea for the evaluation squadron come into it?

The – what the evaluation squadron?

Hmmm.

Hmmm …

Or how did you first learn about it?

… Where’s our book [looking for book] …

Let me phrase the question another way Ralph, when did you first become aware of
this idea of evaluation squadron?

Can’t remember … [reads aloud] ‘In 1961 three nations, the UK, USA and Germany
agreed on the need for a practical evaluation of the V/STOL concept,’ there you are,
all written down there so you can understand it.

What did you think of the idea at the time?
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Oh, well it became the only way we had ahead in effect, the 1127s by themselves
clearly weren’t going anywhere, they were proving that the engineering could be
made to work, but they certainly weren’t going to end up with a … service aircraft.
And we know our 345 was cancelled in 1961, this became the only way ahead for the
development of the 1127.

What was the actual purpose of the evaluation?

… To prove that what had been demonstrated to be an engineering possibility would
be useful militarily. That’s it.

And did you have to do any work on that yourself?

Well the engineering work to clear the Kestrel, yes. Thereafter the – after the RAF
people had been trained by our test pilots, and it’s all dealt with in there, we sat back
and waited for the results of their trials. We attended the final mess party at the end of
the trials and that was quite something.

And where was it?

Hmmm?

Where was it?

That was at Wittering, and I’d never really attended an RAF mess party before but it
gets quite boisterous and the various games which had been developed probably prewar and certainly during the war that one read about. I remember crawling back into
bed covered in bruises about four o’clock in the morning [laughs]. I enjoyed that.

What actually happens at an RAF mess party [laughs], I’ve never been to one, it
sounds scary [laughs] so –

Hmmm, well there’s one thing called High Cockalorum, I think that was its universal
name, which you got two chaps supporting themselves against the wall and it was an
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exercise in how many other people can pile themselves on top before the whole thing
collapsed in a heap [laughs]. So get quite a high pile and you had to run across the …
the room and – and … dive onto the top of this mess of humanity, that was one thing.
And then they invented something to keep up with the age of the rocket in which you
got … a table and propped it up somehow on a chair or something at about thirty
degrees and … then somebody lay upon this holding … you know, you had – that’s
right, you had two matches and a matchbox and then there was somebody stood, one
on either side and somebody behind you, or two people behind you, and firstly on
either side would grab you by the shoulders and the people behind had a brush, you
know, sweeping the floor type brush and stuck it up your backside [laughs], not the
sharp end, the blunt end I hasten to add, and somebody else poured beer down the
table to lubricate it [laughs] which all went down the front of your evening dress and
you launched up this ramp. And once the order fire was given you had to strike these
two matches and then you had to land on the floor, if you were lucky there was a
cushion or two there and if the matches were still burning when you arrived on the
floor then you – was deemed to have been a successful launch [laughs]. And there’s
another one where we had two large mess armchairs back to back and you had to do a
somersault over the top of the backs of the chairs. All simple clean [laughs] fun.

It’s – what sort of rank are the actual RAF people taking part in this, are they all
[laughs], you know, the younger offices or is there a mix of ranks?

I can’t remember whether the station commander was there or not but it all gets a bit
blurred really, it ceased to matter. I remember there was a – a chap there who was a
representative from marine corps in case – well the marines in this country of course
don’t have an air force of their own but at least they would be interested in what might
go off and so he was attached to it as an observer I think and he turned up in the
evening in the most magnificent marine corps uniform and wearing his spurs and then
[laughs] at some point in the evening some smart chap had managed to remove his
spurs without him noticing and he was going around saying, ‘Where are my spurs?’
[both laugh] However, this didn’t happen every day I assure you.

[45.00]
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[Laughs] what sort of comments did you get from the evaluation pilots about the
Kestrel?

Well there was a very thorough report written at the end of it … by and large they
were pleased with it. I’m sure this sums it up, must get you to read some time
[looking through papers].

I’ve started but I’m just wondering was anything said to you at the time?

… [looking through papers] … I’m reading the wrong lot.

Sorry?

I’m reading the wrong lot. Phase three [reading papers to himself] [pause]. Well
conclusion that Scrimgeour gives, David Scrimgeour, ‘A total of 960 sorties were
made during the trial including 1,366 take offs and landings, the Kestrel proved to be
a thoroughly practicable relatively simple aircraft which could be flown by
experienced service pilots. The aircraft could be operated repeatedly from good
surfaces and ingestion of debris was not a problem if the right techniques and speeds
were used. Vertical take offs and landings could be made from an aluminium – safely
on aluminium mats of a minimum size of fifty feet by fifty feet. The striking
advantage of the aircraft was the great flexibility that it could provide in operation and
deployment. Finally the trial showed clearly that the optimum – optimum mission
profile for the short take off and a vertical or rolling vertical landing, that is to say
STOVL,’ here endeth the lesson.

What was said – what was said to you at the time though?

All that.

[Laughs] In digested form, in a form of a report or did you talk to the pilot?

Well they enjoyed flying it, roughly I think you could say. I don’t remember any …
anything very much in the way of adverse commenting, and I think I mentioned
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before that the senior German officer on it tried to take a haystack with him following
one take off, I’m sure I did mention this.

Don’t think you mentioned it on tape.

Thought I had.

No.

Anyway he was going to do what should have been a short take off except that he
forgot to put the nozzles down, and the first obstruction in the way was the haystack,
he managed to heave it [the aircraft] into the air as a conventional take off and blew
off some of the top of the haystack. Having got away with that, which he certainly
shouldn’t have done [laughs], he then flew back and did a rather heavy landing and
it’s recorded that the chaps were pulling his leg in the mess in the evening. He was –
he was the oldest and the most senior in flying hours and everything else than any of
the chaps on the squadron and they were pulling his leg about this heavy landing, and
he’s recorded as having said [adopts German accent], ‘Vos not heffy, vas joost virm,’
[laughs] and he’s a great character and – sadly he and his wife were killed in a – a
motorway accident in Germany a few years later.

Who was that, what was his name?

Hmmm … forgotten it, give me time it’ll come back to me. He was the second
highest scoring German ace during the war and took part in the Battle of Britain, but
he claimed he couldn’t hit anything at that stage in his career. He had an eye problem
which he’d managed to get past the medics when he joined the Luftwaffe and
subsequently he got goggles built in which corrected his eyesight and after that he
said he couldn’t miss anything and he was fortunately moved onto the Russian front
so most of the time which he did was on the Russian front. Oh that’s his other
splendid remark after this event, when he had damaged this aeroplane a bit, a – went
out to look at the slightly bent aeroplane and … he was standing I think lighting up a
cigarette beside the cockpit when they got – he said [adopts German accent], ‘Zat vas
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the 223rd allied aircraft I haf destroyed,’ [both laugh]. In fact it wasn’t all that [badly]
damaged.

I noticed there were three different countries involved in the testing programme,
evaluation programme, why three different countries?

What what?

Why Germany Britain and America when this was originally just a British project.

‘Cause the France – France didn’t want to play, they had got their own aeroplane.
The Italians were doing the G91 so they’d – they were probably fairly happy that they
had won that contract. I guess the only other people you could have talked to at that
time, Spain really hadn’t got an aircraft industry then. Hmmm …

But why were there other countries involved at all?

Oh it was the British government’s desire to save money … I mean international
cooperation is all very well but it’s quite expensive too, it’s – you don’t save anything
like the amount you might have hoped ‘cause you have to have endless committee
meetings and thrashing out decisions and so on.

And are there many committee meetings for you personally as part of the evaluation?

No, once we had delivered the aeroplanes to them – I mean our pilots continued to
liaise – liaise with them to a degree but, no, they were supposed to be on their own.
We probably did have some service people available to them but we were supposed to
stand well back and let them get on with it.

Hmmm. So essentially you had no contact with what was happening with the
evaluation at all once it was up and running?

Not from day to day, I mean we got reports back from time to time, either from our
service people or the – or the pilots. I’m sure occasionally when weather was set foul
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[ph] one or two of them had visited Kingston and Dunsfold, and we were supposed to
sit there and await their final report of which I’m afraid I haven’t got a copy. I did
have, I made the mistake of lending it to somebody and not getting it back again.

[53.02]

How was the Kestrel actually an improvement on the P1127?

Well it had a more powerful engine for a start. Hmmm … really aerodynamically the
last of the six 1127 prototypes was a Kestrel, aerodynamically it was a Kestrel but not
structurally. So the Kestrel was a bit heavier and a bit stronger and … oh we
modified the intake again, don’t think – no, that was built into a 984 so I think you
could say it was the final aerodynamic standard we had got to with the prototypes, but
it had provision for carrying external stores. You carried five external store stations
although in fact only two were – were utilised for drop tanks ‘cause the Americans
didn’t want to spend money onto that and if you couldn’t get an agreement with all
three equally you didn’t do it. So it didn’t carry any military stores around with it.

How did it differ aerodynamically?

Pardon?

How did it differ aerodynamically?

Well very little from the last of the 1127 prototypes.

What was the difference between that and the earlier ones though?

Well there was a redesigned wing, it went from having a … the original 1127 had a
wing much that shape, straight trailing edge, and the 984 and the Kestrel went to a
fully swept wing. We also had to put these extensions on the tailplane tips.

What was the advantage with a fully swept wing?
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… Well the original wing was – it wouldn’t – it couldn’t have mattered less really
what sort of wing we had on the prototype, all the things it was going to investigate
were not whether it would fly conventionally or not, but when it came up against
OR345 with turning performance and things that were specified, the original wing
couldn’t hack it, it had … tightening up on the turn and that sort of thing, and limits
on the incidence in which the aeroplane could fly before it stalled. And this overcame
those problems.

Hmmm.

[56.01]

How successful was the evaluation programme?

I don’t think we could have hoped for anything better really. They did things that the
land – landing holes in the – in holes in the wood for example, I don’t know if that’s
illustrated here [looking through papers], well no it isn’t quite. But … Hugh
Merrywether had done some take offs and landings in a little pad at the far end of the
airfield at Dunsfold which we called the hole in the wood trials, in fact it was only
surrounded by trees on three sides but these people went to a genuine hole in the
wood and you had to have a marker there and a marker there to tell you where you
were and a pad on the ground, and they actually did that at night as well as by day
which was certainly stuff we hadn’t done … otherwise I think the proof of military
usefulness had to come off more or less, but they tried.

So after the evaluation programme had actually finished –

Sorry?

After – after the evaluation programme had finished and the reports had come back to
you, what was the next step in the process?

Well the trials were just getting underway when the 1154 was cancelled and there was
a … a period of uncertainty although we – we had picked up from the beginning of
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January that year that they were going to buy some further developments of the
Kestrel. So there was a great deal of thrashing about for the first six months of 1965
and the continuing flow of good news from the tripartite squadron I think was quite
encouraging. And within that year we also did the feasibility study of the two-seater
… which I think I showed you before.

Hmmm. And did anything out of the evaluation trial surprise you at all?

… I think just a general feeling of being surprised that it went as well as it did, I don’t
… I mean the only thing that went badly wrong was that one of the American army
pilots tried to take off without releasing the wheel brakes and that wrote one of them
off quite early on so that was a bit of a setback, but no I don’t think we had anything
surprising.

Hmmm.

[59.25]

How do you move from the Kestrel to the Harrier?

Hmmm?

How did you move from the Kestrel to the Harrier?

… Well the RAF wrote a requirement … which certainly had some things which were
difficult. We had to fiddle around with the wing quite a bit more, the leading edge
shape was modified a bit and there were vortex generators deployed along the top
surface of the wing. Otherwise it didn’t really change its shape. Oh the intake was
changed again, we went to the blow in doors on the outside of the intake. First of all
individual blow in doors and then what became known as the continuous slot intakes,
it was a continuous open slot on the inside of the duct. Hmmm …

Why the changes in intake design?
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And – pardon?

Why the changes in intake design, you’ve mentioned it had been problematic before
but –

Well the intake – the engine thrust went up yet again, went up from fifteen and a half
thousand pounds to 18,000 pounds, so it was breathing more air, so the intake had to
be modified again. And we removed the sweep from the intake as seen in planned
view. But mainly it was strengthening the airframe for the increased thrust and to
carry external stores, so it was called on to carry heavier – the Kestrel carried 5,000
pounds external stores, this considerably – considerably increased. And of course
there was a lot more avionic equipment, full military equipment installed. The
external shape of the aeroplane, if you saw it from 100 yards away you wouldn’t
know there was any difference. I’ve forgotten what the question was now.

I was just wondering how you moved from the Kestrel to the Harrier design?

Ah.

What were the steps, you know, leading from finishing the evaluation to actually
having another aeroplane as a result of that?

Well the … the first six aeroplanes which were known as development batch
aeroplanes, they were in fact called P1127 (RAF) [requests brackets], we had been
going to call it the Kestrel Mark 2 but for good reasons the politicians wanted it to be
the P1127 (RAF) [requests brackets]. And again I’ve forgotten what the question
was.

How do you get from the Kestrel to the Harrier?

Oh right. With great difficulty and the expenditure of a lot of man hours.

[Laughs] Was there that much difference between the two of them, ‘cause to me as a
lay person looking at them I can’t see that much difference, it’s [laughs] –
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No, well there is a big difference, for example most of the steel fittings were replaced
with titanium, I think we’ve mentioned this before. A weight saving measure. We
finally fixed the undercarriage and we’ve talked about that before, the problem with
the aeroplane leaning over at take off, whilst that was lived with all right on the
Kestrel the Harrier had to have a longer stroke undercarriage because of its greater
weight and so the problem came back and had to be solved. I think it was mainly just
installing a lot of – a lot of new military equipment inside it, and externally.

Hmmm.

[01.03.33]

We talked before about systems approach to building an aeroplane, is that how you’re
going about making the Harrier by this point?

No, you couldn’t say that because you’d started with an existing airframe, it was …
do the best you can with it. It needs to be said that the rules were make it better but
don’t change anything but [laughs] … but it came out of it all right really. There were
a few things that were struggled with, in the – one effect that it had on the future was
that when we came to do the Hawk we were careful to insist in the contract that we
didn’t do what the requirement for the Harrier in effect seemed to require you to do, it
nominated a series of sorties that the aeroplane was required to be able to fly and you
took off at thus temperature and flew to thus height and accelerated to thus speed and
flew so far and let down and dropped your stores and came back, you know, and by
the time you’d tried to prove – well we literally had to fly the aeroplane through
exactly our specified sorties and so you had to wait for the right temperature for take
off and everything else [laughs] and that was very – very time consuming. So when
we got to the Hawk where we were being asked to do a – a fixed price contract for
design, development and delivery to service, we couldn’t have all this hung around
our neck and we went through the requirement and said, ‘Well what do you really
need to have to prove about the aeroplane – aeroplane for it to be capable of doing
that sortie?’ and you – eventually I squashed it down to twelve items, this was –
specific air range, SAR, that’s air miles per gallon, again at altitudes, we offered that I
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think at two altitudes and afterwards the ministry came back and said, ‘Well we want
you to do a third altitude,’ and I said, ‘Well you can’t get it right at these two altitudes
and not have it right at one in-between,’ but anyway, so we ended up with thirteen
items instead of twelve and we offered guaranteed performance on all these thirteen
points and the contract was signed on that basis. And we hit them all. So we got
through a very much more economical flight testing period as a result.

Hmmm. Once it had actually sort of become, you know, obvious that this plane was
going to go into production, how much sort of contact do you get with the RAE or the
Ministry of Aviation, was it the Ministry of Technology by this point?

God knows, it changed its name as often as it changed its socks, or whatever it was.
Used to be called the Ministry of Planes [both laugh], I think 'Flight' invented that
title. Hmmm …

[Laughs].

… Sorry what was the question?

I was wondering how much contact do you get with, you know, the RAE and the
Ministry of Planes once it’s actually – you know, once this thing is going to go into
production?

Well once you’d got a contract written then it’s the Ministry of Planes really. The
RAE tended to get appealed to if we got ourselves into a real corner, to see if they had
any knowledge which might help.

Did that – did that happen at all?

Hmmm, not that I remember but it may have done … the aeroplane wasn’t the RAEs
aeroplane of course, the Short SC1 had been, so we had a certain amount of freedom
as well to that. Boscombe Down of course went through the aeroplane after we done
and confirmed all the findings so you had a certain amount to do with them. There
was a so called project director [telephone ringing] up at St Giles Court.
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[End of Track 9]
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Track 10

We were talking about the RAE’s testing of the 1127 I think, before the Harrier, by
this point?

Yes, you asked if the RAE was concerned didn’t you?

Hmmm.

There was a project director based at St Giles Court in London and he had his bunch
of minions around him, if we’re talking about the Hawk now we were quite lucky that
Dickie Dickinson was the project director and his number two was John Alright and
they had both worked for a long time at Boscombe Down and so they knew each other
well, and it certainly appeared to me that the most useful of the civil servants were
those that had done time at Boscombe Down because they tended to see sort of whole
aeroplane problems, whereas specialist people in departments at the RAE might know
a lot about this aspect or that aspect or the other. But these two had a good grasp of
practical operation of aeroplanes and because it was a fixed price contract, once that
was all agreed they couldn’t interfere very much, you know, they waited till the end
result and we had long meetings then in which they went through everything with a
fine toothcomb to see that we had met everything we were committed to. And Dickie
Dickinson and John Alright used to hold meetings with Gordon Hudson and I.
Gordon Hudson was then called chief designer, P1182. And he held these meetings
with us at Kingston prior to the main get together meetings they had from time to time
up at the ministry and we could be quite open with him and tell him what our
problems were and he would say, ‘Well okay, if you’ve got this problem I can keep
the ministry off your backs for another fortnight,’ or something like that and then
you’d see at the meeting that followed that some bright spark would pipe up and say,
‘Ah but they’ve got this problem,’ and he’d say, ‘Well I don’t want to take that now,
we’ve got to get on with something or other else,’ and so we would solve the problem
in the specified time and that’s last you’d hear of it. Whereas if it – once it gets
around the whole ministry machinery that there’s a problem then they’re all writing
minutes to each other [laughs], not helping with the bloody problem at all. That’s
being unkind.
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And that was the situation on the Hawk you said?

That was the Hawk, yeah.

How did the Harrier situation compare?

Well that was much more bureaucratic, as I said partly because of the requirement
which required every dot and comma in the specification to be met …

Hmmm.

I mean in both cases they’d – they eventually got the aeroplane they asked for, it was
done much more economically in the case of the Hawk. The Hawk in general of
course was a very much more commercially successful aeroplane than the Harrier, I
don’t know what the figure is today but 2007 I think they were claiming that they had
made twelve billion on export sales of the aeroplane, and the Indians having just
bought another fifty-seven of them that – plus others since then. It has been very
commercially successful. Didn’t do Kingston any good but still.

[04.18]

[Laughs] What do you actually do on a – on a daily basis in work by the mid 1960s?

… Which – what year?

Let’s take 1965, you know.

Well you come into work and you stretch out and you call for your secretary to bring
a cup of coffee and you light a cigar and then you … sit back and … get in someone
amenable to talk to and both have a cup of coffee and it’s time to go home, I mean
what the hell do you want me to say [Closed between 05:05 -05:08].
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I don’t know, I just actual wonder, you know, what do you actually do when you get
into the office?

Take your raincoat off for a start [both laugh]. What sort of answer do you want?

I’m just curious, you know, I mean just take my day, you know, in a typical day I will,
you know, wake up, answer some emails, I’ll do interview summarising, do a bit of
research, it’s –

Well you usually have an inbox and the secretary will bring in the day’s print, I mean
it wasn’t in the days of emails obviously, so everything was either handwritten or
typed. Hmmm … it depends which bit of the ‘60s of course, I was writing stuff like
that in 1963.

So technical reports then?

1963, you may be doing sketches on the back of an envelope. We had meetings at
intervals which you had all the heads of departments in and they thrashed out what
problems they had between them and what the staffing difficulties were and
everything else. That’s – that’s coming on a bit later, I mean if you go back to the
mid ‘60s it was really stuff like that.

Hmmm.

And the – the late ‘60s was that brochure I showed you on the two-seater, which I
think I’ve buried again [looking for brochure] …

Hmmm.

[06.46]

So the calculations for something like this, are you doing them yourself?
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Yes, the only bit that was done on the computer was the … [looking through
brochure] was that which was really adding stuff together statistically, the things that
were analysed for each valve separately and then had to be added together
statistically, randomised in fact. And that was a computer programme. But all the
reading off of the tapes was done manually so it was quite tedious to get the data
together.

Reading off of the tapes?

Oh tapes, recording tapes from the aircraft. Whatever instrumentation it was that you
were looking at. In that case it would have been the pressure and temperature of the
air at the – at the valves.

How long does writing a report along these lines sort of take?

Well it would be you’d seldom had time to work on something continuously, you
would have to jump about from one job to another and that sort of thing depending on
what was most pressing at the time; so difficult to answer that question. A lot of work
of course didn’t need a formal report written about it, you really went and talked to
the draughtsman in charge of the section and say, ‘Well look I think what we need to
do is this and thus and so,’ and that can be from something quite minor to something
quite major. They were all good people …

Hmmm.

[08.46]

When you were actually – when did you actually learn that the Harrier was going to
go into production?

… [makes thinking noise] Well the contract was – can’t remember the exact date it
was signed but it must have been the end of ’65 or thereabouts and something would
have to have gone very seriously wrong for it not to proceed then to an operational
aeroplane. It never met any such problems as that.
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Hmmm.

It was really done in a great hurry and the single-seater [two-seater] went into service
later than it should have done, simply because all the contract had been originally
about the single-seater and so that all the dates there had to be met, or as near as
possible met. And therefore the two-seater was delayed and that was a pity because it
cost two or three people their – their lives in the course of training people from
scratch onto the single-seater.

Hmmm. Was there any differences between designing an aeroplane for actually going
into production as opposed to an experimental one that you’re not planning on
making that many of?

Yes, well originally we had two design offices, one so called experimental design
office I think I’ve said, and the other production and the experimental DO would have
done the initial work to get prototypes flying, and the production people would follow
up … simply so that every – every item was detailed and they could make their own
suggestions for improving the producability of bits and pieces of the aeroplane. So …
I … not sure the degree to which that was done on the Harrier, it was certainly done
on the Hunter, the 1127 and the Kestrels never needed to go through that procedure,
nevertheless there was so much known about the aeroplane when it came to the
Harrier that I don’t think that went through that procedure either. And in 1968, after I
was made chief engineer we finally blended the two offices together into one and the
Hawk was done so that the very first aeroplane that flew was to production standard.
And in fact there’s only one Hawk that wasn’t delivered to the RAF. There were six
aeroplanes involved in development but all but the first one were delivered to the
RAF, so we saved quite a lot of money there. And the – the one original one which
we had which we kept, when we no longer needed it the ministry took it and it’s still
flying to this day, at least I hope it is, it was – we celebrated the Nth anniversary of it
at … it’s a while back now.

[12.27]
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So you became chief designer in 1968? [Executive Director and Chief Engineer,
Kingston]

Yeah, towards the end of ’68 I think, September.

How did your job actually change?

Well that was the point when I had described to you previously, we redesigned the
organisation … Sir Sydney Camm died in 19 – early in 1966 so he didn’t actually see
a Harrier fly. Still less did he see a two-seater … and Barry Laight who had followed
Sir Sydney as the chief engineer was moved onto the board to look at future project
activities across the whole of Hawker Siddeley group. So with him gone I really had
a fairly free hand provided we introduced this matrix organisation, which we duly did.
And I think that saw us through the Hawk quite well and the various further
developments of the Harrier.

What do the duties of a chief designer [Executive Director and Chief Engineer]
actually involve?

[Yawning] Excuse me. Hmmm?

What do the duties of a chief designer [Executive Director and Chief Engineer]
actually involve? I’m guessing you’re not designing everything yourself by this point
or –

You obviously don’t design everything yourself, why would you bother to employ all
these other people if you did.

So how much technical work are you doing then?

Well I’d ceased to do things as longwinded as that certainly.

So no more writing of technical reports, or detailed technical reports at least.
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[Pause] No I certainly wouldn’t have indulged in anything like that, it was too timeconsuming. Certainly writing letters from time to time from the semi-political side of
the business to the ministry and to foreign customers, supporting the marketing
department, that sort of thing. But I would like to think that we all knew each other
pretty well within the design department and it didn’t work too badly.

Hmmm. So as chief designer [Executive Director and Chief Engineer] you’ve sort of
got oversight over all the other projects that are happening as well, not just the
Harrier anymore or …?

Yeah, I really ceased to have much to do with the further development of the Harrier
from after the two-seater, so I didn’t have very much to do with the Sea Harrier …
after we had got shot of the Hawk, so the Hawk became the main – my main concern
against its fixed price contract which we – we did come out just on the right side of
profitability on the fixed price but not by the amount that you would normally regard
it as a – a commercial success at that stage. But, we had written as a sort of postscript
to the original requirement the ministry was pressing, a series of reliability and
maintainability requirements for the aeroplane so that they would specify the time to
do an engine change, time to change the wheels … time to change many of the major
items in the airframe that might need replacement. And reliability is measured in the
time between failures and by then we’d got a department – a department, a small
section that dealt with these things and they had come up with a series of figures that
they reckoned were safe and we guaranteed all sorts of things that the ministry
wanted. Sorry, we didn’t guarantee them but there was to be – we were to be paid if
we exceeded the requirements and because we couldn’t be paid on the results until
they’d got the aeroplane into service for some time so that they became fairly routine
in their operation of the aeroplane, they could then measure how – how long it was
taking them to change the engine or whatever it might be, and they had got enough
statistics to see what the time between failures were of various equipment and so on,
meant that it was several years later before they had to make these payments. And we
beat … practically all of them, but a good thing was that we were now in the 1960s
[1970s] and inflation was roaring away merrily and the contracts people had had the
good sense to put in an inflation clause in these contracts so we were paid for what
looked reasonable payments in 1964 [1974] or something like that, you were paid in
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1969 [1979] with all the inflation on top and you made an absolute killing out of that
[laughs]. So putting the two together was just about a reasonable commercial
exercise.

[Laughs] You mentioned that you had to do some – well talking to the people who
were your customers as well when you became chief designer, did you have anything
to do with the Harrier sales overseas?

Only with the Americans. Oh I did do one trip when we sold the aeroplane to the
Spaniards, we went onboard their ship, the … forgotten what they called it now.

Dédalo?

Hmmm?

Dédalo?

Yeah, that’s right, Daedalus in Greek … yeah, we were onboard the ship for a couple
of days I suppose, we – they had to put us ashore at night, for some reason we
couldn’t be trusted on their ship at night … and John Farley flew out and operated off
the deck and duly showed that it worked, and they’d got a wooden deck and so was
some concern about the heat on the deck, but provided you didn’t run for too long
with the jets vertical and start to melt the tar out from between the [laughs] planks of
wood on the deck it was okay. Er –

What did you actually have –

Didn’t have anything to do with the sale to Italy and I certainly didn’t go on any of the
trials that were done in attempts to sell it to the Middle East, or to India, it was sold to
the Indian Navy. Indian Navy incidentally retired their Harriers I would think earlier
this year, they got Russian equipment in. They got a Russian ship … and
subsequently bought Russian aircraft to go with it. So no, very little on the Harrier.

[20.37]
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Could we take the trip to Spain for a moment, what do you actually do on a visit like
that?

Well I imagine it’s different every time.

Well could you talk me through what happened then, you know, who actually sent you
in the first place because I thought there was some political reason that Britain
wasn’t, you know, being friends with Spain [laughs] at the time because of Franco.

Well that’s right, they finally bought the aeroplane through the Americans so we
made the aeroplane, delivered them to America who delivered them back to Spain and
that was all right. Well the – the ship operation was purely to persuade them that this
was an aeroplane they could use usefully off their ship. The ship had been an
American carrier, I think it was the Midway, not quite sure about that but it had been
damaged in the war against Japan and –

Maybe it was the Cabot?

Hmmm?

The Cabot I believe.

Was it?

Hmmm. Checked this morning.

Well you could be right, I remember there was a notice up on the side saying this is
where the bomb or torpedo or whatever it was had entered the ship. It – I thought it
was – not that I have great experience of the Royal Navy either but I thought that
things were a bit – bit relaxed about the ship sort of – you went up onto the bridge and
they were having nibbles, you know, and … the case with the Americans we wrote …
we wrote – wrote a suggested specification as we thought the marines might like to
have it, after they had come over here and flown the Harrier, and you probably know
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that story, they – I was afraid I wouldn’t [laughs]. There were two marines who came
over to the SBAC show in 1968 I would think, saw the aeroplane flying and said,
‘That’s just what we want,’ and they arranged themselves to come back and they had
ten sorties each or something like that, and they were then full with enthusiasm and
Bill Bedford and I went over at the end of 1969, I would think it was … with this
suggested specification and discussed it with them, it always had to be kept quiet at
that time so the meetings were either in our hotel or in the British Embassy.

Meetings with who exactly?

Hmmm?

Meetings with who?

Well these marine corps officers, they didn’t want it to get out before they were ready
to announce it that they were interested in this thing, they’d got to get it past the
various political hurdles. Buying foreign aircraft wasn’t something the Americans
were used to doing. And … there was a matter of selecting – in America we had to do
it through an American contractor and … Bob Lickley particularly did a great tour
around America to find out which American companies might be interested and who
was going to pay us the most for doing it. And we ended up with MacDonald
Douglas, though that wasn’t his first choice, he had wanted to go with Northrop but
MacDonald Douglas offered a bit more. And they actually stood down an order they
had for Phantoms to help the marine corps to find the money to buy the Harriers. So
it was really the determination of the marines that got that whole thing carried
through. And then subsequently there was a question of further development of the
aeroplane and we had a so called big winged Harrier which was still a metal wing, and
the Americans, who were ahead of us with carbon fibre although it was a British
invention originally, this happened again and again that we were always more
interested in selling the rights to the patent than doing the development in this
country, getting ahead. And we would have done that all right during the war with the
jet engine for example but in peacetime they always wanted the money now rather
than money that there might be later. So the Americans came up with the carbon
wing which was quite a lot lighter, 300 pounds or so and … and designed to what the
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marines then foresaw was the – with some experience of the AV8A, which was the
original Harrier they had. They wanted to develop it – develop it purely into a ground
attack aeroplane rather than the fighter ground attack aeroplane and so they wanted
more fuel and heavier external load and that’s what they designed for. And so then
the decision to be, whereas in the early ‘70s we were told that there would be no
more RAF Harriers beyond the original batch of the hundred aircraft or whatever it
was. And we were told this quite seriously. By the later ‘60s [70s] the situation had
changed round and enough people had done time in the Harrier cockpit and then risen
up in rank through the air staff for the view to turn around the other way, and in fact
the – they had been going to buy some more Jaguars and they cancelled that and
bought some more Harriers instead, and so by the later ‘60s [70s] the whole scene was
that there would be a – a further development. But okay, the marines then were going
to go ahead with their AV8B and so the decision in this country had to be, well do we
do our own further development of the Harrier or do we accept the American one, and
it came down finally in favour of buying the American one.

How much was the Harrier actually developed in Britain then in comparison?

Sorry?

How much of the Harrier being developed in Britain from the original one that
entered service then?

What to produce the AV8B do you mean?

No, I mean just trying to get the – I’m trying to mentally sort of match American
numbers against British numbers if that makes sense, so the first Harrier was just the
GR1?

Yeah.

And that was succeeded by the GR3?
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GR3 just had the snoopy nose on it with a laser arrangement target seeker, yes, so that
was quite a modest further development. GR5 was the first one of the American
version and it was gone onto Mark 7 and Mark 9.

Hmmm.

With further increases in the thrust along the way.

[28.31]

How much interaction is there between Hawker’s and MacDonald Douglas over
actually developing the aircraft?

Was there?

How much interaction was there between the Americans and the British companies in
this development of the Harrier?

… Well once the decision had been taken that this country would buy AV8Bs and …
clearly we couldn’t argue very much with what they were doing, there was some
British equipment put in and we had responsibility for the design of the centre and
rear fuselages, they did the cockpit and they did the flying surfaces. No, they didn’t
do the fin, the fin – we did the fin as well, it stayed metal, never understood why but it
did. The tailplane, the cockpit and the wing became carbon fibre. I think
manufacture of the tailplane landed up in this country, carbon fibre tailplane but that
was moved up to Warton. Yeah, we went – I think the Americans had gone to an
American ejector seat, we went to a Martin Baker seat but it was probably British
radios and things like that.

Hmmm.

[30.02]
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But all this started off talking about marketing on the Hawk, I was involved in the first
export sale to Finland … I think that’s the only Hawk export thing I was involved in.

What does one actually do to establish –

What?

What do – what do you actually do to establish an export deal like that?

Well we had agents in most countries that might conceivably buy aeroplanes from us
and our marketing people would keep in touch with them and tell them what was
going on and they would talk to their military and see if there might be any possibility
of getting together. And John Crampton, he was actually the recipient of that letter,
was our marketing man then, although he was joined by Bill Bedford when he retired
from flying. We had two very good agents in Finland, a company called Machinery
OY, OY being the equivalent of Limited I think. The number two man was exFinnish Air Force so he had – he knew all the people in the Finnish Air Force, it was
sort of that sized air force and the chief engineer, the then chief engineer of the
Finnish Air Force had the remarkable name of Piipoo, P-i-i-p-o-o, or was it P-i-i-p-po, P-i-i-p-p-o I think and he had been in the army and got his back full of shell
splinters as a result in the war with the Russians and decided that that was a sucker’s
way of going to war and he transferred to the Finnish Air Force and finished the war
in a – flying 1930s Blackburn Ripons I think they were, looking for Russian
submarines in the Gulf of Finland. Anyway, he was chief [ph] engineer, I don’t know
quite how he fitted that in with everything else, but anyway he was a chief engineer of
the Finnish Air Force and … we went out there and did – did presentations to the
Finnish Air Force and it began to look quite hopeful and then Colin Chandler, who
was by then number two to John Glasscock who was the general manager [Managing
Director] at Kingston, he got involved and it was the first time we’d met a contract
where they were demanding offsets, in other words if they bought something from us
then we’d got to buy something from them and a quick whiz around the Finnish
economy showed that they didn’t do anything big enough singly that would make a
nice neat quid-pro-quo and so Colin Chandler and the chaps on the commercial side
got together and went through Finnish industry with a fine tooth comb and we got
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Bentalls of Kingston, the big store in Kingston to put on a Finnish week … it still was
a problem – we managed to get them … got one of the oil companies in this country
to buy a Finnish ship, that was one of the bigger items. I mean these days you would
have just got a 100 million mobile phones from them wouldn’t you but they didn’t
have that industry in those days, they really didn’t. But they were nice people and
they came over and flew the Hawk and they liked it and that became our first export,
and that was the first Hawk export and it was quite profitable.

Did you have to go over there yourself?

Yes, I did, a couple of times, three times maybe. Met the joys of the sauna and
various other strange … Finnish practices.

Were you mainly talking to air force people or governmental politician types?

They didn’t have – well they may have done on the commercial side I don’t know, but
on the engineering side you were straight to the air force, they didn’t really have any
substantial equivalent to the Ministry of Planes, as we called them over here. Hmmm
…

[34.56]

What sort of – how does one actually go about selling an aeroplane, it’s a [laughs] –
you know, what do you tell people that you’re actually, you know, want to sell this
thing to?

Well on the engineering side you don’t have to do the selling, I mean you have – if
you’re not honest you’re going to end up looking a bloody fool, if they’re going to fly
the thing they’re going to find out.

[35.19]

I’ve just remembered one little story about the Finns, when they had done their main
evaluation of the aeroplane over here the two Finnish agents put on a dinner party for
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us at the Fairmile Hotel down the road a bit and the – the Finnish agents put beside
each place setting a Finnish hunting knife, did I tell you this story before? I’ve got it
upstairs, it’s a nice sort of so-long, quite nicely made, a very heavy blade, and I
looked at this thing and I asked Bjorn Schonberg, the number two bloke, ‘What do
you use these for?’ and he said, ‘Ah, that size we use that for killing men,’ and I said,
‘Oh my goodness,’ or something like that and he said, ‘But of course we have smaller
ones for killing women and children,’ [both laugh]. So there we go.

[36.27]

I’ve got a whole bunch of other questions I want to ask you on the Hawk actually but
I’m going to leave those for another day, there are a couple of bits and pieces I’d like
to ask about the Harrier before we finish.

Okay.

My first was actually talking about, well, carrier trials again with the Spanish, had
you had any sort of contact on the British side of this with the Royal Navy over
Harrier trials?

Hmmm … yes, but I wasn’t very much involved, I was much more tied up with the
Hawk by then. The first time … first time I – the Harrier went onto one of the British
carriers was in 1968 and Bill and Hugh both went aboard and flew off it in the
channel. I should have been there but my mother died a couple of days before and I
had to call off2. And that was with one of the prototypes, or was it? Wouldn’t have
been a Kestrel, we didn’t have any Kestrels so I think it must have been one of the
prototypes … or was it one of the development batch Harriers. Anyway, no matter,
that was the first occasion and that was just to show it could be done. Then the RAF
in the early days of the Harrier flew onto the Ark Royal when that was pounding up
and down somewhere off … the Firth of Forth I think [the Moray Firth], and some of
us went onboard then just to observe it. And that all went through it fair enough, they
were operating Phantoms in-between trials [ph] and I must say I was quite impressed
2

Interviewee amendment: This is quite wrong – I’m muddling this up with Bill’s last trip (as a
passenger) in a 2 seat Harrier to a Navy carrier. That was ’78. In ’68 I was due to go skiing!
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with seeing the Phantoms go off this ship. The – when they fired the catapult, the
shock, the reaction that was placed onto the ship, travelled down the ship, reflected off
the back end and came back again. So if you were standing in the bridge there was a
great thump as the thing went and then this motion of the ship travelled all the way
down the ship again, an elastic motion of the ship.

[Laughs] What sort of at –

They flew us off from the shore in a Sea King helicopter I remember and brought us
back to shore again, so that was quite a nice little trip.

[Laughs] What were the navy’s attitudes towards the Harrier at first?

I think they were keeping their heads down to a degree at that point, they were
dreaming up this idea of a … a small carrier which they sold as a – as a helicopter
carrier and which became a Harrier carrier, and I think they were delving away in the
background, they’d had their two big new carriers which they hoped for in the late
‘60s, they’d had those taken away from them. So they were – they were quietly
working away on this I think in the background, working away – working up ahead of
steam as you might say.

Hmmm.

[40.08]

On the subject of service reactions as well I was wondering about the initial RAF
reaction once these things actually got into squadron service, what sort of feedback
did you get?

A bit mixed, I mean they – they’d lost a number of aeroplanes which was – I
mentioned earlier, which was much improved when they got the two-seater. The very
first squadron commander they had I think withdrew himself from the job on the
grounds that he didn’t feel quite up to it. And the chap they had then in charge was
Ken Hayr who was a New Zealander so he was in the RAF and he was a super
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commander of the squadron, he pulled it all together. We were dealing with the navy
weren’t we, was there anything I missed on that … no I think it’s about the end of my
close association with the – with the Harrier really.

[41.25]

Who else did you actually work with on it?

What?

Who else did you actually work with on it, who were your other important
colleagues?

Well yes … if we go back to the 1121, when that was becoming very unlikely,
increasingly unlikely we had responded to NBMR3 in NATO, as I’ve said before …
there had then been a naval requirement for a V/STOL aeroplane which was … [pause
– looking through papers] … ah, AW406, the navy wrote a requirement AW406 for a
V/STOL aeroplane which demanded long range and it was going to be a heavy
aeroplane … and John Fozzard is the name I think you may have met already. He …
he worked on this naval requirement, we’re talking now about 1961 aren’t we? So as
the 1121 sank out of sight … actually he left Hawker’s for a while, there was a – a
thing called the … Advanced Projects, APG, Advanced Projects Group, that’s right,
which was a headquarters thing, at Hawker Siddeley headquarters thing, he went to
work there for a while and they went out to Canada to pick up information on the –
over in Canada, big Delta fighter.

The Arrow?

Hmmm?

The Arrow?

Yeah. And … he came back from the period in Canada and then fell out with the
bosses in the APG, that’s right. So he came back to Kingston and so I was working
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on the NBMR3 after OR346 [OR345] was cancelled … and he worked against the –
on the navy requirement, AW406. Right, then OR345 was cancelled which left us
with NBMR3 which I was working on, John carries on with the navy thing … I can’t
remember if the navy cancelled, I think – no, I think they were told at this stage, so
we’re now into 1962, middle of 1962, we’ve got to have this common aeroplane, so
John then had his horse shot from under him in the naval requirement and yours truly
said that it wasn’t going to be possible to do a common aeroplane, did I show you the
… this is the naval staff, April 1962. That was the first we got to know that the navy
were having their … their requirement turned down.

Sorry, just –

And they have been directed to go and talk to the RAF and agree a common
requirement. So this chap, Winkle Brown who’s quite famous, came down with that
mob of chaps to talk to me, they didn’t want to talk to anybody else, they wanted it
kept quiet and they wanted to – they had they said compromised their requirement up
to the limit and they wanted to get a reaction before they went in to talk to their staff.
And at the end of it I was quite convinced you couldn’t do a common aeroplane, and
that it didn’t make sense even to try because the number of aeroplanes the navy were
going to buy were very restricted and the aeroplane was going to be so different that it
would be a silly thing to do. So you don’t leave the job with somebody who says it
can’t be done and John Fozzard had been working on a naval requirement hadn’t he,
and so he took over the 1154 to try and produce this common aeroplane. Spent the
next three years trying to do the impossible [laughs] and square the circle or whatever,
and he was made chief designer 1154 when the navy finally got out of it. And then it
was cancelled of course eight months or whatever it was later. So that again left him
without a job. I was as busy as I could be in 1965, still with the Kestrel and learning
about it and the – and the trials that were going on so he was then made chief designer
of the 1127 (RAF) [requests brackets] and Sir Sydney died early ’66 and Barry Laight
was then made the chief engineer. He didn’t fit in terribly well with Kingston I think
it’d be fair to say, incidentally he’s still alive I believe but he must be over ninety. I
must say I was – I was very depressed at that stage because I’d been working on this
dammed aeroplane all these years [laughs] and now somebody else was made chief
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designer, however … so that would be in end of ’65, early ’66 Sir Sydney dies and to
my astonishment in ’68 they suddenly make me chief engineer.

What had been your position immediately before that?

Hmmm … assistant chief designer future projects I think. There was a chap called
Bob Marsh as well who had been – had Sir Sydney retired at the proper retirement age
then Chaplin, Roy Chaplin, would have been made chief designer and he would have
had Bob Marsh as number two, absolute certainty. They buttered each other up
something absolutely appalling, you wouldn’t believe it. However, he – he didn’t
survive Sir Sydney, he had a heart attack and he had to retire. And … so Bob Marsh
became my number two in 1968 … if you remember that diagram –

Matrix diagram?

He used to describe himself as the matron of the hospital [both laugh], I describe
myself as the spider in the corner of the web if you remember last week.

[Laughs].

So there we were, I was made executive director and chief engineer in September ’68.

Were you surprised to be promoted?

Pardon?

Were you surprised to be promoted to chief engineer?

Yeah, I was astonished. I think I was very lucky, I mean I think in the event I had the
better of the 1154 period because I had all the fun of carrying on development of the
1127, got to know it well. Hmmm … and there we go, and the next thing that
happened was nationalisation which was a disaster, I think I’ve said what I thought
about Wedgwood Benn already.
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Not the first person to mention that [laughs].

Pardon?

I don’t know, I’ve heard several aeronautics engineers complain [laughs] about
Wedgwood Benn, it’s [laughs] –

Yeah, bloody fool.

[50.48]

We were talking about John Fozzard originally a moment ago though, so he – he
became project director of – no, hang on –

He was chief designer P1127 – well no, it had stopped being P1127 (RAF) and
become Harrier so he became chief designer Harrier. And … I can’t remember when
he moved onto the marketing side, oh it was then nationalised of course. When we
got nationalised … they picked sort of one director – director from Brough and one
from Kingston and another from Brough and – and he ended up without being made a
director. He was made a executive director in 1972 as my number two and he didn’t
get a directorship out of the Kingston Brough division when we were nationalised, he
complained bitterly about that so they made him marketing director, which hadn’t
previously existed, covering the whole division.

How –

So we lost him in the design department which was a loss but on the other hand he
was – it would be fair to say he was quite a good self publicist [laughs] and –

What – what sort of chap was he, could you describe him to me?

Well a very capable bloke, I mean he was a – definitely a loss to the design
department. And he wrote – writes well as you saw from that description of Sir
Sydney which was certainly the best I’ve seen. I would say he was a good
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mathematician, whether he was a good designer was another matter, he’d never
actually done time in the drawing office to – but handling the … the general work of
getting things produced, he was good at pushing things, perhaps even bullying to a
degree but he got things done. I think he quite liked the marketing job though I don’t
know that he would have chosen to do that. But then when we became part of the
Weybridge division, which was another of the long term effects of nationalisation,
they then put another chap in charge of marketing, someone from Warton, and John
was made divisional director of special projects I think it was called, which frankly
looked like a bit of a non job and he – he got an offer from the Smithsonian Museum
in America ‘cause he’d written all sorts of technical papers in connection with the
marine corps. If you like that became his highlight I think, that he had tremendous
fun going over to America and they all bowed down and … oh he married an – he
divorced his wife and married an American lady and so he went over to the
Smithsonian where he was going to do a year as – I forget what they call it, a
professor of aircraft history or something like that, they had a succession of these
people and he did that for a year which he thoroughly enjoyed and he should have had
another year up till retirement but British aerospace really wouldn’t offer him another
job so he went a year early.

How did his own – you mentioned that he became – I keep forgetting what it’s called,
chief designer of the P1127 while you were deputy chief of the project office3, how did
your two positions compare? You know, sort of things –

No, he became chief designer P1127 (RAF) [requests brackets].

Ah right.

Ahead of it being called the Harrier.

Right, okay.

Does that answer the question?
3

Interviewee amendment: by September 1965 I think I as Assistnat Chief Engineer Future Projects
and responsible to Barry Laight the Chief Engineer.
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No, I was just wondering how your two positions in relation to actually developing
the Harrier actually compare at that point?

Well, in fact we – we did the feasibility study for the two-seater in 1965, that was
done entirely by yours truly with Stan Stapleton doing some of the aerodynamics stuff
and Jack Simmonds section in the drawing office doing the drawings. John was told
not to touch the two-seater ‘cause all the pressure was to get the single-seater through
to 1968 in service date. So the two-seater remained with me and was the last version
of the aeroplane which I was intimately involved. Hmmm … he was – he … he was
made an executive director and – and number two to me in 1972, I think that’s right
… oh, and then we were nationalised in 1977 was it or ’76.

Hmmm.

[56.39]

You mentioned the two-seater a few times, I was just wondering was it a particularly
problematic aircraft to design at all or –

Sorry?

How easy was it to design the two-seater from the – the original aircraft?

… Well it was just a matter of controlling the way it – we were going to have the
same engine and clearly it was going to be heavier, you can’t stuff another chap in the
front and ballast it and – at the back, without the aeroplane weighing more. And it
was – well part of the requirement was that it should go off and do operations
alongside the single-seaters and so we said, ‘Well can’t be exactly the same, you can’t
have all this extra weight and have it exactly the same,’ but if you take out the rear
man and his ejection seat and compensating ballast at the sting thing built onto the
back then it held the weight difference to about 1,000 pounds so that meant you gave
up one bomb if you like compared with two seats. In fact of course it never ever did
fly in operation with the single-seaters; it was used entirely as a flying trainer.
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Hmmm … the main concern I suppose in the design stage, which we were changing
the moments of inertia in pitch and yaw and by a very large percentage, by sixty or
seventy percent, not much change in roll, only two or three percent, and the question
was what would that do to the reaction controls and controllability of the aeroplane,
that sort of thing. Otherwise it was just a matter of shoehorning in the extra
equipment and it went quite well, it’s – it’s spoken of well in here I think.

In the RAF history of operations on the Harrier, yeah.

Hmmm?

I was just mentioned what the book is.

Oh I read this to you before didn’t I, yes. [reads aloud] ‘First issue to training became
available in the autumn of 1970, permitting first tourist to be instructed to the type –
introduced to the type by the new established number 233 OCU,’ two-seater in
October 1970, ‘T2 is a fully operational aircraft and a very effective trainer,’ so …

Hmmm.

[59.22]

Just one or two final questions for today as I’m – I think we should probably wrap up
fairly soon. Did the Harrier owe anything to the P1154 project?

Did it owe anything to the 1154 did you say?

Yeah. Sorry, talking technology tran –

It acquired some of the electronic equipment which had been intended for the 1154
which in turn was received that off the TSR2 in effect. So a lot of stuff developed for
the TSR2 would have gone into the 1154, in turn when the 1154 wasn’t around
anymore it went into the Harrier. So the moving map display for example which was
an electromechanical – the last of the electromechanical devices, was ex-TSR2. The
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reconnaissance pod I think was probably … I’m not sure if that was ex-TSR2 or
whether it was just the existing RAF cameras. Anyway, with those various electronic
goodies, the aeroplane, which were cast-offs from other programmes.

As the chap designing the aeroplane, do you get much contact with the people who
are doing the electronics stuff that’s going to go in it?

Well Ferrantis from Edinburgh, Smiths Industries, Plessey’s, all these sort of people,
yeah, they have – certainly in the case of Plessey’s they had a – a chap who came in
regularly to see how their equipment was going into the aeroplane and if it was
behaving properly and that sort of thing, yeah, regular contact with all these people.

And is it problematic incorporating equipment that’s, you know, not purposely
designed for the Harrier but, you know, from other places?

I’m sure it was problematic, I had as little to do with it as possible I think you could
say.

Does that come under the headline of systems work or [laughs] –

Well we – from 1968 we had set up a – a proper systems office, you remember in the
early stages of … one reluctant man who we had acquired a number of people, the
first ones were from Brough in fact where they had been doing similar work on the
Buccaneer and once we’d – there was a period when we were called part of the
Kingston Brough [Hawker Blackburn] division, existed only for a short time during
the 1960s … and Stuart Tailor was put in charge of this department, and he’s still
alive … and I think that got it all onto a proper footing.

[01.02.34]

I’ve been quite struck over the course of our conversations just how often ministry
requirements come up as a – as a way of sort of structuring what you’re doing; how
much influence do they actually have on your work at the time, you know, do you
think of yourself working to a ministry requirement at any particular point or …?
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Well if there was a RAF requirement in the first instant, we certainly couldn’t afford
to ignore it. By the – certainly by the ’60s these things were few and far between. If
you went back to the war and all the years just after the war they were producing them
… well several each year let’s say, but things were slowing down very much by the
time we went over the ’60s so as soon as a requirement came out you jumped at it.

Hmmm.

[01.03.40]

Very last question for today is about Pegasus engine development actually of all
things. I was struck while reading the – the Andrew Dow book on the development of
Pegasus, just how many different versions it goes through, you know, in response to
changes in the aeroplane and I’m just wondering, you know, how much do you – on
the aeroplane design side actually contribute to that engine design process do you
think? I’m aware that, you know, this isn’t necessarily a typical example because the
two of them are quite closely matched from the word go whereas, you know, in other
cases –

Well we certainly couldn’t tell them, ‘Come on, you’ve got to develop a turbine blade
which will stand another 200 degrees centigrade,’ we certainly couldn’t do that; we
were absolutely in their hands and they were – I suppose it’s one – one of the crucial
things and going from the original forged blades to cast blades and then to cooled
blades. I mean it’s horrifying, if you sit in a civil airliner today to think that the gas
that’s passing through the turbines is at a higher temperature than the melting point of
the alloy that the – alloy that the turbine blades are made of. Right, got that? The gas
is of a higher temperature than the melting point of the turbine blades, but that is
overcome by having cooling air rushing out under centrifugal force up the [cooling]
cooled blades. So the development of cooling [cooled] blades, which is a hell of an
intricate thing, hell of an intri – manufacturing problem and absolutely vital ‘cause all
the holes up the – up the shape [inside] of the vane [blade] have to be distributed
according to the recurrent [local] cooling requirement at that point of the blade. So an
awful lot of work’s gone into that over the years. So it’s just the gradual development
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of all the features of the engine, the aerodynamicists getting the blade designed better,
you’ve seen the funny shaped blades they have now, well they were always straight
blades originally. So there’s incremental developments going on all – all through the
engine and eventually, if for some they have to get together and say, ‘Okay, we’ve got
this – this combination we could now put together which wasn’t possible for the last
one so let’s have a new mark of the engine,’ and we were never going to turn down
any offer of additional thrust. So we were certainly in their hands too postulate. Oh
there’s only one occasion when we brought pressure to bear on Rolls Royce and that
was when we’d been over to America in the late ‘60s and found that the sort of offers
of turbines temperatures and everything else in the engines that they were getting as
future project possibilities put up to their future projects people, was far in advance of
what we were getting from Rolls Royce. It would be fair to say that far into the ‘70s
the sort of V/STOL engines that Rolls Royce would offer us for future projects tended
to be sons or grandsons of BS100, and the chaps at MacDonald Douglas gave us these
figures, typical figures they were being offered by their engine people and so we
bought these back and handed them to Rolls Royce and said, ‘Hey, do you want to be
competitive or not?’ and they then came up with an engine called the RB422 which
went into the 1216, which I’ve got the brochure of somewhere but not here. And that
really – that transformed what we thought we could do in the way of supersonic
V/STOL. Hmmm … I mean we could never – we’d – apart from trying to economise
on the bleed flow we could – couldn’t do much about the mechanical take offs for the
– operating the aeroplane. So trying to improve the intake and the bleed was about
the only two things we could contribute. [Coughing].

Hmmm. I think that probably seems like a good place to stop for today.

Right, how about –

[End of Track 10]
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Track 11

Interview with Ralph Hooper, November 23rd 2010. Ralph I’d like to start today by
just asking you some tying up questions about the Harrier really; you mentioned that
the last substantial job you did on it was with the two-seater, I was wondering what
involvement did you have with the aircraft after that?

Well apart from being in overall charge of the department and therefore being
responsible for seeing that the work got done I ceased to have very much – very any
considerable technical input I think you could say. The Sea Harrier was started by
John Fozzard but he left the department before it flew, and his place was then taken
by Gordon Hudson … who had been on the Hawk. And the reason there was that I
wanted him to get up to date on the Harrier work so that when I retired he could take
over having good knowledge of both the current projects. In the event he was nearly a
year older than me and had I stayed to normal retirement age he would have had only
a year beyond me so I don’t know whether that was worthwhile or not. I’ve now
forgotten the question.

I was wondering what you had to do – what was your involvement with the Harrier
after it actually left your hands as it were.

Hmmm, well I was concerned with the two-seater when it flew, in particular when it
had a couple of accidents, both of which were due to the engine running down in
flight to – flight idling rpm. The first one was with Duncan Simpson flying and he
tried to put the aeroplane down but then realised at the last second almost that he was
heading for a – a buried ditch, lane, road, and that he was not going to be able to hold
the aeroplane off to the other side of it and so he bailed out at the very last minute and
… he damaged the neck. The aeroplane was very thoroughly destroyed, also the
engine and fuel system so it wasn’t possibly – wasn’t possible to put a finger with any
certainty on the cause of the engine running down. But obviously the fuel system was
under scrutiny and then we went on flying them and then another pilot, Barry – Barry
Tompkinson I think was the name had a very similar experience, the engine ran down
to flight idling but he was high enough and near enough to Boscombe Down that he
managed to put it down on the belly, on – on the belly on the grass in fact and it slid
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for some distance on the grass and then slid across onto the runway. Had it stayed on
the grass I don’t think there would have been any more damage but because it ran on
the runway and the – with sparks and heating and so on on the runway it – it started a
small fire which went unnoticed for a little while, everyone was so relieved standing
on one side of the aeroplane they didn’t notice that there was a small fire on the other
side. But anyway on that one the fuel system was essentially undamaged and the –
Bristol’s got it out, took it away back to Bristol and ran it in another engine and
discovered that there was a tiny speck of something bunging up an essential – very
small orifice in the fuel system and if a fuel system is like giant carburettor if you like,
though vastly more complicated and so you have these small drills of fuel going
through, interfering with each other and thereby allowing more fuel from somewhere
else to, you know, it is complicated. So they took this tiny speck of stuff away and
analysed it and decided that it was polyurethane [polystyrene] foam and they
discovered that what had happened was that Dowty’s who were the suppliers of the
fuel system had improved their production arrangements and in particular they had
fitted splendid new filters which were much finer than anything they had had in
previously, and that was all good so these lovely fuel systems were being delivered,
all carefully wrapped in polystyrene foam would you believe [laughs] and so the
speck of polystyrene foam managed to work its way in and we assume this is what
happened to the – the first accident as well, though best intentions sometimes go
wrong.

Hmmm.

But otherwise the two-seater gave us no real trouble.

[05.23]

Talking about, well, crashes as well I – I seem to remember reading about a Harrier
crash at an air show or Kestrel crash in an air show in France in the early days.

Yeah. I think we did touch on that if briefly – did we not?

I don’t think so.
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Don’t think we did.

No.

… Well really we were unable to find anything wrong with the system afterwards,
which it wasn’t badly damaged, the thing came down and knocked off its nose leg but
things inside weren’t too badly damaged and the pilot was only shaken, not stirred.
But there – so there – we – the only thing we could suggest was that if grit had got
through from the engine and got through the engine, been delivered through the off
take to the air motor, through the pressure reducing valve, upstream of the air motor
and if it had jammed that valve in the – in the closed position then that could have left
the nozzles free to wander backwards, which is what they appeared to have done. So
we – we did the obvious things and we introduced another filter and we put a
minimum bleed leak through the pressure reducing valves so even if it did jam shut
enough flow would be going through at least to hold the nozzles where they had been.
But the fuel system –

[Sneezing] Excuse me.

And the air motors and everything else went back to Bristol and they ran the thing and
they were unable to find anything wrong. So the question remains was it a mistake
made in the cockpit and not in the engine? It was obviously our job to find faults with
the engineering and guard against that, if that had been the problem. So there we go.

Are accidents like that just part of the process of building an aeroplane or are they
always avoidable?

Well you can’t stop against – you can’t do anything to stop human error of course.
The significance of that was merely that it was an air show, if it had happened at
Dunsfold no-one would ever have heard of it of course so – there we go. No, it was a
board of enquiry and all the rest set up but they weren’t able to find a – a conclusive
fault either.
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Did it cause any problems for the project at the time?

Sorry?

Did it cause any problems for the project at the time?

Well yes, I mean obviously the – the immediate first thought was, well this hasn’t
happened on a single-seater so it must be something on the two-seaters. But in fact it
wasn’t.

Hmmm.

Sorry, that’s mixing up the Paris thing with the two-seater crashes, they … have
muddled two up haven’t I – have I not?

I think so.

How – how to unmuddle [laughs].

[Laughs] I think we’ve talked about what happened after the – the two-seater crash, I
was interested in what – what sort of – did the Paris crash cause – was it Paris?

Hmmm.

I think so, did that cause any problems for the project, or holds up, snags, that sort of
thing?

… Well it clearly took up time, I remember writing a damn great paper explaining
what we – and suggested might be problems. So it took up the time of a lot of people
but I don’t think otherwise it interfered.

Hmmm.

Just go on and wait for the next problem to come up.
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[Laughs].

[09.28]

I was wondering, before we leave Harrier permanently, I was wondering what you
made of its subsequent career after it left your hands?

… Well the only version of the aeroplane after the two-seater, which was a wholly
British exercise, was the Sea Harrier and that really took the Harrier as was, put in a
bigger radar in the nose and had to raise the cockpit as a result, which did improve the
rear-view incidentally so it was not wholly a bad thing. Also increased the drag of
course, it was not quite as fast as the original Harrier. So it’s mainly navalising the
electronic fit, the navy wanted it as a fleet defence fighter primarily. Also got rid of –
I think – not sure if we got rid of all the magnesium by then anyway or whether the –
that was the final key to getting rid of magnesium from the airframe which was
attacked by sea water of course. And there have to be lashing down points and all the
other things to suit it for use on a carrier. Led to the development of the ski jump, so
called, though that idea we had kicked around before we ever heard of Commander
Taylor I think it was, who was the chap who was – was in the navy, he had been at
college and in his thesis he looked at various ways for improving the take off, vertical
take off aeroplanes and the ski jump was one of the ideas he looked at. And he being
I think inside the navy got a bit of interest going. But the ski jump idea, although I
don’t think anyone recognised that it had been there from some of the carriers going
back to the interwar period, I think it was the Courageous, not sure of that, I think it
was the Courageous and that had got a deck which had a – a bump in it and then
another flat. And the idea had been that the old biplanes in those days, I think perhaps
before they had arrester wires would come lumbering in the deck at no great speed
and finally this lump would help to slow them down and conversely when they were
taking off it would help to toss them into the air. And that ship was still around with
this lump in it during the Second World War and there’s an excellent book called
First Light by … [Geoffrey Wellum] if I go and look to it I shan’t find it but …
[looking for book] it’s a quite excellent book. Oh bother.
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If I pop that on pause. [Pause in recording].

I was getting around to the fact that they did – they had to reinforce Malta at one stage
to fly in a load of Spitfires and the Spitfires at that time hadn’t really been cleared for
ship operation but it was on this very ship which had the lump in the deck, and he
describes the sensation of going up this lump which didn’t quite get him airborne and
he then came down thump on the deck again beyond that and bounced off again and
recovered over the sea. So fairly marginal exercise.

It was Geoffrey Wellum.

But he … he might not have got off at all without the lump in the deck, so there we
are.

Hmmm.

[13.22]

What did you make of the Harrier’s subsequent service career?

Well in the first half of the ‘70s I think the RAF – the RAF in total, not necessarily the
chaps in the first squadron, they – they became enthusiastic I think it would be fair to
say, but it took time for the enthusiasm to well up and to suffuse the RAF, but by the
second half of the ‘70s they were becoming enthusiastic and that’s why they were
interested in that requirement which led to the 1216. Hmmm … and – and that as I’ve
told you before was snookered by the political decision that it couldn’t be a national
programme and had got to be a European one.

Hmmm.

And I suppose then the Falklands campaign opened people’s eyes, it’s questionable
whether we could have done that without the Sea Harrier, but if we could we’d have
certainly have stood very much higher losses than we had, many times higher. So that
was some satisfaction. But otherwise of course the essential lead on the thing crossed
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the Atlantic and we had had proposals for a further development of the all British
Harrier but the decision was taken since the Americans had made up their minds quite
firmly and they were going to be ordering more aeroplanes than we could in this
country, so the general view finally became that we ought to swallow our pride and
accept the American aeroplane. And this resulted in an aeroplane which was a lot
slower than the RAF Harrier, wasn’t so much fun to fly by general account, but it’s a
real bomb truck so it – you – you had either double the range or double the bomb load
over a given range and it had far more hard points for weapons to be hung about it.

What –

And that’s what the marine corps wanted and that’s what they got and I think they are
pretty pleased with it still.

What did you make of the decision to go for an American approach rather than a
British one?

Pardon?

What did you make of the decision to go for the American approach?

Well I think it was the sensible answer, it was disappointing that as ever this country
managed to let something slip out of its hands but there we are. It went on to do good
work, if you think any good work could come out of the Iraq war. The marines I
believe flew more sorties with the Harrier than any other aircraft type, well not just
the marines I mean I think there were more Harrier sorties than any other type. And
certainly the RAF were flying them – the RAF were given the job of looking out for
the American – for Iraqi rockets which were plastered about the country, hidden all
over the country in which they were generally firing at Israel as you may remember,
and so the RAF were given the job to keep the country under surveillance as far as
you can and to clobber any rocket sites they found, and they were flying nine hour
sorties which meant several refuelling … sessions. But how anyone’s backside
managed to sit in that cockpit for nine hours I just can’t imagine though, must have
injected their backsides with something to make them numb I should think [laughs].
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And subsequently – I can’t remember if they were Harrier 1s or Harrier 2s … but they
were based in Turkey, do you remember the – the Kurds were quite happy that the
Iraqis had been defeated and whilst the Turks don’t like the Kurds, the Kurds don’t
like anybody [laughs] in their surroundings. But anyway, they were being good guys
and looking after themselves and so we flew the – effectively protection sorties over
the Kurdish areas for a protracted period. They had had Jaguars doing it for a while
but for some reason or other they withdrew the Jaguars and put the Harriers in to do
that job, so they operated from a Turkish base at Incirlik.
Could I ask you not to tap –

Was that the first Gulf War or the second Gulf War, I can’t remember.

Hmmm. Got a feeling it may have been earlier –

Certainly the larger number of marine sorties I think was of the first Gulf War … I
think looking after the Kurds was probably after the second Gulf War.

Hmmm.

Since then, well they’ve mucked about in south east Europe, never quite sure who was
on whose side during that conflict, but anyway. I hope the Harriers are on the side of
the good guys. I think they lost one aeroplane, the pilot fortunately managed to
escape.

Hmmm.

[19.09]

Could we pick on maybe just one of these examples and the one that occurred to me
was actually the Falklands which in a lot of the history books is obviously seen as one
of those defining moments in the Harrier’s history as, you know, the moment when
people started taking it seriously as it were. I was – was that your perspective from
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the point of view of one of the people involved in designing it or did you have a
different opinion?

Yes, we were all very pleased with the way it went and enormously impressed with
the way that everybody pulled their socks up and – and supported the effort. Our
people were working seven days a week, not everybody obviously but all those who
were contributing modifications and they were calling for modifications and fixes for
this and that. And we were told that nobody needed to record their time any more and
all the bullshit and time consuming exercises of the ministry was taken away,
individual – individuals in the ministry were allowed to ring up our people directly
and get something going and, you know, the paperwork could follow up years
afterwards if it had to. So things were done very very quickly and of course you saw
the risks that the people at the sharp end were taking, they were parachuting chaps
into the water with equipment and then depending on – they’d be picked up out of a
very cold sea … in time for them to survive and things like that. Though … it
couldn’t have gone much better apart from the sinking of the Atlantic Conveyor of
course which was – wiped out most of the helicopters, but fortunately the Harriers had
all got off. And the RAF got involved, the only sour note really was that the navy
were determined to make it an all navy war in effect and they didn’t want the bloody
RAF Harriers onboard and the RAF equally determined that they were going to be in
the act and so they did get in the act but they were then – life was made as difficult for
them as possible I think by the navy, not putting too fine a point on it. I’m not saying
that any risks were taken with lives but … there is one book which I won’t
recommend to you which is – was issued many years afterwards by one of the RAF
pilots and he is bitter, absolutely bitter about the way they were treated. But there you
go.

[Laughs].

[21.48]

What tore [ph] out the point that – you know, it’s sometimes seen that the Falklands
War was the making of the Harrier, that that was the point at which it was taken
seriously, was that a view you shared?
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Well not to that extent no, because we did know that the opinion had been gradually
evolving during the ‘70s. The fact that it did so well from the point of view of
serviceability I think was an eye opener to me and I think to most other people. Again
the navy were doing wonders in looking after these aircraft onboard ship, I’m not
suggesting that any bitterness extended down to the levels of the chaps, they were
working, didn’t matter it was an RAF aeroplane or a navy one, they were all doing
their best and helping each other, and they got engine changes done in a rolling ship in
difficult conditions faster than anyone might have thought possible. So I think on the
serviceability of the aeroplane it was something of an eye opener.

Did you have to play any role in this yourself?

Well, apart from the fact that just to show keen I went in at the weekends as well, so if
anything did need to come up to my level that there was someone there. But in fact
everything was going along at the level of the chaps who were doing the actual work.

Hmmm.

[23.25]

We’ve been talking about the Harrier for a little while now but I’m aware that we’ve
– we’ve overlapped one of the other projects you were involved with which was the
Hawk, when does that get going from your point of view?

… Well we had a chap who was the liaison man with RAF Training Command
because the RAF were operating training Hunters and they were operating the
GNATS and … so we – we had a chap going around the various stations keeping an
eye on how you were doing and whether there were any problems, that sort of thing.
And he started to come back with reports that the stories that were reaching the
squadrons on the future policy of training was that the Hunters were going to be
replaced, the training Hunters were going to be replaced with a training version of the
Jaguar and that the later marks of the Provost were going to go on more or less
forevermore. And they were … getting a bit fed up I think with the – certainly with
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the earlier marks of the Jet Provost. During wintertime they’d – they had a fairly slow
climb rate and they tended to ice up on the climb before you got to the height at which
you were going to do your training work and so that cut down the amount of training
they could get through during the winter months in particular, things of that sort. The
last version of the Jet Provost I think had an uprated engine which probably helped to
look after that. But anyway, they – they were getting – the Jet Provost had been there
for a long time so they were beginning to get a bit bored with it I suppose and they
suddenly – when they got to hear what the Jaguar was likely to be like they thought
the step from the later marks – marks of Jet Provost to Jaguar was going to be far too
big a gap to cross, and so he – this chap came back and reported that he was getting
this message and we got rather tired of him coming back and saying this so we said,
‘Well find out what they bloody well want, don’t tell us that they’re fed up with what
they think they’re going to get,’ and so he said, ‘Ah well, yes.’ So we – we got one of
the chaps in the project office to do a – on the fairly scanty information we had of
what they thought they would like, we got him to do a study on the sort of aeroplane
that might be provided and we gave it to this guy and said, ‘Well next time you’re
going round talking to them turn the pages of this with them and see what their
reaction is,’ and this was done and I think the sort of figures we’d suggested I think
they thought they would certainly prefer to the Jaguar. Now that was starting from
the bottom upwards, I’m sure the air staff at the top weren’t completely unaware of
this but it took longer for the same sort of message to come downwards. So they
finally issued a requirement in late 1971 – oh we had started doing some work
incidentally, certainly by 1970, no, we’d been doing work before that in fact … not all
that seriously but just a – as a possibility that if the Harrier didn’t go any further then
this might be something we could do. So they issued a requirement at the end of 1971
and … we put in three submissions I think, we had always favoured – I had always
favoured the Adour as a possible power plant, the British trainers up to then had
generally had Viper engines but so had all the trainers all around the world and it
didn’t seem to me we wanted yet another Viper engine trainer. So we put in a
proposal based on the Adour and the Adour was more expensive than the Viper, fifty
percent more expensive, it was a bypass engine and eventually I think our own
directors got cold feet and said, you know, ‘Why are you proposing this more
expensive engine?’ so we then put in a proposal based on the Viper, which we knew
was going to be an inferior aeroplane, although it was lighter and a bit cheaper it was
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much thirstier. So by the time you’d carried the fuel to make up for it the – the
aeroplane was no lighter and we also made some other changes, I’m not sure if it was
at the ministry’s request, but this went on until the middle of 1972 and then there was
a bit of a lull and then in the autumn of 1972 we got a letter saying, ‘You’ve been
chosen,’ well we were in competition of course with the chaps up at Warton who,
because they had – they didn’t actually do the Jet Provost, they inherited it from
Percival’s but it had been in production up there and still was in production up there
for export. So they thought they ought to have the next trainer. But in fact since they
had also got the Jaguar and the prospect of the Tornado, though it wasn’t a certainty at
that stage, I think our proposals were just – had to be pretty poor really for us not to
have – [coughing] not to have won. So we … we were told we had won at the end –
at the autumn of 1971 and the contract was signed in April 1972 I think. And it was a
fixed price contract for the design, development and delivery of 175 aircraft to the
RAF … to meet their requirement and the first ones were due to be delivered in
November 1976. In fact we should have delivered six aircraft on the 1st of November
1976, in fact we managed to deliver only two aircraft on the 6th of November 1976 but
I think we were forgiven for a good try.

[Laughs] Hmmm.

And really didn’t give us too much trouble in flight testing, lots more modifications,
dressing up of the wing to get a little more lift out of it, that sort of thing.

Hmmm.

[30.56]

We talked quite a lot about the Harrier design process in which you started with the
engine pretty much and built a plane around it.

Well here we had a given engine, it was an existing engine so if we treated it decently
then it shouldn’t give us trouble and by and large it didn’t. It developed one strange
feature which it hadn’t had in the Jaguar and that is that the whole of the low pressure
compressor managed to vibrate fore and aft only for a few thou but, you know, the
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pilot could feel it and Wyatt reacted... Well we were putting it behind a bifurcated
intake and it had been behind straight run in intakes on Jaguar, so maybe that had
something subtle to do with it. Anyway, they managed to fix that all right.

Could –

Oh we had trouble with the nose wheel to begin with. The guys who were doing the
nose wheel were very concerned about … what do you call it?

Snaking?

Can’t remember the word, when the wheel does that [demonstrates].

Snaking?

No. It’ll come back to me later [Shimmy]. So they – a lot of friction was deliberately
built in to try and stop this happening, ‘cause its rotation to the wheel about the axis of
the – the –

Like on a shopping trolley wheel when it’s not quite fitted.

That’s right, yeah. Hmmm. Anyway, it was so – so stiff that the pilots complained
bitterly that it was difficult just using a differential braking on the main wheels to get
the thing to point the way – direction you wanted, so we progressively reduced the
friction to nothing and then actually had to – to introduce low friction bearings
[laughs] on surfaces, so … but that wasn’t the serious prob – didn’t stop us flying or
anything like that.

[32.56]

We’ve talked quite a bit about how – about, you know, what you did towards the
P1127 project and your role on that, now you’re sort of a few levels further up the
hierarchy as it were within Hawker’s, what’s your role on this in comparison do you
think?
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Oh we had Gordon Hudson, we had two Gordons, Gordon Hudson and Gordon
Hodson. Gordon Hudson was the – called the chief designer originally and later on
we made it project engineer 1182, and he was a very good man. Because I’d been in
charge of the project office for quite a long time during the ‘60s we’d got a new man
in charge of the project office who was – well he was good in some respects but
practically getting a project together I don’t think was really his forte. So I still
overlooked what was going into the proj – on in the project office to some extent.
And … we held regular meetings on the thing and the main features of the aeroplane
were ones that I was either satisfied with or positively wanted … [makes thinking
noise] we had a good bunch of people really throughout the thing. I think my pressure
was mainly to keep it simple as far as possible. Originally we were going to have just
one fuel tank in the fuselage but eventually we concluded we were paying a penalty in
weight for doing so, ‘cause if you have the fuel distributed out along the wings then it
relieves the bending on the wings. If the – the fuel is pressing down, if the wing is
lifting up then you can see that the weight of the fuel is reducing the bending moment
on the wings, right, whereas if all that weight was in the fuselage then the wing would
have to do the lifting and have no relief. So eventually I said, okay, we’re going to fill
the wing up with fuel which we did, had machine skins and so on and we tried not to
use titanium in the airframe except where it was necessary for heat reasons to try and
keep things cheap. And as I say, there’s pressure from me all the time to keep things
as simple as possible.

How do you exert that sort of pressure to keep things simple?

Well ultimately you can just say this is to be done, but in general of course the team
gets the flavour of the job they’re on and it ain’t too much difficult – too difficult.

Do chief engineers have that sort of power or …?

Shimmy, I’ve just remembered what you call it when the wheel oscillates, shimmy.
Sorry.
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Do chief engineers have that sort of power to be able to say to say, ‘I want the wing –
wings to have fuel tanks in them,’ or is there a sort of committee process or something
else?

Oh yes. Yes certainly. I mean if you – if you ask for something stupid I mean I’m
sure you’d be resisted, but you don’t do that do you?

[Laughs].

[36.46]

What about the decision about to – going for the Adour engine instead of the Viper,
was that another one that you were pushing through personally or was it a team
decision?

Yes, I wrote papers explaining why we had chosen the Adour and the weights of the
aeroplanes as I said came out very similar – very similar regardless of which engine
you used, but you had much lower performance with the – the Viper. It was in fact a
– not the then standard Viper, it was a Viper with an extra stage on the – on the
compressor.

Hmmm.

But the big competitors for export were the Italians, the Macchi company which had
had very much a very good run with the Macchi 326 and the 339 which was a further
development of it and we – we knocked them off their pedestal after a few years.
They’re – they’re trying to get back now, they’ve got a new aeroplane which in fact
was originally a Russian design but it’s been Italianised and fitted with American
engines and the Hawk has lost one – one competition with it so far, which is the first
time the Hawk has lost a competition for a very long time. Oh the other big
competitor was the Anglo-German Jaguar – Alpha-Jet which was to a pretty similar
requirement and they competed with us in selling to the – the trainer to the US Navy
and they beat us in competition in Algeria and in Egypt, I think they were the only
two that I can remember and there were – there were political reasons, you know,
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going on in the background, there always are. I think we couldn’t realistically expect
it to win in Algeria ‘cause that had been an ex-French colony. Egypt, I’m not clear
what the machinations were that were going on there but – the Finns of course were
the first export customer, they bought fifty aeroplanes, very very early on really and
so … trying to remember when we delivered the first aeroplanes to them … hmmm,
don’t remember off hand.

Right, when you were actually designing the Hawk in the first place at Hawker’s,
were overseas commercial sales something that was important in the design process?

Yeah, yeah. Yeah. I mean meeting the requirement wasn’t all that difficult, it was a
fairly straightforward aeroplane, there were no great unknowns in what we were
doing. Yes, export was important. But because it was a fixed price contract, you
know, the thing had to be driven through fairly hard. We did make a marginal profit
on the original fixed price, I think I’ve explained to you before we did very much
better out of the reliability and maintainability trials which followed on some years
later.

[40.23]

We talked a lot about how aircraft had been designed at the start of your career,
drawing offices, stress men, etc, I was wondering had the process changed by this
point in the 1970s at all?

Well a few more specialisations had emerged, I think that was the main difference. In
the First World War you could be a jack of all trades, you know, and gradually the
various specialities arose, structures, then aerodynamics, then avionics, electronics …
structural vibrations, flight, aeroelastics, all these things appeared originally and some
– some chap would be told, ‘Hey, you’re going to – you’re going to know about this
subject,’ so he would go away and talk to the RAE or anyone else who might know
something about it and gradually there would emerge a speciality. So there were
more – more departments. I certainly always found it an enormous comfort that there
would always be somewhere out there – someone out there in the office who knew
more about it than I did and … or whatever it was.
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Hmmm. Had computers started changing the way that aircraft were designed by the
time the Hawk was –

Yeah … we started off with a – a centralised computer, I guess as everyone did, we
had a – a Ferranti Pegasus computer, by coincidence the name, from 1956 at a guess
… and only our mathematicians were allowed to use it and eventually the commercial
people realised that people were doing things on computers at – would save an – an
awful lot of clerks with ledger books and so on and so they started to want to get on to
the computer and it resulted eventually that the mainframe computer was moved out
of the design department, somewhere out to the back of the building and we all had to
share it. And by the time we got to the Hawk this was proving a real break on
progress and we were able to use the fixed price and fixed term contract and so on of
the Hawk as a lever to get … separate little booths which communicated with the
mainframe computer, I forget what they were called.

Terminals?

Hmmm … anyway, instead of people having to walk from one side of the building
with a bundle of papers to get the computer to work on the problem you could do it
directly. And we then got these little handheld computers just for doing the arithmetic
and getting rid of the slide rule and that was a great help, they were – early ones of
course you had to charge up every night, use them again the next day. But that was a
big step forward. And then eventually we started getting separate … computers
which didn’t talk to the mainframe, or didn’t need to talk to the mainframe. And the
computers spread to the flight-test department as well so that there were then people
plotting out graphs and endless readings.

What sort of differences does having that extra computing power to hand actually
mean?

Meant you could do more – work more quickly I guess is the answer. It’d be a
different answer for every problem.
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What about jobs that you could do now you had computers you hadn’t been able to
before or …?

Yeah, there probably were. I mean there were jobs which you wouldn’t attempt to
undertake before ‘cause it would take too long.

Are there any examples you can think of?

… I can’t think of one immediately except that I was recently looking at a book on the
– on the Lightning and the Lightning had very much more pronounced sweep back
than anyone had flown with before then and of course the structure then when it meets
the fuselage, that load path from the rear of the structural box is very much stiffer than
the load path connecting with the front of the structural box. You can imagine – my
fingers aren’t the right shape for the job, they’re shaped round the other way aren’t
they, but the little fingers there are very much stiffer than a path connecting the two
index fingers, is going to be –

If you put your hands together like that, so fingertip to fingertip.

Right, you – you get the message. Well analysing that by hand they said was taking
four or five chaps working for a year, and you did this by a method called the
relaxation method, now when you got the computer onto that of course it was down to
days instead – instead of a year. So it – it made things which would have been done
by guess and by gum … were able to be done rigorously.

Were you doing computer aided design work by this point or were drawings still done
by hand?

No, the drawings were largely still done by hand on the Hawk. The Hawk was the
first aeroplane in which the shape of the aircraft was on the computer, so there was no
– the old method of draughtsman drawing curves down the aeroplane with a – strips
of very good quality wood and a series of lead weights to hold them in position, that’s
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how things were drafted from shipbuilding days, I mean going back for very early
ships. That was replaced by having the shape of the aeroplane on the computer.

How do you do that with the draughtsman and the – and the wood strips?

Well if you want to put a curve which will fair in that edge with that edge you’ve got
to have that point and you’ve got to have this point and you put your strip of wood
here, held in position with a series of weights and make a pencil mark from here to
there. It’s been going on since time immemorial and making – making ships.

Hmmm. Were there any problems during Hawk design?

… In the Hawk design?

In the process of designing it would perhaps be a better way of phrasing the question.

… No I don’t think there were any … don’t think there were any unexpected
problems really. We had to – we did one or two things that we found we didn’t need
to have done, for example we had a change in gearing to the ailerons with the
undercarriage up or down and we eventually found we could get rid of that, and
variable gearing to the tailplane but that was expected. No, along with keeping it a
simple aeroplane you keep the problems simple as well. I mean you have all the
problems of making sure that the fuel doesn’t get out of the integral tanks and that sort
of thing, but that’s not unexpected.

[49.19]

I was going to ask as well, your post in 1968 was executive director and chief
engineer, yeah?

No, it was executive director and chief engineer, the term technical director wasn’t
used until we were nationalised.
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What does an executive director actually do, what’s that part of the job, compared to
the chief engineering part of the job as it were?

It’s a different name, that’s the practical difference. Executive director of course
means you’re not a full blown director in terms of the companies act, you know, and
the responsibilities that directors have. So you’re getting the work done but you’re
not held responsible, thrown into jail if things go too badly wrong. No, but there’s a
series of names as I think we’ve said before which different people used different
names at different times.

Hmmm. So did you actually have to sit on the board by that point or …?

We – from the time we were nationalised we had a – until we were nationalised we
were just our own little company, we got by perfectly well by the senior people all
being in the executive mess and talking to each other at lunchtime and phoning up as
necessary, you know, and we didn’t waste much time having formal meetings. But
once you were nationalised and became a division instead of just a single site then we
started to waste time having divisional board meetings and they were held alternately
at each of the sites around the country so you wasted travelling time as well. And also
because we’d been nationalised by a Labour government we had to be nice to the
trade unions so we wasted time having meetings with the trade unions as well [both
laugh].

[51.21]

I’ve been meaning to ask about nationalisation actually which I guess is happening –
it’s at the background of things from the ‘70s onwards. Was it ’77 when Hawker
were nationalised?

There were two dates, one was the official vesting date … hmmm and the other was
when it was announced in the House of Commons I think, something like that. One I
think was late ’76 and the other was ’77 and I don’t really know what the significance
of them – of the two of them were, but it was about that time anyway.
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Why was the company nationalised?

Why was it nationalised, because we had a Labour government intent on nationalising
all the main sources of wealth creation, general idea. So we had British Rail and
British Transport and British everything else, so we had British Aerospace.

And how did you actually learn about the company being nationalised?

Well it was on the BBC News every night, they – I think we’ve mentioned this before,
it – it got through on a – on a foul in effect through parliament, yes we have ‘cause I
said what I thought of Wedgwood Benn.

I think you’ve mentioned Wedgwood Benn at other points [laughs].

Okay. Well it got through on a cheat. They – it has to go through three readings in
parliament, on the first reading it was allowed to go through and in effect you don’t
normally turn things down on the first reading, I think that’s generally true. I suppose
it could have been thrown out if feelings had been very strong but anyway it went
through on the first reading. On the second reading it got through by one vote and on
the third reading, therefore which was the vital one, both sides brought in people who
were ill, they were brought in on stretchers and so forth and … was that the occasion
when … what was his name, he was called Goldilocks loosely, he became deputy
Prime Minister to Major.

Heseltine?

Heseltine, that’s right. Heseltine waved the mace didn’t he on one occasion and
caused great upset, and he’s alleged to have threatened the opposition with the mace.
But that diverted attention away from the fact the final vote, and I’m not sure what the
fiddle was but it was admitted later on that they had not won the vote but it
nevertheless had been passed through and so that was that, we were nationalised.

Had you been expecting it beforehand?
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Hmmm?

Had you been expecting it beforehand?

Well obviously with that history it was a close run thing.

And when was the idea first – when did the idea first appear on your horizon, of the
company being nationalised?

Well I suppose when the Labour party got in they displaced Edward Heath didn’t
they, and what would that have been, ’73 or ’74, something like that.

Hmmm. Was it something you took seriously at first?

… We were too busy doing the Hawk I think not to worry about things like that.

[Laughs] Hmmm. How do you think the company changed from your point of view
after nationalisation?

Well for the worse, I mean the thought of … well if you imagine it in football terms,
if you asked … Liverpool and Manchester United and Manchester City that instead of
being separate teams they had got to get together and form a division and they would
now – they were now playing for a division and not for their team, do you think they
would welcome it? No, right.

Hmmm. In what ways did the company change?

Well I referred to more time spent in meetings … not too much on the design side or
changes were slow at any rate, don’t remember any immediate change on the design
side.

Did you have much to do with the other sites apart from these meetings?
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… Well we were able to call in extra effort from time to time … even before we were
nationalised of course Folland’s and de Havilland’s and Blackburn’s all became part
of the Hawker Siddeley Group so we were able to call on effort from time to time, as
a result we used the wind tunnel – some of the wind tunnels at Hatfield for example.
We didn’t have our own wind tunnel so mostly we used the wind tunnels at
Manchester, at Woodford rather. We also used the RAE wind tunnels and the ARA
wind tunnels at Bedford. Hmmm … Hamble’s were useful in that they had – they had
got something of a specialisation making cockpit canopies so they very – very soon
became the suppliers of cockpit canopies to us, windscreen and canopy. They had all
the know-how in making them so they were useful as advisors on that subject.

Hmmm hmm.

And when one outfit got overloaded it could look for effort from one of the other
companies, take them over the bump.

Hmmm. So the two companies that were actually well merged at nationalisation were
– is the British Aircraft Corporation at this time, BAC?

BAC. BAC included – because Bristol’s … English Electric, Percival’s – no,
Percival’s were Hunting Engineering by then … what happened to Saunders-Roe, oh
they went in with Westland’s didn’t they, that’s right, so they weren’t part of Hawker
Siddeley … or part of BAC. So when we were nationalised they had a great argument
about what the name of the company was going to be and so they changed the C into
E and then everybody was happy.

Was there rivalry between the various BAC and old Hawker Siddeley sites at all?

Yeah, friendly rivalry I think … well I suppose there was a fairly considerable rivalry
between – between de Havilland and Vickers because they both wanted to do an
Airbus in effect and eventually de Havilland won that. There was competition of
course to do Concorde but Bristol won that. Hawker – Hawker Siddeley had set up a
– a central advanced project group at Kingston, they weren’t part of the Kingston
organisation but they competed in the early proposals for Concorde …
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Hmmm. Do you remember what attitudes were around you when the company was
nationalised by the people you were working with?

… Well there wasn’t very much trade unionism within the design department but I
suppose those people who were trade union minded thought it was a good idea, I
don’t think anybody else did.

Do you remember any particular strong opinions from this time from colleagues, one
way or the other?

Well I don’t remember any topping themselves, I don’t remember anybody resigning
or emigrating. I think … it’s just one of those damn things, you know, have to live
with it.

Hmmm. Does nationalisation have much impact on the actual aircraft development
process then?

… [makes thinking noise] Not that I can think of. I mean the Hawk was already being
delivered to the RAF so it was – the first deliveries to the RAF and the first export
order in fact were both done as – it was still a Hawker Siddeley Kingston aeroplane.
And it was shortly before the to-ing and fro-ing over whether the further development
of the Harrier would be – oh and the Sea Harrier of course had gone through, or was
going through, so that was all decided. Whether nationalisation had any impact one
way or the other on whether – whether we went in with the Americans on the further
development of the Harrier I’m not sure, I don’t recollect that it did …

Hmmm.

[01.03.08]

Something else I meant to ask as well was your role as well technical director at this
point as we’ve said before it was interchangeable within other titles. Do you have
any duties outside Hawker’s, or by this point BAE?
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Sorry, could you try that one again?

As technical director or as executive and chief engineer, depending on the period, I
was wondering if you had any other duties outside Hawker’s in the aviation world?

Any what’s outside?

Any other duties outside, committees and other organisations?

Any other what’s, I can’t get the word?

Duties?

Duties, oh.

Sorry [laughs].

No, it’s all right. Well I avoided sitting on committees which was a great threat that
always hung over you. The technical director of Hawker Siddeley was John Stamper
at the time that I was made chief engineer and he remained so until we were
nationalised. In fact I think he may have been technical director for a while after we
were nationalised. But then he went off in effect with Lord … the first boss of the
nationalised industry, Lord, hmmm … an easily forgettable Labour Lord, had actually
been in the RAF at the tail end of the war flying transport aircraft, but that’s all he
knew about aeroplanes really.

[Laughs].

… You were saying duties outside … BAE? Yeah, I mentioned committees, I – I
avoided committees wherever possible, no I don’t think I had very much in the way of
duties outside BAE.
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I was thinking about things like industry bodies, that sort of thing, or aeronautical
society things, that’s –

Yeah, come to think of it I was – Stamper put me onto the SBAC Research
Committee at one stage and that was – that was a bit before we were nationalised in
fact. And I thought that was a singly useless committee because nobody was going to
tell everybody else what their latest research exercises were so you were sort of trying
to be useful without actually telling anyone else anything [both laugh].

What was the purpose of the committee?

Pardon?

What was the purpose of the committee?

I don’t know ‘cause the SBAC was there and thought it ought to have committees I
suppose.

SBAC?

Oh Society of British Aircraft Constructors.

Hmmm. So who else – who else was actually on the committee then, was it …?

Don’t remember.

[Laughs].

Hmmm … there was Ray Creasy from Warton, hmmm, that’s about the only one I can
think of now. Anyway I stuck it for about a year and then managed to find an excuse
for dropping it.

Hmmm.
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Oh and I’d been on a – a Royal Aeronautical Society committee at one stage, I think
also due to John Stamper who – he was on endless committees himself I might say.
This was the helicopter committee of the Royal Aero Soc at the time when they
thought that jet VTO might be a threat to helicopter – I think I mentioned this before,
no? So they had me onto their committee to tell them about … jet VTO I suppose.
And I stuck that committee for a couple of years I think and then I just stopped going
to it, absolute waste of time [both laugh].

Why did you dislike committees so much Ralph?

Most people do, do you know anyone who likes committees? No, nor do I.

[Laughs] In the –

The only chap actually who does like a committee is occasionally the chairman and
he’s simply sitting there and doing all the talking and having a lovely time puffing
himself.

What would you rather be doing than being sat in those committees?

Sitting with a pencil and talking to the chaps at work.

[01.07.56]

What about your work did you enjoy?

… Well nearly all of it. Occasionally bits of it got a bit repetitious but you – you have
to take the rough with the smooth. I mean, I and many other people would have
worked for free if we’d have been able to sustain life and limb, you know, that way.

Are there any particular parts of the job you enjoyed? I think we’ve talked about the
repetitious aspects before when we were discussing the stress office a while ago
[laughs].
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Hmmm … no, if you want to get to an answer in – in the days before the computer, if
you want to get to an answer badly enough then you’re going to put up with doing the
calculations along the way and it may take up pages and pages of handwriting and –
and the chances of making errors of course are large so you have to do an awful lot of
internal self-checking. But the general process of being in a design organisation, I
mean a lot of reasonably like minded people, all doing their best to achieve an end and
it’s a very exhilarating environment.

[01.09.25]

Did you prefer the little details of the job or the overall bigger picture do you think?

Can’t have one without the other [both laugh] …

Just trying to get an idea really ‘cause you’ve talked about being frustrated at the
small parts of the job but in terms of talking about the larger overall end project,
always got the impression you were happier talking about the overall project than the
little bits involved. I was wondering if, you know, that was the part of the job that
appealed to you more than the smaller bits?

… Well I don’t think you’ll – you’re aiming to see an aeroplane fly eventually and
you have to dimension where all the rivets are in order to achieve that end …

[01.10.35]

At the end of the – the ‘70s what were the future projects on the horizon for the
organisation?

Well the 1216 was one of a series, they were known as the 1200 series aircraft, but
they were mostly looking towards the same sort of end of a supersonic very capable
fighter type aeroplane. After the decision that … the next aeroplane had got to be
collaborative all that collapsed, and the project office after I’d left did make attempts
to do various other new lines, there was a suggestion for example that you could make
a … probably a gas turbine powered, very light wing loading aeroplane that would be
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good at shooting down helicopters. In fact I think having looked at that for a while it
was apparent that the helicopter always had the advantage because if need be it could
find a – a neat valley to drop into and hover below the tree line and wait till the threat
had – had got bored or stopped looking for them. There were all sorts of further
developments of the Harrier that were looked at and none of them at that time showed
any sign of getting there really. And … finally I think Admiral Lygo who was then
the chief executive of BAE closed down the future projects office at Kingston, that
was after I’d left … and they gradually separated out the work on the Harrier and
Hawk and progressively moved the Hawk work up to Brough. And the Harrier design
work then went down to Farnborough, where it still is today and will continue ‘cause
they still have responsibilities for the American, Spanish, Italians and Indian Harriers.

[01.13.19]

You mentioned the P1216 a few times in passing, and to me at other occasions, I was
just wondering if you would mind talking a little bit more about it, what was the idea
behind the project?

Well the RAF had come up with AST 403 wasn’t it, with a requirement for a next
generation fighter. They described it themselves as being in … it was written
deliberately to allow in a range of possible solutions, but with a bias towards
V/STOL, I think it would be fair to say. Now what date did that come out? 1979
perhaps. But we had been looking at supersonic further developments of the
aeroplane, or an aeroplane, ever since the 1154 was cancelled of course. So that had
continued throughout the ‘70s, never with any high hope that something was about to
happen but you wanted to keep your iron in the fire. And when 403 came things
seemed to be swimming quite strongly in our direction … to the great annoyance of
Warton who suddenly discovered that they were really the world’s experts in the
V/STOL jet – V/STOL [laughs].

Sorry?

And they – they were throwing money away in all directions and building full scale
mock-ups of various proposals that they thought were promising. And we built the
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full scale mock-up of the 1216, as I’ve said. And were given valuable technical
advice by Margaret Thatcher on how it could be improved [both laugh].

Technical advice from Margaret Thatcher sorry?

No, she had picked up somewhere along the way that swept wings and tip mounted
missiles might be bad news, which we all already very well knew, but all credit to her,
she was given some briefing at some stage somewhere and it had stuck in her
memory, so she fished this out when looking at the mock-up. So we all agreed with
her. [both laugh]

Hmmm. What were the key features of the aeroplane?

Well the most obvious feature I suppose it was a twin boom rear fuselage, with the
front of the boom made up of what we came to call an armament module which was
removable and so you could dress the aeroplane up with the various suits of armament
to suit the job to be done at the time, I mean it could be air to air or air to ground or
high altitude or low level, and that gave it a lot of flexibility in its armament. And it
gave us very good engine removal which was a bad feature of the Harrier and it
transformed that into a very easy prospect. And it kept the back end of the aeroplane
out of the very heavy buffeting and very high temperatures and the very high energy
of a plenum chamber burning engine, which raised the front nozzle temperatures
which are normally described as cold on the Harrier although they aren’t cold in fact,
boiling water sort of temperature. It would reduce [increase] the exhaust of the front
nozzles to incandescent temperature and you have to protect the rest of the airframe
from those flows. So if you’re going to make a single engined aeroplane out of it that
fell out of the fairly logical layout. But it did confer other advantages as well but
they’re more obtuse … we were of course very busy at the time collaborating on the
American Harrier development and unfortunately this meant that our progress was
slower in some areas than we would have liked, but anyway it was all cut off at the
knees by the ruling that the aircraft was to be a European collaborative one and the
Europeans couldn’t be persuaded that they wanted a – a vectored thrust V/STOL
aeroplane.
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Who had the job of convincing them?

The job of convincing them would have been with the air staff, they were trying to
come to an agreed requirement and it couldn’t be done, couldn’t be done on the basis
of – of a V/STOL aeroplane anyway. So that led to the Eurofighter which it was
alleged could be brought into service faster than a vectored thrust aeroplane could,
and it certainly couldn’t have been any slower I can assure you that [laughs].

Hmmm. The twin boomed design, it’s really interesting because it’s – you know, it’s
not something you see that much in later jet aircraft, it’s one of those features that
I’ve tended to notice more in 1950s designs, was there any resistance to adopting
something that hadn’t been seen for a while?

Yeah, well there will always be people looking for snags, very properly, I mean you
don’t want to walk into something that’s going to be a snake pit. I think the air staff
thought it was very promising, the good features were fairly obvious. As I said the
one thing that we would have liked to have been further ahead with was the hot gas
recirculation question and we were held up there really partly by the pressure of work
on a project. Hmmm …

What was the problem with hot gas recirculation?

Well very much more energy coming out of the engine, like I think – from memory it
was about five times that of a – the Pegasus and the Harrier, and if too much of it gets
back into the intake then it knocks the thrust down and you don’t want to go burning
all that fuel and then using some of it to self-defeat.

How do you think the aircraft would have performed if it had been produced?

Very nicely, I mean all the figures looked good.

I was just thinking your reservations about the P1154 design, and I suppose in some
senses this is, you know, a similar concept thirty years on, you know, supersonic
V/STOL aircraft with –
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Well if the 1154 had been left alone to do the job for which it was designed which
was the NATO requirement, we would have had trouble there with the hot gas
recirculation as well. Both of them of course wouldn’t be as flexible in their
operation as the Harrier, you can operate the Harrier at a pinch off grass quite
reasonably, if it’s reasonable quality soil, not if it’s sandy soil … you certainly
wouldn’t be able to do that with a plenum chamber burning solution ‘cause they dig
holes in the ground. But of course that’s not a problem on a ship’s deck. And the
RAF learnt how to use patches of concrete or patches of plastic even as something to
avoid tearing up the surface. So we recognised the problem in the 1960s but hadn’t
really done anything more about it until we came to the end of the ‘70s.

Hmmm.

[01.22.47]

By this time we’re – was stealth a serious consideration on the P1216 or was that still
something in the future?

Sorry I –?

Was low observability and stealth a key consideration on the P1216 or was that
something that was still in the future?

It was still in the future on this side of the Atlantic, though it was moving into the
present on the other side of the Atlantic. So we were taking the first steps but only –
only the same sort of steps that had been taken on the Eurofighter really which was –
we’d like to pretend that it’s a reasonably unobservable but in fact it’s not. They’ve
done what they can to improve it and they’ve built a – a … can’t think what you call
it, a – a – equivalent of a non-return – non-sound returning thing, a nonechoic
chamber in effect so that you could illuminate this thing from all directions and
analyse the returns. So they were sort of reasonably up with the technology by the
time the JSF came along, enough to convince the Americans that we could be
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regarded as a possible partner anyway. But there were things the Americans are still
not telling us to this day, understandably really.

Was that ever a feature of dealings with the Americans over the Harrier?

Sorry?

Was that ever a feature of the dealings with the Americans over the Harrier in terms
of information not coming both ways or –?

No, the Harrier’s a fully observable aeroplane I’m afraid. Both infrared and radar
wise.

What about information transfer from American to British teams, was there – were
there embargos there?

Not on the American version of the Harrier, no, I don’t think so. They occasionally
worked on things which they thought were original ideas but we had already had and
so no we didn’t have any problems there.

[01.25.09]

What else does your – what does your job actually consist of in the early 1980s?

What did what?

What does your job actually consist of in the early 1980s? What do you do on a day
to day basis as it were?

… In the 1980s as distinct from the ‘70s?

At the start of the 1980s, yeah, and did it change that much at all or …?
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… Well until we – the political decision was made to go European collaborative no it
didn’t. After that obviously we – the future was … more unlikely. Although things
were moving of course because it wasn’t until the 1980s that we – can’t put a date to
it now but certainly 1980s that we won the competition with the Alpha-Jet over the
US Navy purchase of trainers, so we were pretty busy on Hawk, both for export
elsewhere and for this really big possibility.

[01.26.11]

I’ve been meaning to ask you again about the US Navy competition actually, I was
wondering what your memories were of that competition? I know there was a photo
in your photo album that you showed me on your first – my first visit here of your trip
to the US for that.

Yeah …

Just wondering what was the story behind the photos?

… The Americans came out with a requirement for a new naval trainer, I don’t
remember the date but it must have been … mid ‘70s or thereabouts. And as it
originally reached us I was astonished on looking through it that the Hawk seemed to
meet the requirement at every point. Now I have no reason to believe that it was
written around the Hawk, I don’t think it was, but apart from the fact that the US
Navy traditionally wanted twin engines the Hawk would have fitted it very nicely and
so we got into conversation with the US Navy, we’d been over there and talked to
them, and again you got the message that they wanted twin engines. I’m not quite
sure what kept our enthusiastic – enthusiasm going in spite of that. We were
obviously in competition with the – the only European twin engine trainer that could
have done the job was the Alpha-Jet, so that seemed to have the lead in there. I’ve
always wondered if somewhere along the way we weren’t part trade-in for the nuclear
deterrent or something like that. Anyway we – we couldn’t not try and so we went
over to the States and … having got the navy at least interested in our wretched single
engine aeroplane we went over to see which American company we could work with,
collaborate with. And we did a presentation in the British Embassy to all the
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American companies that had expressed any interest, including MacDonald Douglas,
including Northrop’s and everybody else and the – the presentations went quite well
and we came back on that occasion the three of us via Concorde, which is the only
time I’ve ever flown in Concorde, which certainly takes some of the pain out of
flying.

Who were the three of you?

Hmmm?

Who were the three of you?

Colin Chandler and John Fozzard, John Fozzard was then in charge of marketing.
And … I can’t remember which and how many of the American companies did show
interest in working with us but anyway one of them was MacDonald Douglas and
since we were working with them anyway over the Harrier – incidentally they had
submitted their own design … not a particularly attractive one I thought but maybe
I’m biased and … really the competition I think ended up, since they – if the choice
was either a – an existing European aeroplane or an American aeroplane starting from
scratch then the Europeans had something of a lead in and so we were in competition
with the Alpha-Jet, and in spite of not having two engines we came out on top. So I
don’t know what the to-ing and fro-ings were in America, MacDonald Douglas
eventually supported us rather than their own design and our pilots went over and
demonstrated the aeroplane in the States and it took quite a long time, the Americans
move sometimes with slow deliberation and it probably wasn’t until 1984 or
something like that that we knew we had won.

Was it a hard sell convincing the US Navy to go for a single engined aircraft rather
than a twin?

Well it must have been, I didn’t have much to do with it at that stage, I mean we had
the aeroplane, it was there and it was in the brochures and the drawings and
everything else and there wasn’t any possibility of converting it into a twin engined
aeroplane. When they did get to grips with it of course they started coming up with
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all sorts of changes they wanted. They wanted to do a catapult launch from the carrier
and goodness knows the aeroplane could have taken off from the – the carriers they
had, didn’t really need a catapult at all but they – that’s what they were training for so
it had to have a catapult, so it had to have a nose undercarriage launch and the
undercarriage had to be extensively modified for that reason. And … they started
with the idea they were going to have a DE-rated engine to save money and they
eventually made so many changes to the aeroplane [laughs] that it got heavier and
heavier and far from having a DE-rated engine they [laughs] had to have a more
powerful engine and they had to shoehorn in additional fuel in tanks in the fuselage.
Oh and they wanted – the Hawk has an air brake under the rear fuselage and since
they do a tail down launch they couldn’t have an airbrake there so they wanted them
out at the sides of the fuselage, so there were a lot of changes made and I don’t know
their first fully developed aeroplane was delivered to them but it was 1990ish maybe,
something like that. I was long gone by then so I didn’t have to live through all this
drama.

What –

But they like it, it’s a – our pilots say, ‘Well it fly’s like a very heavy Hawk,’ as you
would expect.

[01.33.07]

What does an engineer like yourself do on marketing visits like that one to the States?

Well you stand up in front of the microphones and point to the board behind you and
you have in those days slides, and talk.

[Laughs] Do you give any particular viewpoint that you think other people in the
marketing team don’t give?

No, except you have an intimae knowledge of the aeroplane, which they haven’t got.
You’re going to be able to answer engineering questions that they couldn’t answer.
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Hmmm. Do you have any contact with –

And you would usually have a test pilot with you as well and he can say what it’s like
flying.

Hmmm. Is that an important perspective do you think, the test pilot’s one as well?

Yeah, after all that’s what it’s – what it’s going to have in it eventually, a man. And
he can tell you what it’s like.

Were you surprised when the American deal came off over the Hawk?

Well you never hear suddenly, it doesn’t come as a clap of thunder, I mean you get
the intimation that things are going well and so on and so on, but yes, when you get
the final confirmation in writing it’s nice to have. But it usually isn’t a complete
surprise by then.

Why not a complete surprise?

Well for the reason I’ve just said, that you get intimations of whether – you find if
people don’t want your aeroplane they’re finding difficulties all the time for you,
whereas if they do want it they’re finding ways to make it okay.

Hmmm. Are there any sort of informal contacts as well in this sort of situation?

Yeah, you get – I mean the British Embassy in each country is supposed to have its
ear to the ground isn’t it, and so they will report that thus and so seems to be
happening and air marshal something or other has just been in and talked to them and
perhaps we ought to put this on this or that aspect, you get advice back.

And that was – so sort of start of the 1980s then, the main projects were the
continuing work on the Hawk and the P11 – P1216 then in the background?
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The 1216 had to go on the backburner as soon as the Europeans said that they didn’t
want V/STOL. And exactly what date that was I don’t remember but I mean we did
that brochure more or less to wrap it up, so if that’s got a date on it it tells you.

That’s the –

Didn’t wrap it up entirely because … in the late ‘80s and the early ‘90s they were
looking towards the aeroplane that is – finally appeared as the JSF and MacDonald
Douglas were working on that, along with everyone else in the States; Boeing,
Lockheed, and our people were told to get in with the chaps at Warton and come up
with the best proposal the British could and the 1216 was considered at that stage – or
variations of the 1216, but my knowledge of that stage is getting a bit – [inaud] this is
October 1984.

That's the brochure for the –

So that was more or less wrapping it up before I retired.

Hmmm.

[01.37.26]

In the run up to your retirement over the last few years of your career –

Actually it was resignation, it wasn’t a retirement because … I concluded that things
were not developing favourably and it appeared to me ultimately that it was
conceivable that I was more of a problem than a help, was far from certain but on
balance I didn’t think I could do any more that was going to be helpful and so I gave
six months notice.

In what sense do you think that the situation wasn’t developing favourably?

Well we’d become the – we were then called the Weybridge Division which consisted
of Hamble, Vickers as was, Bristol, what used to be – what was left – the rump of
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Armstrong Whitworth, can’t remember the name of the airfield, anyway the rump of
Armstrong Whitworth and Blackburn’s, all this whole bloody lot. And the people
who were bought in were picked from all over the place and there became a strong
suspicion in my nasty mind that this was all going to lead to the closure of Kingston,
which of course it – in the long run it did. There was no getting away from the fact
that running a business in the London area was more expensive than doing so in – if
you were – if you were only sixty miles or so from London the prices come down by
five percent and if you went out to sort of Bristol, Avro’s, Blackburn’s, round the
edges, you were down a good ten percent, so on this basis de Havilland and Hawker’s
got closed, in spite of being two of the best design teams in the country. The design
team at Kingston wasn’t actually closed, it was moved down to Farnborough but it
then became a rump, just looking after the Harrier, Hawk was moved up to Brough.
And because they were separated from the airfield at Dunsfold – or okay we’d always
been separated but they were – they were just the rump of a design team with all the
action taking place at Dunsfold and manufacture being scattered all over the world
really, so it wasn’t going to be the same again to say the least. So the factory in
Kingston finally closed in 1992. The Hawk having been moved out four or five years
before that.

Why did you think you were more of a hinder to change – of – what was the phrase
you used, a problem not a help in that situation?

Well because I represented the centre of resistance to any closure of Kingston I guess,
so a good man to have out of the way … the – the then chief executive was Raymond
Lygo, Admiral Sir Raymond Lygo he had been number two I think in the naval staff,
and I think he didn’t like Kingston for a start because I think we were blamed for all
the trouble over the 1154 which god knows wasn’t our fault, we didn’t want them,
blasted common requirement between the two services. But that delayed – the navy
finally did get the Phantom which is what they’d wanted, but it delayed the – their
desire to have two new big aircraft carriers in the late 1960s and to some extent I think
they blamed the 1154 business for holding up the fact that those two carriers were
cancelled and the navy was very nearly out of fixed wing aviation as a result and only
got back with the Harrier and the through deck cruisers, so called. Now that’s
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supposition on my part but he behaved as though he was … he was very keen to see
Kingston closed.

In what sense behaved, sorry?

Pardon?

In what sense behaved?

Sorry what did I say?

You said he behaved like he wanted to see Kingston closed, I was just wondering how
that was clear to you?

[Pause]

Or what gave you that impression might be a better way of putting it?

I don’t know, how do you read another person? But that was the impression and as
soon as – well eventually he … he visited Kingston unofficially and he tried to drive
through the gates behind another lorry, there was a lorry stopped there which was
checking – you know, the police, and when the lorry moved off he moved off with it
but the policeman got his car number and looked up the number and recognised it –
him for who he was, the chief executive of the British Aerospace, and phoned for the
production director and said, ‘The Admiral’s on your premises, you might care to look
out for him,’ or something like that. Well he was – the production director wasn’t
there but his number two was and so he set out to find the Admiral and he eventually
spotted him wandering around unescorted and followed him for a bit and then
eventually caught up with him and sort of tapped him on the shoulder and said, ‘Can I
help you Sir?’ and the Admiral was clearly quite put out because he was obviously
going to bollock everyone from head to toe for having not noticed him get into the
factory and he said, ‘I’m going to close this place,’ so that put Ray Searle, who was
the bloke in question, rather on the back foot. He went down to Dunsfold, he had a
hired helicopter which he flew himself and I went down with him and he looked at
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Dunsfold, one can only say with no enthusiasm and very much with the eye of
somebody assessing whether its closure would be convenient, that sort of thing.
Anyway, that’s enough of that.

[01.45.04]

How was your resignation taken?

Hmmm?

How did people – you know, colleagues take your resignation?

Well I think they – the people who had been brought in recognised that it would make
life easier for them I think. [coughing]

How did you feel about resigning?

Hmmm?

How did you feel about resigning?

Well I went three years early, I mean it had been my ambition that I would leave the
company with a new project underway, but there wasn’t going to be any possibility of
that … we were supposed to resign at – supposed to leave at sixty-two and so I left at
my fifty-ninth birthday.

Hmmm.

[01.46.03]

Over the course of career on more or less the same site with a few visits elsewhere at
the start, how had you seen the place change over that period do you think?
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Well the overall size it couldn’t change because it was built out to the boundaries … I
suppose the introduction of computing was the biggest obvious thing, bigger machine
tools, more test facilities, still no wind tunnel sadly … so within the limitations of the
site I think we did all we could with it. And towards the end, and partly in – by
recognition that Dunsfold – Dunsfold was likely to go on longer than Kingston,
because obviously the flow of production ends up on the airfield, and the prospect that
Dunsfold was going to take back a lot of major overhaul work for the RAF which in
fact didn’t – didn’t happen, and the design department, when it knew it was going to
be moved down to Farnborough, it did all it could to move laboratory stuff from
Kingston down to Dunsfold, so at one stage there were better electronics laboratories
at Dunsfold than probably anywhere else in British Aerospace. But – so Dunsfold
didn’t close till 1998 and the Hawk’s extraordinarily were then manufactured at
Brough. And they were then – they were actually completely assembled and then
they were taken to pieces again and taken by road across to Warton and flown from
Warton. And only just the last two or three years they have extended the runway at
Brough so they can now do that at Brough, just when the Hawk’s sort of [laughs]
getting probably to the end of the line. [coughing]

Do you think you’ve seen any changes in the – the working culture around you as
well?

… Don’t really know how to answer that.

I’m trying to –

People still wore trousers and shoes and ties and things.

[Laughs].

[01.48.48]

That does actually remind me of another question actually, what did you actually
wear to work, let’s say at the start of your career in the aeronautics industry, and the
end?
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… Not much change really. Didn’t think there was much change really.

Or what did you wear to work, is it …?

Clothes.

[Laughs] Casual clothes, smart clothes, working clothes or –

No, they could be casual, I mean you – I think as you got more senior in the
organisation you were more likely to wear a suit rather than a – a sports jacket. Don’t
think there was any – anything else. I mean we went through stages and everybody
grew hair out of every place that hair could grow out of, people looked a bit different
for a while, rather wild and woolly in the mid ‘70s, that faded away again.

Hmmm, were there any expectations on how you would dress, standards you were
held to? I was thinking about something you said actually in that video lecture you
gave me, about being told off by I think Sydney Camm or something.

Oh that, yes well that was very shortly after I first joined and we had a spell of Indian
summer with very hot weather and everybody else took their jackets off and so I did
likewise, the only difference was that they didn’t wear braces and I did and after a
while Sir Sydney complained to my immediate boss that his draughtsman didn’t wear
exposed braces so I had to take them off again, or rather I had to put my jacket back
on until I could buy – go out and buy a belt. But on the – yes, on the Saturday
mornings also there was a bit of a relaxation, you were allowed to wear plus fours on
Saturday mornings, because Sir Sydney was a keen golfer and he assumed that
everyone else who played golf would want to go off and straight to their clubs in the
afternoon, but I don’t remember any other – anything else on the dress code.

From those what should like quite strict standards originally [laughs], did they
change?

No.
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Loosen up at all or was there always still that expectation you would be well dressed?

… I remember this one chap who tried cycling into work in shorts and then changing
into trousers when he got to work, but that got disapproved of though I’m not quite
sure who by.

[01.51.40]

[Laughs] Hmmm. Looking over your whole career again what do you think were the
most interesting work – what do you think was the most interesting work you were
involved in … from a personal perspective?

Well I think the most interesting period was in the first fifteen or twenty years after
the war, because that was really the period that saw the introduction of swept wing
aerodynamics and jet propulsion of course, although jet propulsion had appeared in
the last year of the war. From my point of view the design of the Hunter was good
and fascinating stuff and – and the whole period of the 1127 once it got underway.
But it was never dull.

Why those two particular projects?

Hmmm?

Why those two particular projects, the Hunter and the 1127?

Well the Hunter filled up most of the ‘60s – most of the ‘50s I mean. And the
1127/Kestrel/Harrier filled up the ‘60s and into the ‘70s.

What about them actually interested you though more than the other ones?

What other one?

Other than the other projects you were involved in.
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… Oh I was – I was briefly involved in the predecessor of the Sea Hawk but I went
more or less straight onto Hunter when I joined the company and there was …
possibly a bit of a lapse when they – in-between completion of the Hunter,
experimental design of the Hunter and the initiation of work on the 1127 when one
was fiddling around doing various jobs, really learning about sort of activities of the
project office I suppose. But I don’t ever remember a time when it wasn’t interesting.

[01.54.10]

I was going to ask you as well about awards for your work and I’m aware there are
one or two trophy shaped objects in this room.

Well that’s the most recent one in fact … well I’ve got the Royal Aeronautical Society
Wakefield medal which is a silver medal, sorry it is the Wakefield silver medal, there
is a bronze one and a gold one as well. And I’ve got the Royal Aeronautics Society’s
[Royal Aeronautical Society’s] own gold medal. Hmmm … I think they’re the only
two British ones apart from collecting an OBE on the way which is a … standard
beyond a certain level.

Are there any you’re particularly pleased at getting? It’s always something I’m
interested of people who’ve actually been awarded things, whether the awards carry
any weight with them as opposed to the outside world?

Oh I suppose becoming a fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering is … a higher
accolade perhaps than the other things. That’s the only American award which is
quite recent, like –

The Newbold Award.

[Looking at award] 2008 would you believe, yeah.

What did you get that one for?
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Hmmm?

What did you get that one for [laughs]?

For – for lasting that long I think.

[Laughs].

No, it was Newbold Award and Newbold was a guy who worked in America for the
Bristol Engine Company, or Rolls Royce Bristol I suppose it was then, and he was a
staunch supporter of the Pegasus and the Harrier and he gave money when he died for
this award. Gordon Lewis had – had had the award, he was the only other
Englishman who did so they were mostly Americans who had done V/STOL activities
of one sort, either flying the aeroplane or – or design contribution.

Hmmm. Why does the – the Fellowship of the Royal Academy of Engineering mean a
little bit more than the other ones?

Because it has Prince Philip as its leading member I suppose, I don’t know [both
laugh]. It –

Well why did you single out as being worth a little bit more to you?

It set itself up as the highest grade of engineering institution in this country. Hmmm
… I think it originally set itself up to have the 2,000 top engineers in the United
Kingdom or something like that, I think it’s gone over that number now and there are
quite a lot of foreigners in it as well. In fact I do absolutely nothing towards it, apart
from pay them every year. But they produce an interesting magazine and … that’s
about it.

[01.58.03]

What have you done since retirement?
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Pardon?

What have you done since retirement?

As little as possible until you came along [both laugh]. Oh I’ve … got this place in
reasonable shape, no more than that. I went back to gliding, as I’ve already told you
I’m sure, in the 1990s and I’m not actually gliding myself but doing that glider up.
And I played a part in the setting up of the Hawker Association and I’m still on its
committee. [Yawning]. And I’m getting better and better at doing less and less,
that’s the truth of it.

[Laughs].

[01.58.54]

What have you made of the attention that the rest of the world has paid to, well the
Harrier in particular?

… We did what we could when we did and that’s it and to hell with the rest of the
world really.

And what about all the attention it’s received from historians, and I’m looking at a
teetering stack of books here on the Harrier on the table, I should probably mentioned
it’s [laughs] – what do you make of all that attention it gets though, it’s – it’s quite
noticeable for a post-war British engineering project.

If they want to write books they’re free to do so. I mean they – mostly they will have
been written with reference to the – to the PR people at Kingston and occasionally
they’ve penetrated through and talked to some of the engineers but not too often.

Hmmm.

[01.59.54]
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What did you make about being approached to do this interview?

Well I doubted the value of purely oral – oral interviewing, given that there is such a
mass of stuff already in existence, and if anyone really wants to know about the thing
they’re going to have to go back and do some serious reading, and I still have that
reservation really. I await to see what you make of it all.

[Laughs] How have you actually found taking part in these interviews?

How have I found it?

Yeah.

I didn’t have to find it, it found me [both laugh] … well it does serve to stir up the
memory buds I suppose here and there …

Were you surprised to be approached for the project?

… Well because I didn’t know that this exercise existed I suppose yes. You’d
probably have done better to go on sticking to your artists and writers and all the rest.

I think that’s a matter of opinion actually [laughs].

Well when you’ve got Ralph Denning spliced in or whoever from Bristol you might
make a more compete story out of it. Hmmm …

It’s one of the things that really interested me when I first met you to discuss this –
well the possibility of doing this interview, was the point you make about, you do
know I was only, I think you said there were other people involved as well.

Hmmm.

Even though someone has to conduct them in the orchestra as it were. I was thinking,
how important do you think capturing that teamwork aspect is, and do you think there
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are any ways that I can go about capturing that teamwork aspect better in what I’m
doing?

… [makes thinking noise] Well you don’t employ the – all those people ‘cause they
have beautiful faces, I mean you – you have to accept the job is going to be done by
hundreds of people and it has changed in that respect. Increasingly in passing years
the pretence that it was always the work of one man, I mean it – it’s as silly as saying
that Viscount Montgomery won the Battle of Alamein, you know, didn’t pull the
trigger once …

What do you think makes a good team?

Pardon?

What do you think makes a good or effective team?

… Well continuity of experience I think would be the first thing. Support from the
other parts of the organisation, I mean if you end up entirely in the hands of
accountants you’re doomed. I would say the main thing that Sir Sydney was at fault
that he – I suppose he believed, I don’t know if he did really believe it or whether he
was just careful with money from his humble beginnings perhaps, but he never
wanted to spend money on – on technological support activities. He – I don’t think …
anything that was done was done by him voluntarily, it was either pressed down on
him by the main board or the ministry insisted on something like full scale strength
tests of airframes and things like that. Whereas the thing that – built Warton’s
strength was from the beginning, they were setting up from scratch and they were
very much run by the engineers in the early stages, under Petter and they spent money
on wind tunnels and supersonic wind tunnels and everything else you can imagine.

Where is this?

Pardon?

Where is this, under Bill Whalton?
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Warton.

Oh Warton sorry.

Warton, yeah. After the great success of the Canberra, which was an undoubted
success, they had money to spare and they spent it on the engineering side of the
business. They then lost Petter and produced the Lightning which was an absolutely
dreadful piece of engineering in my view. I mean aerodynamically it may have been
clever enough but the internal of the thing was absolutely appalling. Which in a sense
they’re not to blame for, I mean it started off as a research aeroplane and then got
through a series of bodges into an operational aeroplane. And it – it just got under the
hedge of the white – 1957 white paper which said no more fighters, so in extent – to
an extent they can’t be blamed for the unfortunate features of the aeroplane, but it –
it’s – it was an exhilarating aeroplane to fly but not a heap of use operationally really.

[Laughs] Hmmm.

Anyway.

I think we are just about finished aren’t we, it’s –

Yeah.

Unless there’s anything else you’d like to add before I press the –

I think before I say anything –

Off button.

Too unkind about our competitors.

Ralph, thank you very much.
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[End of Track 11]
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